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Worldwide Butterflies
and LULLINGSTONE SILK FARM
COMPTON HOUSE

Tel: Yeovil (0935) 74608 Sherbome
, Dofset.

1986 LIVESTOCK
CATALOGUE

READY SHORTLY
ALSO SPECIMEN LIST

Early Species include:

JAPANESE OWL MOTH (Brahmaea japonica). Spectacular

horned larvae that are easily reared on Privet. Eggs ready

in March. Fifteen for £3.75.

TAU EMPEROR (Aglia tau). Pretty larvae, also exotically

horned. Eggs in April. Larvae feed on Oak, Lime or Birch.

Fifteen eggs £4.00.

MARSH FRITILLARY (M. aurinia). Healthy post-hibernation

larvae ready in April. These are well grown already and

easily reared on wild Honeysuckle. Ten for £2.00.

SILVER-WASHED FRITILLARY (Arg. paphia). Tiny larvae,

safely through the winter. Feed on potted Violet or Pansy.

Ten for £3.50.

NB. Please send SAE for each species ordered.

OPEN DAILY Mar 28 • Oct 31

10am 5pm including weekends

(on A30 Yeovil-Sherborne dual carriageway)

OUR OWN KITE NET IS BACK AGAIN
Our own special design is now manufactured again.

Tlie tubular frame is sturdily constructed yet takes

apart and becomes compact for travel. The end hoop
is flexible, allowing the net to be brought down upon
the ground with considerable severity and without

harm. Generously cut, deep net bag of fine and
durable black nylon.

YOU CANNOT BUY A BETTER NET !

Price £17.35 (plus £1.00 p & p). Telephone your order

today (Access, Visa card holders).

LIVING BUTTERFLIES IN A

STATELY HOME
FREE FLYING AMONGST

TROPICAL PLANTS

VINTAGE TRACTORS & FIRE ENGINE

TV FILMS

EDUCATIONAL DISPLAYS

COLLECTIONS FROM ACROSS
THE WORLD

BUTTERFLY HOUSE PALM HOUSE
GARDENS

BOOKS SPECIMENS - LIVESTOCK

EXCITING GIFT SHOP

V\S\T US AGAIN IN 1986 NEW DISPLAYS
& FACILITIES

WET OR FINE - NOW EVEN MORE TO SEE!



THE LONDON
BUTTERFLYHOUSE

SYON PARK
THE WORLD'S LARGEST

LIVE BUTTERFLYSAFARI
Tropical gardens under glass where whatever the weather
you can stroll among FREE FLYING butterflies from all

over the world. All stages of breeding. Courtship displays

among exotic flowers, jungle foliage and water plants.

AN EXHIBITION
An educational collection. live insects - giant spiders,

leaf cutting ants, stick insects, praying mantis etc.

Browse around the Butterfly Shop
Gifts - all \^ith a butterfly motif. Books and charts.

Equipment for the amateur entomologist

Livestock for rearing at home and school.

A day mafor all ilufamily, a motor mmeim, tJi£ Gardm Cmire and Syon House itself.

How to get there

Open trom 10am
ro 5pm 7 davs a

wecK throughour
the vcar A4

C/UBTTE ^ /
A3I5

0
^S^v GARDENS

to

Special rates tor

orgarused groups

ind schoors-nne;

01-560 7272

FREE CAR R\RK



INSECT CONSERVATION NEWS.

Published by the Amateur Entomologists' Society and

edited by David Lonsdale.

Conservation is ineffective unless insects and their habitats are taken fully

into account. ICN is the newsletter which is helping to put insects on the

conservation map. Through it, this Committee has long drawn attention to

the special needs of insects. We emphasise neglected habitat types (e.g.

dead wood) and are pioneers for urban conservation.

ICN gives a wealth of news and information, with reports on our own
projects, surveys and field meetings. The role of the amateur is vital in this

work, and more support is urgently needed. The penalty for inactivity is the

destruction of more of our favourite habitat sites and the continued erosion

of the freedom to pursue our interests as inappropriate legislation seeks to

protect species whose habitats have been destroyed.

ICN costs £1.30 forfour issues(10p reduction for postal order payments)

Apply to Dr. D. Lonsdale, Forest Research Station, Alice Holt Lodge,

Wrecclesham, Farnham, Surrey, GU10 4LH.

INSECT BEHAVIOUR
AND ANTS STUDY GROUP

Are you interested in any form of insect behaviour or ants

study, exchanging ideas with nnennbers of similar interest or

making observations and carrying out experiments in insect

behaviour?

For £1 .00 subscription, the Group offers:-

A FULL LISTOF MEMBERS
A QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER mXh suggestions for practical

work, members' articles and letters and book reviews.

MEETINGS arranged during the summer to observe and

experiment in the field and perform any special projects.

Beginners and more experienced Entomologists are

welcome.
Membership applications, offers of help and enquiries to:-

M. M. Parsons, 95 Glebe Lane, Barming, Maidstone, Kent

ME16 9BA.



AES EXOTIC ENTOMOLOGY
GROUP

Are you interested in

PHASMIDS, SATURNIIDS, MANTIDS,
ARACHNIDS, etc?

You are

Well, why not join us?

Subscription is £2.50 annually

This brings you:

—

Quarterly illustrated News Letter with tips on rearing.

Major articles on exotic insects etc.

Monthly Information Sheet of livestock available for sale is

published from January to December at 20p extra per copy.

For details send SAE to:— EEG Secretary, 38 Frith Road,
Bognor Regis, Sussex P021 511

LARVAE OF BRITISH LEPIDOPTERA NOT
FIGURED BY BUCKLER

by G. M. HAGGETT

This re-publishes in a single volume eleven papers slightly revised,

with colour plates, which appeared in the Proceedings of the

British Entomological and Natural History Society since 1955. This

is a limited edition of less than 300 copies. It is now available to

non-members, price £15.00 (postage and packing £1.00 extra). In all,

150 pp. text, fully indexed, and 35 coloured plates.

Applications, with cheques or postal orders payable to the

British Entomological and Natural History Society, to:-

R. F. Bretherton, C. B, Folly Hill, Birtley Green, Bramley,

Guildford, Surrey GU5 OLE



AES BULLETIN

EDITORIAL

An inordinate fondness for beetles. Such was the title of an Oxford Film

Unit's TV programme in May last year. Its opening sequence brought

back some very happy memories, for it was when attending his first Field

Meeting, over forty years ago, that your editor was introduced by a

Coleopterist member to the pleasures of the Tiger beetle. I hope that any
members who may also have viewed the programme enjoyed it as much
as I did.

As intimated in a previous editorial, this issue is mainly devoted to

beetles, covering the subject from a variety of aspects and viewpoints.

We hope that even non-Coleopterists will find it of interest.

We have also made this a bumper issue with 24 extra pages and this has

enabled us finally to publish some articles which were already typeset,

some a year ago, but were unavoidably held over due to the pressure on
space and the filling of the August Jubilee issue with the specially

commissioned articles.

THE LEPIDOPTERIST
The lepidopterist travels far and wide
Through woods, through fields

Through the countryside

With every step with every stride

With your note book and net

By your side

When the sun is high and clouds gone by
You seek the moth and butterfly.

Jan Koryszko (6089)
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KENNETH AIRY SHAW (1902-1985)

Few now have any recollections of Kenneth Airy Shaw's early life, as his

association with Kew started in 1925, after reading botany at Cambridge,
under the influence of that great teacher Humphrey Gilbert-Carter.

His first few months at Kew were spent at the Museums, but he soon

moved to the Herbarium, to find himself working under W. B. Turrill

and C. V. Marquand, and among those he counted as his friends were

the late Noel Sandwith and Edgar Milne-Redhead, who was later to

marry his sister Olive Shaw.

During the war years, he was evacuated, with the collections from
Wing C of the Herbarium, to Gloucestershire, where he continued his

researches in the company of several of his colleagues. It was during this

period that he first became interested in the important and complex plant

family, the Euphorbiaceae, of which he was later to become a leading

authority.

His career at Kew was interrupted, however, from 1952 for six years,

during which period he devoted himself to his Christian commitment,
editing various Christian publications. He returned to Kew in 1958, at

the invitation of the then Director, Sir George Taylor.

For most of us at Kew, it was this latter stage in his life that we first got

to know him, as he began work on the enormous task — with much
trepidation, as he later recounted — compiling the 7th edition of Willis'

Dictionary of Flowering Plants and Ferns. This finally appeared in 1966

with a further edition in 1973. The meticulous care with which he

carried out this work ensured that it became an essential work of

reference, not only to the herbarium botanists but to many working in

related fields. Today it is difficult to imagine how we coped without it!

The dictionary completed, he was at last able to devote his time to his

favourite plants, Euphorbiacae and he continued to publish many
works on that family. Although concentrating on the Asiatic species, his

study of those from Australia ultimately led to two visits to that

continent, in 1974 and 1976 — visits that gave him enormous pleasure

and added further stimulus to his work.

Mention should also be made to Kenneth Airy Shaw's hfe-long interest

in entomology.Over the years, he contributed very many notes to

various entomological journals and, between 1948 and 1973, he compiled

and edited "Additions to the wild Fauna and Flora of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew" in which many of the records were his own.

He continued working actively in the Herbarium until shortly before

he died, at the age of 83. In these latter years, he was surrounded by

many colleagues, far his junior, who were charmed by his avuncular

and good-humoured manner and who relied on and respected him for his

extensive knowledge of flowering plants.
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Kenneth Airy Shaw was of a retiring disposition but with an
underlying sense of humour that easily came to the surface. His empty
desk at the top of Wing C is a sad reminder to us, that we have lost a

friend and mentor, to whom we can no longer bring our problem plants,

nor our Latin texts for translation.

Our memories of his scientific works will ensure that he will not be

forgotten

Ray Harley

Kenneth joined the AES during the war and immediately became
involved in helping with the then difficult task of keeping the Society

going. Post-war thoughts were already in mind and under his able

guidance and editorship our most ambitious publication to date was
published in 1948. This was the Directory of Natural History Societies

and while today one might query just what an Entomological Society was
doing involving itself in what might seem a non-entomological pubhca-

tion, the fruits of this in terms of contacts made and the cross-fertiliza-

tion that resuhed from the information gathered together about all sorts

and kinds of Society resulted in additional membership, not only for the

AES, but of other Societies whose existence was thus brought to the

attention of potential members. The proof of his foresight was shown
when a supplement was called for and pubhshed within a year.

As a companion on Field trips Kenneth was a mine of information

about all things botanical and a great help to us younger members.
Indeed for some forty years and up to the time of his death, he served on
our Advisory Panel, giving help and advice on all matters botanical to all

who cared to consult him.

Although very many years have passed since those immediate post-war

days when he and I were in regular touch, he was the sort of man that one

does not forget with the passage of time and will be sadly missed in

person but not in memory.
Brian Gardiner

THE AIRY SHAW MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of a fine botanist and entomologist, the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew, have opened a memorial fund, with the intention of

purchasing a book, or books, in his memory. We hope that members of

the AES might like to contribute to this, in which case donations should

be sent direct to Kew, and cheques etc. should be made out to the

Bentham Memorial Trust.
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POSTAL REGULATIONS CONCERNING LIVE INSECTS

We have been asked by the Postal Authorities to draw members'
attention to the regulations in effect concerning the transmission of live

insects through the post. In effect permission must first be obtained

before any live insects are sent through the post. They must also be

properly packed; indeed it has been the lack of this packing causing some
escapes of potentially harmful organisms (Scorpions, we suspect) that

has caused the Postal Authorities to tighten up on the regulations.

Full details of the requirements are given in the Post Office Guide
(available for consultation at your local Public Library or Post Office)

and leaflets on methods of correct packing may also be available.

Meanwhile, for the benefit of members, we give below the relevant entry

and would urge all would-be exchangers of live insects to write to the

address given for permission. If the Postal Authorities discover evasion

on a large scale then it is likely that they will tighten up the regulations

very considerably and may even change them to the detriment of us all.

The following entry is to be found on page 84 of the current P. O.

Guide:

Living creatures are, in general, prohibited from the post.

The following are, however, accepted:

Bees Certain parasites

Leeches Destroyers of noxious pests, and other

Silkworms insects exchanged between or sent by
Mealworms officially recognised institutions

Earthworms Caterpillars

Ragworms Pupae and chrysalids

Lugworms Maggots
Fish fry and eggs

These are accepted only if enclosed in packs constructed so as to

prevent injury to postal staff or damage to other mail. They must be

sent by first class post only.

Prior approval for sending any living creature must be obtained

from Post Office Headquarters (RMMk 1.3.1), 33 Grosvenor Place,

LONDON SWIX IPX.

MEETING DATES TO NOTE

Enter them in your diary NOW
It is proposed to hold another "Junior Fieldweek", or possibly two,

commencing July 26 and/or August 2. All those who are interested

should write to Mr Reavey, 7 The Birches Close, North Baddesley,

Southampton, Hants S05 9HL . The venue will be in the New Forest.
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The Annual General Meeting of the Society will be held on Saturday,

April 5 in the rooms of the Royal Entomological Society, 41 Queens
Gate, London SW7.

The North London Entomological Fair, Sunday, June 1, will be held at

Picketts Lock Centre, Edmonton, London N9. Doors open 11.00 am.
Table bookings and general enquiries to Dick Burgess, Castleleigh,

London Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 6JF. Telephone 01-363 7988

(after 7 pm).

Our Annual Exhibition will be on October 1 1 and will again be held in

the Hounslow Civic Centre.

The Leicester Faire — or, more correctly, The Eighth Midlands
Entomological Fair — will be held on Sunday April 27. We understand

the table rate is £11 for traders, £3 for charities, conservation groups and
Societies, but free if you supply your own. Enquiries to:

—

Jack Harris, 1 Lincoln Road, Harwell, Leicestershire (tel. 0455 46310).

The Wigan Insect Show, as already announced in our last issue, will be at

Wigan Pier on Saturday, June 14. More details of this event will be given

in our next issue.

For the beetle collector, a long weekend of diverse activities is to be held

at Monks Wood, April 18-20. Accommodation will be available.

Details from: Paul Hyman, Nature Conservancy Council, Northminster

House, Peterborough PEl 3AU.

JEALOTS HILL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

77?^ subjectfor this year will be the rather easier one of

INSECTS IN THE GARDEN

We would urge as many members as possible to take part in this

competition this year. Photographs may be in any form and as many
entries as you like can be submitted. Bear in mind that there is £50 in

value of prizes to be won!

MELANISM GOES INTO REVERSE

Peppered moths returning to normal

The industrial melanism of the peppered moth is the best documented
and well-known example of a recessive gene becoming the most common
due to the blackening of the environment by industrial pollution.
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Significant evidence of a reversal of this process and a return to the

normal form has recently been detailed by Sir Cyril Clarke, G. S. Mani
and G. Wynne, in a paper entitled Evolution in reverse: Clean air and the

Peppered moth (1985: BiologicalJ . Linn. Soc.26: 189-199), of which the

following is an abstract:

—

Between 1848 and 1895 the melanic form carbonaria of the peppered

moth increased in Manchester from 0 to 98%. In one locality in

Merseyside the reverse process is now occurring and a year to year survey

has shown that the pale form typica has increased from 6 to 30%
between 1959 and 1984. Two studies in North Wales give supporting

evidence. The decline in air pollution consequent upon the passing of the

Clean Air Acts are probably responsible, but there are many ill-

understood problems in connection with melanism and one of the most
important of these is the extent to which non-visual selection plays a part

and works.

Those interested should consult the original paper and it would be

worth recording — preferably as a long-term project over several years
— the proportion of forms of this moth in many other areas.

SEX AND THE ENTOMOLOGIST — SEXING PUPAE

by John McFeely (6357)

There will be many times when the serious butterfly breeder needs to

know the sex of his livestock well before his larvae or pupae become
imagines. With some species of butterfly, for instance the Apaturidae, it

is possible to correctly sex the final or even the penultimate instar larva.

However, in this note I will concentrate on the pupae.

MALE FEMALE
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The Pupae of many butterflies and moths can be sexed simply on size

— bigger or fatter examples usually produce 99 and slimmer ones the

This cannot be 100% reliable but there is a method which gives the

breeder the certainty he needs.

This simplified diagram shown the main differences. All you need to

check for a positive determination are the first three or four segments

next to the wing cases of the pupa. In the case of the male the first four

segments will be quite clear, but in the female, only the first three are

without marks.

A hand lens is very useful. I use a x 5 which I have had for many
years. When I first started using this method, I found it quite difficult to

examine the segments on the pupa. With practise it became much easier.

It is a good idea to have a little practise and a simple experiment will be a

great help. Next time you have a dozen or so fairly large pupae, use them
to check the sexes in the way described above. As a direct comparison,

why not try to sex the pupae visually in the first place and then use the

segment method. As with most things, practise makes perfect.

USEFUL TIPS FOR THE ENTOMOLOGOIST

by John McFeely (6357)

Try to leave set specimens on the setting boards as long as possible. At
least a month for large specimens. Otherwise, specimens will "spring" or

"droop" in time and not look so well as when first removed from the

boards. Specimens which required relaxing prior to setting are particu-

larly prone to "spring" so leave these much longer than other set

specimens.

Never kill bred specimens for the cabinet until at least 24 hours after

emergence. For most moths and larger butterflies 48 hours is advisable.

The reason for this is quite simple. The fluid used "hydraulically" by the

insect to expand its wings takes at least a full day to dry out. Attempts to

set a specimen still with this fluid present, even a very small quantity,

usually results in damaged wings when the time comes to remove it from
the board.

For those without a greenhouse or heated cage, the inside of a car on a

sunny day can provide a very useful substitute. In this way, stubborn

individuals can be persuaded to pair or lay. Do experiment and record

temperatures before however, otherwise it is very easy to "cook" your

livestock. Even in January, in-car temperatures get very high in sunshine.
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EARLY BUTTERFLIES

Two butterfly sightings greeted me on the 8th March last. First, a male

Brimstone was seen on the edge of woodland east of Twelsedown
racecourse and the second a Small tortoiseshell crossing my Aldershot,

Hants., garden in a hurry.

John Green (4932)

THE KNOPPER GALL IN EAST SUSSEX
I teach at a school in Polegate and in 1984 the children discovered a

number of galls of Andricus quercuscalicis under oak trees on the school

playing fields. These were the first I had seen and from their numbers I

judged that there was about a 10% infestation of the oaks. The same
week I found more galls on oaks about a half mile away. On the side of

the cutting of the disused railway behind the school grows a young
Quercus cerris. It will be interesting, in the spring, to discover whether it

is being used for the sexual generation.

John Sellens

SPREAD OF THE DINGY SKIPPER IN STAFFORDSHIRE
For some years now the Dingy skipper {Erynnis tages L.) has been

spreading in Staffordshire. In the Atlas of the Lepidoptera of
Staffordshire by R. G. Warren, old records show it as quite a local

species. In the Victoria County History there are but few records:

Leycett, Dovedale, Bishop's wood, all in 1926: Madely, 1946. The late

H. W. Daltry recorded very local colonies in the Keel-Madely area, at

Burnt wood, the Churnet valley, the Dovedale-Maniford valley and as

being in South and East Staffordshire.

Since those records it has become much more widespread in the

County and has been seen in areas from where there are no previous

records. In 1984 it was recorded at Trentham by R. G. Warren and by
myself at Park Hall Country park, where its foodplants, Birdsfoot

trefoil, grows in a sandpit. On June 11th I saw a single specimen at

Barlaston Rough Close Common. I hope the species becomes firmly

established in these areas and I would be pleased to hear of any other

Staffordshire records.

Jan Koryszko (6089)
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PIN-CUSHIONS AMONGST THE ROSES

For years, it seems, I had taken little notice of the effects of leaf-mining

larvae and the gall accretions caused by aphids, sawflies, gall wasps, etc.

Once I had seen my first robin's pin-cushion (the bedeguar gall) on dog
rose, however, I began to realise how interesting this area of entomology
could be. The fibrous gall, containing so many larvae of the tiny wasp
Diplolepis rosae, fascinated me greatly.

It is important indeed, to take special note of the effects of insects

upon plant life, for all too often the effects are more apparent and more
in evidence than the insects themselves. These effects also serve to

stimulate the wayfarer and lead him into some very absorbing and
rewarding detective work!

Frank Marples (8226)

BRITISH TARANTULA FELLOWSHIP

The growing interest in rearing not only insects but also other inverte-

brates, has stimulated the formation of specialised Societies (and

groups within existing Societies) to deal with them. As those who
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attended our Annual Exhibition may have noticed, one of these new
organizations has been formed for those interested in spiders.

Their annual subscription is £10 and further details may be obtained

from Dave Phipps, "Brindles Cave", c/o 65 Wintercroft Road,
Hoddesdon, Herts ENll 8RL.

FOR SATURNID ENTHUSIASTS

Superb German magazine articles

Once again the Nachhchten des entomologischen Vereins Apollo (Heft

2, 1985) has excelled itself and contains two colour plates depicting new
species of the genus Attacus and the genus Hemileuca,

Both articles are by Richard Peigler. The first is in German with an
English abstract and describes the adult stages only of A. paraliae and A.

lemairei (from Celebes and Philippines respectively) while the second
paper is in both English and German and describes the new species H.
conwayae together with its biology. The colour plate illustrates all stages

with H. chinatiensis, its close ally, given for comparison.

A 1985 CLOUDED YELLOW

On September 11th 1985 a Clouded yellow {Colias croceus) was seen

flying in a westerly direction along Port Down, Hants, SU 663064. The
day was mainly sunny with a light south-easterly wind.

A. J. Baldwin (5954)

WINTER EMERGENCE OF ORANGE-TIPS

I wonder if any reader has experienced early emergence of imagines of

the Orange-tip butterfly {Euchloe cardamines) as I did in December
1984.

Keeping the pupae in a refrigerator, which I always do between June

and the following May, they have always lain dormant until the appro-

priate time. However, on checking a batch of pupae during December
1984, I noticed two were starting to 'colour up'. I removed all pupae
from the cold and placed them in a plastic indoor greenhouse with a

maximum daytime temperature of 70°F (much lower at night of course).

Between December 30 and January 1 1 all emerged normally.

A. Harris (8147)
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BOOK REVIEWS

The Spiders of Great Britain and Ireland. Volumes 1 and III, by Michael

J. Roberts. Harley Books, 1985. Vol. 1, pp.229, £45. Vol. Ill, pp. 256,

£55; £85 for both volumes.

There have never been so many books on spiders as on the more popular

insect groups. But, with the publication of these two volumes, the study

of spiders is brought up to the level enjoyed by creatures with six legs.

The size of these books is ample, even grand; at a glance they would
appear to be in the same series as 'The Moths and Butterflies of Great

Britain and Ireland', and although there are similarities, the 290 x 212

mm format makes them amongst the largest modern works on arthropods.

Volume One contains an introduction and interesting chapters on
morphology including two very useful pages showing external features

and explaining terms. In addition the topics of courtship, silk, communi-
cation and spider bites are dealt with quickly, although the bites and
consequent symptoms of some tropical spiders are described together

with their treatment and prognosis (if any).

The sections on collecting and preserving are short but the bibliography

runs to two and a half pages and includes many continental references

on identification. I found the key to families difficult to use, it is not

dichotomous and at one point the line: "Descriptions not covered by A to

L above" left me completely foxed.

There are, however, several helpful comments added to the key where

the family contains one distinctive or rare species only.

This is helpful to the non-expert in removing unlikely families from the

search. In the description section the keys continue to the level of genera,

but not down to species, a feature which I find rather inconsistent. There is

a brief paragraph on each species and at the end a section called "distin-

guishing the species". This is usually very informative but on a few

occasions rather vague. Identification relies strongly on the text figures

which are impressive and clear. There is a great deal of wasted space in

both volumes but particularly in the species descriptions where frequently

half of the page is blank. The text is very readable and not at all dull, for

example, in the section on examining spiders, the author advocates the

purchase of a stereoscopic microscope and justifies this by saying ".
. .the

cost of a good microscope compares favourably with that of essential

equipment for other hobbies such as photography, fishing or golf."

The colour plates in Volume III are truly excellent. Generally there is

only one illustration to a page, and both the colour and form of the spider

come over very well indeed. I am slightly disappointed to find that only

about half of the British species are illustrated. Diagrams of palps and

epigynes aid identification but I would expect a definitive book such as this

to illustrate a greater proportion of our species. The provision of only one
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large picture per page must be part of the reason for this and it is

questionable that this is the best use of the space available. I am always

suspicious of books which claim, as this one does, to be suitable for both

expert and novice alike, and as a complete novice, I was pleasantly

surprised at the helpful and informal style of the book.

I see these two books (and Volume II yet to be published) being bought
not only by dedicated arachnologists but also by general readers of Natural

History to whom the fine illustrations will give great pleasure.

Colin Hart

The larger moths and butterflies of Essex by A. M. Emmet, G. A. Pyman
and D. Corke. Published by the Essex Field Club 1985. pp.135. 24 pp. of

black and white photographs. Price £9.00.

Ten years ago the Essex Naturalists' Trust published A guide to the

Butterflies and Larger Moths of Essex and the Field Club followed with

The Smaller Moths ofEssex in 1981 . This new publication up-dates both

and with its introductory chapters gives a review in depth of the status of

the county's lepidoptera.

I found the introductory chapters most informative and interesting.

G. A. Pyman deals with the notable species, chosen for their uniqueness to

the county or their special association with it. The changing status of the

butterflies is considered by J. Firmin and David Corke looks at the

paucity of the butterfly fauna in the county. This last chapter puts

forward one aspect which is seldom considered in conservation surveys,

the predation by birds.

The impact of large pheasant populations feeding on ground-feeding

larvae is one that is often overlooked but may be one of the reasons why
the fritillaries have virtually gone from Essex. His plea for reintroduc-

tions is being followed with some success in regard to the Heath fritillary.

Short sections deal with the special habitats and reserves of the county,

written by different authors and then the main part of the book lists the

lepidoptera — scientific and common name — followed by status and
any special comments and a distribution map for each with records prior

to 1960, 1960 to 1969, and 1970 to date. An appendix deals with doubtful

records. A final chapter up-dates records for the smaller moths,

recording several species not included in the 1981 publication. The
closing five pages list the references and sources used in the compilation.

To give the book a wider reading public the twenty-four centre pages

carry black and white photographs of some of the butterflies and moths
referred to in the text; they are of a good standard for the greater part

but the source is not indicated. This will be an essential book for anyone
interested in the lepidoptera of the county of Essex and sets a high

standard for others contemplating similar records for other counties.

PWC
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Garden plants and butterflies by Matthew Oates. Published by Brian

Masterton and Associates Ltd., 64 High Street, Fareham, Hants. 52 pp.

Illustrated with drawings in black and white and colour. Price £2.95 (plus

30p p&p per copy).

The Conservation Committee of our Society published a booklet for

Butterfly Year entitled "How to encourage butterflies to hve in your
garden" which has proved very successful. This new publication follows

it very closely, in greater detail and embellished with some very good
illustrations, justifying the difference in cost from our own pubHcation

(60p incl. postage).

The first part deals with the butterflies which may inhabit our gardens

under the groupings of Satyridae, Nymphalidae, Lycaenidae and
Pieridae with a brief note on the Hesperiidae giving notes on life

histories and foodplants. The second chapter considers nectar-producing

plants suitable for butterflies — annuals, perennials and shrubs and
trees, and wild flowers.

How to plant a butterfly border is explained also how to encourage

butterflies to breed in the garden. An appendix lists suitable reading and
societies, but omits our own. For those who want a nice booklet to give

to others to encourage them to use their garden for butterflies, this can

be recommended but in practical terms it does not add a lot to what we
have already published for our members.

PWC

The Butterflies ofDorset by Jeremy Thomas and Nigel Webb. Pp. 128; 8

cold, plates, numerous maps, histograms. Dorset Natural History and
Archaeological Society (c/o Dorset County Museum, Dorchester DTI
IXA) 1984. Price £6.00.

Time was when books on our Country's butterflies were substantial

and well illustrated while local lists tended to be a few pages of listed

species. Now local lists tend to be booksize, comprehensive and well

illustrated, while general works, while continuing to be profusely

illustrated, often have minimal textual matter. (With some notable

exceptions, see book reviews in the February last Bulletin.)

Here we have a book on the butterflies of a single English county,

which is also fortunate to have more of our resident species endemic to it

than has any other. The book does full justice to these species, and all of

them are illustrated in one or more of the coloured figures on the plates.

All these are photographs of live butterflies in their natural habitat. Each
species also has a detailed distribution map and most also a histogram

giving the time of which is so very useful when one wishes to see very

localised colonies, often difficult to locate when a stranger to the area
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even though the species in question may have a very widespread

distribution and indeed be quite common. Very useful too is the

information given as to "where to see." Each species has a page of text

to itself (with the maps and histograms facing) and the history, ecology,

lifehistory data and the present distribution and status and, where

appropriate, aspects concerning conservation.

Compared with earlier distribution lists (cf J. W. Tutt's British

Lepidoptera published at the turn of the century with its page after page

of localities in small type both difficult to read and to assimilate) the

largescale distribution maps with their black squares of sightings are so

easy to take in at a glance that there is plenty of time in hand to read the

very informative text, which is a masterpiece of compactness in view of

the large amount of information it contains. No space is wasted

describing any species. (This has, after all, been done ad infinitum, in

numerous other pubUcations) but care is taken to mention other species

with which the one under discussion can be confused. Particular

emphasis is also given to where and when and how the female lays her

eggs, a point usually neglected by previous authors and a clear indication

that these ones are dedicated field workers and know what they are

talking about when it comes to butterflies and their habits.

Throughout the book a substantial amount of space is given to the

historical aspects of the subject and old records are examined critically as

to their authenticity and relevance. The (nearly always declining)

changing fortunes in the status of a species is described and the reasons

for the changes given.

Besides the detailed discussion on each butterfly about a quarter of

this book is taken up with a general history and description of Dorset and
its changing pattern of agriculture, for it is this last that has so clearly

caused the environmental changes that have been so inimical to the

butterfly fauna. Some five pages are devoted to conservation, from the

point of view of the needs of the butterflies and the recommendation
made that 8 out of 48 resident species are now so localised and in such

danger that they should not be collected at all. These include the wood
white, small blue and marsh fritillary.

Although dealing with one county, this book gives such detail about

the ecology of so many, 48, of our country's butterflies, that it is of great

use in whatever county we may be in, for it is unlikely that the type of

habitat and the habits of the butterflies are likely to vary much, only the

history and distribution will differ.

This book is well produced and printed and comes in an attractive

coloured cover. It certainly deserves a place in any library.

Brian Gardiner
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Insects in Camera, text by Christopher O'Toole, photographs in full

colour by Ken Preston-Mafham. 154 pp. 287 cold, plates. Oxford
University Press 1985. Price £14.95.

Most of us amateur entomologists aspire today to insect photography
as a facet of our hobby. The standard of photography in this book is an
example of what wonderful results can be achieved in this medium, the

majority of the shots having been taken using a hand-held Nikon F2A
camera using a 55mm Micro lens. The pictures are presented as showing
different aspects of insect structure and life in a series of chapters, the

text introducing the theme being followed by the photographic

illustrations, fully annotated. The text is well written and very informative

and makes the book so much more valuable to the amateur entomologist

than many of recent pubhcations giving insect photographs. A Hst of the

chapters indicates the range of the subject matter:— Success in Diversity,

Food and Feeding, Finding a Mate, Egg-laying and Parental Care, Social

Insects, Parasites, Defence in a Hostile World. There is an appendix of

suggested further reading and a comprehensive index. A book to grace

any entomological library and one which teachers will find a very useful

source for instruction and ideas.

PWC

Les Papillions by H. Reichholf-Riehm translated into French by G. C.

Luquet. 288 pp. with 579 cold, plates and 160 b/w drawings. Editions

Solar: Paris. 1984. Price 60FF.

This is another book on the European lepidoptera from the French

connection. Originally pubhshed in German in 1983 and now in French,

it is a pocket field guide to the commoner or more resplendent macro-
and microlepidoptera of Europe. The text faces the colour plates for

each species described and these are excellent, many being of the insect in

a natural setting with others of set insects. The descriptive text covers the

image, habitat, range, status, flight time, occurrence of larval stage and
food-plants and, in many cases, special observations. Colloquial French

names are given for all species, even the micros. Obviously in a book of

such wide coverage, the species selected limit the value of the book for

the specialist but for those intending to spend an entomological holiday

on the Continent it will prove very useful, provided their French is

adequate. There are some nice pictures of the various stadia of butterflies

and moths and some good larval photographs which include E. maturna

and several hawkmoths.

It is sad that, with the obvious interest that has been awakened in

France in regard to its insect fauna, there has been so much widespread

destruction of habitat and wholesale prohibition of collecting in some
departments.
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The legislation which also prevents the capture of certain species has no
valuable contribution to make to conservation while the selective type of

habitat that most of those species require is being destroyed by drainage

or intensive cultivation.

PWC

NEW MONUMENTAL BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT
The Butterflies of Europe

Since the pubhcation in 1970 of the pocket handbook "A Field Guide to

the Butterflies of Britain and Europe" by L. G. Higgins and N. D. Riley

numerous, usually popular and colourful books on butterflies followed

in quick succession.

However, an exhaustive work on the butterflies of Europe, aimed not

only at the small circle of collectors of butterflies but also at the wide

spectrum of scientists, students, conservationists — simply anybody with

a primary or secondary interest in butterflies, has not been published

since the beginning of this century.

The lack of monographs is common to many taxonomic groups. The
AULA-Verlag, aware of this deficiency, has published series providing a

comprehensive treatment of birds (Handbuch der Vogel Mitteleuropas),

mammals (Handbuch der Saugetiere Europas), reptiles and amphibians

(Handbuch der Reptilien und Amphibien Europas), and is preparing a

nine volume monograph "The Freshwater Fishes of Europe" (in

English).

The Butterflies of Europe, selected to be next in this series, will also be

published in English to enable a wider circle of readers to profit from the

publication. The authors apart from the editor, Otakar Kudrna, include

E. Balletto, P. Brakefield, L. Cassulo, T. B. Larsen, H. Malicky, R.

Mattoni, I. Nakamura, Y. P. Nekrutenko, S. Oehmig, R. Robinson, A.

S. Skalski, G. G. Toso, E. M. Wolfram and others.

There are to be eight volumes (some may be double volumes) each with

approximately 450 pages, numerous maps, black-and-white illustrations

and colour plates. Size 15.5 x 23 cm, hardcover and dust cover.

For those, who wish to purchase all volumes, a discount will be offered

until the publication of the last volume.

All volumes will be richly illustrated. In addition to distribution maps,
drawings and photos of morphological structures, most of the

butterflies, occurring in Europe, will be presented in life size on coloured

plates. Vol. 7. will include numerous photos of butterflies in their natural

habitat.

The volumes will be published at intervals of about 18 month to two
years.
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Price per volume approx. DM 248.

Subscription price, when order is placed in advance approx. DM 194 per

volume.

Subscription price, after release of the first volume approx. DM 216 per

volume.

While we suspect this important work will be available from English

booksellers, for those wishing further details and wishing to subscribe

direct, application should be made to:

—

AULA-Verlag GmbH Verlag fur Wissenschaft und Forschung, P.O. Box
1366, Luisenplatz 2, D-6200 Wiesbaden, FRG.

EXHIBITION REPORT — CORRECTIONS
I must point out an error in the account of an exhibit on page 56 of the

May last Bulletin. Under the Sandwell Valley Field Club it is stated that

C. diffinis was a new County record. This is incorrect and should have

read L. bimaculata Fabr. (the white pinion-spotted).

Alicia Normand (8168)

There are a couple of slight errors in the account of my exhibit

{Bulletin Vol. 44 p 55). For Oecizus read Oeciacus and for Craterine read

Crataerina.

Ashley Kirk-Spriggs (7094)

DEFATTING SPECIMENS

The article "A thought on pins" by D. H. Hall-Smith (Bulletin Vol.

43:138) has put me in mind of the method I use to avoid this problem.

The corrosion of pins containing copper is due to fatty acids formed
by dissociation of fatty substances of the insect body which combine
themselves with the copper of the pin. So the formation of these speci-

men-destructive (but beautifully crystalline) outgrowths can be prevented

by a thorough defatting of the specimens before, or at any rate soon

after, pinning and drying. The use of stainless steel pins, is, however,

always better. Defatting of certain species is in any case an important

procedure because the fatty acids can harm the specimens as

well. Moreover defatted specimens look better and are much better

protected against mould, mites and Anthrenus attacks. The defatting of

pinned examples can easily be done using White Spirit, Carbon Tetra-

chloride (CCI4), or Trichlorethylene (CHCl:CHCL:CCl2) in a wide-

mouthed jam-jar, onto the lid of which a piece of cork is cemented with a

corrosioin resistant cement (e.g. Araldite). A large cork that fits the jar

may of course also be used. (See Fig. F.)
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The specimen is put into the defatting agent for one or more days,

dependent on its size. If this procedure is to be used often, then it is

advantageous to use a series of three jars and move the specimen in

succession from one to the other, after which they can be taken out and
allowed to dry overnight in a well-ventilated situation where the solvent

can freely evaporate. After a number of such operations the first jar will

become saturated with fats and should be discarded; the second is now
used as the first and a fresh jar for the third. Disposal of the contents

should be made according to current regulations on such dangerous

chemicals. Note that while White Spirit is highly inflammable, the other

two are not, but have poisonous vapour. So always carry out all

operations without any naked flames present and in a very well-

ventilated space.

(Editor's Note. Current British regulations regard Trichlorethylene as being

carcinogenic. Although Carbon Tetrachloride is still much used for dry cleaning

it is also regarded with equal suspicion and the use of 1,1,1,-Trichlorethane

(C2H3CI3) is recommended in their place.)

P. H. van Doesburg

Fig. F.
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SOME NOVEL COLLECTING METHODS FOR THE
COLEOPTERIST

by Richard Jones

Since the Amateur Entomologists' Society published its excellent A
Coleopterist's Handbook in 1954, and even since its revision in 1981,

several new and fascinating methods for collecting beetles have been
devised. I offer here a few of the more erudite techniques that have been
developed.

The 'wetfinger' technique

For those who cannot afford a pooter, or do not wish to carry about such

a ludicrously-named piece of equipment, or have neglected to have their

tailor insert a 'pooter pocket' into their best tweed collecting suit, I

recommend the wet finger technique as a most suitable alternative. It is

best used for the capture of the smaller coleoptera (1 /z - 6 mm) and is

employed as follows. First find your beetle. (Quite obvious really, that

bit.) Next, take one index finger (left or right) and lick it. I would add
that this should preferably by your own, as licking someone else's finger

is Hable to lead to no end of trouble. When the tip of the finger is

correctly moist, touch it upon the back of the beetle and lift up. The
beetle will then be securely attached, and cannot escape, merely waving
its legs in the air in protest. An uncorked tube is then placed over the

beetle at the end of your finger, and a sharp blow to the back of the hand
should be enough to dislodge him An excellent method I'm sure you will

agree, and with practice, up to forty-five beetles a minute may be tubed

in this manner.

I would however, add a few words of warning. Beetles are not

renowned for their personal hygiene, and there is no telling what a beetle

has been doing when you unearth him. So, by the time you hav€ taken

about ten, a rather sour taste will start to appear in your mouth. This is

even earlier detected if the beetles you happen to be snapping up are

fungus, detritus, carrion or dung feeders! To offset this small

disadvantage, I recommend that you take with you in your gear several

large packets of extra strong mints for use when your finger begins to

turn rancid.

Care must also be taken when after the soft-bodied beetles Hke
Cantharids, which tend to become rather mis-shapen if too much gusto is

used with the downward stroke. The amount of moisture which is

applied to the finger is also of paramount inportance. With the smaller

beasts (less then 3 mm) too much spittle quite often results in their being

stuck to the side of the tube, where they will wave about their legs until

they are exhausted, and die. With care however, they can be dislodged

and set at rights by the careful insertion of a small piece of grass, and a

reassuring word.
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You will find on inspection that you have several fingers available for

this technique, but through trial and error, you will find none to match
the index, for texture and taste.

The 'turn-up' sweep technique

Even if you have neglected to have your tailor insert a 'pooter pocket'

into your suit, you should at least have had the gumption to have him put

in turn-ups, the larger the better. Not only invaluable for carrying about
pieces of useful fluff, they can be quite profitably employed for

collecting insects. Their use is simple. All you need do is wear them
while you charge about after beetles on the wing, through hay fields or

marshes. After you have missed your sixth successive beetle and have
fallen flat on your face madly cursing that you were foolish enough to

sink that eighth beer at lunch, to be sure of an interesting capture just sit

down and empty the contents of your turn-ups over a sheet. No end of

startling things will then crawl forth. Ignore the slugs and snails, and you
will surely do well with your bag, finding that rarity which for so long

has eluded you.

As I stated above, the larger the turn-up the better ... to a point. You
will find that beyond about eight inches, you will begin to pick up not

only insects, but other less affable creatures like toads, hedgehogs and
even the occasional large herbivore. It is better to do as I have done on
several suits, and have your extremely tolerant tailor insert several sets of

turn-ups, from the foot to the knee.

Sugar— a refinement

When 'sugaring' first became the rage it created a veritable storm, filling

collectors' cabinets with many of those moths previously thought to be

rare. An offshoot of this tried and tested technique has now been

developed specifically for the attraction of beetles.

The sugar you use need not be of any particular brand or variety, but

that which you are accustomed to have in your mid-afternoon tea. The
method of 'brewing' is easy. Take two teaspoons of sugar and place at

the bottom of a small plastic cup. Pour on just enough milk to cover it

completely, then fill the cup with the scalding hot tea from your thermos

flask. Finally stir vigorously in a clockwise direction (anti-clockwise in

the southern hemisphere). No sooner do you reach for that ham and

mustard sandwich than with a plop and a gasp, the first beetle has

descended into the trap.

This technique is particularly good in forests and woods, where beetles

do not even need to take to the wing to find the sugar. They merely

plummet from the very tree under which you have chosen to take lunch,

much in a manner reminiscent of the cliff-divers of Acapulco. After a

few captures, you will find that the bait is losing its attraction. You
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should now drink this cup down with one mouthful and begin again.

Some hairy beetles tend to become a little lank, but a wash and brush up
at home often grooms them up a treat.

Other substrates apart from tea can be used, depending upon the time

and place. The spider which launched itself into Miss Muffet's curds and
whey has now found a place in popular folklore and in some of the less

highly reputed restaurants' soup is said to have highly attractive

properties. Personally I have never had much success with this substance,

due, I believe, to the numerous unsavoury colourings and flavourings

found in today's bisques, which tend to repel rather than attract the

Coleoptera, bringing in only the riff-raff element of the insect world —
the Diptera.

The 'unprepared entomologist's attraction ' technique

Nothing attracts insects (especially beetles) like an entomologist who is

unprepared. How many times have you been Christmas shopping,

visiting the theatre, or commuting to work on the tube when that

extraordinary beetle has tantalisingly plonked itself right in your path?

That very beast for which a space has been reserved in your cabinet for

years, and whose capture you had just about accepted as only the stuff of

dreams. And each time of course, there you are without your tubes,

without even so much as a cracked plastic pill box. What can you do?
Well, you can cry, and after you have watched it fly away you can curse

yourself for a year and a day that you were unable to capture it. On the

other hand, being of sterner stuff, you can do your very best to contain it

with whatever comes to hand.

If the beast be large, as an oil- or stag-beetle, you may be able to put it

in a suitable receptacle like your car boot or your brief case. If, though,

the insect is small or your brief case is full of cream cheese and banana
sandwiches, the problem is infuriating. Beetles are renowned for their

ability to escape from pockets, handkerchiefs, empty crisp packets and
folded pieces of. paper. Do not attempt to use any of these. Search

instead through the other things about your person. Empty Smartie

tubes, spectacles cases, zip-fastening purses and that miniature brandy

(drink it up quickly) are useful in this situation, but the best is your

fountain pen. Did not entomololgists of old use corked pieces of quill

before the advent of glass tubes? Take a tip from them; remove the ink

cartridge from the body of the pen and insert the beetle therein, screwing

back the top firmly. You will find that this is a most excellent method for

carrying the creature, until you have an opportunity to put it in the

killing bottle.

Should you be the sort of character to use only Biros, realize now your

folly, and get thee hence to buy thyself a proper writing/collecting

implement.
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And with that pen, I hope you will do well, and perhaps write and tell

us your own novel collecting techniques.

Good bugging!

DISCOVERING BEETLE LIFE IN GLAMORGAN

by David R. Copestake

I suppose that quite often an aduh who has had a childhood interest in

entomology takes it up again in later life, when perhaps he has children

of his own who start collecting insects. I myself collected beetles from the

age of nine until into my mid-teens and then gave my collection to a

young lad who was very keen. Years later at the age of 37 I started

collecting beetles again with my boys (then aged four and six) whilst on
holiday in early June in the Lake District. There were so many beetles

everywhere, my old love was revived, and we just had to collect them.

We were fortunate in taking many interesting click beetles, and were

quite surprised to find the large Carabid Calosoma inquisitor L. up an

oak tree. At that time I did not know such beetles cHmbed trees!

For the next three years we collected beetles in a casual sort of way in

County Durham, at Castle Eden Dene and near Totland Bay on the Isle

of Wight. Then in 1980 we landed back in South Wales in a rough mining

valley near the Rhondda. I was too busy really to do much collecting and
did not think there would be many beetles around. However, events were

soon to turn me into a real beetle enthusiast. My boys were continually

being picked on by rough lads and it became clear that it was too risky

for them to go out by themselves. The last straw was when the youngest

boy was forced to strip naked by a small gang, was thrown into the river

and forced to walk home naked without any clothes. At other times my
boys were fired on by boys with air rifles.

These events made me decide that I must take the boys out myself and
not let them wander on their own. What could we do? Collect beetles,

that was the answer! We therefore began to search around the local area

and, lo and behold, the valley where we lived was teeming with beetle

life. Moreover we found varied habitats all over Glamorgan, and were

soon finding hundreds of species new to us, especially in the sand dune
areas of the South. From the National Museum of Wales we obtained a

Hst of Glamorgan Coleoptera compiled by Tomlin in 1912-33. This led us

to discover many new habitats that still survived — woods, remote

valleys, marshes, sea shore, sand dunes, limestone cliffs, mountain
upland and so forth. In 1981 we took some 500 species, and in 1983, after

learning new techniques, found well over a thousand new species. In

1982 we concentrated on dung and carrion beetles, and Stephen (then

ages 11) won the AES Junior Ansorge award for an exhibit on dung
beetles in Glamorgan.
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The best habitat of all was an area of several square miles of sand
dunes near Merthyr Mawr, Bridgend, sometimes called Candleston.

Here we have taken some 350-400 species, many rare and very local. We
are in the process of naming them and compiling a list. It is a wonderful

site and contains small wooded areas, a stream, saltmarsh and Hmestone
outcrops. In early summer and winter a spring flows in the middle of the

dunes and feeds several shallow ponds. Here many years ago the very

rare Philonthus puUus von Nordmann, was found, and Chrysolina

violacea Muler, is fairly common. Also the very rare weevil Ceutor-

rynchus pilosellus Gyll. was discovered here in 1983 by Peter Hodge on
dwarf dandelions — a beetle thought to be almost extinct in Britain.

If any Coleopterist wishes to visit this site, there is a camping ground
there, and access is obtained, off the road to Ogmore-by-Sea, from
Bridgend (15 minutes from the M4). No permission is needed for collecting.

Further along the coast westwards there is a good site at Kenfig near

Pyle, but permission is required from the warden to collect. Here the rare

and beautiful weevil Tychius quinquepunctatus L. is quite common on
wild pea.

Now we have moved to Oxfordshire. My boys go out without danger

of being beaten up or shot at with air guns, but will the beetle life be so

good? I don't suppose that there is another county in Britain with so

many varied habitats, unspoilt areas and rich beetle life as the old county

of Glamorgan. I can warmly recommend it to Coleopterists for a visit.

The Hst of Coleoptera by Tomlin is still available and is published in the

Transactions of the Cardiff Naturalists Society in five volumes 1912-

1915 and 1933 (some still available as reprints). They are quite cheap,

and enquiry should be made to the Librarian, National Museum of

Wales, Cardiff.

THE BOMBADIER BEETLE,^/?/4C///yV^75 CREPITANS L. IN
WALES

by David R. Copestake

The Bombadier beetle is a most interesting beetle having the ability to

'blow off an explosive hot gas via its abdomen that frightens away its

enemies. The American entomologist Tom Eisner has written about it in

the book 'Nature Watch', and some of his work on the beetle was
featured in a TV programme in early December 1983.

The 'blow off mechanism is extremely complicated, so much so that

the Creationists have produced a leaflet on the beetle claiming that it

could not possibly have evolved — at any intermediate stages the beetle

would have blown itself up! What happens is that hydroquinones and
hydrogen peroxide are secreted into a reservoir. When they are needed

they pass into a 'combustion chamber' opening at the rear end of the
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abdomen. Enzymes are secreted into this and produce the reaction —
quinones + water + oxygen. The oxygen blasts out the quinone spray,

raised to boiHng point, at high pressure through a rotateable nozzle

which is directed at the enemy. The result is a smelly and hot blast with

an audible 'pop'

B. crepitans is normally restricted in Britain to dry and sandy or

chalky soils in the Southern part of England. Dr Martin Luff has given a

distribution map of the species in his Premilinary Atlas of British

Carabidae. However he has no records for South Wales where the beetle

was recorded in TomHn's Glamorgan County Hst of 1912-15. Then the

beetle occurred commonly at Porthkerry on the coast near Cardiff and
at Aberdulais near Neath. When living in Glamorgan I made several

expeditions to Porthkerry in search of it during the summers of 1982-3.

However it was not discovered and the old habitat seems to have

disappeared under a golf course and leisure park. I think too that the site

at Aberdulais will have disappeared, but I was unable to investigate it.

Whilst talking to Dr Mike Claridge (now professor of entomology at

University College of Wales, Cardiff), I learnt that he 4iad seen several

specimens of B. crepitans some six or seven years ago by the south-facing

Hmestone cHffs at East Aberthaw, just a few miles west of Porthkerry. I

therefore searched the area a few times, but did not discover it. However
my friend David Edwards of Cardiff was able to visit Aberthaw more
frequently and in late May 1983 on a warm sunny day after a cold spell,

saw several specimens running across a path. He managed to catch one
(they run fast like Tiger beetles) which I have seen and positively

identified as crepitans.

Coleopterists in the south east of England tell me that the beetle is

getting less common. Let us hope it survives in South Wales. The site at

least is a local nature reserve and so should not be destroyed.

REFERENCES
Tom Eisner in Nature Watch, J . Pettifer and R. Brown, Michael Joseph, 1981.

Glyn Evans, The Life of Beetles, Allen and Unwin, 1975.

M. L. Luff, Preliminary Atlas of British Carabidae, Inst, of Terrestrial Ecology,

Huntingdon, 1982.
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EXPERIENCES ABROAD IN GREECE: MAY 1984

by Mark Johnson (3464J)

In 1984 I chose to go to Greece for my holiday, since I had been lucky in

finding many beetles in the area before. I hoped I would catch some
which had been too quick for me to net previously.

So, on May 15th, I was at Heathrow Airport early in the morning and
soon on the plane and flying through a clear sky which enabled me to see

the Austrian Alps as clearly as if I was climbing them. The flight took
roughly three and a half hours and but for a little turbulence was fine.

When we arrived at Athens airport we were held up for some time while a

sick passenger was seen by a hastily called doctor and taken away by
ambulance. On leaving the customs I was met by my courier who had a

taxi waiting to take me to my hotel, which was just outside Athens, on
the coast road.

The weather was hot and just the right temperature for active beetles. I

was not to be disappointed. After unpacking and sorting things out, I

decided to saunter off to the beach with a couple of tubes at the ready. I

found clumps of flowers which I believe were of the Compositae family,

and on the flower heads were a host of insects.

I noticed amongst other flying insects, dragonflies either of the genus

Cordulegaster or Gomphus flitting about with the sun making their

wings look Hke pieces of gossamer as they darted to and fro. On these

flower heads, I found the beetles Melandrya ceremboides, L., one or two

specimens of Clytra quadripunctata L. and Clytra laeviscula L. and the

green beetles Oedemra nobilis Scopoli and Chrysanthia viridissima L., as

well as Cantharis pallida G.Z. On the way back to the hotel I saw

walking along the ground numerous individuals of Tenebrio obscurus

and one specimen of Tenebriodes mauretanicus L. commonly known as

the Cadelle. I noticed a path which led up to a monument on top of a hill

and thought I must go there as it seems it might be a good hunting

ground but that now has to be some other time. I readily recognized

another common beetle which was very active and it was the blue carabid

Amara vulgaris L. I was not going to lose my specimens as had
previously happened in Crete when the yellow Pharoh's ant had destroyed

quite a few. I had come prepared with a large airtight plastic box with a

close-fitting lid. In the evening the guests enjoyed dancing to the sound
of the Samba, the Rumba, the Tango, the Waltz and many other dances,

which was interspersed with rests for coffee and drinks.
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After breakfast I usually went for a swim in the pool and I found
specimens of Amara anthobia Villa, and once or twice the Curculionid

Otiorrynchus ligustici L. Early one day I wandered to the beach along the

winding paths nearby and found crawling along the ground a tenebrionid

which I thought at first might be a Dendarus species, but it was very

much shinier, smoother and blue in colour. It was a new species, Helops
azereus. On the cliff tops there was a heap of dung in which there were

the Staphylinids Anotylus complanatus Erichson, together with

Onthophagus and Geotrupes species. On the flower heads I again noticed

specimens of Phyllopertha horticola L. and Cetonia aurata. One other

time while walking up the hill I saw the usual beetles of the genera

Melandrya, Chrysanthia and Oedemera. I kept my eyes peeled for a new
species and was lucky to see under a stone the black beetle Helodes

marginata F. recognizable by its long filiform antennae. It was rather

hair-raising as under some stones there were huge centipedes which

judging from their size I suspected could inflict a painful bite so I

replaced the stone and left them well alone. There were also termites and
huge formicine ants which I was unable to identify. On turning the stones

over, one sometimes startled Hzards. It happened for instance as I was
picking up a brown Pimelia ruida. I thought nothing of it at the

time, but one has to be careful anyway. The black ant Lasius fuliginosus

was running about everywhere with its abdomen held high, and I was
lucky to catch one or two specimens of the beautiful buprestid Anthaxia
fulgurans F. which fly away as soon as one goes near them. It was getting

on towards evening and I found three more tenebrionids, these being
examples of Tentyria angulata which I had not encountered before.

After I walked up to the monument, from which there was a beautiful

panoramic view of the coast and the far-off towns twinkling with lights

and the boats in the darkening sea.

It was too dark to search any longer, so I returned to the hotel. One
day I walked to the neighbouring town of Voulougmieni for a change
and there I found a specimen of the black and white chafer Epicometus
hirta, Poda, which I had seen in Crete but was unable to catch then.

During the next few days I went on trips to see the Corinth Canal, the

ruins of Mycenae and the ampitheatre of Epidauros which is situated in a

pine wood. Every year open air shows are staged here and the time Maria
Callas appeared and sang is still spoken about. It was at this last site that

the cerambycid Tetropium castaneum L. flew on to my shirt and which
I quickly tubed. I thought to myself that during the 4th century BC
Polycleitos The Younger who designed this marvellous theatre must have

often seen the same kind of beetle which I had now caught. Coming back
from this trip I noticed another tenebrionid scurrying along the road.

This one turned out to be a Helops species but which one I was unable to

determine. It is very quick and it has quite long legs which enable it to

move fast, unlike the other tenebrionids which are very slow and clumsy.
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Pimelia scabrosa var tristis. Drawn by Mark Johnson

The two week stay was nearing a close and I decided to go on a cruise

around three of the islands: Hydra, Poros and Aegina. There was not

enough time on the islands for me to catch any beetles, but I enjoyed the

cruise anyway. Back at the hotel one day I was chatting to the musician

who kept us dancing each evening, when a fellow-guest came up to me
and handed me an ashtray.
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I looked at him and he said "Is this any good to you?" I looked again

and to my surprise there was a really nice tenebrionid in it. It was
brownish in colour, and the striae on its elytra was well developed and it

had small nodules between the striae. I had seen a similar type at the

Natural History Museum, but I never thought that I would be lucky

enough to find one.

The specimen was Pimelia scabrosa Solier variety tristis Haag-
Rutenberg. It was the prize specimen. I thanked him and bought him a

coffee.

The last few days I spent more time swimming in the pool and the sea

than looking for beetles. When I left I was sorry my hoHday had ended,

but happy that I had so many new beetles to bring home.

SOME NOTES ON LADYBIRDS FROM AN ACID HEATH

by Michael E. N. Majerus (4027)

One of the delights of entomology is the day when everything goes better

than expected, or at least nearly everything, when you find what you are

seeking, and when you learn or find something new. Two such days

collecting last year were July 4th and September 7th. On both days I was
collecting ladybirds at Chobham Common in Surrey; on the first in the

company of Peter Kearns, Alan Henderson and Heather Ireland, on the

second occasion my searchings were solitary. I knew Chobham Common
from field excursions during my days as a biology student at Royal

Holloway College, but I had never been there in search of coccinellids. It

is a large area of acid heathland with some scot's pine and birch scrub,

and a few small areas of mature deciduous woodland. On the first visit

we were primarily seeking two species of ladybird which are associated

with conifers. Exochomus quadripustulatus Linn., a medium sized black

species which has one central and one basal red mark on each elytrum;

and Anatis ocellata Linn., the Eyed ladybird, which is our largest British

coccinellid and a truly handsome beast, having a russet red ground
colour, usually with 15-17 black spots each more or less strongly ringed

with cream. We hoped to find Harmonia quadhpunctata Pontoppidan,

another pine species which is about half the size of Anatis, with a pinker
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ground colour, a similar number of spots which may be strong or so

weak as to be almost absent, and without the surrounding cream, but

with more or less strong cream streaks down the elytra. Finally we hoped
to see Coccinella distincta Faldermann, a species similar to the common
seven-spot ladybird {Coccinella septempunctata Linn.) but having
stronger spotting. This rather uncommon species is supposedly
associated with ants, and on information from Dr John Muggleton we
had a detailed description of the location of a large wood ants' nest

around which C. distincta was supposed to occur.

In bright sunshine the first hour or so of our search brought a

gradually increasing sense of depression. Searching medium sized trees

with plenty of lush foliage we had found an almost complete lack of
ladybirds. There were a few seven-spots, and we had found four

E.quadripustulatus, three adults and one larva. I went to look for C.

distincta, and found the ants' nest but no ladybirds anywhere near it.

And, worst of all there seemed to be very few aphids on the pine, those

small patches there were being attended by numerous large and vicious

wood ants.

My depression was perhaps less than that of the others, for being first

and foremost a lepidopterist I had had the pleasure of watching White
admirals, and Purple and Green hairstreaks on the edges of some of the

deciduous woods and hoards of Silver-studded blues. Meadow browns
and Small heaths skipping across the heather.

Then, just as we were all beginning to think about moving to a new
site, we began to find Exochomus in numbers on a small area of pines of

mixed age, followed by a single adult of Anatis, sitting in the primary

bud apex of a small tree. So at least they were there. We searched that

area very carefully, and found about 4 dozen Exochomus and two more
Anatis. Most of the Exochomus and all three of the Anatis we found
seemed to be very inactive despite the fact that, or possibly because, it

was a very warm day. Most were tucked into bud apices or under pine

twigs. I looked in a few pine cones and found one or two Exochomus,
but it seemed more profitable to search twig joints and buds so I

abandoned this method. I should have remembered Robert the Bruce's

spider. Half an hour later Heather had the same idea and discovered

where the Anatis were. In pine cones on fully mature or slightly senile

trees. We started searching cones with a will, and turned up more
Exochomus in small numbers and enough Anatis to give us a reasonable

sample. The Anatis seemed to be quite particular about which cone they

were in. The cone had to be mature, with the scales open but not too

splayed, so the ladybird fitted snugly into the space between the scales;

however this invariably produced copious reflex bleeding, so we began to

take the whole cone when an Anatis was found. In one or two cases we
found Anatis at the base of the cones between the cone and its branch,

and it was in this position we found a new species for us, Neomysia
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oblongoguttata Linn. To me this is the most handsome of all our
ladybirds. Only slightly smaller than Anatis; it is red with creamy yellow

streaks along the elytra. In all we found three of these beautiful ladybirds

at the base of pine cones, and later another two in cones a la Anatis. It

was while searching for Anatis and Neomysia that we came upon our

fifth species, Harmonia quadripunctata, so it was there as well, although

it was apparently rather scarce. We found just two, and these were not in

or on cones, but again on bud apices, and in both cases very well

camouflaged, and difficuh to see.

In all we had taken 108 Exochomus and 40 Anatis plus the Harmonia
and Neomysia, and we felt our trip had been most worthwhile, even if we
had failed with C. distincta. But one more surprise was waiting. On
sorting the samples of Exochomus we had collected, I found one
individual was not what it was supposed to be, but another species,

Chilocorus renipustulatus Scriba. This species is fractionally larger than

Exochomus, but with a similar tortoise-like shape if slightly higher of

hump. It is black but has only the central red elytral spot of Exochomus,
lacking the basal spot, and it is well named for the spot is indeed rather

kidney shaped. It is normally associated with deciduous trees feeding on
aphids or scale insects on ash, beech or sallow. So what it was doing with

Exochomus we are unsure. Perhaps it can also survive on pine, or this

single individual may have simply been a vagrant.

My second visit on 7th September was supposed to be just a brief

reconnoitre as I was in the area on business. I was not in best of moods as

road works around Watford had meant that my supposedly one to two
hour journey down from Cambridge had taken over three, and my other

business had not gone well, but within seconds of my arrival at Chobham
around two o'clock my mood changed. On the first branch I looked at, a

Harmonia, on the second, Exochomus, and on the third, a Neomysia. I

was captivated. I left Ghobham at eight o'clock because the light was

fading. I had in my boxes 361 ladybirds of 12 species, including two

species new to me in the wild, and with large enough samples of eight of

the species hopefully to produce breeding lines. I had also found a

beautiful almost fully grown Pine hawk moth larva, of the more green

form, with a single dorsal brown stripe. On returning home I made the

following notes on the day and on the ladybirds I had found.

The Day. Coolish for the time of year, mainly overcast, the sun

breaking through only occasionally for short periods. Wind slight, with

no rain. Spent six hours at Chobham Common mainly in the Gracious

Pond area. Searched lower branches of mature and senile pines and a

number of pine saplings by eye. Not having a beating tray with me, I

employed a new method for dislodging ladybirds from pine. Holding a

butterfly net below a branch I gently ran my hand along the needles and
twigs palm down, opening and closing my hand. This 'grasp beating'
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produced ladybirds at a similar rate to searching by eye but produced
more of two of the rarer species than eye searching, while not being so

successful with Exochomus or Anatis. Searched through a number of

mature pine cones still on the trees and those that had already fallen. The
pine cones still on the trees produced a few ladybirds but not as many as

on 4th July, and the fallen cones that were searched produced nothing in

the way of coccinellids. This year's cones were still green of course and
tightly closed, but I had some success searching at the base of these, or

between cones where these were growing as a pair or in a bunch of three

or four. I also used the butterfly net to sweep heather and visited John
Muggleton's wood ants' nest to look for Coccinella distincta again. Once
more it was not found.

THELADYBIRDS

Coccinella septempunctata The 7-spot ladybird

.

Extremely abundant. Most common on younger pines where it was
found singly or in little aggregates of up to five, usually squeezed tightly

into twig apices or twig joints. Only a very few were seen to be active on
these young pines. Also in smaller numbers on mature and senile pines,

with a few found in pine cones. Also fairly common on heather where

they were much more active, and flew readily. A sample of about five

dozen was taken for testing with a new artificial food we are trying at

Cambridge, but the number seen must have exceeded 300, almost all of a

bright flame red suggesting they were all this year's progeny.

Coccinella unidecempunctata Linn. The 11 -spot ladybird.

A much smaller species of the genus which may be found on a wide range

of herbage and trees. Generally rather invariable like the 7-spot being red

will 1 1 black spots. Three were found, all in pine cones.

Coccinella hieroglyphica Linn.

This was a new species to me. It is about the size or slightly smaller than

the common 2-spot ladybird, Adalia bipunctata. It is very variable.

Perhaps typically it is of a light tan colour ranging to mid, rather reddish

brown. It has a small black streak positioned at the anterior centre of the

elytra and then has three black spots on each elytrum, the foremost one
usually being elongate. These spots may be extended so the first and
second fuse, and in some cases the posterior spot is also fused so that a

single black streak running almost the whole length of the elytrum

results. There are two other probable distinct forms. In one, a melanic

form, the elytra are totally black except for slight traces of tan at the

posterior and on the outer margin. The third form is intermediate
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between the typical and melanic forms being black with a band of tan,

varying in width, running all along the outer margin, and two additional

spots of tan one anterior and the other central on each elytrum. The
species is associated with heather, and 11 of the 15 individuals found
were taken sweeping heather, the other four being found on pines. The

\
sample consisted of 1 1 typicals, one intermediate and three full melanics.

Adelia decempunctata Linn. The 10-spot ladybird.

Another extremely variable species. Generally associated with deciduous

trees and ground herbage in urban and suburban areas, so I was not

expecting to find this species but a single male was swept from heather.

This was of the melanic form which is completely black with two small

red shoulder flashes.

Propylea quatuordecimpunctata Linn. The 14-spot ladybird.

One of the yellow and black species, again usually found on deciduous

trees or on ground herbage. A single female was spotted on oak.

Anatis ocellata. The Eyed ladybird.

Common on mature and senile pines. Absent from young pines. The
majority of the 42 recorded were found by eye on pine twigs generally at

twig joints or at the base of old cones. A few were found by 'grasp

beating' over the butterfly net, a few by searching mature pine cones,

and three were found at the base of green cones.

Harmonia quadripunctata

Reasonably common on mature and senile pines. None found on
younger pine. This was one of the species for which 'grasp beating'

proved the most successful method of collecting. Twelve of the 19 taken

were collected in this manner. Of the other seven, three were found at the

base of green cones, two on pine needles and two on pine buds. These

last four suggested to me that the species may exhibit an unusual, and
perhaps very profitable, defence coloration. The two I found on pine

needles were active and were extremely easy to see against the foliage,

exhibiting what most ladybirds are generally supposed to have, that is to

say, warning coloration. On the other hand the two on pine buds were

completely still and extremely well camouflaged, matching the pine bud's

colour and markings very precisely. The deception was so good that on
three occasions during the afternoon I almost collected pine buds

thinking them to be Harmonia and I am sure I must have missed many
Harmonia due to their crypsis. It is probably because their camouflage is

so good that searching by eye proved less successful than the 'grasp

beating'. This species then, seems to have combined the two most
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common types of colour pattern defence, warning colour and
camouflage, being highly visible and advertising its relative inedibility

when active, but being highly cryptic when at rest in an appropriate

position. So it gains the best of both methods.

Neomysia oblongoguttata

Again only found on mature or senile pines. Fourteen were taken, six by
grasping, two on needles, two in bud apices, two at the base of green

cones, one in a twig joint, and one in a mature cone. Here again the

colour combination of reddish and cream yellow seemed to produce the

same warning/camouflage combination as in Hannonia, although

Neomysia did seem slightly easier to detect on buds, probably because of

its larger size, but the crypsis was still extremely good.

Myrrha octodecimguttata Linn.

Another species associated with conifers. We had only come across this

ladybird previously on two occasions, once near Cambridge and once in

Wales. The species is not supposed to be very rare, but is difficult to find

because according to Robert Pope of the British Museum (pers. comm.),
it frequents the high crowns of pine trees. This species is also about the

size of the two spot ladybird, or perhaps a little smaller. It has a russet

red ground colour with a series of creamy white spots. I found eight of

these. One I spotted in a crevice between one of the small male cones

and a twig, at the end of the twig. All the others were taken by grasp

beating mature trees. Undoubtedly difficult to collect by searching, so

beating is probably the best practical way, unless you can hire a

helicopter and be lowered down on to the tops of the mature pines.

Exochomus quadripustulatus

Very abundant on young, mature and senile pines. Generally on twigs or

in twig joints. A few were taken in pine cones, and some by grasp

beating, but searching by eye was certainly the most efficient method of

collecting.

Chilocurus renipustulatus

As on the 4th July, this species was again found. Two individuals were

taken, one from a young pine sapling, the second being seen on heather.

It seems therefore to be present on Chobham Common, but until we find

it in large numbers, its favoured habitat on Chobham Common remains

unknown to us.
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Chilocorus bipustulatus Linn.

The second of the species new to me. This ladybird is again similar to

Exochomus, but is smaller, with a very much more pronounced hump.
Like C. renipustulatus it lacks the two red shoulder flashes of
Exochomus, but has two or occasionally three small central red spots,

side by side on each elytrum. It is associated with heather, although I

found the first one accidentally; it fell into my petri dish as I was
dislodging a 7-spot from a small pine; the other five were all swept from
heather.

During the two trips I have described, I feel I have learnt a

considerable amount about some of these species of ladybird, but feel

even more that there is an enormous amount I yet have to learn. Why
were nearly all the ladybirds on both visits so inactive? Why were

virtually none of the other stages of the Hfe cycles found? On what were

the ladybirds feeding? Where was distinctal Where had Myrrha been on
our first visit or was it that we just had not looked hard enough or in the

right way? Is the variation in Coccinella hieroglyphica mendelian? Do
Harmonia and Neomysia really exhibit both warning and cryptic

coloration? And so on and on. Perhaps we will be able to answer some
of these questions after visits to Chobham early next year, or through

our researches at Cambridge. Or perhaps you may already have some of

the answers.

I still feel myself to be primarily a Lepidopterist, but beetles are

incredibly interesting and can bring great enjoyment to the naturalist,

particularly on dullish days.

THE CHURCHYARD BEETLE CONSIDERED

A review with additional notes on tlie biology of Blaps mucronata Latr.

(Co/. Tenebrionidae).

By Peter F. McGrath (7882)

Introduction

Throughout the world there are about 15000 species of Tenebrionid

beetles (Brendell 1975), the majority of which survive in arid

environments and have developed behavioural and physiological

techniques to avoid heat and to prevent dessication. Over 200 of these

belong to the genus Blaps, and occur in open habitats from the

Mediterranean across to China.

Three of these species have been introduced into Britain, although the

last positive identification of one of them, B. mortisaga was circa 1864.

B. mucronata is now regarded as uncommon in Britain (Allen 1971) as

it can be a pest of stored products and populations have been eradicated
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by hygiene procedures. As it is a large beetle (18-25 mm) it is easily

noticed and action can be taken swiftly. For instance Brunt & Collins

(1970) report the disinfestation of a cafe at Reading University.

Nowadays, mucronata is associated more with churchyards, cellars

and stables than stored products (Heller 1971, Prigge 1973). I know of a

large colony living in a stableyard on Merseyside. The beetle is a
nocturnal omnivorous scavenger, avoiding light and preferring not to

walk in the open (Prigge 1973). These behavioural responses are

adaptations to avoid water loss as it means that they will hide in crevices

during the day, emerging at night when the temperature falls and the

humidity increases. B. mucronata shows other characteristics of desert

Tenebrionids, such as the presence of a sub-elytral cavity, deeply

recessed thoracic spiracles and a cryptonephridial system in which the

Malpighian tubules are closely associated with the rectum in order to

withdraw water from the faeces.

External anatomy

The larvae are rather like wire-worms in appearance, except that they

have a rather more blunt head. In the stables referred to above they were

found burrowing in the bales of straw around the edges of the loose-

boxes. Their short legs are armed with large claws, each bearing several

strong setae which are clearly useful for burrowing.

The adult appears to be a rather slow ungainly creature, but it shows
several fascinating adaptations to prevent moisture loss. The two elytra

are dovetailed together (Fig. 1) along the suture and co-adapted at the

sides (Fig. 2) thus forming the sub-elytral cavity. The groove of the

dovetail is always on the left elytron (as in B. sulcata, Fiori 1969). The
abdominal spiracles open into this cavity, which opens only at a slit near

the pygidium. Beneath the elytra, the dorsal cuticle is almost

membranous and the fore-wings are absent, reflecting the inability of the

elytra to be parted.

Various hypotheses as to the function of this cavity have been put

forward. Slobodchikoff & Wisman (1981), working with Eleodes

obscura from South Africa showed that the space allows for the

expansion of the abdomen when the insect drinks, so that water can be

stored. However, Cloudsley-Thompson (1964), working with Pimelia

grandis from the Canary Islands, said that air entering the sub-elytral

cavity would be cooled and moistened before entering the trachea, and so

would cause less evaporation and water loss before being expired via the

thoracic spiracles. On the other hand Crowson (1981) stated that this

normal backward airflow of Coleoptera in general may be reversed in the

Tenebrionidae, and so, if the air in the cavity is kept humid, which it will

be due to evaporation through the thin dorsal cuticle, then this would

prevent excess evaporation from within the body on exhalation.
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Fig. 1 . A section showing the dovetailing along the suture of the elytra in Blaps mucronata.

STERNITE

Fig. 2. A section showing the co-adaption of the elytron with the sternite in Blaps

mucronata.
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Behaviour

Several interesting and unusual facts about the behaviour of both adult

and larval mucronata have been reported.

The larvae secrete a pheromone shortly before moulting that repels

other larvae so that they are not disturbed during this difficult and vital

process. This repellent is also released when a larva is attacked, acting as

an alarm phermone (Tannert 1973).

A molested aduk will also secrete an alarm pheromone, causing other ^

beetles in the vicinity to disperse. However, after 24 hours or so, the less

volatile components of the secretion still remain and act as an

aggregation pheromone.

Perhaps this could explain the strange phenomenon reported by

Walton (in Morgan 1975) when about 200 dead specimens were found in

an old beer bottle! One individual may have wandered in by accident and

struggled to escape up the smooth sides. In struggling it would release its

alarm pheromone. This would then gradually evaporate leaving behind

the aggregation component which would then attract others to the bottle

in a day or two and so on. However, it is still not known how they came
to be there in the first place, as mucronata had never been recorded in

that area (North Wales) before.

Several aspects of defensive behaviour reported by Tshenkel (1975) and

by Prigge (1973) have not been observed by myself, even though, by
handling them, I must have annoyed many a beetle. Tschenkel reported

that adults perform a "headstand" so presenting their pygidial glands to

the agressor. The beetle then uses its hind legs to spread the secretion

over itself and the assailant. Prigge, however, states that a jet of

secretion can be fired up to 120 mm. Certainly a pungent odour can be

detected if an aduk is kept confined for a while, but I have failed to

observe either headstanding or the squirting of a pygidial secretion.

Headstanding apparently is widespread among the Tenebrionidae and

has even been mimicked by beetles lacking odouriferous glands.

Another piece of information about their behaviour may be of

interest, and that is that at the stables where my colony is situated, one

was seen carrying off into a crevice a pellet of the type that is fed to

horses. Presumably this was as a supply of food for itself!

Lifecycle

Eggs are laid singly and are about 2 mm long, oval and pearly-white.

They hatch in 4-6 days and the duration of the larval life, plus the

number of instars depends upon the temperature (Prigge 1973). On
digging around for larvae in our local stables early in January only final

instar larvae were to be found. Presumably these pupate in the spring
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and emerge as adults about June. An adult may live for some two years if

the values for B. mortisaga, magica and edmondi are comparable
(Rockstein & Miguel 1 972)

.

Rearing and breeding

Several attempts at rearing and breeding mucronata have been cited in

the literature. Allen (1971) reports Mr G. Shepard breeding several

generations in a biscuit tin with the larvae feeding on rotten potatoes and
fresh greens. Prigge (1973) was less successful as she was unable to

develop adults from pupae.

I have had success using an 8" x 8" x 12" plastic aquarium tank, half

full of damp sand in which the larvae burrow. A few stones are added as

shelter for the adults and a pad of cotton wool soaked in water keeps up
the humidity. If kept warm and fed on lettuce and dried pellets

(Laboratory rat diet ones!) then they bred readily.

Conclusion

Finally, I would like to say that much work remains to be carried out on
this interesting species. As it is easily bred in captivity then this should

not present any problem. Deemed to be rare in its natural habitat, maybe
some can be released into places such as stables where the owners do not

mind populations of large black beetles mingling with their horses and
competing, although in a very small way, for food. Perhaps this would
encourage the even rarer predator of mucronata, a Carabid known as

Sphodrus leucopthalmus L. Any information concerning any Blaps

beetles will be greatly appreciated.
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HAIRSTREAK SURPRISE

In the spring of 1985 I was rearing a small number of White-letter

hairstreaks (Strymonidia w-album) from the egg. My method of rearing

these is to keep the larvae in small plastic pots, replenishing the

foodplant every one or two days. The foodplant is gathered in lengths of

about 12 inches and kept in a jar of water. The flowers, and later the

seeds, progress quite well if kept like this.

On 24th April, while changing the larval foodplant, I noticed some
seeds eaten from the middle of the leaf-like fruit. This was very

noticeable as the wych elm seems very httle troubled by the larvae of

micros, etc. as are many native trees. I soon spotted a small larva of w-

album. I further searched my gathered bunch of twigs and found another

larva.

That evening I went to the roadside tree where I had collected the twigs

and within a few minutes found several more wild larvae. I have never

seen the adult butterfly in this particular locality, in fact the last one I

saw in Northamptonshire was nine years ago.

The wych elm is quite common around Northampton, as I hope it is in

other places. It seems to have held its own despite Dutch elm disease.

Although it is still attacked when large, enough young trees are surviving

to sustain w-album, in some places a least.

It is to be hoped that the apparent scarcity of w-album is due more
to lack of observations rather than lack of numbers of the butterfly.

D. Stokes (7630)
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AN EXTRAORDINARY CHURCHYARD BEETLE

The following account concerns an individual Churchyard (or Cellar)

beetle {Blaps mucronata) and incidents which occurred twenty years ago.

My brother and I discovered a rather distinctive specimen crossing the

pavement, towards a drain, not more than a hundred yards from our

home. It was distinctive in that it bore a smear of white paint on its right

wing-case, and it had a damaged left hind-leg, causing it to limp and
hobble along. As school-children, anticipating our summer holiday, and
feehng conpassion for city-bound creatures, we decided to capture the

poor beetle and release it in a rural, and perhaps less hazardous

environment. We chose a spot for its release some fifteen miles away,

and continued upon our way.

A few weeks later, having returned home, we were stunned by an

extraordinary sight. There, hobbling across the same stretch of

pavement, heading towards the same drain, not more than a hundred
yards from our house, was the very distinctive Churchyard beetle ... the

same individual as before!

This is a true story, and we remain convinced of the facts here given.

The coincidence of seeing the same beetle again, and in the same place,

seems incredible enough, but, given the distance between its capture and
release points, the question must arise: "Is it feasible?"

Some textbooks describe Blaps mucronata as a wingless beetle!

Frank Marples (8226)
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SOME RECENT WORK ON BURYING BEETLES: A REVIEW

by Martin K. Henderson

Part of the fascination of investigating a new locality entomologically is

surely to ascertain which species are present, and as a collector one is

constantly reminded of the biological questions which distribution of

species in time and space pose.

The Silphidae are a group of beetles which are suitable for work in this

area. The population can easily be sampled by pitfall trapping using

carrion as bait. Beetles can probably be reared relatively easily once a

sutable locality is found. Here I am considering the sub-family

Necrophorini, the burying beetles.

The life-cycle of these beetles was investigated first by Fabre and many
further details were observed by Pukowski in a monograph published in

German in 1933. The best account of her work in English is probably

that of Balduf (1935) from which the following notes on life-cycle of the

beetles are derived. A well-written recent article has appeared in

"Scientific American" on burying beetles (Milne and Milne, 1976).

Burying beetles are attracted to newly-dead carrion by odour. Only a

male and female pair remain associated with a given carcase, though
more may be involved initially. Fights occur in this circumstance, and the

smaller individual driven away. Within a species-group, only beetles of

the same sex are involved in the contest, excepting that sometimes the

female battles with her mate to drive him out of the burrow shortly after

oviposition. In other cases, however, the male and female live together in

their subterranean cavity throughout the duration of the larval period —
truly subsocial behaviour.

If a pair of a single species meet at a carcase and circumstances are

favourable (the carcase is fairly small, and on suitable terrain), they start

to dig a shallow conical cavity under the centre of the animal which is

gradually deepened and narrowed. Gradually a shaft of uniform

diameter results: the carcase is pulled down from beneath. It is doubled

up in the process. At the lower end of the shaft the beetle prepares a

spherical cell or crypt of a diameter somewhat larger than that of the

shaft.

The process is illustrated by the diagrams, which come from
Pukowski's work. The body is then drawn the rest of the way down the

shaft and into the crypt, where the beetle rounds it into a sub-spherical

shape by much work of pressing with the feet while the back braces

against the wall of the crypt. Any hair or feathers remaining are now
removed with the mandibles, the hair or feathers forming a carpet on the

floor of the crypt.

The beetles mate above ground during the process of burying the

carrion. The female now prepares to deposit her eggs. For this purpose
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Carrion burial by Necrophorus vespillo.

A-E show how a piece of flesh was buried and made into a ball.

A-E show a vertical view.

Disturbed earth is shown by dots.

F is a horizontal view of the mortuary chamber, with the side passage where the eggs are

laid at intervals.
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she excavates a passage which leads out in a general horizontal direction

from the crypt. The eggs are placed in small pockets formed by the

exserted ovipositer along both sides of the passage.

After oviposition, the female returns to the crypt and digs a circular

crater-like hole in the top of the carrion ball. This takes place during the

five-day period during which the eggs incubate.

Upon hatching in the egg gallery, most of the larvae crawl along the

passage to the crypt at once, although others burrow towards it through

the intervening soil. On reaching the crypt, the larvae cUmb up to the top

of the carrion store and gather in the crater. Here they wait without

eating the carrion. Now the parent beetle nears the crater and the larvae

raise their head and thorax from the substratum and crowd round her

head, competing to be fed. The parent beetle opens its mandibles widely,

and very quickly a larva inserts its head between the open jaws to receive

a small drop of brown fluid which passes from the parent's mouth to that

of the larva.

In 1972, a German, Niemitz, discovered that new-born larvae will

orient themselves to the sound of an adult's stridulation recorded on
tape. The response disappears, however, after the larvae have moulted
for the first time.

The entire brood is fed by an adult beetle until after five or six hours

the first instar larvae begin to take food of their own accord. They follow

the parents around less and less and spend more time in the crater. They
renew their solicitations to the adult beetle for a short time after each

moult however.

If the parent beetles are removed before the eggs hatch the larvae can

develop to maturity on the carrion food alone, but an abnormally high

mortality results amongst the pupae.

The mature larvae bore out through the walls of the crypt horizontally

for up to 30 cms, make a pupal cell and pupate. The adult remains in the

pupal cell for four days while it hardens and develops its mature colour.

This truly remarkable life cycle has many of the ingredients of social

behaviour: long lives for the adults; co-operation and division of labour

amongst individuals; intimate relationships between adults and young
involving specialised, reciprocal communication, the tendency to

construct secure nests; and the mental capacity and mechanical ability to

manipulate and distinguish between brood and inert objects (E. O.

Wilson). It and other presocial arthropods may give us important clues

about the development and maintenance of colonies of social insects.

In the last twenty-five years the literature on burying beetles, especially

that treating the subject from an ecological perspective, has burgeoned.

Recent work in North America has demonstrated some of the complex
factors operative in burying beetle populations there. Similar factors
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presumably effect our native species. The following differentiate species,

amongst other things:

1 . Available habitat types,

2. Pattern of seasonal and temporal activity (Anderson 1982).

1 . Available habitat types

Recent work (Shubeck, 1983) demonstrates that the American species

Neocrophus orbicollis and N. pustulatus have a strong preference for

woodland environments, and N. tomentosus a slight preference for the

field habitat. Apparently (Theodorides, 1952) each species has a

preferred combination of temperature and humidity, and it is this which

keeps certain species in woodland and others in open fields.

Availability of distinct habitats within an area offers a mechanism by
which species can partition resources and therefore coexist. If a species

concentrates its reproductive activity in a single habitat, a species places

pressure on other species which compete for that habitat and avoids

competition with those that do not.

2. Pattern ofseasonal and temporal activity.

The accompanying graph is based on 802 cases where dead mice,

placed in random positions on an 8000m ^ grid, were buried by beetles.

The work was conducted at the University of Michigan Biological

Station in 1981 (D. S. Wilson, W. G. Knollenberg, and J. Fudge).

1.0
'

August

Graph showing relationship between discovery of dead mice by four burying beetles and the

time of the year.

X axis: Proportion of burying beetles of the four species found on the mice ten days

after discovery.

Y axis: Time of year.

1 = Necrophorus orbicollis.

2 — N. defodiens.

3 = N. tomentosu.

4 = N. sayi.

The mice were checked daily and after the first beetle found it, were left for ten days to see

if reproduction was successful. Data combined into five-day intervals to calculate

proportions.
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A pronounced seasonal pattern emerges. N. sayi is a spring breeder. TV.

tomentosus is an autumn breeder. N. orbicollis occupies mice for a broad
part of the season during the summer. TV. defodiens, the smallest species,

has a bimodal distribution that appears to fit the spaces between the

other three.

TV. sayiy the smallest species, is often ousted from carcases by the larger

orbicollis, iy^Wson, Knollenberg and Fudge). By becoming active early in

the year it appears to avoid competition with the larger species. TV.

tomentosus is diurnal, mimicking a bumble-bee: the others nocturnal.

The pattern of activity seems to be such as to permit coexistence.

How does the life-cycle of the beetles fit in with the pattern? The life-

cycle of Necrophorus species seems to be similar in general though
different in detail. The beetles find carcases quickly, arriving at the food
source before fly larvae have consumed it. Small vertebratte carcases are

the only food resources capable of being used by the beetles for

reproduction, since they could not bury larger ones. Work on succession

of beetles on carrion (e.g. Shubeck, 1969) shows as yet no differences

between stages of decay at which specific species of Silphids, including

Necrophorus species, arrive at the carcase: they all arrive at the early to

middle stages of decay.

At certain times of the year intense interspecific competition may
occur amongst this sub-family. Wilson, Knollenberg and Fudge observed

this at the two sites they investigated in Michigan, and they postulate

inter-specific competition as the most likely force leading to seasonal

segregation.

There is a corollary: natural selection may have "fine-tuned" species of

burying beetles to their competitive environment within each locality,

leading to intra-specific differences from locality to locality. Much
variation is perceptible in the details of the life-cycle. Shubeck (1969), on
the basis of a comparison of his mark-release experiments with those of

other workers elsewhere, concluded that different populations of

silphids, comprising the same or similar species-groups, may show
different behaviour.

The study of burying beetles in Britain may show interesting patterns

of behaviour and interaction. There is little published work on our native

species.

I would like to express my thanks to David Edwards for

encouragement and help.
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EXPEDITION TO DIEPPE 1983: BEETLES AND OTHER ORDERS

by Ashley Kirk-Spriggs (7094)

INTRODUCTION

In May 1983, the St. Ivo Entomology and Natural History Society

undertook a collecting expedition to Dieppe, Normandy, France, for one

week during which daily excursions were made to likely collecting areas

in the vicinity of the town. The areas sampled consisted of beech forest,

marshland, coast and open country. Insects were collected by sweeping,

netting, aerial netting and beating in forest and on road verges. Vole

nests were examined for species of Leptocera which inhabit nests and

runs of rodents (Colier & Hammond, 1951). Two species, Sphaerocera

curvipes Latrielle and Leptocera (Chaetopella) scutellahs (Hal.) were

collected, both of which were new to the collections of the National

Museum of Wales. Those specimens donated to the museum are noted

below.
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MATERIAL COLLECTED

Samples were largely composed of Coleoptera, particularly Carabidae,

but other material such as Diptera and Hemiptera were also included.

Most specimens are retained in my own collection.

COLEOPTERA: CARABIDAE
Cicindela campestris L.

2 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

Abax parallelepipedus (Filler & Mitterpacher)

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 3.vi.l983.

Agonum assimile (PaykuU)

2 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 3.vi.l983.

Agonum mulleri Herbst

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 3. v. 1983.

Chlaenius vestitus (PaykuU)
1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Harpalus rufipes (Degeer)

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Harpalus affinis (Schrank)

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Nebria brevicollis (Fab)

2 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 3.vi.l983.

Clivina fossor L.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Pterostichus oblongopunctatus Fab.

2 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 3.vi.l983.

Pterostichus cristatus Duf.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 3.vi.l983.

Bembidion lampros Herbst.

2 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 3.vi.l983.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Bembidion tetracdum Say
1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 3.vi.l983.

Notiophilus biguttatus Fab.

2 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 3.vi.l983.

Leistus fulvibarbis Dej.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Amara plebeja Gyll.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Dromis meridionalis Dej.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Asaphidion flavipes Dej.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.
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Acupalpus meridianus L.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Demetrias atricapillus L.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Stenolophus teutonus Schr.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Molops picens Panz.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 31. v. 1983.

SILPHIDAE
Silpha atrata L.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

Silpha obscura L.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

Thanantropis sinuatus (Fab.)

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, on dung, 30. v. 1983.

CHRYSOMELIDAE
Chrysomela polita L.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, sweeping, 30. v. 1983.

Timarcha tenebricosa (Fab.)

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, on plants, 30. v. 1983.

CERAMBYCIDIAE

Rhagium mordax (Degeer).

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

Rhagium bifasciatum Fab. Seen and Identified.

Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30.V.1983.

COCCINELLIDAE

Anisosticta novemdecimpunctata L.

2 specs. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Propylea 14-punctata (L.)

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

Adalia 10-punctata (L.)

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Thea 22-punctata (L.)

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 30. v. 1983.

LUCANIDAE
Systenocerus caraboides L.

3 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.
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SCARABAEIDAE
Colobopterus fossor (L.)

2 specs. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 31. v. 1983.

Aphodius fUnetarius (L.)

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

DIPTERA : LA UXANIIDAE
Calliopum aenum Fallen.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Specimen deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

Minettia inusta (Meigen)

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Specimen deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

SPHAEROCERIDAE
Leptocera cribraturn Villeneure.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

Specimen deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

Leptocera chaetopella scutellaris (Hal.)

1 spec. Dieppe, 31. v. 1983. Specimen taken from vole nest.

Specimen deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

Sphaerocera curvipes Latreille.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, vole nest, 31. v. 1983.

Specimen deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

Copromyza atra (Meigen).

9 specs. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983. From dung. One specimen deposited

in the National Museum of Wales. Rest in own collection.

CHLOROPIDAE
Thaumatomyia glabra (Meigen)

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 3Lv.l983. By sweeping.

SCIOMYZIDAE
Limnia unquicornis Scopoli.

1 pair, Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983. By sweeping.

DIPTERA: SYRPHIDAE
Pipizella virens (Fab.)

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

HEMIPTERA: HETEROPTERA: PENTATOMIDAE
Palomena prasina L.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.
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COREIDAE
Syromastes marginatus L.

1 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

MIRIDAE
Harposera thoracica (Fallen).

2 specs. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

One deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

LYGAEIDAE
Acompus rufipes (Wolff).

6 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

One deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

Scolopostetnus thomsoni Renter.

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

Scolopostetnus affinis (Schilling).

1 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

Ischnodemus sabuler (Fallen).

3 spec. Dieppe, Puys, 31. v. 1983.

Specimens deposited in the National Museum of Wales.

Cymus melanocephalus Fieber.

2 spec. Dieppe, Archelle Forest, 30. v. 1983.

Specimens deposited in the National Museum of Wales.
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CERAMBYX CERDO L. IN THE NEW FOREST

In August 1984 I found what I thought was the beetle Cerambyx cerdo

which I have since verified with a visit to the British Museum (Natural

History). I again saw it in the same location in 1985.
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As this is not given in my books as a British resident, I wonder if it had
been recorded before, or if this is a new record. The location is about five

miles from the docks at Southampton.
James Walker (7975 J)

FOODPLANT OF PHYLLOBIUS PYRI (LINNAEUS) (COL.:
CURCULIONIDAE)

byR. W.J. Read (8089)

While on a visit to the Eskmeals Dunes Nature Reserve (SD09), in West
Cumbria on 4th May, 1984, I took several adults of Phyllobius pyri (L.)

by beating a small bush of a thicket near the reserve boundary fence. I

was surprised to find the weevil on this particular plant because it usually

occurs on a variety of broad leaved trees. It particularly seems to prefer

Silver Birch and Hawthorn. From my own experience in West Cumbria,
Hawthorn seems to be the preferred host. In fact, P. pyri is found on
Hawthorn on the reserve and is sometimes very abundant on isolated

trees in the area known as Rushy Meadow.

P. pyri was not observed feeding on the Buckthorn at this site, but

when some adults were kept in captivity at home and provided with

leaves of the plant, they fed extensively on them. Feeding was confined

to the leaf edges where large semi-circular grooves were made. This

feeding pattern is similar to the marks made by other members of the

broad-nosed group of weevils, and seems to be characteristic of the

Brachyderinae in general.

It is interesting to note that Hoffman (1950, Faune de France, 52

(Coleopteres Curculionides, 1: 427)), gives only one species of curcu-

lionid as being associated with H. rhamnoides on the Continent,

Chlorophanus gibbosus Payk.; sub-family Tanymecinae.

I wish to thank the Cumbria Trust for Nature Conservation for kindly

allowing me to visit the reserve and for giving me permission to collect

specimens.

AN UNEXPECTED PREDATOR OF BUTTERFLY LARVAE

Last Spring, while breeding Papilio machaon L., I had paired by hand
several females and placed them in a cage over a growing clump of fennel

in my garden. Despite very poor weather, quite a few eggs were laid and
subsequently hatched. I had noticed a few aphids on the plant but was
unaware that a ladybird had already laid a batch of eggs on the plant as

well. Thinking that the small larvae were well served with foodplant, I

did not worry about them for a week or more. When I next opened the

top of the cage to count the larvae, I found six in their second instar and
the empty dried skins of a lot more, plus about a dozen fat ladybird
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larvae which had devoured all the available aphids and then set about the

first instar larvae of machaon. It would appear, therefore, that small

lepidopterous larvae are vulnerable to attack by ladybird larvae which
normally subsist on aphids.

P. W. Cribb(2270)

THE MANGO STONE WEEVIL, STERNOCHETUS MANGIFERAE
IN BRITAIN
by Ian McClenaghan (2499)

The Mango, fruit of the tree Mangifera indica, began to appear in

increasing numbers in England about five years ago. At 90p each they

remain a luxury. I bought my first mango during November 1981 as I

was curious to see the seed and to try and grow it. Of course I enjoyed

eating the slushy pulp. When I had washed the stone and trimmed it with

scissors, it was nine cms long and very fibrous: I prised it open to see

what the seeed was like and to my surprise out walked a weevil. It

certainly made the fruit very well worth what I had paid for it.

I found an illustration of the Mango stone weevil, Stemochetus mangi-

ferae (F.) in Dr L. G. E. Kalshoven's book ''The Pests of Crops in

Indonesia", but as this is a rather obscure book in this country, I

photographed the mounted beetle to enable readers to identify this

species should they find one in the next mango they eat.

The Mango stone weevil, Stemochetus mangiferae. Photo by I. McClenaghan
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The weevil is 8mm long from its eyes to the apex of its elytra and 4mm
broad. It is darker brown and mottled on the disc of the elytra and lighter

brown on the sides of the elytra. The brown pronotum has a white mark
in the middle due to round white scales. Each of the femora has a tooth

on the underside. My specimen made a curious sound on being gently

squeezed, similar to the sound made by blowing saliva through one's

front teeth.

Of the next three mangoes I ate, two had weevils in their stones, one a

larva, the other a pupa, neither of which developed to maturity. Examin-
ation of the pupa under the microscope revealed two tiny 'horns' on the

sides of and near the end of the abdomen. No doubt these were

stridulating organs which produced the bubbling sound by scratching

against the inside of the elytra.

Kalshoven (p. 509) says that this weevil is found in Africa, India,

Malaysia, the Phillipines and N.Australia, but is not so far recorded

from Indonesia.

The female oviposits on the developing fruit and the larva eats through

the pulp to the developing seed where it feeds until full grown. The hole

heals over and the fruit shows no sign of the beetle within. S. mangiferae

would appear to have little effect on the crop yield.

REFERENCE
KALSHOVEN, L. G. E. (1981) The Pests of Crops in Indonesia (Revised by P. A. van der

Loon). P. T. Ichtiar Baru van Hoeve, Jakarta, Indonesia.

MASS EMERGENCE OF THE CHAFER MELOLONTHA
HIPPOCASTINA

The name 'cockchafer' immediately brings to mind M. melolontha

(illustrated on the cover of the May issue) with its characteristic

elongated pygidium which narrows to a point at its end. But, there is

another, very locally distributed species, M. hippocastina, which bears

great similarity to the former in all respects, except that it has a rather

blunt abdomen and is on the whole a much hairier beast. This short

communication concerns the latter and its mass emergence from the rear

gardens of an inn (road junction A329 and B383) between 8.45 pm and
9.30 pm on the warm still evening of Sunday, 7th July.

Five of us sat relaxing after a long day on an MSc. Entomology field

course at Silwood Park, when a distinct humming sound began under

our table. A few seconds later a chafer flew past our 'Directors' and
spiralled upwards into the sky. Over the next 45 minutes, more than 20

M. hippocastani popped up out of the ground with the magical

appearance of spontaneous generation.
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Upon emerging they drew back their hairy varnished elytra and
immediately began humming their pale white coloured hind wings like a

'dealer thumbing through a pack of cards'. Within ten seconds after

emerging the beetles launched themselves into the air and noisily

spiralled up to join the others swarming around the tree-tops.

I returned to the gardens the following evening after another hot day,

but none were seen. On the following Tuesday evening a single specimen

was taken by UV.
Richard M. Donald (5789)

NEW BOOKS ANNOUNCED

by the Editor

We have recently had brought to our attention a number of new books

on insects. Some are hardbacks and some substantial paperbacks. All

are of interest. While we hope to be able to publish full reviews in due

course, it does take time to get these organized and written and if an issue

of the Bulletin is just missed them a further six months must pass before

the review can appear. We therefore felt that members would Hke to have

their attention drawn to these books, as soon as possible, so that they can

examine them for themselves in the bookshops or libraries, and then

make up their own minds as to whether or not to buy them.

The remarks made by me about them, should by regarded as initial

personal impressions and are not to be interpreted as critical reviews!

Three very substantial paperbacks dealing with the lepidoptera of a

single county have recently been published. All are over 100 pages and

irrespective of any faults that a future reviewer may find, in my view

they are really essential for anyone proposing to study lepidoptera in the

area they cover. The books concerned are as follows:

—

The macrolepidoptera of Gloucestershire by J. Newton and Dr G. H. J.

Meredith. Obtainable from Dr R. P. Beckinsale, 194 Iffley Road,

Oxford OX4 ISD. Price £4.50 post free.

Since this is a straight offprint from the Proceedinf^^
^oiieswold

Naturalists' Field Club, it start, pc^c so purchasers should not

jump to the cuiiciusion that they have been sent a defective copy with the

first signature missing! Lacking any illustrations but well printed and

laid out this book is of the unusual size of tall octavo.

The butterflies and moths of Derbyshire. Obtainable from K. J. Orpe,

118 Carsington Crescent, Allestree, Derby DE3 2QX. Price £3.80 post

free.
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(Cheques etc. should be made payable to 'Derbyshire Entomological

Society'.) This book is of conventional A5 size and is illustrated.

The macrolepidoptera of Essex by A. M. Emmett. As might be expected

from this author there are numerous maps, text drawings and a

centrefold of photographic illustrations. Price £9.00. Obtainable from
David Corke, Passmore Edwards Museum, Romford Road, Stratford,

London E15 4LZ.

Of rather more specialised interest and both more substantial in

content and price are the following hardbacks which should all be

obtainable from your usual bookseller.

Butterflies of Europe, Vol. 1: A concise bibliography of European
butterflies by O. Kudrna. Octavo pp. 407. Published by Aula-Verlag,

Wiesbaden. Price £67.00.

This is the first volume of a projected series. To our mind it is rather

curious to have started off with the bibliography, for by the time the rest

of the series appears (no doubt very many years) several thousand new
papers — some stimulated by the publication of the earlier volumes —
will have appeared in the entomological press and therefore a substantial

update of this volume will be required. We have not seen this work and
while its worth will depend on the requirements of the intended user, a

number of literature searches of the BIOSIS database could be

undertaken for its cost. Since we presume this series is intended for a

very wide public, rather than a specialist market, and since it is about the

same size as the two following items and contains no colour plates, we
consider it is grossly overpriced — something which has become all to

common in the publishing trade today.

The moths and butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland. Vol. 2: Cossidae

to Heliodinae (Ed. J. Heath). Harley Books 1985. Price £45.00.

This series goes from strength to strength and this volume really takes

the plunge and launches us into a serious appraisal of some of the

smallest moths (Lithocolletinae) but also covers the burnets and
clearwings. An absolute must for all those seriously interested in

and for the quality of production and with coloured plates,
very good value maw^a -^mnared with some much more expensive
books, otten of small size (this is a quauu), illustrated and poorly
produced.

It has been a feature of this series to have an introductory chapter on
some non-taxonomic aspect of entomology. In this volume we have 50
pages on Aposematic lepidoptera from the pen of Miriam Rothschild
who has made a special study of this subject and knows what she is
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talking about. Beautifully presented, the otherwise very readable text is

jarred by the rather obtrusive and extensive references quoted, and it

would, in our opinion, have been better to give these as numbers in

parentheses and in a smaller typeface. Being also well-illustrated this

chapter alone could have stood on its own and makes the book
worthwhile.

Butterflies of the World by H. L. Lewis. Bracken Books, London, 1985.

Price £7.95.

The economics of book publishing and the obscure marketing policies

of some firms defy all understanding. Here is a new edition of Lewis

which bears a published price of £17.50 but is being 'remaindered' while

still hot off the press. In our opinion the quality of the colour plates is

better than in the original edition and this could be because they are

printed on a matt rather than a high gloss paper. A real snip at the price.

Handbook of insect rearing (Eds P. Singh and R. F. Moore). 2 Vols. pp.

488: 518. Elsevier Science Publishers, Amsterdam, 1985. Price Dfl

210.00 (approx. £55.00) per volume.

This is the definitive book for anyone who wishes to rear economically

important insects on a largish scale. It gives detailed instructions for

rearing some 100 species spread over most insect orders and there are

chapters on design of insectaries, cleanliness and hygiene, and artificial

diet theory. Produced from camera-ready copy and not typeset,

therefore of variable typographic quality but well-produced and bound.

Contains three chapters by your editor.

Threatened swallowtail butterflies of the world by M. Collins and M.
Morris. lUCN Gland and Cambridge 1985, pp. 401, 8 col. plates. Price

£18.00.

A brief article on this subject from the senior author appeared in the

May issue of our Bulletin last year and he was also the speaker at our

AGM. While half of the book deals in great detail with the 80 species

most endangered and in real need of protection, the other half is a

concise distributional and nomenclatorial (common name wise) treatise

of all known species, not just of 'swallowtails' ( = Papilio) as the name is

usually interpreted, but the whole of the Papilinoidea, which includes the

Apollos, Zerynthines and Birdwings. In this capacity I will be so bold as

to state that besides its obvious conservation interest it is an indispensible

adjunct to both the works of Seitz and of d'Abrera.

The colour plates depict, albeit to a uniform reduced size, the 40 most
rare and threatened species.

i
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Nordens Pyralider (The pyralidae of Northern Europe) by E. Palm.

1985, pp. 330, 8 col. plates, illustrations and maps. Apollo Books,
Lundbyvej 36, DK-5700, Svendborg, Denmark. Price DKR 400.00

(about £30) plus postage.

In Danish but with English summaries to each species. In view of the

announced publication by Harley Books of Barry Goater's British

Pyralidae, we thought that members might also be interested in this work
due to be published at about the same time.

Also to be pubHshed by the same firm is another new work The
geometroid moths of Northern Europe by Peder Skou. Price approx.

£45.00. Some 359 species (including Drepanidae) will be discussed in

detail and illustrated on 24 colour plates. There will be many illustrations

in the text and photographs of the larvae and of habitats will be included.

Apollo Books also intend, over the next two years, to pubhsh a

facsimile edition of the four volumes of Culot's Noctuelles et Geometres
d'Europe. This work is still the best identification guide to these two
groups of moths and the original is exceedingly hard to come by.

The dragonflies of Great Britain and Ireland by C. Hammond. Harley

Books. 2nd ed. Paperback, 1985. Price £9.75.

This book was first published in 1977 by Curwen Books, but was out

of print when Harley Books took over all Curwen's entomological titles

in 1983. A revised edition was then commissioned from Robert Merrittt

and was published in the same year (reviewed in Bulletin 43: 101-2). In all

over 6000 copies of the hardback edition have been sold and the book is

in such steady demand that, in addition to a further reprint of the

hardback edition, with minor corrections and amendments (still at

,£16.95), a paperback version has just been pubhshed to bring it within

the reach of a yet wider public.

Interest in the Odonata has been greatly stimulated by this work and
new records are continually being added to the British list, the most
exciting of which are mentioned in a new postscript which Robert Merritt

has now added to his preface to the second edition.

BATH WHITE — A CORRECTION
With reference to P W Cribb's article {Bulletin 43: p. 168) he mentions at

the end of the first paragraph that there was an invasion of Bath whites

to Southern England in 1946 and its occurrence at Brighton then. I

myself found it commonly at Looe in South Cornwall in mid July 1945

and I wonder whether the 1946 mentioned by Mr Cribb is a clerical error

for 1945?

C. S. H. Blathwayt (651)
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BROWN-TAIL MOTH CATERPILLAR INFESTATION

Plagues of the caterpillar of the Brown-tailed moth {Euproctis

chrysorrhoea) have become a regular feature of the east Hampshire coast

in recent years.

Newspaper articles warn of the irritating effect of the larvae's hairs

upon the unprotected skin of persons wandering near.

The caterpillars thrive upon hawthorn, blackthorn and sea buckthorn,

and they pass winter, and cast their skins, in silken tents which they

construct upon these trees.

The efforts of Portsmouth City Council workers have thus far failed

to prevent the moth larvae from reappearing in great numbers. It is

interesting to note that some text books list the Brown-tail as being

"rather uncommon"!
Frank Marples (8226)

CAMBERWELL BEAUTY IN WILTSHIRE
In early September 1984 I photographed a perfect example of Vanessa

antiopa feeding on rotten apples in Luckington, near Malmesbury,
Wilts.

Jonathan Thomson-Glover

EARLY BUTTERFLY SIGHTINGS

I thought you might be interested to hear that a Painted Lady settled on a

small heap of ashes in my garden on 6th April and I managed to take a

number of slides of it. This came as the culmination of a morning's

butterfly spotting in which I saw a Small tortoiseshell (again a brief

visitor to the garden settling on a dandelion) a number of male
Brimstones flying in a nearby wood where I also disturbed a Comma
basking on some dead bracken, and one Peacock fluttering around some
holly on the pathway back from the wood. All first sightings of the year

on the same morning!

B. R. Mitchell (8068)

UNUSUAL OVIPOSITION SITE FOR SMALL SKIPPER

During the summer of 1984 I noticed, on Southampton common, a

Skipper {Thymelicus sylvestris) investigating an oak sapling, which it did

for about a minute. The sapling stood about two foot in height. The
skipper selected the underside of a leaf on which it laid a single egg and
then departed. Both the butterfly and its normal foodplants, Yorkshire

fog and other grasses, were abundant in the vicinity.

C. Townsend (7806)
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TEN YEARS ON

The first decade of I.B.A.S.G.

In 1985 the Amateur Entomologists' Society Insect Behaviour and Ants
Study Group was formed by a merger of the British Ants Study Group
and the Insect Behaviour Study Group. This merger formed a

memibership of eleven. The group had a mixture of a few professional

entomologists and keen amateurs who created a strong nucleus which is

still shown in today's membership figures.

Like the group's parent society, the I.B.A.S.G. has produced a

quarterly bulletin since its formation. The aim of the I.B.A.S.G. 's

bulletin is to keep members up to date with the group's activities through

reports, and also to stimulate interest in the members fields of interest

with articles contributed by them. Up the 31st December 1984, 37

bulletins had been issued by the group. One very important guide was
issued by the group in September 1984 and launched at the 1984 AES
Exhibition. It is entitled "A Guide to the Keeping and Study of Ants."
This was well received at the Exhibition and provided a valuable addition

to the group's regular display of live ants.

Over the ten years the group has been very active with field meeting

and special meetings. These have a keen and large following. Two sites

are visited each year and a new site is found for the third meeting.

Every May an Annual General Meeting is held in the rooms of the

Royal Entomological Society. This is well attended and starts with a slide

show.

Every year since 1979 the I.B.A.S.G. has attended the AES Exhibition

where it has been able to use some table space free of charge and the

group is able to exhibit projects and live displays. A slide show was
introduced in 1984 and attracted great interest.

In April 1983 and 1984 the I.B.A.S.G. was represented at the Leicester

Exhibition. The live ants display, as in the AES Exhibition, produced a

great deal of interest. The most popular question asked on the day was —
how does one get rid of ants? It is hoped that more of an interest in

keeping ants will develop over the years.

When the group merged in 1975 the group's accounts were showing a

NIL balance. Due to very careful monetary control by all of the group's

committee the balance by the 31st December 1984 read £158.77. The
success story of the balance today is the fact that the subscription rates to

the society have risen only once in ten years. The subscription rate in

1975 was 50p. The subscription rates to the society today are:

—

£0.80 for Junior (under 18) members
£1.00 for AES members
£1 .50 for non-AES members
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£2.50 for Associate members
£2.50 for Overseas members

The present subscription rates are considered to be among the lowest

of such a society in Britain today.

In 1975 the group had a membership of eleven. This has increased

steadily over the ten years to its level at 31st December 1984 of 56. This

represents a little over a five-fold increase in membership. To date, 116

Membership reference numbers have been raised. We would like to have
seen a bigger membership but we feel that the name of our group leads

people to think that we are requiring people to join who have a very high

knowledge and understanding in entomology. It is, in fact, far the

opposite; the majority of the group's membership is made up of keen

amateurs who have either an interest in contributing to the group's

Newsletter or reading other members' articles or comments. The activity

side of the group is attractive to all members and the group allows all

members to take an active part in the running of the group's affairs

through the meetings previously mentioned.

For the celebration of its 10th Anniversary a new front cover was
produced for the Newsletter. A special field meeting was arranged and a

badge will be produced through fund-raising efforts during 1985. Badges

will be given to every present and future member. It is planned to pro-

duce more guides, increase the number of field meetings, and increase

the size of the group's bulletin as the membership expands.

We would like to see an increase in the group's membership as all

groups do. We feel that with its present strong nucleus this can be

accomplished, and we would welcome any of the readers of this article to

join us by writing to Malcolm Parsons at the address on the inside of the

front cover of this Bulletin.

Malcolm Parsons

SPIRAL SEGMENTATION
In a recent note (1982, Bull. Amat. Ent. Soc, 41: 72/3), Mr Bibbings

writes "It is not unusal to find larva with a spiral 'segment'." My old

friend and mentor, the late Dr. E. A. Cockayne, was firmly of the

opinion that many teratological abnormities, including spiral

segmentation, were of genetic origin.

Mr Bibbings appears to be in a unique position to put this theory to

proof.

D. G. Sevastopulo (5562)
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ASILUS CRABRONIFORMIS IN DORSET
Whilst visiting Bradbury Rings, near Blandford Forum, on 16 August
1983 I came across an individual of the above species. It was readily

caught and when released it only flew a short distance.

C. Townsend (7806)

SOME HUMMINGBIRD HAWK RECORDS
Specimens of this migrant have been reported as follows:

—

On December 27 1984 I saw a specimen flying near the butter stall in

the ASDA superstore at Dirkar, Wakefield. This moth may have

hibernated somewhere in the store or it may have been brought in on

goods from abroad.

Steve Brasset (7685)

I saw examples of this moth at Swaythling, Southampton on August 1

1982 and at Corfe Castle, Dorset on August 19 1983.

C. Townsend (7806)

I should like to record the siting of a specimen of Macroglossum
stellatarum on the 11th October 1984. The moth was seen hovering and
feeding on a white buddleia bush in a front garden to one side of Kew
gardens which my wife and I had gone to visit after attending the AES
exhibition. I was pleasantly surprised to see this species and wonder if it

is at all unusual so near central London.
S. Shreeve (7424)

LARVAL FOODPLANT OF CHRYSIRIDIA CROESUS GERST — A
CORRECTION
I have been advised that Pinhey's records of Mangifera and of

Tenninalia catappa {Moths of Southern Africa, p. 79) quoted in my
paper A Second List of the Foodplants of East African Lepidoptera

{Bulletin, Vol. 40: 96) is almost certainly wrong and that the true

foodplant is probably a species of Omphalea (Euphorbiaceae).

Eltringham {Trans. Ent. Soc, 1923 pp 439-442) published a paper with

a coloured plate of the early stages of C. ripheus Dru. and named the

foodplant as Omphalea biglandulosa. The genus Omphalea is also said

to be the foodplant of the South American genus Urania, for he quotes

an earlier paper by Guppy {Trans. Ent. Soc, 1907 p 405) that the South

American Cydimon (Urania) leilus in Trinidad feeds on O. megacarpa.

D. G. Sevastopulo (5562)
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BITTEN BY A BEETLE
In June 1983, on the Great Orme, Llandudno, I found a fairly large

carabid beetle (c 30mm long) larva which was grey with a black head and
markings. When handled it sunk its mandibles into my finger and then

squirted a red fluid onto the area it had bitten. In the same month, but at

Lyminge, Kent, I again found a similar larva and tried to make sure it

did not bite me initially. When I did allow it to bite me, it also squirted a

red fluid. Now I would be interested to know if this habit has been

observed before (I can find no reference to it) and also what purpose the

fluid serves.

I have two ideas on this.

A) To make me (or any other predator) think that the larva has drawn
blood, although I find this rather unlikely.

B) The fluid had nothing to do with keeping predators away but may
be an enzyme which is injected into the prey to help digestion and which
may have been a reflex action after biting.

In August I also noticed that a Violet ground beetle exuded a purple

fluid from its mouth when I handled it.

P. Wilkins(7607J)

MIGRANTS AND OTHERS FROM WEST WICKHAM
On the afternoon of 29th July 1984 I saw a male Oak eggar flying very

fast around the edge of Well wood. West Wickham and on 4th August I

found a female which had been attracted to an outside light. I kept her

for a week during which time she laid about 30 eggs from which I have

successfully reared the caterpillars.

Of far more interest however was the discovery of both Deathshead and
Convolvulous hawkmoth larvae on a farm near West Wickham. A friend

was given a larva of Acherontia atropos on 11th September found in a

local potato field and a second one was found the next day. Both these

larvae produced male moths on 13th October. A larva of Herse

convolvuli was also found on the same farm but has not emerged at the

time of writing.

Chris Jupp (7802J)
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BRITISH HEDGEHOG PRESERVATION SOCIETY

As a relatively new wildlife organisation, we want you to know of our

existence. The aims of the British Hedgehog Preservation Society are:

—

(1) The practical welfare of the Hedgehog — by taking the necessary

steps eventually to obtain Hedgehog escape ramps in ALL
cattle/sheep grids. This, of course, will also assist other small

animals and birds. Other dangers to Hedgehogs will no doubt
emerge and will be dealt with as occasion demands.

(2) Education — especially of the younger generation, to appreciate and
respect our natural wildlife.

(3) To fund serious research. Dr Pat Morris, of the Department of

Zoology in the University of London, is an acknowledged expert on
Hedgehogs (he was the Consultant and contributor to "Wildlife on
One" TV programme) and is at present conducting investigations

into the survival of this species in Britain. Money is urgently needed

to continue this essential work.

We should be most grateful if you will please let the members of your

organisation know about us on all possible occasions. Further

information and applications for membership are available on request to

us at Knowbury House, Ludlow, Shropshire SYS 3JT, enclosing a

stamped addressed envelope.

A NEW ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESESMENT SERVICE

A group of leading ecologists have formed a specialist company to offer

an independent environmental assessment service. Called Bioscan (UK)
Ltd, they will provide hard scientific information about any site and its

ecology, with particular reference to changes in its current use.

Field surveys are followed by careful analysis and interpretation of the

facts,without bias. The company is primarily advising the Onshore
Petroleum Industry as to the effects of oil exploration and later

development. Clients include local government, industry and commerce
and a wide range of conservation bodies who also ask for detailed

information on sites, sometimes for nature reserve management or

acquisition.

To provide a broader base to the company's available expertise and
ensure sufficient personnel to carry out the work, Bioscan has compiled

a national register of specialists, including entomologists, covering all

aspects of environmental research. Bioscan offers expertise on landscape

architecture, soil science, forest and game management as well as advice

on environmental law.
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A recent government circular and the strengthening of the WildHfe and
Countryside Act has placed the onus on developers in industry and
agriculture to submit planning applications together with evidence that

an acceptable balance between their needs and those of the countryside

can be met.

Although the reports that are submitted to the company's clients are

written and edited by professional scientists, there is an important role

for the amateur entomologist. Bioscan is always keen to hear from
people with a good field knowledge of various groups, particularly those

with a detailed local knowledge of their own county. It helps to set the

report findings in context if Bioscan can provide assessments that relate

both to the national distribution of species and to species in their local

context.

The company has also benefitted from concerned amateurs who are

good at spotting potential developments in their own areas and referring

details of the service to organisations or companies when environmental

assessments are called for.

Bioscan (UK) Ltd can be contacted on 0428 56676

Stevenson House, Wey Hill, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 IBZ.

CONCERN FOR COLLECTIONS

by G. Trebilcock (2976)

Now that the winter months are with us, I am sure many members spend

their time caring for their collections and ensuring that their records and

observations are up to date.

Collections contain both insects and data which are often of particular

interest and importance to the region in which members have lived and

collected. Is it not a tragedy that when a member dies, more often than not

his collection is sold, his books are sold and often his notes and

observations are destroyed.

I feel it is becoming increasingly necessary to ensure that this destruction

is Hmited. The face of our countryside is rapidly changing, not necessarily

for the best. Industrial, social and domestic demands are increasing whilst

subsidised agricultural policies are encouraging outrageous destruction of

our natural habitats.

Although we have a National collection I would suggest that this is too

remote to be of use to most members. Often material of particular interest

to a particular area may not assume the same importance in a national
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collection. No doubt collections are left to the nation, but I would be

surprised if more than one or two specimens are incorporated into the

"Master" collection. The remainder? Sold? Would it not be possible for

Provincial Museums to become more concerned and involved? Perhaps

donate a room where a regional collection may be housed. Obviously it

would cost money, but not necessarily too much.

It would not be beyond the power of members to encourage a situation

where each region had a regional collection at an accessible town (e.g.

Wessex: Exeter? Salisbury?). A group of volunteers (from perhaps the

AES membership) would care for the collection, organise records and
written material, man the collections room when necessary. The cost could

be minimised by subscription, a fee to view, or both.

Collections would be used to improve the quality of the collection and

spare material sold, proceeds being used for the needs of the collection and
museum. At least we could have important regional collections throughout

the country, readily accessible to all those who value such facihties.

Important specimens, data and records of past regional aspects would
remain and not be destroyed through neglect. Perhaps members may feel

that all this is a waste of time and unnecessary. However, the question

remains, what is going to happen to YOUR collection, books and records

when you die? I would like to feel that at least a little of what I leave

behind may be of use to others and not necessarily end up on a dealer's

display at some future AES Exhibition!

KNOPPER GALLS
In the Autumn of 1983 not one of the many oak trees growing in the 11

acres of gardens for which I am responsible bore any acorns but the

ground soon became littered with a carpet of knopper galls formed by
the wasp Andricus quercuscalicis. This autumn, 1984, the acorns have
returned and only one or two galls have been observed. All the oaks are

Quercus robur but in the main highway running past the gardens there is

a row of mature Turkey oaks, Q. cerris. Because of the lack of acorns in

1983 the grey squirrels ate all the conkers, fruit of Aesculus

hippocastanum, and then proceeded to dig up crocus and tulip bulbs.

This year they have not made any attempt to eat either but are feeding on
the acorns along with a troup of jays.

P. W. Cribb (2270)
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^
BEDDING PLANTS, BEES AND BUTTERFLIES

I

Although many shrubs and herbaceous species are planted in gardens to

I
attract insects, bedding plants are not often thought of as attractive to

bees and butterflies; but even casual observations show that some species

are very attractive to insects, and would be well worth planting in a

"bee" or "butterfly" garden.

The following table has been prepared from observations made over a

period of several years, mostly on seedsmen's trial grounds.

ORDER OF ATTRACTION
Scale 1 to 5 (highest = most)

Subject Honeybees Bumblebees Butterflies

Alyssum 1 1 0

Ageratum 2 0 0

Antirrhinum 1 3 1

Begonia 'Non-stop' 0 0 0

Begonia Semperflorens 1 1 0

Calendula 3 1 0

Calceolaria 0 0 0

Cornflower 1 1 1

Dahlia 2 3 3

Dianthus 0 1 4

Geranium 0 0 0

Godetia 1 1 0

Helichrysum 1 1 0

Heliotrope 2 2 1

Impatiens (1) 2 1

Lavatera 1 1 0

Lobelia 5 2 1

Marigold (2) French 3 4 4

Marigold African 3 4 4

Marigold Triploid 5 5 5

Mesembryanthemum 4 2 1

Mimulus (3) 1 0

Nasturtium 1 1 0

Nemesia 0

Nicotiana 1 0

Petunia 0 1 0

Penstemon 2 2 0

Phlox Drummond I 0 0 0

Rudbeckia 1 1 1

Salvia Splendens 3 3 1

Salvia Farinacia 1 2 1

Salpiglossus 0 1 0

Statice 0 0 2

Stocks 0 1
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Sweet Peas 0 1 0

Tagetes 3 4 1

Verbena 0 0 1

Zinnia 1 1 4

1 . Impatiens — some cultivars — especially striped.

2. Marigold — Some of the "crested" types seem unattractive to

insects.

3. Mimulus — large-flowered only.

Clearly there are enormous variations caused by weather, site, time of

day etc. As examples, Nicotiana never seems attractive to insects during

the day but the flowers open better during the evening and attract

moths; Mesembryanthemum flowers only open in sunshine, and will

not be attractive at other times. Differences between cultivars are very

noticeable. An extreme example is Lavatera where the pink is

moderately attractive to bees, the white not at all. However, it is possible

to say that your choice of bedding plant could have a big influence on the

insects visiting your garden; for example, if you want more butterflies,

plant Marigolds (especially single flowered triploids). Dahlias, Dianthus

and Zinnias.

The subject is a fascinating and complex one and if anyone has

comments or observations to add I would Hke to hear from them.

A. G. Eames (4648)

A DEATH RAY FOR INSECTS

The above rather eye-catching headline was used in an advertisement for

"executive goods" recently circulated to holders of the Diners Club
charge card. A number of advertisements for static, outdoor insect

killers have appeared over the last few years, and have caused concern

because of the indiscriminate nature of their action. If the claims are to

be belivered, this version could be a significant hazard to insect

populations. Readers may judge for themselves from this exact quote

"Many a summer day or night has been spoiled by the buzzing and the

biting of infuriating little creatures with eight legs. Our electric pest

repeller is environmentally sound and very advanced indeed, for it uses a

fluorescent lamp to attract the insects over an area of half an acre. Once
attracted, they are emphatically zapped by an ultra violet ray . . .". With
a price tag of £55 there may not be too many around, but a small device

capable of attracting insects from half an acre of ground might prove

very popular with entomologists.

Paul Sokoloff (4456)
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COLEOPTERA COLLECTING IN WINTER

byE. J. Smith (6580)

With reference to the collecting of beetles in the cold season, the

following quotations may be of interest. On page 16 of the AES Coleop-

terist's Handbook appears this comment:

—

"winter collecting is usually very disappointing if the temperature is

at or below freezing, or if the previous night has been very cold."

In direct contrast, the coleoptera recorder of the Yorkshire

NaturaHsts' Trust, a Mr Wrigglesworth, writing in their journal The
Naturalist in 1882 made the point:

—

"All seasons come acceptable to the coleopterist who is attentive to

his studies; wet or dry, it does not matter. No complaint of non-

success owing to . . . .&c., can possibly be permitted, for in this order

the life-histories are as variable as the weather. Thus at all times and
seasons some good work may be done."

The results of three trips when collecting was attempted may be cited as

examples to encourage others who may have been put off by the first

quote and who no doubt will not have seen the second.

(1) Salt Springs Wood, South Yorkshire, V.C.63, SK.243969,
21/11/83. An Alder carr at 800', weather sunny but very cold, the

previous night's low temperature resulting in a thick hoar frost lasting all

day. Thirty-nine species were found by sieving ground litter and grass

roots on the edge of the wood. They included the following:

—

Acrotrichis lucidula. Rosskothen. (Determined by Mr C. Johnson.)

Quedius umbrinus. Erichson. (Determined by Mr H. R. Last.)

Dacrilafallax. (Kraatz.)

Aloconota sulcifrons. (Stephens.)

Bythinus macropalpus. Aube.
Tychus niger. (FsLykuW.)

(2) Alport Valley, North Derbyshire, V.C.57, SK141903, 21/1/84. A
Sallow carr at 850' , the weather extremely cold, the previous night's low

temperature of -8°C. leaving everything frozen soHd under some eight

inches of fine snow. Due to the cold no collecting had been originally

intended, but on the discovery of a patch of snow-free ground just big

enough for my sieving sheet, a trial search was attempted. A piece of

deep frozen turf was sawn out from between a Sallow's roots and sieved

in short bursts so that the sheet was only thinly covered with soil and ice

particles enabling a very careful search to be made for immobile beetles.

(In these conditions it is useful to have some absorbent paper in the

pooter to keep specimens dry from melting ice crystals.)
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The results were most unusual, over 100 specimens covering 42 species

were found in this one turf. Unfortunately after this encouraging start

nothing was taken from five subsequent turves dug from similar

situations. However among the species found were the following:

—

Lathrobium tenninatum. Gravenhorst.

Gabrius trossulus. (Nordmann.)
Atheta gyllenhali. (Thomson.)

Atheta obtusangula. ioy.

Oxypoda elongatula. Aube.
Tinotus morion. (GrsiVQnhorsi.)

Longitarsusfulvicornis. (Marsham.)

Chalcoidesfulvicornis. (Fabricius.)

Sitona lepidus. {Gy\\Qn\\di\.)

Leiosoma deflexum. (FanzQr.)

Dorytomus dejeani. Faust.

Notaris bimaculatus. (Fabricius.)

It is noteworthy that the condition of the Dorytomus for example was
quite pristine, far better than any of those found by sweeping in the

summer.

(3) Alport Valley, same spot a month later, 25/2/84, weather cold with

an air temperature of O^C. but with the ground not quite frozen. On this

occasion an hour and a half was spent sieving grass roots, moss and
general litter and again the results were completely unexpected as over

170 specimens were found including the following species:

—

Elaphrus riparius. (LinmiQus.)

Coryphium angusticolle. Stephens.

Oxytelus laqueatus. {MdiXS>\\2im.)

Atheta hygrobia. (Thomson.)
Atheta melanocera. (Thomson.)
Atheta graminicola. (Gravenhorst.)

Atheta parvula. (Mannerheim.)

Atheta atramentaria. (Gyllenhal.)

Atheta nigripes. (Thomson.)
Gnypeta carbonaria. (Mannerheim.)

Aloconota gregaria. (Exichson.)

Tinonus morion. (GrawQnhorsi.

Cassida flaveola. Thunberg.

It would appear that collecting in winter can be just as productive if

not more so than in summer, although not as comfortable.
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Batterfly^rm
(CHRISTCHURCH)

14 Grove Road East

Christchurch, Dorset

BH23 2DQ

Tel:(0202) 471336

Suppliers of livestock and breeding

cages to schools and entomologists.

Wholesale suppliers of

Butterfly Farm Shop requisites.

Butterfly framing service to

the trade and collector. S.a.e. for

livestock and cage details.

Please note that we are

not open to the Public.

ENTOMOLOGY
BOOKS & PRINTS
BOUGHT & SOLD

Mail Order specialists in rare

and secondhand books.

New books also supplied.

•

Search service for 0/P titles.

CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST

JOHN TROTTER
11 Laurel Way, London N20

Telephone 01-445 4293

Eighth

Midlands Entomological Fair

and Exhibition

GRANBY HALLS, LEICESTER.

SUNDAY 27th APRIL 1986

11 am ijntf! 5 pm

Again in its spacious venue. Ample parking. Bar and nneals all day.

All major dealers in attendance. Breeding and Collecting Equipment.

Papered stock and livestock of lepidoptera, other insects, spiders, etc.

Reptile displays.

Admission 50p. Children under 14, 25p.

Enquiries to J. C. Harris, FRES, 1 Lincoln Road, Barwell, Leics.

Telephone 0455-46370



NATURE OF THE WORLD
Suppliers to Collectors, Schools and Colleges of

TROPICAL & BRITISH BUTTERFLIES

AND ENTOMOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT

In addition to our usual range of setting boards, Pins, Plastic

boxes, Forceps etc, we have recently added STORE BOXES and
the much acclaimed SELF ASSEMBLY BREEDING CAGES to

ourHst.

FOR COMPREHENSIVE ENTOMOLOGICAL SPECIMENS &
EQUIPMENT LISTS SEND ::jOp.

SPRING BANK, BIRCHES LANE, NEWENT, GLOUCESTER.

New from the lUCN Conservation Library. . .

THREATENED SWALLOWTAIL BUTTERFLIES OF THE WORLD
THE lUCN RED DATA BOOK

by N. M. Collins and M. G. Morris

Swallowtails are some of the world's most beautiful and coveted insects —
and some of the most threatened. This, the first worldwide analysis of any

butterfly group, includes:

detailed reviews of 78 threatened species with proposals for measures
to proifcct-them

* an up-to-date family Ikt with distribution and conservation data for over
570 species

* thorough analyses of trends in trade, farming, legislation and critical

faunas

* 8 full colour plates of 40 threatened species

£18 per copy, plus £1.80 p. & p., vii 401 pages, illustrated.

November 1985. ISBN 2-88032-603-6.

Available by payment to 'lUCN' from:

The lUCN Conservation Monitoring Centre,

219c Huntingdon Road, Cambridge CB3 ODL, UK

INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF NATURE



CABINETS for sale.

Completely refurbished 20" x 16"

mahogany drawers from a large old

collection. Continental depth with

chamois-sealed framed glass lids. Built

into specially-made mahogany
cabinets with glass doors. 10-drawer

units available with glass-bottomed

drawers, a particularly useful feature

for examining Lepidoptera undersides

without handling. Orders also

welcomed for similiar or larger units,

to your own requirements.

Specification can include glass-

bottomed or plastozote-lined drawers.

All priced at £34.50 per drawer. For

further details ring Alan Cassidy on
06286-61272 or write to 17 Taplow
Road, Taplow, Berks SL6 OJN.

tronsworld
bukkarFly company
componio tronimundo d« moripofo

Extensive world lepidoptera,

specialists in Morpho with over 45
species. European lists inc. rare

Parnassius. Small orders welcome.
Low prices, postage free!

Orders delivered within 15 days by
our British office.

LATEST ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
31p stamp for airmail reply please.

MAILING LIST:

four catalogues and monthly news-
letters per year, just £2 (USA $6)

TELEPHONE: 010-506 284768

TRANSWORLD BUTTERFLY
COMPANY (AE)

Apartado 6951, San Jose,

COSTA RICA, Central America

RONALD N. BAXTER
Entomologists

45 Chudleigh Crescent
llford, Essex IG3 9AT

Telephone: 01-590 3285

Breeders of British and Exotic

Lepidoptera, Stick and
Leaf Insects, etc.

Papered Exotic Lepidoptera,

Coleoptera and miscellaneous
insects.

Lists issued twice yearly.

Yearly subsciption 50p
£1.00 overseas.

In your replies please mention
the AES.

Member of the Entomological
Suppliers Association.

E. W. Classey Ltd,

P.O. Box 93

Faringdon, Oxon.

SN7 7DR
England

Books by post. New and

Second-hand

Catalogues on request



BEE Secondhand & antiquarian

RESEARCH BOOKS
ASoUl^lA 1 HJiN

Butterflies, moths and

Hill House other entomology.

Chalfont St. Peter,

Gerrards Cross, Bucks
SL9 ONR

BOUGHT AND SOLD
Frequent catalogues issued

For Scientific and technical

information on Bees (Apoidea)
DAVID DUNBAR

especially Honeybees (Apis SP) 31 Llanvanor Road, London NW2

Please write to the above address for
Telephone 01-455 9612

details of publications and

membership. A specimen copy of

"Bee World" is obtainable for 50p.

Collections and single items

of value purchased.

The Entomologist's

Record
and Journal of Variation

A monthly illustrated magazine founded by J. W. Tutt
in 1890, is devoted mainly to the Lepidoptera of the

British Isles. It also deals with other orders of insects

especially Coleoptera, Diptera, Hymenoptera, Orthop-
tera. Its articles include descriptions of new species and
varieties, reports on collecting trips, distribution, habits

and habitats of insects and of collecting and study
techniques suitable for novice and expert. It circulates in

47 countries.

Annual United Kingdom subscription £10.00

Specimen copies are available from the Publicity Director, c/o

Updown Cottage, Vann Common, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 3NW,
price £1 .20, postage included.



Brunei
Microscopes

Microscope Suppliers

to the amateur, hobbyist

professional microscopist

Quality Microscopes

& Stereo Microscopes

Full range of accessories,

hand lenses, etc.

Reld Microscopes

113. Henbury Road,

Henbury,

Bristol BS10 7AA.
Tel: (0272) 500162

Stamp appreciated.

AES HANDBOOKS AND
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

Pamphlet 12 British Moths Reviewed
and Guide to Critical Species

Price £2.80

Vol. 12 A Silkmoth Rearer's Handbook
Price £13.00

Vol. 13 A Lepidopterist's Handbook
Price £5.60

Vol. 15 A Dipterist's Handbook
Price £7.70

Vol. 18 Breeding the British Butterflies

Price £2.80

Vol.19 Breeding the British and
European Hawkmoths—Price £2.80

Vol. 20 The Phasmid Rearer's

Handbook—Price £2.30

(Prices include postage and packing)

Please make cheques payable to

''AES PUBLICATIONS''

A NEW A.E.S. PUBLICATION

THE PHASMID REARER'S HANDBOOK
This new publication has been prepared by Paul Brock and is a

comprehensive guide for the amateur and the class room in the

study and breeding of the stick and leaf insects. The European and

exotic species which are available in Britain are described and

illustrated by 26 line drawings and a plate. Breeding techniques,

experimental work, collecting and curating are dealt with and there

is a bibhography and Hst of dealers from whom stocks may be

obtained.

The price, inclusive of postage, is £2.30 and copies are available

through the A.E.S. Publications Agent,

4 Steep Close, Green Street Green, Orpington, Kent BR6 6DS.



Two Special Publications

to Commemorate the Society's

Golden Jubilee 1985

Some British Moths Reviewed and A Guide to the

Critical Species

By W. H. Tarns, J. Heath, R. Cooke, M. J. Skelton and J. Reid.

64 pp. (AES Pamphlet No. 12)

This publication reproduces original material dealing with those British

moths which are difficult to identify. Features of identification of both

the genitalia and wing-patterns are figured and these are supported by

descriptions. An essential booklet for the precise identification of the

doubtful species.— Price £2.80

The Journal of the Entomological Exchange and

Correspondence Club

Volume One. 1935-36

This is a facsimile reproduction of the Society's first Journal with a

foreword by Brian Gardiner and its 100 pages are full of entomological

hints and problems of fifty years ago, many of them still relevant

today. An historic publication which existing members received in

August 1985 but which new members will want to add to their

libraries.—Price £3.40.

(Prices include postage and packing)

All orders for AES Publications should be sent to

AES Publications Agent

4 Steep Close, Green Street, Green, Orpington, Kent
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DREAMS

There you go, little muncher,

Urged on, perhaps,

By dull dreams of flying

Conceived when oceans boiled

And mountains nudged each other.

Consuming your house, your home,
Your arboreal world

Until you re-invent a tardis

Wherein juggled potions reaffirm

Nature's secret rule in such an

Organic crucible of time:

Where images lighten.

Where, by chemistry or alchemy

In colours black as death.

Red as lust,

Is transformed the nettle's essence

To such essential dust.

Needed, then, a living strategy

Clothed in brilliance to survive

Your private dreams, you'll evade the crow.

The nightmare spider,

Avoid winter's frosty teeth and the

Stealthy parasite within.
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And then, little muncher,
In your determined simplicity,

You may see another spring,

Fly through scented fields.

Ride the wind repeated over streams

And escape my capricious pin.

Don McNamara (5537)

ANNUAL EXHIBITION 1985

Once again this was held in the Hounslow Civic Centre on Saturday, 6th

October. Long before opening time a large queue had already formed —
a sure sign of the popularity of this event. It is indeed this very popularity

that is causing problems, for, basically, the Civic Centre is not really

large enough comfortably to accommodate all who wish to attend, be

they traders, exhibitors, members or visitors. The early crush is in fact

caused by half the total attenders in the day being already there by the

time the exhibition opens. There is not really sufficient space available to

provide for the needs of all and this year we had to give up the area

previously allocated for refreshments. Fortunately the weather was fine,

the sun was shining, and numbers of people could be seen enjoying their

sandwiches and resting their weary feet on the grass between the Centre

and the car park.

This refreshment area was given up in order to make space

between the traders and between the exhibitors' stands and so comply
with the fire regulations. In order to try and cover this lost amenity, and

at the last minute, a tea and sandwich bar was hastily organised by Mr
and Mrs Painter, and to Jill in particular, together with her small band of

willing helpers, we wish to express our thanks. To those arriving and
expecting the usual canteen services we apologise. It was also

unfortunate that due to the stand reorganisation previously determined

upon, those with the largest stands, two of our most popular and

longstanding traders, Messrs Classey and Christie were displaced from

their usual position to adjoining stands on the lower floor, where, in

spite of being in close proximity to the often over-crowded bar, not

everyone succeeded in finding them.

From the numbers of people who attend, the AES exhibition is clearly

a very popular event. By tradition, unlike the exhibitions of most

Societies, trading has always been a feature. In recent years, however,

this facet has come to dominate the event and overwhelm the exhibition

aspect. Not all members agree with this state of affairs and we publish a

letter elsewhere in this issue about one member's concern over the way
our exhibition has now developed.
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With so many attending, the number actually exhibiting is very poor

indeed, and we would in future like to see far more members bringing an
exhibit of any kind with them. This applies particularly to the Junior

section (some quarter of our membership is in fact in this category) where

the Ansorge Award for the best Junior exhibit is waiting to be competed
for. Nevertheless there were fourteen entries for the newly instigated

Jealotts Hill Photographic competition.

This year our Annual Exhibition will again be held at Hounslow. In

spite of the problems encountered it has proved a popular venue and
there is a great deal to be said for having a stable and regular meeting

place.

In addition to the exhibitors listed below, our Associated Groups
concerned with Exotic Entomology, Phasmids and Insect Behaviour put

on their usual well-planned displays as also did our contempories, The
British Butterfly Conservation Society and The British Entomological

and Natural History Society, who exhibited many interesting lepidoptera

taken during the course of their Field meetings these last few years.

The AES Conservation Committee, using a stand designed for the

occasion by David Lonsdale, put on a most interesting display whose
theme was a description, with illustrated examples, of the main aspects

of the Committee's work— sight surveys; opposing habitat destruction;

seeking protection for certain types of habitat (such as dead wood); task

work and publications.

BETTS, C. R. (4976), ENNOS, A. R. & WOOTON, R. J. Insect Flight:

a poster display and slide presentation. The study of insect flight is an

immense and complex field. Research at Exeter has been concerned with

wing and thorax morphology, structural engineering, aerodynamics,

kinematics, and behaviour. Insect wings are diverse in size, shape and

structure: this was illustrated with recent examples and a fossil recon-

struction. The display showed how insect wings are neither rigid nor flat,

and how their engineering and design permits maximum strength and

lightness. It was also shown how wings are designed to undergo

controlled deformation during flight. The motion of a wing during a

single wingbeat was illustrated from high-speed cine film, and the ways

an insect can control its flight by adjusting its wing movements were

described. Finally an account was given of the latest research carried out

relating the wing shape of butterflies to their flight behaviour. Film taken

in Malaysia and U.K. shows that complex flight patterns c^n be quanti-

fied and these can be related to precisely characterised wing shapes.

BLOXHAM, M. G. (6551) Insect identification. A number of

different insects and keys were on view for members to try their skill at

identification.
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BRETHERTON, R. F. (4320). A specimen of the Striped hawkmoth
{Hyles lineata livornica) trapped at Bramley, Surrey, night of April

10/11/1985, together with provisional vice-county distribution maps of

this species and also of the Painted lady {Cynthia cardui) reported

during the unusual immigration of April 1985 and also a list of the eight

other immigrant species reported during the same period.

BULLOCK, D. S. A. (6253). The Figwort weevil on Buddleia globosa

and various Chrysomelid beetles.

CRIBB, P. W. (2270). A selection of British and European butterflies

taken during the year. Including Erebia falvofasciata and E. styx from a

locality previously unrecorded. Examples of butterflies bred in captivity

during 1985 including the spring and summer forms of Papilio machaon
Hippocrates from Japan.

CHALMERS-HUNT, J. M. (1683). Local microlepidoptera taken

during 1985. Acleris permutana and A. literana from Dungeness, Kent,

18/9; Epinotia brunnichana form brunneana, Rannoch, Perthshire 19/8;

Cochylis flaviciliiana Otford, Kent, bred 10-15/8 from larvae found on
Knautia arvensis; A, maccana, Trinafour, Perthshire, bred 18/9 from
larvae found on Myrica gale.

Two very local Swiss Erebias taken in 1985. E. christi from Laquintal

on 13/7 and E. flavofasciata (one male, two female) from Campolunga,
14/7.

COOPER, S. (6436). A display of photographs, information sheets

and live specimens describing biological control of insect pests in British

horticulture.

COOTER, J. (3290). A selection of Carabid beetles from Europe and
Asia including several not represented in the National collections at

South Kensington.

A selection of beetles from the Durmitor and Biogradska National

Parks in Yugoslavia.

DYSON, R. C. (91). Four specimens of Peribatodes secundaria D. &
S. A geometrid moth new to the British list which were taken in August

this year. Species of butterflies collected in Yugoslavia in early June,

1985.

GARDINER, B. O. C. (225). Larvae and later stages of the Painted

lady {Cynthia cardui) reared on an artificial diet.

GILLEN, T. J. (81 1 1 J). WINNER OF ANSORGE AWARD. An exhibit

showing his experiments on the food preferences of fruit flies.

GOSSLING, N. F. (5168). A collection of butterflies from the Dolo-

mites in North-east Italy taken in July 1985.

HARMAN, T. W. (5925). A selection of butterflies taken in Sulawesi

while taking part in the Project Wallace expedition.
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HALL, N. M. (7859). Practical hints based on observations of galls

formed by Synanthedon formicaeformis, S. scoliaeformis and S.

culiciformis. Second brood females of Acronicta menyanthidis scotica

and examples of Browntail moths found in Berkshire. Various

microlepidoptera taken in 1985 including Stigmella subehvora, a new
Berkshire vice-county (VC22) record.

HALLSTEAD, A. J. (6346). An extensive selection of British beetles

collected over the last two years.

HART, C, (3845). A thriving seething colony of the Indian meal moth
(Plodia interpunctella) feeding in a packet of dried walnuts obtained

from a friend's kitchen but originally bought from a well-known store

(S s) in Leatherhead, Surrey.

A series of photographs, maps and captions explaining how Hadena
luteago barretti was found in Cornwall in 1984, together with the

following found as pupae: H. luteago; H. perplexa; H. confusa;

Eupitheca venosata plumbea and a small dark Netted pug usually only

found in Co. Kerry.

HENSON, M. (7860J). An investigation into the possible use of the

ant Formica rufa as a biological control in British woodland plantations.

HODGE, P. J. (5335). An extensive series of scarce and interesting

Coleoptera and Hemiptera-Heteroptera taken in 1985, including the

following new Sussex records:— Beetles: Aclypea opaca, Wilmington,

19/5; Bledius subniger, Thorney Island, 11/7; Lissodema cursor,

Ringmer, 24/7; Phylon gibbus, East Head Dunes, 9/7. Bugs:

Conastethus griseus, Thorney Island, 11/7; Tuponia carayoni, East

Head Dunes, 9/7; Capsodes sulcatus, Pagham harbour, 9/7.

HUTCHINSON, N. (4564). WINNER OF JEALOTT'S HILL
PHOTO COMPETITION (see below).

JAMES, R. J. (5405). Species bred in 1985 together with photographs

and notes on rearing the larvae and obtaining pairings. Included were

Iphiclides podaliriuSy Limenitis reducta, L. archippus, Lycaena dispar.

JEALOTT'S HILL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION. There were

14 entries for this event which was won by N. HUTCHINSON (4564)

with a superb colour photograph of a larva of the Brown hairstreak

(Thecla betulae).

LE PARD, G. F. (4162). A display of moth undersides and notes on

the historical aspect of this subject.

LEWIS, O. Photographs of British butterflies (Lulworth skipper.

Grizzled skipper, Small blue) and various French Pyrenean butterflies:

also egg-laying of the Black-veined white and a web of the larvae on

hawthorn.

McNULTY, B. J. (4528). Interesting moths collected this year in the

Gower Peninsular area of Wales.
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MAJERUS, M. E. N. (4027). A large and extensive exhibit of

ladybirds illustrative of the research being carried out on them in

Cambridge. Included were livestock, breeding methods, ladybirds from
conifers, hybrids between the two- and ten-spot and the enormous range

of variation attained by Adalia bipiinctata.

An exhibit looking at the question of whether different colour forms

of moths take up differing resting positions.

A gynandromorph of the Emperor moth together with its parents and

sibs, together with an exhibit explaining the hereditary basis of melanism

in some British lepidoptera.

MID-DEVON NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY. A wide spectrum of

specimens and photographs representing a Victorian theme. While the

main interest centred on wild flower seeds, plants, birds nests and reptile

photographs, butterfly food plants were especially featured, as was a

hornets' nest.

NORMAND, R. & NORMAND, A. (8168). A first look at French

lepidoptera, showing 67 species of butterflies, the result of ten days'

collecting in the Massive Centrale and the Cevennes during July 1985.

PARKER, R. (5247). "Flutterby", a computer programme (in basic

for Sinclair ZX spectrum) which creates, in full colour, non-existent

butterfly species, none of which were recorded by AES members during

Jubilee year!

PAYNE, J. H. (5923). A specimen, bred from a randomly collected

larval web, of ab. polaris of the Small tortoiseshell {Aglais urticae), and

also an unusual underside aberration of the Meadow brown {Maniola

jurtina).

PICKLES, A. J. & PICKLES, C. T. (5225). Various rarer lepidoptera

taken in 1985 including Hyles lineata; Eupithecia venosata; Heliothis

viriplaca; Hadena confusa, Conisira rubigenea a specimen approaching

ab. graslifnoi.

ST. IVO SCHOOL. As usual these enterprising youngsters under the

direction of Henry Berman put on their display of mammals, reptiles,

bactrachians and insects.

SIMPSON, M. S. L. (4859). A display of dwarf specimens of British

butterflies with typical size examples for comparison.

SKINNER, B. (2470). Aberrations of lepidoptera: Agrotis cinerea; A.

clavis; Euxoa cursoria; Chilodes abietaria; Tyta luctuosa; Orihosia

opima; A, exclamationis, including the very rare form with the cla\ iform

stigma virtually absent.

SOKOLOFF, P. (4456). An example of the scarce melanic form of

the Canary-shouldered thorn Ennoinos alniaria, with examples of the

melanic and typical forms of the Scalloped hazel Odontopera bidetitata

for comparison.
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STACY, L F. (7653). An extensive series of mostly bred varieties of

lepidoptera including the partial results of F2 broods from a 1983 taken

Orange-tip {Anthocaris cardamines) which included the abs. macula-
punctata, umbrosa, caulotosticta, ochrea, minora. Varieties of
Euphydryas aurinia resulting from the cross between West Sussex and
Mull parnets. Bilateral gynandromorphs of Lycaena phlaeas and both
ab. minor and ab. major from the same brood. Varietal forms of
Lycaena dispar, Quercusia quercus, Apatura iris, Pyronia tithonus,

Aphantopus hyperatus.

STOKES, D. (7630). A specimen of Apatura iris ab. iolata and a tail-

less example of Strymonidia pruni.

TURNER, C. (7709J). The 18 species of British hawkmoths reared

over the last few years, the most interesting having been Manduca atropos.

I
WARING, P. (4220). Two imagines of the Bordered sallow (Pyrrhia

umbria) reared from larvae collected in the wild from hazel coppice

rather than the more usual rest harrow. A report of a literature survey of

the foodplants of this species.

WHITE, M. C. (6003). A selection of lepidoptera from Northern

England including Lycaena phlaeas ab. schmidti and examples of the

Northern brown argus with reduced markings.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Brian,

In October 1985 two colleagues and myself attended the 1985 AES
Annual Exhibition. We came from Exeter, Devon and provided a large

exhibit and sHde show illustrating our work at Exeter University. I had
' stopped attending the exhibitions as a teenager when I first went to

University in 1977: since then my timetables at University have clashed

I

with these events. I found the 1976 exhibition disappointingly congested

j

with traders. My reactions to the 1985 exhibition were four-fold: shock,

I

disappointment, disgust and anger.

I
I was shocked at the complete domination of traders and the amounts

' of money being exchanged. Members' exhibits were confined to a small

side room and a few odd tables. The AES officers were swamped by

traders' stalls. I was horrified and disgusted at the extent of the trade in

pinned specimens and in exotic livestock sold to a large degree as "pets"

I

and curiosities: livestock consisting of tarantulas, reptiles, amphibians

I

and exotic insects. Hold on: I hear your protests that many exotic insects

; are bred and reared from captive stock. Fair enough where this is true,

although I'm not sure whether this justifies their slaughter for the

purposes of adding to a collection; nor am I convinced of this defence

(when considering beetles, spiders, scorpions, etc which are notoriously

difficult to rear in captivity. A number of the living creatures for sale
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were also recently imported from their natural homes. In particular the

hundreds of tarantulas imported live from Central America, on sale on
the ground floor: an assistant on the stall told me how they were "easy to

keep . . . ideal pets . . . didn't need feeding very often . . . just keep them
warm ..." etc. We are frequently confronted with unwanted dogs and
cats cruelly neglected or mistreated: and these are hardy, domesticated

animals. How many of the wild, exotic beasts on sale would end up
neglected and left to die once the novelty has worn off? Or does our care

and concern only stretch to creatures that are warm and furry? We surely

cannot justify such mass importation of wild-caught animals as pets and
oddities, whether they are spiders or chimpanzees. The gross

commercialism on show at the AES Exhibition was as far removed
from the promotion of the study of insects, as a circus is to the study of

wild animals.

How can a society that in its Journal continually criticises the

Government's conservation policies condone such frenzied, extensive

trade in insects and other animals, on its own ground? I am sickened by

the prevalence of those who masquerade as "entomologists" but merely

collect insects as if adding stamps to an album. Sensible collecting can

stimulate a deeper interest in these creatures, and forms an important

part of learning about the insects concerned. This, however, did not seem

to be a prime concern of many frantic customers and traders at this

year's exhibition. I am left to conclude this may even be representative of

the membership of the AES as a whole.

Finally I am angry that the AES can permit such a major event to

become little more than a giant shop selling living and dead animals. I am
also most angry and disappointed with the members themselves: for

pandering to such blatant commercial interests; and for the pitiful

numbers of exhibits. Of the considerable number of members who must

have attended, could not a few more have bothered to express some of

their interest in insects — other than buying or selling them?

Congratulations to those who did present an exhibition of some kind

without a price tag attached! My one desire is that I will be thoroughly

rebuffed by readers of this article: at least that will suggest that these

issues are being considered.

Yours sincerely,

Dr Clive Betts (4976)
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Dear Editor,

May I be allowed just a small space in the Bulletin, to express my
sincere thanks to everyone concerned with the excellent Golden Jubilee

issue, and the Volume One reprint?

At the same time, may I thank all concerned with the many other

volumes, over the years? The Bulletin is always a pleasure to receive.

A. V. Measday (3917)

(The editor has received many remarks similar to the above letter. It is most
gratifying both to him and to all the other officers of the Society to know that

their voluntary efforts in running the Society are being appreciated.)

THE WIGAN INSECT SHOW
by Roger Swailes

The Wigan Insect Show began life in 1982 as the Wigan Entomological

Society Exhibition, but the title of the first show proved to be in-

appropriate as the Exhibition attracted supporters from far and wide.

Since then it has grown annually, requiring largei venues each year. The
1985 event, held at the Teachers' Centre, Meanes High School, Wigan,
on Saturday 15th June, was the largest so far, with 35 exhibitors and
approximately 1,000 visitors between 1.00 pm and 5.00 pm in the

afternoon.

The show differs from London and Leicester in some details of its

origination, which creates a unique atmosphere. It is promoted inten-

sively in and around Wigan through local newspapers, radio, television,

public notice boards and building society window displays. The venues in

the past have been teachers' centres and schools, the show being regarded

as an extension of the Education service of the Wigan Authority. Schools

are circulated with posters and details about the Exhibition through the

Education Department's internal mailing system, as are public libraries,

museums and country parks. Hence the show has always attracted large

numbers of people with no specific entomological interest or knowledge,

with a high proportion of young people and school parties. This

produces an atmosphere of excitement and interest which the exhibitors

and dealers find refreshing. It is an event for making new converts in

addition to meeting many old friends. Thanks to the generosity (and

vision) of Wigan Education Department the usual overheads of hiring a

hall, publicity etc are low. So far there has been no charge for entry or

for exhibiting at the Wigan Insect Show, the costs being covered by the

sale of a detailed catalogue which guides visitors around the tables

(another Wigan innovation), and from the sale of refreshments. The date

and times of the Exhibition are also on our side. June is the best time for

livestock, which is the main interest for non-specialists, and the starting
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of the show at 1.00 pm allows our long-distance travellers time for more
leisurely preparation. There is general agreement that exhibitions do not

need to begin at 1 1 .00 am, and four hours is long enough for ours.

Last year's show had many familiar faces from the London and
Leicester exhibitions, which demonstrates that there is clearly room for

three (and possibly more) insect shown during the year. Certainly the

need for a large exhibition in the North of England has been met. The
Show has the usual run of dealers in livestock, set specimens, and
equipment for breeding and collecting. There are dealers in natural

history books and displays by both local and national history societies.

The highlights for me were a splendid display of insectivorous plants (a

tenuous entomological connection, but good enough for me!) and a bee-

keeping display complete with equipment, a sectioned bee hive model,

and observation hives.

Why (I hear you all asking), have we never heard of the Wigan Insect

Show through the pages of the Amateur Entomologists' Society Bulletin

over the last four years? That's owing to my "leave it till the very last

minute" method of organisation, which seems to work adequately as far

as arranging an exhibition is concerned, but which is not very helpful in

terms of advance publicity. By the time I have sent information to the

Bulletin it has been too late for it to be published before the Exhibition.

The date and venue for next year's show have been fixed early for a

change. The date Saturday, 14th June, 1986 should already be in your

diaries. The venue is Trencherfield Mill Exhibition Centre, Wigan Pier.

The ''Mill at the Pier'' is the ground floor of a cotton mill which has

been converted into an exhibition/concert hall as part of the four-million

pound transformation of the Wigan Pier site into an impressive tourist

attraction. Factories and warehouses along the canal have undergone
major face lifts to become a restaurant, pub, nightclub, education

centre, offices and concert and exhibition halls. The canal has been
landscaped, gardens have been laid out and boat trips may be taken from

the famous pier. Come early to the Wigan Insect Show this year, then

you will have time to see an important slice of Britain's canal history and
have lunch at the "Orwell" pub, on the waterfront, before going to the

Exhibition. You won't be sorry you came!

BRITISH BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION SOCIETY

The flourishing of Regional activities

Those who attend our Annual Exhibitions will already know of the

existence of this Society as their Chairman, John Tatham, is a regular

exhibitor with their stall and display. We have mentioned them before in

the Bulletin albeit some years ago.
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The BBCS has become a large and flourishing organisation and
deserves all the support it can get, as it is now probably doing more than

any other organisation towards the recording of butterflies and saving of
sites. Many AES members are indeed already supporting it, but it is still

possible that some members may not have heard of it, or take but a

passive part. Due perhaps to its present strength of numbers, an

impressive number of regional branches have been formed and these not

only issue regular news bulletins (as do our own sub-groups) but hold
both indoor and field meetings as well as 'butterfly recording' sessions.

One of the more recently formed of these has been in my own area of

Cambridgeshire and North Essex and is organised by Peter Smout, 10

Hawkins Close, Perry, Huntingdon, Cambs. Already, during its first

year, there have been an impressive number of meetings and records of

butterflies accumulated.

Strictly speaking, of course, in order to belong to one of these regional

groups, one must first become a member of the national organisation.

Full details of this can be obtained from the Membership Secretary, Mrs
L. M. Sutton, 19 Corner Close, Wellington, Somerset TA21 8QE
(telephone: 082-347 3510).

There might well be a Regional branch of the BBCS already near

where you live and so, for the information of AES members who might

be interested, we list the following and understand that several more are

in the process of formation.

Bedfordshire and Northants; Cambridgeshire and North Essex; East

Cheshire and Peak District; Glasgow; Gwynedd; Hampshire; Kent;

Lincolnshire and South Humberside; London; Merseyside; Norfolk;

Suffolk (East)/Lowestoft; Sussex; Upper Thames (Bucks, Berks, Oxon);

West Country; West Midlands; Yorkshire.

EXPEDITION TO HELP SAVE THE AMAZON RAIN FOREST

His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales has kindly consented to be

Patron of the Maraca Rainforest Project, the Royal Geographical

Society's next major scientific research expedition.

The Maraca Rainforest Project will consist of some 40 British and

Brazilian scientists working on Maraca Island, a vast uninhabited

riverine island in one of the northernmost headwaters of the Amazon.
The team has been invited by the Brazilian Special Secretariat of the

Environment and its research proposals have been welcomed by
Brazilian authorities as being of real practical benefit to their country.

The scientists will be in the field from late 1986 and throughout most of

1987. They represent one of the strongest European scientific teams ever

to work in Amazonia.
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The Maraca Rainforest Project will tackle five research programmes:

1 . Forest Regeneration.

2 . Soils and Hydrology.

3 . Medical Entomology

.

Human life in Amazonia has always been blighted by tropical diseases

and these are spreading. It is well known that malaria is transmitted by
the anopheles mosquito. A team of entomologists will study the habitats

and breeding cycles of other insect vectors in order to eradicate the

diseases they transmit. The insects to be studied are: black fly

(Simuliidae) which occur in irritating numbers on Maraca Island and
which carry Onchocerciasis (river blindness) and Mansonelliasis;

Reduviid bugs on small forest mammals which spread almost-incurable

Trypanosomiasis (Chagas Disease); Sandflies which carry Leishmaniasis,

a disease that destroys victims' noses and mouths; Diptera (biting flies)

which transmit diseases that debilitate both humans and livestock.

4. Land Development.

5 . Ecological Survey and Management Plan.

Maraca Island is 55 kilometres long and its area is 92,000 hectares

(227,000 acres) — roughly twice the size of the Isle of Wight. It is

protected and uninhabited and is covered by a variety of ecosystems,

from wetlands and savannah to rainforest. The Island therefore contains

a great wealth of flora and fauna, with various animals that are

becoming endangered in other parts of Brazil. Many scientists will be

deployed to study their particular specialities of plants, animals, insects,

reptiles or birds in order to build up an ecological inventory. Unknown
species may be discovered.

For further information contact Dr John Hemming, Leader of the

Maraca Rainforest Project and Director of the Royal Geographical

Society, 1 Kensington Gore, London SWT 2AR, telephone: 01-589 5466.

AN APPEAL FOR MIGRATION RECORDS

In our first volume half a century ago, as browsers through the recent

reprint may have noticed, there was an appeal to members to send in any

records they may have observed of migrating insects. As is this present

appeal, this was for the benefit of the science of entomology generally

and not necessarily for publication in our Bulletin. This appeal is still in

force. Then as now, records of migrant insects are still required and

while we can still find space in the Bulletin for some of them, particularly

of the more unusual and rarer species, the fact that it can take so long for

publication to occur means that topicality can be lost. When, therefore,
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there are many sightings and migration has occurred over a wide area,

with a definite pattern of spread, it is perhaps better to wait for all results

to come in and then publish a yearly summary. For many years this has

been done by our member R. F. Bretherton, not in our Bulletin, but in

the Entomologists' Record and Journal of Variation, a contemporary
probably famiHar to quite a few of our members. At the Annual
Exhibition, Mr Bretherton appealed for such records to be sent to him
and we are therefore repeating his appeal for the benefit of the many
members who did not attend that event but who, we are sure, would like

to help in the continuing updating of our knowledge of the pattern and
extent of immigration (and indeed emigration) of insects.

While we are still interested in publishing any interesting migration

records in the Bulletin, particularly of unusual or rare occurrences, the

commoner ones are best sent direct to Mr Bretherton, to whom we will

also forward all records received in future, whether or not they are

published in our own Bulletin.

Records should be sent to:— R. F. Bretherton, Folly Hill, Birtley

Green, Bramley, Guildford, Surrey GU5 OLE.

Dr LIONEL HIGGINS

We have to announce the death, at the age of 94, of Dr Higgins, whose
name we feel sure has been known to most members of our Society,

probably ever since they took up the study of entomology. He was a

gentle and unassuming man, much loved by those close to him, and ever

helpful to those who asked. Dr Higgins was in fact another of those

medical and clerical men whose work and interest in their hobby was as

professional and exact as the profession in which they earned their living.

In his younger days he travelled the world collecting, was an expert of the

genus Melliteae on which he published several papers and finally, putting

all his distilled knowledge to paper in collaboration with his

contemporary, N. D. Riley, pubhshed the now standard illustrated work
on the European butterflies and, on his own, their detailed classification.

Even though rather academic both these books have appealed to a very

wide audience and continue much in demand, the first having appeared

in several language editions.

We understand his enormous collection has been left to the National

Collection and his very fine library to the Hope department at Oxford.

While he will be missed, his works will live on.

THE BUTTERFLY AND MOTH STAMP SOCIETY

This Society was officially inaugurated on 1 November 1985 in order to

cater for the large number of thematic stamp collectors who specialise in

butterfly and moth stamps.
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The initial aims of the Society are to produce a newsletter to be appro-

priately entitled ''The SwallowtaW and which will be issued three or

four times a year. Among the other proposals which will be of use and
interest to the members are the following:

—

The compilation of a list of all the butterfly and moth stamps ever

issued.

The publication of a membership list and the encouragement of

members to correspond with each other.

The production of a list of dealers who specialise in these thematic

stamps.

The operation of a wants and exchange service.

For those of our members who may wish to join, the subscription rate

is £5 per annum (£6.50 for those living outside the UK) and should be

sent direct to their treasurer, Harry Barfield, 29 The Rising, Rise Park,

Eastbourne, Sussex BN23 7TL.

CORRIB CONSERVATION CENTRE
We have announced in previous years the activities of The Field Studies

Council. Members might therefore be interested to learn about a similar

organisation holding similar events in Ireland. The Corrib Conservation

Centre is a small independent organisation which promotes wildlife

conservation through education and research. Situated in Galway, on the

shores of that really still unpolluted body of water. Lough Corrib, and
virtually on the doorstep of the famous Burren, a site already well-

known to a number of our members. So far as we can determine the

courses, which are fully residential, are similar to those of the FSC and

provision is also made for individual researchers. Full details may be

obtained from Marianne ten Cate, Corrib Conservation Centre, Ross,

Rosscahill, Co, Galway, Ireland (or phone: 010-353-91-80164).

PYRALID MOTHS AND SUFFOLK BUTTERFLIES

Books on the above subjects were published last month and thanks to the

helpfulness of our present printers, I am able to insert this notice about

them after this issue of the Bulletin has already been typeset. Both books

are very fine, well-produced productions and are beautifully illustrated

in colour as well as having line illustrations. While many members will no

doubt already be aware of them, for those who are not, they are the

following:

—

The Butterflies of Suffolk; an atlas and history by Howard Mendel and

Steven Piotrowski. A5, pp. 128, many coloured illustrations, distri-

bution maps. Hardback. Suffolk Naturalists' Society 1986. Price £10
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(plus 75p postage) and obtainable from them, c/o The Museum, High
Street, Ipswich IPl 3HQ.

British Pyralid Moths: a Guide to their Identification by Barry Goater.

8vo, pp.175, 9 coloured plates, line illustrations. Harley Books.
Hardback. Price £18.95. Obtainable through your usual bookdealer.

BOOK REVIEWS
Butterflies and Moths of Derbyshire by F. Harrison and M. J. Sterling.

Part One (Introduction and butterflies). 67pp, paperback. Derbyshire

Entomological Society, 1985. Price £3.80 inclusive. (See February
Bulletin, p. 57.)

This work begins with a chapter entitled "The entomologists of

Derbyshire" which includes general comments, and divides the county

into its geological regions, commenting on the fauna in each region.

There follows a discussion of the literature on Derbyshire Lepidoptera, a

hst of recorders, and six half-tone habitat photographs. The remainder

of the book concentrates on the butterflies. Each species is considered in

terms of its residential status, life history, and general comments.
Although a detailed list of records is not provided, the comments are

interesting and informative.

The standard of presentation is high, and this series promises to be a

useful contribution to the study of Derbyshire Lepidoptera.

Paul Sokoloff

The Gloucestershire Naturalist. Occasional publication No. 2 (1985)

being Supplement to Clutterbuck and Bainbrigge-Fletcher's Microlepi-

doptera of Gloucestershire by J. Newton. 29 pp, paperback. Price £2.75

inclusive. (Available from R. Sellers, 19 Brims Road, Thurso, Caithness).

This small volume, whose coverage is implicit in its title, is a valuable

addition to our local lists. Species recently recorded in Gloucestershire

are detailed, and records are attributable to specific entomologists. The
nomenclature is up to date, and each entry is cross-referenced to Bradley

and Fletcher (1979) and Meyrick's Revised Handbook of British

Lepidoptera (1927). The contents are Xeroxed rather than printed, for

economic reasons.

This forms a companion volume, at least in content, to the

Macrolepidoptera of Gloucestershire published in 1984 by the

Cotteswold NaturaUsts Field Club (and also by Mr Newton).
Paul Sokoloff
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An Arias of water beetles of Northumberland and Durham by M. D.

Eyre, S. G. Ball and G. N. Forster. 66 pp, 90 maps, A4 comb bound in

card covers. Northumberland Biological Records Centre Special

Publication No. 1 (1985) available from the Hancock Museum,
Newcastle upon Tyne. Price £2.00.

This volume is primarily a distribution atlas of water beetles based on
a tetrad recording system (2km x 2km). A list of the species provides an

index to the maps, and gives the tetrad references for those species not

mapped. Each map is accompanied by a brief but informative habitat

statement. A full bibhography is included as well as a consideration of

the geology of the area mapped.

It is obvious that a lot of work has gone into this compilation, and the

authors are to be congratulated on their efforts. The only criticism that I

can make of this excellent publication is that the maps are bound in an

awkward manner, making quick cross-referencing rather difficult.

Paul Sokoloff

HERTFORDSHIRE BUTTERFLY ATLAS PROJECT

by Brian Sawford

In general, the responses to appeals for records of Hertfordshire

butterflies have been well supported. The results of the two field seasons,

plus other documented post- 1970 records, are coarsely documented on
the map below. It is evident that a few rather blank areas remain and
recorders are requested to make efforts to visit these in 1986. Data are

being collected on all records from the County, including those from
collections, past literature, etc.

It is intended that 1986 will be the last year for fieldwork and that in

1987 The Butterflies of Hertfordshire — a history and atlas will be

published, with details regarding sites, status, conservation, etc.

Almost 20,000 records have been processed so far, and what is largely

lacking in the blank areas are details of some of the commoner species. It

is quite probable however, that some interesting finds can be made,

particularly in the east of the County. Recording is based upon the 2 x 2

kilometre 'tetrad' (four of the small squares on a IVi" map), but all

records with a reasonable reference or locality are acceptable, including

casual sightings.

Details of all field records, collections, etc. should be sent, by

November 1986, to: Brian Sawford, Natural History Department, North

Hertfordshire Museums, Old Fire Station, High Street, Baldock, Herts

SG7 6AR. (Telephone 894352.)
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CAMBRIOCESHIRE

PRINCE CHARLES BACKS £10M WILDLIFE APPEAL

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, and Britain's top naturahst Sir

David Attenborough have launched a £10 million nationwide appeal to

help save Britain's threatened wildlife.

'Tomorrow is too late' is the urgent message of the British Wildlife

Appeal — a direct attack on the desperate effect of economic

development. "There is a need to make people conscious of encouraging

wildlife as part of our everyday life" said HRH Prince Charles, "and

there is an urgent need to protect the remaining sites of particular value

as far as wildlife and its habitats are concerned in this country."

The Appeal, launched by the Royal Society for Nature Conservation

in conjunction with its 46 local Trusts, on 22 October, covers everything

from meadowland to marine coastal projects and urban wildlife as well

as individual species like the monkey orchid — of which only about 25

solitary plants remain. A three-pronged attack on the problem is planned

with the £10M they hope to raise. Four million pounds will be earmarked

for the purchase of threatened sites, £4M for the care and protection of

sites and £2M to promote pubhc awareness of wildlife and the

importance of conservation.
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Appeal Chairman Sir David Attenborough kicked off the launch with

the news that £323,000 had already been donated. Prince Charles made a

ddonation through the Duke of Cornwall Benevolent Fund, and local

government Minister William Waldegrave MP, presented the

Department of the Environment's first-ever donation to a charity appeal
— a cheque for £10,000.

Appeal donations and further information on projects in your area

from your local Nature Conservation Trust, or from the British Wildlife

Appeal, 21 Bury Street, London ECSA 5A V. Telephone No. 01-626

2303.

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK SERVICE

NHBS aims to help naturalists choose the books they require by
providing accurate and informative content. The latest catalogue,

produced in association with the Fauna and Flora Preservation Society,

covers over 600 in-print history books and recordings as well as

antiquarian books. NHBS may be contacted at 62 Tritton Road, London
SE21 8DE. Telephone No. 01-761 5969.

BEE NEWS

Publishing activities of the IBRA

The International Bee Research Association has reprinted a seven-page

article from Bee World No. 1, 1985, by Dr L. A. F. Heath, entitled The

Occurrence and Distribution of Chalk Brood Disease ofHoneybees.

The reprint describes how the disease Ascosphaera apis first became
known and summarizes the information Dr Heath has received on its

present distribution in north and south temperate regions. Reports have

been received of the presence of chalk brood in many European
countries, and also in Tunisia, Japan, China, North America, Argentina

and New Zealand, as well as in the tropical regions of southern Mexico,

Belize, Honduras and the Philippines. Many reports fail to indicate

whether a single colony only is involved or whether the infection is

widespread, and Dr Heath suggests that more accurate measures of chalk

brood disease frequency and importance in various parts of the world are

needed. Receilt experiences in New Zealand, Australia and North

America indicate that strains of honeybee resistant to the disease exist

and could be used in selective breeding programmes.

This reprint (Ml 15) is available direct from the IBRA, price 80p (post

free), address below.
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One of the important activities of the IBRA is the retail sale of publi-

cations on bees and allied subjects from the many sources world-wide.

Their 1986/87 catalogue of publications, List 2: International Book
Selection, has just been published with full details of over 140 titles,

mainly in English, but including books in French, Italian, German,
Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch and Arabic.

For the book user this is an exciting opportunity to see what is

currently available. The topic areas covered are: Beekeeping (General);

Beekeeping (Special Interest); Beekeeping in the Tropics; Beekeeping

Equipment; Honeybee Breeding and Insemination; Honeybee Behaviour

and Anatomy; Other Bees; Entomology (General); Pollination; Bee

Forage; Honey and its Uses; Beeswax and Propolis; Honeybee Diseases,

Parasites and Predators; Damage to Bees by Pesticides; Beekeeping

History; Reissues of Beekeeping Classics, Bibliographies.

A new feature of the catalogue is the alphabetical index of authors

with their titles. Page, section and reference number of each book is

added in the index so that the reader has easy access to the detailed

catalogue description.

In order to take in the new publications received at IBRA during the

year, a monthly update is buih into the catalogue. List 2 plus update will

be sent from the IBRA, (address below) on request.

Many of the early English bee books are both rare and widely sought

after, and they are becoming increasingly expensive. IBRA has therefore

republished a series of early texts, entitled Texts of Early Beekeeping

Books, which are exact transcripts of the originals, photocopied from a

word processor master.

Each transcript is A4 size, bound with a photocopy of the original title

page under a protective transparent front cover. The utmost care has

been taken in their production and more than one original has been

consulted if there is any uncertainty as to the wording.

The following texts are currently available, and the prices quoted

include postage and packing:

No. 1 Edmund Southerne A treatise concerning the right use and ordering

1981 o/Z7t?e5( 1593, only edition). The first original 24pp
book in English entirely on beekeeping.

24pp

£6.60

No. 2 Richard Corney
1982

Some observations experimental touching bees

(manuscript dated 1670, in the University of

Guelph Library, not previously published).

lOpp

£6.60

No. 3

1981
John Hill The Virtues of honey (1759, second edition; first

edition not traced). The only book on honey

before the twentieth century.

24pp

£6.60
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No. 4

1891

No. 5

1892

No. 6

1982

No. 7

1983

No. 8

1985

Thomas Hill A profitable instruction of the perfect ordering

of bees (1608 edition). This book was based on

'Pantoplion' by G. Pictorius, and was first

published in 1568 as an annex to 'The proffitable 46pp
arte of gardening'. £9.90

A new discovery of an excellent method of

bee-houses and colonies (1675, first edition).

Gedde took out a patent for his bee-house (hive) i5pp

in 1675. £660

A discourse or historic of bees (1637, only

edition). This author already knew that worker 34pp
bees were female. £9.90

Sir Kenelme Digby The closet of the eminently learned Sir Kenelme

Digbie Kt. opened (1669, first edition). The pages

containing receipts for mead, metheglin and 81pp
other drinks. £16.50

John Worlidge Apiarium; or a discourse of bees (1676, first

edition). Worlidge is better known for his 29pp
'Systema agriculturae' (1669) £9.90

John Gedde

Richard Remnant

These transcripts and the other items mentioned above are available

direct from the International Bee Research Association, Hill House,

Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 ONR.

ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS

Although up to mid-April last year I had seen no Red admirals ( Vanessa

atalanta), two were reported to me as having been seen in the Salisbury

area on 23 February 1985 and a pair in courtship in the New Forest on

April 7. These reports were by reliable observers. This species is thought

to survive the winter in some years.

Readers might also be interested to know that two Camberwell

beauties (Nymphalis polychlorus) were recorded in Wiltshire in 1984 and

one dead, but fresh, Monarch {Danaus plexippus) was found in a

workshop behind some timber in Chippenham. These could have been

escaped or released bred specimens, but the Camberwell beauty locations

were about 20 miles apart.

Mike Fuller (6566)
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THE CLAP-NET — AN ENTOMOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION

byG.F.LePard

The Clap-Net was the normal form of insect net used during the

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. It was superceded by the bag-

net which is in use today. Many writers, since the clap-net fell into disuse,

have commented on its (apparent) impracticality, for example Ford
(1963) talks of its 'clumsy ineptitude'.

I believe that this popular belief must be inaccurate for several

reasons. The first is that the early collectors were able to catch insects

reasonably easily, as Allan (1937) rightly says, when talking of the

equipment used by Benjamin Wilkes in the 1750's, "(even) if his net was
still of the bat-fowling pattern, he was as deft with it as we are with our

bag-nets".

The second reason is that the bag-net was known during the eighteenth

century but was only used for catching particular insects, for example
Apatura iris. It wasn't until the mid-nineteenth century that the bag-net

began to overtake the clap-net in popularity, and I find if difficult to

believe that collectors would have continued to use an inefficient net, for

reasons of tradition, when a more efficient net was ready to hand,

unfortunately none of the nineteenth century writers who mention both

clap-net and bag-net give any reason why the clap-net should have

decHned in popularity.

Since it seemed to me that the clap-net could not have been an

impractical piece of equipment I decided to make one in order to test my
theory, and also to see if I could discover the reason for its decline.

Making the Net

There are several available illustrations of a clap-net in various entomo-
logical publications from Moses Harris (1766) onwards. Basically the net

consists of two rods that curve towards their tips where they are hinged.

A U-shaped piece of net is attached between the rods and the insect is

caught by simply bringing the rods together and enveloping it in the fold

of netting.

The net was made about 4 '6" (1.40m.) long as this is the length

suggested by the illustration in Harris's Aurelian. The curved rods would
have been made of bent cane but as it proved impossible either to obtain,

or make, suitable canes, more modern materials had to be used. The
curved sections, therefore, were made of thin aluminium tubing that was
fitted onto lengths of dowelling which formed the handles. At the 'hinge'

end the tubes were flattened and holes drilled through them; they were

then Hnked first with a metal ring to form the hinge. Unfortunately the

metal ring tended to jam when in use so it was replaced by a length of
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string. The bag was a U-shaped piece of net approximately 1.10m. long

by 0.70m. wide with a linen tube sewn along each side. This tube was
then slid over the sticks and tied in place with short pieces of tape. The
net was ready for use.

Using the Clap-Net

The Clap-net was remarkably easy to use, a few minutes' practise showed
how easy it was. In fact it proved to be a very fine piece of all-round

entomological equipment. It was used throughout the summer with

considerable success catching not only Lepidoptera but also Odonata,
Orthoptera, Hymenoptera and a few Coleoptera.

To use the net normally the sticks are held apart, one in each hand,

and the net is brought up to the insect. The sticks are then brought

together and the insect is caught in the fold of the net. Whilst in hot

pursuit the large surface area of the net makes capture considerably

easier than with the bag-net. This bears out Coleman (1860) who said

that the clap-net gave "... more power in a fair chase."

When the insect is settled on a flower, the net is held half open and
gently brought down over it. The lack of trailing bag, and the long reach

possible with the clap-net make the capture of insects on brambles

reasonably easy. Finally the net, held open with one hand, makes a

useful beating tray.

Disadvantagespf the Net

The greatest difficulty when writing about the clap-net is answering the

question, why did it fall out of fashion?. There must be some
disadvantages in using the clap-net which the bag-net doesn't share,

otherwise Watkins and Doncaster would still be selling clap-nets. There

are several possibilities. The first, and least likely, is that the clap-net was

too big and bulky to carry and was replaced by the smaller, and more
easily carried bag-net. Whilst some clap-nets were very big, so were some
bag-nets. A full sized kite net, with handle, is considerably bigger than

the clap-net shown by Moses Harris, and both the kite net and the clap-

net could be collapsed for easy transport.

The second possible reason is that the bag-net only needs one hand to

operate it whilst the clap-net needs two. This is certainly true but was
not found to be a disadvantage whilst using the net.

The reason that I would suggest is that the net proved to be

incompatible with another piece of entomological equipment — the

killing bottle. The early entomologists killed insects by squeezing the

thorax (in the case of most flying insects). The killing bottle was not

invented until 1852 (Allan op. cit. at about the time the clap-net fell into

disuse). When using the clap-net it was found to be difficult successfully
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to box an insect — there were no folds of net to prevent the insect's

escape as the box was sHd into the net. Boxing is, of course, very easy

with a bag-net. I beheve that it was the difficulty in boxing, or bottling

the insect, that led to the disappearance of the clap-net by the end of the

nineteenth century.

The Clap-net today

The clap-net has been relegated to the history books for well over a

century, and has been unjustly reviled as clumsy and impractical. There

is certainly no hope for a general revival in the use of this type of net.

However, it has its advantages and some people may like to consider this

net as a possible tool particularly when all that is needed is to catch the

insect and examine it in the net.
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WAS 1985 A BAD YEAR FOR BUTTERFLIES?

Despite the appalling weather last year and the major concern for the

decline in the butterfly population, I am pleased to report that most
species recorded in my garden in 1984 were still present in 1985, namely.

Small tortoiseshell, Peacock, Brimstone, Small heath, Common blue.

Gatekeeper, Meadow brown. Orange tip. Wall, Large, Small and

Greenveined whites, Comma, Small and Large skippers. Red admiral.

The notable absentee was the Ringlet, but it is possible I overlooked it.

The most exciting moment for me last year was on Sunday September

1 when out trimming the edge of my lawn, in one of those rare glimpses

of sunshine, to my great surprise, a Painted lady settled on the fence in

front of me. On looking up I must have startled it, but it circled me and

again landed on the fence and spread its wings fully to the rays of the

sunshine. The specimen looked very fresh and was quite undamaged.

Insofar as I can remember, I do not recall seeing the Painted lady in

this area (Hardwick, Cambs) before and would be interested to hear

other members' comments on this butterfly in Cambridgeshire.

D. M. Footman (5583)
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FEATURED MUSEUM NUMBER FOUR — CITY OF BRISTOL

MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY

by C. J. T. Copp, Assistant Curator

The City of Bristol Museum and Art Gallery, Queen's Road, Bristol

BS8 IRL, was founded in 1823 as the museum of the Bristol Institution

for the Advancement of Science, Literature and the Arts. Originally only

open to members of the Society, the museum passed into the hands of the

Bristol Corporation in 1894, since which time the collections have been

freely available to the public.

In the nineteenth century Bristol was an important centre of scientific

and cultural activity and the museum attracted much active support. The
early curators, in particular, made excellent use of Bristol's position as a

major port dealing with the African and West Indian trade to gather new
material from overseas. Their interests were mainly geological and
conchological so the insect collections remained fairly small through the

nineteenth century although they did include several interesting

specimens including the types of some tropical beetles and swallowtails

described in Westwood's Arcana Entonwlogia (1845).

The main growth in the entomological collections took place after the

museum was taken over by the Bristol Corporation and came under the

directorship of Herbert Bolton (1863-1936). The entomological

collections at that time were cared for by G. C. Griffiths (1852-1924), a

well-known local collector, who described the now flourishing

collections in the Entomologist (Griffiths 1918). Sadly much of the

material described in that paper perished in the blitz, although we still

have much of Griffiths' own collection and also material added by a

collaborator in that paper, A. E. Hudd (1845-1920). Hudd wrote

numerous accounts of the lepidoptera of the Bristol district in the

Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalist Society, and was also the author of

the chapter on lepidoptera in the Victoria County History of Somerset

(1906, also 1912 and 1913). All his published lists referred to specimens

in the Bristol Museum's collections.

Among the most important collections which came to the Bristol

Museum prior to the Second World War was that of Philip Henry
Vaughn (died 1917, fl. 1846-1900), a specialist in microlepidoptera. His

collection filled 258 drawers (c. 52,000 specimens) and included that of

John Sircom who collected in the Brislington area of Bristol between

1840 and 1850. Both Sircom and \'aughn added numerous species of

'micros' to the British list and were contributors of information to

Stainton's Manual (1858). The type specimens of these species were

presumably in Vaughn's collection which was housed along with many
other old entomological collections in the Greville Smyth Room which
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was opened to the public in 1909. They occupied a 60-foot run of

cabinets which, along with much of the museum's invertebrate

collections and the Dame Emily Smyth Botany Room was destroyed by
fire during the blitz of 1940. Only a single cabinet of Vaughn's 'mixed

insects' has survived but luckily another very important collection, the

tropical beetles of Stephen Barton (died 1898), which contains the types

of several Buprestids, is still intact. These specimens and other foreign

beetles in the museum collections are a fine and dazzling sight, and it is

sad that so few people ever express interest in working on them.

One old collection that survives, is that of the Rev. G. W. Braikenridge

(1815-1882). There are about 5,000 specimens housed in a fine 60-drawer

cabinet made by Standish. The cabinet had been purchased at Stevens

auction rooms in 1858 and had belonged previously to a Mr George
Brownell of Liverpool. At this same sale Braikenridge bought a

Camberwell beauty, three British Large coppers (making his number up

to 12), three Mazarine blues and a number of rare hawkmoths. He, of

course, added his own collection to the cabinet, and it contains a good
many British examples of species like the Large blue. Black-veined white,

Gypsy moth. Speckled beauty and Reed tussock moth. Two specimens of

a hybrid between the Eyed hawkmoth and the Poplar hawkmoth bought

at Brownell's sale in 1858 are claimed to be from the first hybridisation

achieved of the species.

A few other collections survived the blitz including the important

collections of Gloucestershire insects made by W. Beverley Davis (given

in 1929) and C. J. Watkins (13,000 specimens purchased in 1907) which

continue to yield irreplaceable data on sites for Gloucestershire species.

The collection of diptera and hymenoptera given to the museum by

H. J. Charbonnier in 1906 included the voucher specimens for Hsts in the

Victoria County History of Somerset.

The dreadful destruction of the blitz left the museum collections,

which had been described in 1918 as the most important outside the

British Museum, much depleted. Bristol was still rich in local collectors,

however, and several came forward to offer their own collections to

rebuild those of the museum. One of the first collections acquired was

that of Charles Bartlett given by his widow whilst the museum was still in

ruins in 1941. This magnificent collection consists of 182 drawers of

lepidoptera and coleoptera, all well set and with data. There are many
rarities including a series of 39 Scarce Hooktips from Leigh Woods,
Bristol, numerous Large heaths from Shropshire, and rare moths such as

the Alchymist. There are many distinctive abs. and vars. including two

and a half drawers of named varieties of the Magpie moth bred by

Raynor. The curator at that time, Humphrey Tetley (1890-1944)

considered the collection to be more important than that of Vaughn,

which was lost.
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In the same year, 1941, the Rev. J. W. Metcalfe (1872-1952) offered to

leave his 100-drawer collection to the museum in his will. The collection

included a 30-drawer Brady cabinet of 'micros' containing around

15,000 "as good as any in the country". The 'micros' eventually came to

the museum in 1948 but the macrolepidoptera were refused because the

museum collections were by then once again very large. No record was

kept of where the balance of Metcalfe's collection went and if anyone can

inform us of its present whereabouts we would be very pleased to hear.

Another collection which had added to the regrowth of Bristol's

collections was that of G. B. Coney (died 1945) which included over

30,000 specimens of 1,700 species of British lepidoptera all with data.

This collection included the 'micros' of A. R. Haywood (1878-1939)

another well-known Somerset collector. Coney's collection is notable as

it includes many interesting species and whole drawers of varieties of

species like the Tiger moth. Some of the varieties are said to be unique,

like the Hermaphrodite Small skipper figured by Frohawk (1938). This

collection, already representative and rich in rarities, was added to after

Coney's death by B. W. Weddell, a Wiltshire collector, who attempted to

obtain series of further rare species in order to make the museum's
collection even more complete.

A number of other collections were acquired by the museum in the

1950s including the collection of J. W, Norgrove who had been a

contemporary of Bartlett and whose collection is complimentary to

Bartlett's. Better known as one of the finest British bird artists, G. E.

Lodge (1860-1954) was also an entomologist and his collections came to

us when the British Museum turned them down for lack of space in 1954.

The most notable collection to come to the museum in recent years is

that of I. R. P. Heslop (1904-1970) which contains more than 150 Purple

emperors, the basis of many of the observations recorded in his book.

Notes and Views of the Purple Emperor (1964). His collection also

contains two British Large coppers figured by Frohawk (1924) and the

types of a number of species and varieties of tropical butterflies.

Unfortunately we do not possess Heslop's notebooks and so much
valuable locality data which should be associated with the collection is

lost to us at present.

Although the Bristol Museum collections are strongest in the

lepidoptera and coleoptera they have been added to recently in other

groups. The most important acquisition has been the transfer (from

Bristol University) of the H. L. F. Audcent (1875-1951) collection of

Diptera to the museum. The collection fills more than 160 store boxes

and contains around 3,000 British and European species. A great many
of the specimens are local to Gloucestershire, Avon and Somerset and
were the source material for Audcent 's lists of Diptera published in the

Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists' Society.
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The entomological collections at Bristol now fill 1544 drawers and 416

store boxes. Of these, 821 drawers and 92 store boxes contain British

lepidoptera. Some families of foreign lepidoptera have been merged
into taxonomic series but for the most part the collections are still in their

original collectors' cabinets just as they were accessioned. This is

convenient for the occasional visitor who only wishes to see the

specimens of a single collector but for most visitors who are interested in

seeing all specimens of certain species it can mean a long search through

many cabinets. It was partly for this reason that we recently decided to

set about rehousing the lepidoptera collections, starting with the British

macrolepidoptera.

The task will involve merging all except a few collections (e.g.

Braikenridge's) into two taxonomic runs. The best material and that with

data will be stored in new, specially-designed cabinets, paid for in part by
the sale of the old cabinets as they are cleared. Common material where
very numerous or lacking data will be stored in a parallel series of new,

continental depth boxes. The new cabinets have cork-lined drawers of

continental depth to allow plenty of room for longer pins and more
data labels. There are no cells in the drawers as the museum no longer

uses the traditional chemicals to deter pests but instead relies on periodic

fumigation with Methyl Bromide gas. Because of this the new cabinets

look somewhat different from normal entomological cabinets; the main
differences being that there is space at the bottom to store the drawer

lids, either when working on the collection or during fumigation, and the

cabinets are much deeper from front to back to allow the drawers to be

staggered whilst still closing the lift-off doors. One feature of the new
design is that drawers can be pulled right out enabling you to see the

whole drawer at once whilst it is still supported by the cabinet.

The task of sorting, cataloguing and moving anything up to a quarter

of a million specimens is a daunting one, but one which we feel will be

worthwhile. Details of the collections will be kept on computer and

hopefully this will help make the collections even more accessible to

those wishing to use them. In the meanwhile the museum will continue

to welcome those wishing to consult the collections, or volunteer their

help in the project.
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WALL BUTTERFLY IN THE NORTH-EAST

I was interested in the note by Tim Allen regarding the abundance of the

Wall butterfly {Pararge megera L.) near Warrington in 1984 (May 1985

Bulletin page 91).

There were two broods of this butterfly in 1984 at the Big Waters
Nature Reserve north of Newcastle upon Tyne where I observed fresh

imagines in May and August.

The status of this insect in North-East England is quite interesting.

Prior to 1961 it was plentiful in Northumberland and Durham but

following a succession of poor summers it was thought to be extinct

(J. E. Robson in Natural History Transactions of Northumberland,
Durham and Newcastle upon Tyne Vol. XII 1902).

In 1940 Dr J. W. Heslop Harrison (Vasculum XXV page 117) stated

that it was regarded as extinct except for one specimen recorded since the

1860s, but had recently been reported as occurring casually in both

counties.

Odd records subsequently appeared in The Vasculum (Journal of the

Northern Naturalists' Union) from various Durham locations and by

1971 it was stated to be well established in the coastal denes of South-

East Durham. Records from Durham localities continued until 1976

when the butterfly was reported from two locations in Northumberland
(VC 67).

It was reported at several sites in the City of Newcastle in 1981 and the

butterfly is now well established in South-East Northumberland and
along the Tyne Valley.

C. J. Gent (5382)
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SRI LANKA 1983

by Leigh Plester (2968)

I locked the door of the old wooden hut and trudged off through a foot

of snow to the nearest bus stop, three kilometres distant. Twenty-four
hours later the plane took off from Helsinki airport at 60°N, and
fourteen hours after that, an hour or so after the tropical dawn, in began
a spiralling descent over Columbo airport, at 7°N.

The first sign we had that we had entered the tropics was when the

atmosphere inside the descending aircraft suddenly turned to that of an

extremely hot and humid greenhouse. Even that greenhousey smell you
get on hot summer days in Europe was there. From the air, Sri Lanka
was a patchwork of various shades of green, yellow and brown, and
stuck into this multi-hued quilt were sprinklings and stands and bevies,

or entire plantations, of palm trees. We touched down, bringing a ragged

cheer from the Hps of around a hundred Finns who had torn themselves

away from the late winter frosts, the sleet and the biological havoc
created by melting snow — but the cheer quickly died as a steward

opened a door and the heat that hit us in our pasty faces seemed like the

breath of a blast furnace.

We had arrived in Sri Lanka for sixteen days of whatever one felt like

doing, which for most bodies was lazing under a sun shade complaining

about the heat and the general poverty of the villages. But not for us. It

was 7.30 am on 30 March 1983 and, stepping down on to the piping hot

tarmac, I entered a new era. For as long as 1 could remember I had
wanted to go to the tropics and now I honestly do not think I shall ever

be quite the same again.

Informal customs formalities over, we lugged our hand baggage over

to a railway siding where a corrugated iron roof offered some shelter

from the direct rays of the sun, but turned the space beneath into a Finn-

filled oven.

I hung a handkerchief around my neck, uncoiled a roll of Koda-
chrome into my camera and took stock of my surroundings, still not

quite believing it all. Jet black crows flapped cawing around the

sweeping palm trees among the gigantic fronds and bunches of ripening

coconuts. Presently a black and red Atrophanura aristolochiae came
flying over, to flit around the palms. I stared in astonishment: it was as

though a specimen had taken sudden wing from one of my storeboxes.

Lazily it cruised over us, its hindwings appearing to move with a twirling

motion.

At last we piled into railway carriages that turned out to be air-

conditioned and the train chugged out of the siding on its way to

practically the southernmost point on the island: Koggala (6°N). Seen

from the open windows, the countryside was like a film. Palms were by
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far the most abundant trees, with a smattering of banana plants and a

few broad-leaved trees like mango and jack fruit. Purple bougainvillea,

with tiny white trumpets of flowers hidden in its modified upper leaves,

which gave the rambling bush its splendid appearance, spilled across

walls and thatched dwellings. Here and there hibiscus bushes rudely

poked out white tongues from scarlet flowers, while other shrubs were

hung with white or deep yellow blooms that nodded as we passed.

In places there were open, dry areas, occasionally with black scars

caused by burning-off, and there were marshes too that were reedy and
presided over by white, or brown and white, egrets sporting bills like

stilettos.

At the end of four hours spent rattling through this type of scenery we
alighted at Koggala and installed ourselves in our hotel to which, by
some mysterious route, our baggage had preceded us. Raija, small, pale-

skinned and blue-eyed, looked entirely out of place among the

mahogany-skinned Sinhalese, but by the end of the fortnight her skin

was almost as bronzed as theirs.

We had booked a ground-floor room that was every bit as good as

anticipated: it fronted on to a terrace which, ten metres away fell

sharply on to the deep, sandy, hot beach of the Indian Ocean. You could

sip 42° proof Arrack, distilled from palm wine, at your small outside

table and gazing south, repeat over and over again "There lies Antarc-

tica". It was impossible to believe, however, that such a substance as

snow existed, for the temperature stood at 33°C and remained that way
for the duration of our sojourn. At night, indoors, under a pink

mosquito net, the thermometer registered a steady 30°C and one slept

completely naked under a slowly-revolving ceiling fan. The air smelt of

Ceylon — hot, moist, maritime, and with a subtle scent driven out of the

sun-baked vegetation.

After a hasty lunch we donned our tropical kit and walked the fifty

1 metres back to the railway track. The road in front of the hotel was full

I

of Toyota vans which served as taxis and you could hardly poke your

1 nose beyond the forecourt without being greeted by a chorus of "Hello,

I

sir! Taxi, sir? Very fine taxi, sir!" We smiled through the offers and

j

walked off to the hot rails shining away among tiny parched grasses and

flanked by rough fences, together with Frangipani bushes sporting deep

green, shiny leaves, and yellow and white blooms dispersing a scent so

rich it made one want to throw up one's feet and die on the spot.

Groves of palms, vibrated to the frenzied stridulations of scores of

medium-sized cicados, while from the tree tops brilliant blue

"pilihuduwa" kingfishers with bright orange beaks trilled a fluting series

j

of liquid notes. The heat was intense and it was not long before we saw

\
the first butterflies — Danaids, flitting from milkweed to milkweed. The
latter plants were pale green with complicated green, purple and white
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At least three Danaid species were present and, although this was to be

primarily a photographic trip, I had packed no less than three butterfly

nets and some basic collecting paraphernalia, some of which I now
hastily exhumed.

In order to shorten the descriptions of the butterflies we saw on the

island, I shall compare them wherever possible with familiar British

species. The dimensions in brackets refer to the wingspan.

The Danaids present on that, or subsequent days, turned out to be

Salatura genutia (75mm), resembling a smaller edition of the Monarch,
Danaus chrysippus (75mm), which has an underside lacking stripes and
which is deep yellow, black, brown and white; and one of the typical

brown and blue-grey species, D. aglea (75mm). Ten days later, in the

same locality D. chrysippus was emerging and pairing all over the place,

but it appears that we had arrived towards the end of the flight periods of

the other two, as they were not seen again (see Table 1).

The flanks of the railway track were formed of different kinds of
exotic bushes and climbing plants, including the lovely orange- and red-

flowered heliotrope, from which the Danaids eagerly sought nectar. In

accordance with works of reference I had read in my lost youth, the latter

butterflies, when entrapped in a net, did indeed give off a strong odour

of Heliotrope— particularly noticeable in D. aglea.

Flitting exotically in the groves of trees behind mud-walled, thatched,

and scrupulously litter-free houses facing the road to the hotel and just

visible from the parallel railway track, were hordes of mysterious looking

Elymnias hypermnestra (70mm). The males were shadowy insects with

leaf-like undersides and their manner of flight, as they loped about

among trees and bushes in the semi-gloom of palmy gardens, made them
difficult to catch. The females were a lovely fulvous shade on the

upperside, with a white slash across each forewing tip.

Brilliant yellow Eurema hunted, seemingly aimlessly, among the dry

leaf litter in the same situations. E. hecabe (40mm) was bright yellow,

with black wing edges on the upperside; E. blanda (45mm) was similar

and had an underside like an imperfectly formed cheese marred by
cracks.

Providing a contrast to the custard hue of these smaller insects, bevies

of fritillary-like Telchinia vio/ae (55mm), narrow-winged butterflies of

an overall reddish-orange hue and a marginal row of white spots set in a

black band on the hind wing underside, sported themselves about the

bushes. They were like rather large marsh fritillaries, and easy to catch.

This was a species that was exceedingly common on the first day (March

30th), but soon disappeared. The whispy, sun-dried grasses, like the rice

paddies and the hotel gardens, were suffering from a drought. The
February monsoons had not taken place and there had been almost no
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rain since November. Perhaps more insects would have been about if the

conditions had been more normal.

The tiny withered grasses lying between the sleepers were the haunt of

equally diminuitive blue butterflies, Zizeha otis (20mm), almost an
exact replica of the Small blue, and of small Satyrids, Ypthima ceylonica

(32mm), which were typical brown, white and grey Ypthima, but had
almost entirely white hindwings and huge black-on-yellow "eyes" on the

forewing underside.

It was not long before we began to feel the effects of the intensely hot

sun. I donned my shirt, but that failed to prevent the upper part of the

wrist on my net arm getting burnt. Laugh if you will, but having to keep

my right arm horizontal for the sake of the net later resulted in a new
burn occurring where the red skin had already peeled off, and the result

was blistered beetroot. This process, mind you, took root in under an

hour! Purely out of interest, I brought out my cheap thermometer a few

days later and laid it in the direct rays of the mid-day sun on the trestle

used for sunbathing. Ten minutes later the red fluid had passed the fifty

degree Centigrade mark and was quite literally on the point of bursting

through the glass!

We quickly learned that the best way of viewing the countryside was to

hire one of the many taxis outside the hotel. In this we were lucky in

choosing at the outset the proud owner —one Beni — of an entire fleet of

these vehicles, some of which even boasted third party insurance.

Gunaweera, his son, was quick to detect our interest in his country and
soon began pulling up unbidden to point out some interesting tree

species or other: a kapok, mango, bread fruit, jack fruit, cashew,

"cooking banana", cannonball tree, areca or betel (the crushed narcotic

nuts of which his father chewed constantly, even when driving), or a

garden resplendent with orchids.

The kapok is a tree of spindly appearance, resembling a piece of

furniture cast aside on a waste tip, a contention supported by the

appearance of the seed pods, which split to spill out handfuUs of pure

white "stuffing". And if you think this is getting rather far from the

point, may I remind you that many a collector has had his storeboxes

shipped home from the tropics packed in — yes, kapok. The cannonball

tree has deep red and white "waxy" blooms, the size of small saucers

that are pollinated not by insects, but by bats.

Travelling in style by taxi, even with the facility of stopping whenever

one wished, unfortunately failed to bring to light the insect hordes I had

expected. Was this, I wonder, because of the season, the general paucity

of insect life on this rather small tropical island, or the unseasonal

drought? However, occasionally we would stop alongside a garden

fence, where a Papilio demoleus swallowtail would be darting rapidly

from one hibiscus bloom to the next, or an A. aristolochiae would be
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gliding up and down a dense tangle of climbing plants. Quite by chance
in this way I saw and captured my only Chilasa clytea (100mm), a dull

brown swallowtail with streaks and faded orange spots on the hindwing

underside. But by and large the tea plantations, dry rice paddies, lotus

groves, and palm plantations we walked in were bereft of visible insect

life and — sad to relate — of cobras, whose homes the local populace
informed us, were in deserted termite hills.

Perhaps I should have joined our indolent fellow-trippers on the

beach, for strangely enough the most spectacular sight of the entire trip

was experienced from the civilised confines of the hotel terrace as I sat

there at 9 am on April 10th. A large object hove into view and made for

the sea, before fluttering down towards the waves and then, as though
making a sudden recovery, it flew up the beach and along the terrace. As
it flapped effortlessly by, silhouetted against the azure hue of the sky, I

found myself gazing, spellbound, at my first ever Birdwing. It was lamp
black and golden yellow and appeared to be in excellent condition. Net in

hand, I could only gape at it as it nonchalantly flew over, just out of

reach.

In fact the hotel turned out to be quite a mine of livestock. There was,

for instance, in the hotel garden, an alcoholic elephant that, in the grip of

a primeaval hangover one morning, paralysed us with a volume of sound
only a colossus with lungs like a couple of sleeping bags could hope to

attain. It was an alcoholic because tourists kept it supplied with cans of

Heineken beer.

The same evening, in the dark, as I wrote up my notes and liberated

large quantities of imported Irish whiskey from their glass prison, a

couple of mongooses with great long tails suddenly loped past my
outdoor table and would doubtless have scared the pants off me if they

hadn't been in the wash after the elephant episode.

On sun-drenched wooden posts in front of our terrace, beyond which

the Indian Ocean beat a ceaseless tattoo as it crashed on to the beach, sat

foot-long agama lizards who gazed at all and sundry with disdain. Along
the ceilings of the open hotel corridors, as well as in its money-exchange
office, beady-eyed geckoes hunted for insects. Here, too, I captured a

crow butterfly, Euploea core (90mm), a black insect decorated with rows

of white blotches on its underside. I should also doubtless have ensnared

"Passion fruit", as we came to call our dusky maid, if Raija had not

kept me firmly on the leash.

But the most fun was had with certain nocturnal guests. Mosquitoes

far smaller than their European relatives insinuated themselves into our

pink mosquito nets at night and, having inbibed blood and Old

Bushmills, were stuck there until morning. Squashing them was messy,

but gratifying. The cockroaches with whom we shared our quarters were

of a species you might bear in mind as contestants for the cockroach Miss
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World title, being a magnificent marbled orange, black and white. In the

early hours of one morning, as the businessmen and their wives who had
exhausted themselves lazing on the beach slept, Raija switched on the

light and went into the toilet-cum-shower room. Within seconds she was
shaking me fully awake with a story about a fantastic "torakka"
(Finnish for cockroach) lurking in our damp section. I grabbed a killing

bottle loaded with ethyl acetate and followed her. Sure enough, the most
beautiful individual to date was sitting invitingly on the wall.

Regrettably, due to a combination of double-distilled Arrack and sleep, I

"muffed" the attack, whereupon the scintillating creature flashed down
the wall and shot across the floor, to skitter straight up the leg of my
watching companion, who of course hadn't a stitch on.

Some species of cockroaches are perfectly capable of flight. This one
made evolutionary history by accomplishing it without wings. A cross

between the Twist and a karate kick sent it on its airborne way across the

ablutions and in a trice it had inserted its flat body into a crack and
vanished. As the shriek accompanying its ascent of my companion's leg

was of the type to send one scurrying to dial the local equivalent of 999, I

hastily doused the lights and we crept back to our mosquito nets, one of

us doing a fascinating hoppity-skip down the bedroom to discourage

other would-be marauders.

I have always shrunk from participating in organised tours, as viewing

the world from the windows of a bus to me is as enlivening an experience

as watching octogenarians play cricket. Time was, however, precious, so

we took part in a three-day trip to the centre of the island by bus, and

were fortunate in having a Finnish guide who seemed as besotted with the

island as we were. She did much to ease the boredom of travelling with a

cart load of vegetables who would practically pass out every time a

metre-long varana was glimpsed waggling its behind across the road.

The mountains of the south central area rise to over 2,700 metres. It

was very hot and, though the humidity of the coast was no longer

present, the dry heat struck back at one from the dark rocky surfaces.

The most spectacular insects were the huge black, red and white Papilio

hector you used to find in old collections of butterflies amassed under the

British Raj. Kandy, even more beautiful before the subsequent race riots

of 1983, has a lovely botanical garden featuring gigantic trees and

splendid shrubs from all over the tropics. It also harbours the famous

Temple of the Tooth, in which, according to Buddhists, one of Gotama
Buddha's teeth is housed. A drum-beating ceremony is performed there

at 6 pm each day. Having followed this ritual, we were admitted to the

library, in which rare, centuries old palm-leaf books reside. But behind

the glass of an ancient mahogany bookcase I spied for me an even greater

treasure — a complete set of three leather-bound volumes entitled "The
Lepidoptera of Ceylon", by a man called Moore. Perhaps one of our

entomological book experts could supply us with a comment on these.
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Thanks to we Brits, aided down the ages by invaders from India,

Portugal and Holland, there is precious little left of the fine tropical

forests which once clothed the island of Ceylon. What tiny percentage

remains intact is carefully protected, in the form of strict nature reserves

lying inside the national parks. Yala and Wilpattu are two national parks

to which the public may gain admittance in special "safari jeeps". We
spent a day driving down to Yala, in the south-eastern corner, then going
round the outskirts of the park in a hired truck which, with the heat

beating down, the fine dust that rose and insinuated itself into every

nook and cranny, the acacia trees and thorn scrub, engendered the
proper feeling of being on safari.

Though we were charged by a temperamental elephant and saw crocs
and marabou storks, flocks of green parrots and troops of chattering
lightning-swift monkeys, there were no insects about.

So we went back to the old railway track and took up the chase again.

There was Precis almana (55mm), a species of butterfly well-known to

many readers who have purchased lots of exotic butterflies, 1 ooking a bit

like the comma, being orange, with prominent blue eye-spots

decorating the upperside of its wings. The latter, seen from below,

resemble those of the Indian Leaf butterfly. A related species, P. atlites

(60mm) was greyish, with small reddish eyespots and ragged wings.

Various types of "whites" were frequently encountered speeding

along the railway track, or imbibing nectar from exotic bushes. The
fastest of all were the Sun butterflies {Delias clesconibesi), which sped by

on white wings, the newly-laundered effect being marred, if that is the

right word, by brilliant yellow and red patches on their hindwing under-

side. Catopsilia pyranthe (45mm) was more nondescript, being on a par

with the small white. The green-veined white was brought to mind by

Huphina nerissa (55mm). Larger Catopsilia flew around the bushes and
were doubtless the species we had seen commonly from the train, but

they could not be caught. A blue, Chilades lajiis (28mm), resembling the

short-tailed blue, I netted from some plants growing on the hotel terrace.

A seedy-looking skipper, as brown as a bear's sit-me-down, completed

the bag. It was later identified as Pelopidas cinnara (35mm). There is

nothing to compare it with in Britain — perhaps fortunately.

On the last morning my beady eyes spotted a fine hawkmoth sitting on
some chairs stacked under the veranda of one of the many hotels lining

the beach. Theretra oldenlandiae (60mm) is a lovely fawn, with a jet

black slash going from forewing tip to base.

Of the other insects, the cicadas were omnipresent during the daytime,

screeching away with perfect syncopation. Great electric blue Xylocopa

bees buzzed from one pale green milkweed to the next, and colourful

variegated tiger beetles ran along the hot beach sand, flew just out of

reach and then repeated the process time and again. There were a few
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Danaus chrysiiipiis (DAN) 3 3 2 4 15 20

D. aalca (DAN) 3

Sola f lira gcmitia (DAN) 2

L'up/oea core (DAN) 1

ElyHI /lias hypcrmnesira (NYM) c
J 15 5 7

Telclunia r/o/«e(NYM) 25

Precis aliiICS (NYM) 1 2 1

/*. ainiana (NYM) 3 3 2

rscpi IS sp. ( In Y M

)

1

Huphina iicrissa (PIE) 1

Cafopsi/ia pyraiuhc (PIE) 2 I 7

Catopsilia spp. (PIE) 15 15 2 2

Eureiua hecahc (PIE) 2 5 3 7 2

E. hianda (PIE) 2 5 3 7 2

L cplosia nina (PIE) 1

Delias desco/nhesi (PIE) 2 1

Papi/io polyICS (PA!') 1

Chilasa clytea (PAP) 1

Alroplianura arisiolochiae (PAF') 1 1

Orniihoptera sp. (PAP) 1

Papilio hector (PAP) 3 1 3 I

P. detuoleus (PAP) 1 2 2 2

ipilulua ceyloiitca (SAi) 3 2 2

Zir.eria olos (LYC) 2 1

-)

Chilades cajus (LYC) 1

Pelopidas cinnara (HES) 1

Thereira oldenlandiae (SPH) 1

Table 1: Butterflies and moths observed in the extreme, south of Sri Lanka during the

period March 30th to April I4th 1983.

Key: DAN— Danaidae; HES— Hesperidae; LYC— Lycaenidae; NYM—Nymphalidae;

PAP— Papilionidae; PIE— Pieridae, SAT—Satyridae; SPH—Sphingidae.
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grasshoppers and one or two of what the dealers cryptically refer to as

"Indian plant bugs", great orange and black football jerseys furnished

with nimble legs and having an acute deodorant problem.

All too soon the evening of our departure dawned, so to speak. On the

train lovely sprays of orchids were handed out, nicely wrapped, to those

who had ordered them as a souvenir of exceptional, if transient, beauty.

We could only smile back as the faces lit up around us. They thought us

poor. Little did they know that in a bag in the luggage rack nestled huge
bunches of fragrant-smelling frangipani, or temple flowers, the perfume
from which was to remind us over the next few days of the still, timeless

quiet of Buddhist temples.

Poor? No, the "poor" people were the ones with the fat, over-

indulged bellies who had lounged in the shade every day until dinner

time, downed beer at imported prices, and whose puzzled expressions

showed they didn't understand when we took temple flowers into the

Temple of the Tooth and laid them in front of statues. Eccentric bug-

hunters perhaps, but poor certainly not.

In conclusion I should like to express my gratitude to Robert

Goodden, who not only kindly identified the butterfly species I brought

back, but also refused to be recompensed for the postage.

MARSH FRITILLARY IN NORTHERN IRELAND

by Ian Rippey (8213)

May I be allowed to correct some errors which appeared in the Bulletin

last year? I refer to the item Marsh Fritillary in Northern Ireland: one of
the last sites under threat, which appeared as a sub-section of "INSECT
CONSERVATION NEWS EXCERPTS" (Bulletin Vol. 44, pp. 88-89).

This refers to a proposed leisure development among sand dunes at

Benone, Co. Londonderry.

In actual fact there are at least fifty sites for the Marsh fritillary in

Northern Ireland. It has been found in 37 of the ten km squares in the

province since 1960, and there are at least five records previous to this.

Some of the squares contain more than one colony.

Although most colonies are small, the one mentioned at Benone was

certainly never large and may even have died out by about 1978 (perhaps

due to natural causes) and certainly before the present development was

proposed. However, should it still exist, there are two national Nature

Reserves (Magilligan Point and Ballymaclary), managed by the

conservation branch of one Department of our Government for

Northern Ireland, and another (The Umbra) managed by the Ulster Trust

for Nature Conservation. These are all within the same large sand-dune

system and support large populations of the foodplant, Devil's bit
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scabious, as well as many butterflies. It is more than likely that more
undiscovered colonies of this fritillary exist in Northern Ireland: indeed,

during the years 1983-1985 over a dozen new colonies were found
including two large ones. This shows how under-recorded some species

of butterfly are here in Northern Ireland. Any AES member visiting (or

indeed living!) here and coming across even what to him might seem
common species should send details to the Irish Biological Records

Centre, St. Martins House, Waterloo Road, Dublin 4, or to the BBCS
Recorder, Roger Sutton, 19 Corner Close, Wellington, Somerset, or

even to both.

Finally, I should like to point out that the Benone area falls within the

North Derry (not Derry) ASI (Area) of Scientific Interest and the name
of the local Council involved is Limavady and not Limaverdy. I would
also like to point out that I have no particular sympathy with the

development plan, but am concerned that AES members (of which I am
one) should be properly informed.

CONSERVATION REPORT: MOTHS AT MARRIED QUARTERS,
BUSHEY

by Major C. M. StG. Kirke (7460)

A moth census was carried out in 71 Harcourt Road, Bushey, an Army
Married Quarter. This was achieved mainly by putting out a light trap on
the dates given in Table 1. Between April 8 and June 11 1983 a Heath
portable was used. From June 17 a Robinson trap was used. The results

are as shown in Table 2 where the moths were positively identified and

Table 3 where the identification is only probable. The la rge increase later

in June is at least partially due to the then use of the more efficient

Robinson trap.

The site was a suburban garden 15m x 17m. It is surrounded on all

sided by, respectively, a hawthorn hedge, garages with hazel apple and
pear trees, more garages, and the house. On the house side there is a gap

giving access to the road, about 2m wide. The space beyond the edge of

the garden is dominated by sodium street lamps. It is deduced that the

trap probably did not draw moths in from outside the garden. The vast

majority of the catch therefore entered the garden naturally, or emerged

from pupae already there.

The following observations were made during the study:-

A. Some moths showed themselves capable of escaping from even the

Robinson trap. Prominent among these escape artists were:

Brimstone moth; Old lady; August thorn; Flame shoulder; Marbled

beauty.

B. There was a high proportion of darker forms of various species.
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C. The following species were particularly abundant: Heart and dart;

Lackey; Grass moth; Dark arches; Clouded brindle; Mother of

pearl; Flounced rustic.

D. Second generations of Ingrailed clay and Heart and dart were
identified, both species reported by 'South' to be doubtfully second
brooded.

E. The Oak hook tip, which has a very restricted range, is recorded for

the first time from the Bushey area.

F. It was noted that many indivuals attempted to enter the house rather

than be caught in the trap. The occurrence of moths in the house was
very much higher on nights when the trap was running than when it

was switched off.

Table 1 , Moth Census: dates on which the moth traps were set.

Moth iraps were set on the dates given below. The usual time for which the trap was
switched on during each period is given in Brackets. Before 17 June a Heath Portable was
used. After that date a Robinson Light Trap with black bulb was used.

April: 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30 (Dusk to about 2200)

May: 2, 4, 5, 6, 14, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 30, 31

June: 1, 11, 17, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28

July: 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 23, 26, 29, 30

August: 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 26, 29

September: 17, 19, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28

October: 2, 9, 10, 11, 22

(2100 to 22.30)

(Ail night past full daylight)

(All night past full daylight)

(All night past full daylight)

(Dusk to about 2200)

(Dusk to about 2200)

These dates should be cross-referred to Tables 2 and 3 to show the size of the sample (in

numbers of species) taken in any one week.

ENTOMOLOGICAL JOURNEYS TO THAILAND AND MALAYA

Coming too late to give advance notice, so successful was last year's

collecting expedition to Malaya, that two expeditions under the auspices

of the Societe de France Entomologique were organised this year, the

first to Thailand in March and the second to Malaya in April. As we are

sure that the organisers will wish to repeat such successful undertakings

in 1987, we are informing members now that any one interested should

get in touch with the organiser, Guy F. Vindevoghel, 7, rue de I'Alboni,

7501216 Paris, France.
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Table 2. Sightings by weeks in 1983 of moths positively identified

Speeies April May June July August Sept Oct

in Week 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4

r^nmmon nnakpr

^mall niiak'pr

Farlv prpv

Common marbled earpet

Poplar hawk moth \ X

Oak hooktip \ X \

Plume moth
t-IpQrt Q n M H rtnCctl I allU Udl I \ X X \ X X X

rdic lUbsocK X

Spectacle X

Brimstone X X X

Bright-line brown-eye X X X X

Turnip moth X X

Common swift X

Small magpie X X X

Ghost moth X X

White ermine X

Middle-barred minor X

Marbled minor X X X

Elephant hawk X \

Spinach X

Engrailed X X

Dark Arches X X X X

China mark X X

Flame shoulder X X X X X

Blotched emerald X

Peppered moth X

Marbled beauty X \ X X

Latticed heath X ,

Silver Y X X X X X X

Buff arches XXX
Lackey XXX
Gold fringe X X X X X

Light emerald \

Common emerald X

Yellow tail X X

Clouded brindle X X X

Broom moth X \

Riband wave X X X

Miller moth
Double square-spot

Grass moth
Mother of pearl X X

Burnished brass

The snout X

Dot moth \

The uncertain \ \ \ X

The rustic \ X

Shaded broad-bar \
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Table 2—Continued

Species April May June July August Sept Oct
in Week 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4 12 3 4

Scarce silver-lines X X

White satin X

Garden tiger X X

Flame X X X XX X

Swallowtail moth X

Early thorn X X

Tawny-speck led pug X X

Cabbage moth X

Common rustic

Scarce footman X

Ruby tiger X

Cloaked minor X

Tawny marbled minor X

Square spot rustic X X X

Common wainscot X X

Barred hooktip X

Dark-barred twinspot carpet X

Scalloped oak X

Copper underwing

Small phoenix X

Large yellow underwing X X X X X

Herald X

Common carpet X X X X X

August thorn X X X X X

Coxcomb prominent X X

Small rivulet X X

Pebble hooktip X

Poplar kitten X

Chinese character

Old lady X X

Poplar grey X

Lesser yellow underwing X XX X

Canary-shouldered thorn X

Flounced rustic X X X X

Swallow prominent X X

Ingrailed clay X

Maiden's blush X

Mouse moth XXX
Swallow kitten X

Iron prominent X

September thorn X

Setaceous Hebrew character XXX

Lesser broad-bordered y/u X

Orange swift X X

Least yellow undcrwmg X

Small bloodvein X

Centre-barred sallow X

Lunar underwing X X

Pearly underwing X

Brown-spol pinion X X

Merveille du jour X

Feathered thorn X
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Table 3. Sightings by weeks in 1983 of moths which are probably identified as listed, but

about which there is an element of doubt.

' Species

in Week
April

12 3 4

May
12 3 4

June

12 3 4

July

12 3 4

August

12 3 4

Sept

12 3 4

Oct

12 3 4

Powdered Quaker
Orhrpmi'; niiP

Light arches

Flame shoulder

Marbled minor

\ \

\

\

\

\

\

X

\

Cabbage moth
Common marbled carpet

Grey pug
Grass emerald

Knot grass

X

X

X X

X

X

The rustic

VV lUlC llllC Ucil I

Common rustic

Blotched emerald

Spinach

X

X

X

Dusky brocade

July highflyer

Common wainscot

Crescent

Engrailed clay

X \

X

X

X \

X

Hedge rustic

Small engrailed

Barred rivulet

Dark brocade

Garden carpet

X

\

X

\

\

X

Campion
Dusky thorn

Meal moth
Barred chestnut

Dotted rustic

\

\

X

\ \

\
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BUTTERFLIES IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 1985

by John Payne

A group of us, with a strong interest in breeding and conservation of our

butterflies, have been encouraged by the increase in numbers of some
species in recent years.

One of us, looking for foodplant for purchased ova of the White-letter

hairstreak, found wild larvae on wych-elm. This raises the question of

whether we actually did lose them from the county after the Dutch elm-

disease disaster.

The Purple emperor and among them the fine aberration Semi-isolata

(Cabeau) were seen and photographed. In this breeding area were found
ova on the sallows. In company were many White admirals. Most
enjoyable times, not only for the entomologist, but for many people

walking in the countryside, to watch and photograph such rare happen-

ings. Probably the best since around the 1950-55 mark. Many did not

realise the county had such beautiful butterflies and on some days we
could watch the Purple emperors and White admirals on the road and
woodland rides, imbibing from whatever could be found.

It is therefore difficult to comprehend the attitude of the local Forestry

Commission Authority, who were or were not alerted by the numbers of

people chiefly attracted by the butterflies. To our disappointment and
anger, they cut down all the sallows (foodplant of the Purple emperor),

probably wiping out this colony in this area of woodland.

We would have expected this Authority to be conservation-minded,

possibly the conservationists of the Country. Further observation will be

carried out in 1986.

Among other species in the county that had a good season were the

Holly blue; Brimstone; Comma; Hedge brown; Purple hairstreak and
Speckled wood.
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The North London

Entomological Fair

SUNDAY, 1st JUNE, 1986

PICKETTS LOCK CENTRE
Picketts Lock Lane, Edmonton, London N9

Doors Open 11.00am

* Ample free car parking * Cafeteria

* Bar * Rest area

* Most major Dealers attending
plus many new faces

ADMISSION:
Adults eOp, Children and O.A.P.s 35p

Picketts Lock Centre is well signposted from all the

major access routes into Edmonton.
Frequent bus service from Lower Edmonton BR Station.

N.B.: The management will not allow the sale or trade

in any protected or endangered species.

Enquiries: DICK BURGESS,
Castleleigh, London Road, Enfield EN2 6JF. Tel: 01-363 7988.



Attractive new books from the

leading entomologicalpublishers

just published

British Pyraiid Moths - a Guide to their
identification
by Barry Goater, B Sc, MIBiol

In this long-awaited and much-needed work, all the 208 species on the British list are

illustrated in colour, including the 140 or so native species, the accidentally introduced -

many of them pest species - and the rare vagrants that have turned up from time to time.

The colour photographs show sexual dimorphism and different colour forms - a total of

272 figures. With the aid ofthe text, and, for a few critical species, additional line drawings,
they provide the most comprehensive guide to the identification of the British Pyralidae

ever produced and the only one available. Essential for all lepidopterists.

'Mr. Goater's work will stand as a landmark in publications on the British fauna.' Dr.

Eugene Munroe, FRSC, FESC, FRES, world authority on the Pyralidae, in his foreword to

this book.

21.5x15 cm. 176 pp. incl. 9 col. pis. Clothbound ISBN 0 946589 08 9 £18.95 net.

now available in paperback

The Dragonfiies of Great Britain and Ireland
by the lateC. O. Hannmond, FRES; revised (1983) by Robert Merritt

'The definitive identification guide to British and Irish dragonfiies. With its 182 large

colour illustrations of the adult insects, 142 line drawings of the larval stages, keys to both

adults and larvae, tabulated chart showing flight periods of all species, distribution maps
and complete check list, this fine book will delight both the eye and brain of the naturalist.'

habitat, bulletin of CoEnCo (The Council for Environmental Conservation).

25 x 20 cm. 1 16 pp. incl. 20 col. pis. Paperback ISBN 0 946589 14 3 £9.75 net

Hardback ISBN 0 946589 00 3 £1 6.95 net

forthcoming

Breeding Butterflies and Moths
- a practical Guide for British and European Species
by Ekkehard Friedrich. (Translated from the German by Steven
Whitebread, FRES)

This informative illustrated handbook on rearing lepidoptera includes most of the

butterflies and a representative selection of moths native to Britain. Additional material

on the Geometridae is contributed by Mr Jim Reid and on the microlepidoptera by A.

Maitland Emmet, who also edits this English edition. 'This is a very useful and worthwhile
book. . . . Particular attention is given to those species which are considered generally by
Lepidopterists to be difficult or troublesome to rear. . . . The text is all solid meat onrearing
technique.' From a review of the French translation of this work. Bulletin of the Amateur
Entomologists' Society.

23 X 15 cm. approx. 250 pp. incl. line drawings and monochrome plates.

Due autumn 1986. Paperback ISBN 0 946589 1 1 9 approx. £8.50 net

Available through most bookshops and specialist entomological booksellers or direct

from the publishers, adding £1 .20 per title for paperbacks or £1 .50 for hardback to cover

p.&p.

Harley Books, Martins, Great Horkesley, Colchester, Essex C064AH
7'e/ep/70A7e; Colchester (0206) 271216



Brunei
Microscopes

Microscope Suppliers

to the amateur, hobbyist

professional microscopist

Quality Microscopes

& Stereo Microscopes

Full range of accessories,

hand lenses, etc.

Field Microscopes

1 13. Henbury Road,

Henbury,

Bristol BS10 7AA.
Tel: (0272) 500162

Stamp appreciated.

ENTOMOLOGY
BOOKS & PRINTS
BOUGHT & SOLD

Mail Order specialists in rare

and secondhand books.

New books also supplied.

•

Search service for 01P titles.

CATALOGUE FREE ON REQUEST

JOHN TROTTER
11 Laurel Way, London N20

Telephone 01-445 4293

A NEW A.E.S. PUBLICATION

THE PHASMID REARER'S HANDBOOK
This new publication has been prepared by Paul Brock and is a

comprehensive guide for the amateur and the class room in the

study and breeding of the stick and leaf insects. The European and

exotic species which are available in Britain are described and

illustrated by 26 line drawings and a plate. Breeding techniques,

experimental work, collecting and curating are dealt with and there

is a bibhography and list of dealers from whom stocks may be

obtained.

The price, inclusive of postage, is £2.30 and copies are available

through the A.E.S. PubHcations Agent,

4 Steep Close, Green Street Green, Orpington, Kent BR6 6DS.



NATURE OF THE WORLD
Suppliers to CoMectors, Schools and Colleges of

TROPICAL & BRITISH BUTTERFLIES

AND ENTOMOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT

In addition to our usual range of setting boards. Pins, Plastic

boxes. Forceps etc, we have recently added STORE BOXES and
the much acclaimed SELF ASSEMBLY BREEDING CAGES to

our Est.

FOR COMPREHENSIVE ENTOMOLOGICAL SPECIMENS &
EQUIPMENT LISTS SEND 50p.

SPRING BANK, BIRCHES LANE, NEWENT, GLOUCESTER.

ANNUAL EXHIBITION

The AES Annual Exhibition will be held at the

Civic Centre, Lampton Road, Hounslow, Middlesex

on Saturday, 11th October, 1986, 11 am to 4 pm.

This is the same venue as last year and it is hoped that

this advance notice will enable Members to plan projects

and exhibits for the Exhibition.

Maps and full details will appear in the

August, 1986 AES Bulletin.

Please make enquiries to: R. F. McCormick,
125 Brocks Drive, North Cheam, Sutton, Surrey.



Field Studies Council

Short courses are arranged in a wide variety of subjects at nine residential Centres in

England and Wales where permanent staff and visiting experts share their know-
ledge and enthusiasm with beginners, as well as those with specialist knowledge

This is just a small selection from a wide choice of subjects.

DALE FORT FIELD CENTRE, Haverfordwest, Dyfed SA62 3RD
An introduction to the Moths and Butterflies of Pembrokeshire 23 - 30 July

THE DRAPERS' FIELD CENTRE, Rhyd-y-creuau, Betws-y-coed, Gwynedd
Mountain and Moorland Spiders 8 - 10 August

FLATFORD MILL FIELD CENTRE, East Bergholt, Colchester C07 6UL
Adult Ecology Course 25 July - 1 August

JUNIPER HALL FIELD CENTRE, Dorking, Surrey RH5 6DA
Introducing Insects 9-11 May
Butterflies and Moths in South-East England 8-15 August

THE LEONARD WILLS FIELD CENTRE, Nettlecombe Court, Williton,

Taunton, Somerset TA4 4HT
Hedgerow Wildlife — for all the family 20 - 22 June

MALHAM TARN FIELD CENTRE, Settle, North Yorkshire BD24 9PU
Flies, Midges and Gnats 1 - 8 August

ORIELTON FIELD CENTRE, Pembroke, Dyfed SA71 5EZ
Beginners Guide to Marine Biology for Divers 23 - 30 July

PRESTON MONTFORD FIELD CENTRE, Montford Bridge,

Shrewsbury SY4 IDX
Scientific Investigations of River Communities 25 July - 1 August

The Ecology of a Cow Pat 5 - 7 September

SLAPTON LEY FIELD CENTRE, Slapton, Kingsbridge, Devon TQ7 2QP
Wildlife in South Devon 26 Sept. - 3 October

The fee is around £125 for one week, £52 for a week-end. Find out more by

writing to the Warden of a Centre or, for particulars of all courses, to The

Information Office (AEF), Field Studies Council, Preston Montford, Montford

Bridge, Shrewsbury SY4 IHW.
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Attractive new books from the

leading entomologicalpublishers

just published

British Pyraiid Moths - a Guide to their

Identification
by Barry Goater, BSc, MIBiol

In this long-awaited and much-needed work, all the 208 species on the British list are

illustrated in colour, including the 140 or so native species, the accidentally introduced -

many of them pest species - and the rare vagrants that have turned up from time to time.

The colour photographs show sexual dimorphism and different colour forms - a total of

272 figures. With the aid of the text, and, for a few critical species, additional line drawings,

they provide the most comprehensive guide to the identification of the British Pyralidae

ever produced and the only one available. Essential for all lepidopterists.

'Mr. Goater's work will stand as a landmark in publications on the British fauna.' Dr.

Eugene Munroe, FRSC, FESC, FRES, world authority on the Pyralidae, in his foreword to

this book.

21.5x 15cm. 176 pp. incl. 9 col. pis. Clothbound ISBN 0 946589 08 9 £18.95net.

now available in paperback

The Dragonflies of Great Britain and Ireland
by the late C. 0. Hammond, FRES; revised (1983) by Robert Merritt

'The definitive identification guide to British and Irish dragonflies. With its 182 large

colour illustrations of the adult insects, 142 line drawings of the larval stages, keys to both

adults and larvae, tabulated chart showing flight periods of all species, distribution maps
and complete check list, this fine book will delight both the eye and brain of the naturalist.'

habitat, bulletin of CoEnCo (The Council for Environmental Conservation).

25 x 20 cm. 1 16 pp. incl. 20 col. pis. Paperback ISBN 0 946589 14 3 £9.75 net

Hardback ISBN 0 946589 00 3 £1 6.95 net

forthcoming

Breeding Butterflies and Moths
- a practical Guide for British and European Species
by Ekkehard Friedrich. (Translated from the German by Steven

Whitebread, FRES)

This informative illustrated handbook on rearing lepidoptera includes most of the

butterflies and a representative selection of moths native to Britain. Additional material

on the Geometridae is contributed by Mr Jim Reid and on the microlepidoptera by A.

Maitland Emmet, who also edits this English edition. 'This is a very useful and worthwhile

book. . . . Particular attention is given to those species which are considered generally by

Lepidopterists to be difficult or troublesome to rear. . . . The text is all solid meat on rearing

technique.' From a review of the French translation of this work. Bulletin of the Amateur
Entomologists' Society.

25 X 20 cm. approx. 224 pp. incl. 48 text figures

Due December 1986. Paperback ISBN 0 946589 1 1 9 approx. £9.95 net

Available through most bookshops and specialist entomological booksellers or direct

from the publishers, adding £1 .50 per title to cover p. & p. Credit cards accepted.

Harley Books, Martins, Great Horkesley, Colchester, Essex C064AH
Telephone: Colchester (0206) 271216



Further titles from
the entomologicalpub/ishers

The Moths and Butterflies of

Great Britain and Ireland
Edited by John Heath and A. Maitland Emmet

'An absolute must for all those seriously interested in lepidoptera and, for the quality of

production and with coloured plates, very good value indeed.' Bulletin of the Amateur
Entomologists' Society

'.
. . will be welcomed by all serious amateur and professional entomologists and will

remain the standard work in the foreseeable future.' John F. Burton, British Book News

*Now also available in paperback

^Volume 1 Micropterigidae to Heliozelidae

344pp., including 9 monochrome and Paperback ISBN 0 946589 15 1 £24.95

4 colour plates and 85 text figures Hardback ISBN 0 946589 03 8 £37.50

Volume 2 Cossidaeto Heliodinidae

460pp., including 16 colour plates

and 16 text figures Hardback ISBN 0 946589 02 X £47.50

^Volume 9 Sphingidae to Noctuidae (Noctuinae and Hadeninae)
320pp., including 16 colour plates Paperback ISBN 0 946589 16 X £24.95

and 19 text figures Hardback ISBN 0 946589 04 6 £40.00

^Volume 10 Noctuidae (Cuculliinae to Hypeninae) and Agaristidae

460pp., including 13 colour plates Paperback ISBN 0 946589 17 8 £24.95

and 19 text figures Hardback ISBN 0 946589 01 1 £45.00

Volume 7 Hesperiidae to Thyatiridae (due 1987)
Approx. 350pp., including 24 colour plates and text figures

Special pre-publication price to be announced
Hardback ISBN 0 946589 09 7 approx. £47.50

Remaining Volumes in various stages of preparation:

Volume 3 Yponomeutidaeto Elachistidae Volume 6 Alucitidae, Pyralidae,

Volume 4 Oecophoridaeto Scythrididae Pterophoridae

Volumes Tortricidae, Cochylidae Volume 8 Geometridae

Volume 11 (projected) Larvae

Volumes contain keys to families and species. The text consists of full descriptions,

details of life histories, distribution maps and structural drawings where necessary for

identification. In addition, all species and significant variants are illustrated in colour. Each
volume contains a special chapter, or chapters, on related subjects of importance in the

study of British Lepidoptera. The authors of each volume are selected for their specialist

knowledge of the families, or sometimes even individual species, described.

All volumes 25 x 20cm. Hardback bound in green cloth and attractively dust wrappered;
paperback sewn and bound in strong laminated covers. Colour prospectus available.

Available through most bookshops and specialist entomological booksellers or direct

from the publishers, adding £2.00 per volume to cover p. & p. Credit cards accepted.

Harley Books, Martins, Great Horkesley, Colchester, Essex C064AH
Telephone: Colchester (0206) 271216
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EDITORIAL

There is a growing upsurge of resentment against people who collect, hunt,

chase, or catch animals. This includes antipathy against, not just the

entomologist, but also people who hunt foxes, badgers, etc. At times

violent and illegal harassment occurs. Earlier this year a shopkeeper in

Hitchin decided to stop selling frames of butterflies (a very small sideline

to his other goods) because of constant night-time painting of slogans on
his shop apparently by members of a local branch of Friends of the Earth.

One is inclined to wonder if one year we may not see some violent protest

at our Annual Exhibition, where far more than a few common framed
butterflies are available.

It deserves to be noted, however, that there is almost no surge of

opinion against fishermen or those who pursue the 'glorious twelfth'.

Why, one wonders, is this? There could be at least two reasons. If

examined with a statistical eye it begins to emerge that those who are

discriminated against are very much in the minority and therefore in a very

poor position to fight back. There are over two million fishermen and
almost as many who tramp the coverts. Both are big business and well able

to look after themselves. Indeed it is because they are such big business

that they are able to do this so well and one of their strengths against

criticism is to make sure that the specimens they are after are in ample
supply and this is done by rearing them on a large scale. Fishermen are

forever restocking their ponds, lakes and rivers and the gamekeeper's main
job is to ensure the safety of his breeding birds so that most of the young-

sters survive for the guns. Cruel as this may seem, when left alone even

fewer would survive the ravages of predators such as the fox, weasel and
cat. Might one not therefore suggest that we entomologists take a leaf out

of their book and do the same thing? Breed butterflies and release them, in

order that other entomologists, particularly the youngster just getting

interested, have the chance of catching them.
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There really is no substitute for practical experience in the field as a

training ground. While this could be done over any stretch of suitable

ground (old quarries, parks, railway lines), in order for it to be done on
existing nature reserves would involve a radical change in the thinking and
policies under which these reserves are at present run. When the oldest of
these, Wicken Fen, was originally set up, collecting was encouraged rather

than banned, as it is today on many a site. The objection will at once be

raised that such a scheme will ruin distribution records. Fair enough, so in

those cases, confine the releases to those species already known to have

occurred in the area. As to 'ruining' the genetic composition of a local

population, another argument put forward against releases, why should

we be so much fussier that the piscators and the ornithologists? Indeed it

might well be an advantage, for it has been stated that one of the causes

of the decline of our butterflies has been fragmentation of habitats that

prevents genetic interchange which may well be so necessary to the

ultimate well-being of a population.

Of course there is little doubt but that the cost will be the stumbling

block. Well, as to that, if so many people are so ready to pay, as they

obviously are, to enter many 'Butterfly Houses' that have been set up in

recent years, then surely they should be just as willing to pay to catch

them, as do the fishermen and gunners.

While on this subject of releasing bred specimens, why on earth should

we confine ourselves to already resident species? No-one else seems to.

Consider that some lO^^o of our flora has been introduced in historical

times and that the pace has accelerated over the past twenty or so years.

While we have caused the extinction of some of our mammals (wolf, bear,

boar) we have introduced at least an equal number (rabbit, mink, coypu).

Why should not we entomologists dehberately import some interesting

insects which feed on the introduced flora, particularly, perhaps, the many
square miles given over to sitka spruce and other alien conifers in place of

our natural deciduous trees such as oak, ash and birch?

PINE BEAUTY AIDS THE CONSERVATION OF PEAT BOGS

While the Forestry Commission and the private forestry interests involvedj

clearly do not see it in the same way, we are pleased to report that the

balance of nature in Scotland is, to some extent, being restored by the

ravages being wrought on Lodgepole pine, an alien species to the High-

lands if ever there was one, by the larvae of the pine beauty moth
{Panolisflammed).

The peatland bogs of the Northern Highlands are a major wildlife

resource and are among the few remaining naturally wild areas of Europej

In particular, they are vital for breeding wildfowl, but do of course also,

support interesting insects. According to Topical Issues they have been
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identified as a "priority biogeographical province for the establishment of

protected areas" in the 1980 world conservation strategy. In Caithness and
Sutherland over 10% of the area is already notified SSSI's. All the more
shameful, therefore, that grants and tax concessions to the already rich is

causing these peat bogs to be afforested, mainly with lodgepole pine and a

number of SSSI's have already been destroyed.

Fortunately for the well-being of the birds using the peat bogs, a moth may
have come to their aid and be helping to discourage future afforestation.

Away from its natural predators, parasites and diseases, the Pine beauty

larvae have found the pines very much to their liking and have been able

to breed on them unchecked, killing in the process, according to reports,

some couple of million trees over the past few years. All strength to their

jaws, for if it can be made unprofitable, tree planting will cease; indeed it

could be stalled almost immediately if the grants were withdrawn and it

does seem quite ridiculous to have two Government Departments
competing for funds— the one to preserve (Nature Conservancy) the

environment, the other (Ministry of Agriculture) to drastically change it.

Unfortunately for the moth a counter-attack is apparently in prepara-

tion. This is to spread a genetically engineered virus to kill the larvae. The
appalling risk of this virus spreading to other species (among which could

be those protected by law) does not seem to have been tested and in

California a similar release of genetic engineered disease organism has

been banned, at least for the time being. However, there is a very good
chance the moths will win in the end, for they will almost certainly fight

back and become resistant to the virus as has been shown to happen in at

least one species of butterfly where after a few years of suffering it took

something like four thousand times the "dose" of virus to kill them than it

did when the disease first struck and after a quarter of a century this

resistance to the virus remains.

NEW BOOKS ANNOUNCED

by the Editor

When that enterprising publication Butterfly News completes its

announced intention of compiling a list of all the butterfly books that have
been published on British (and perhaps other) butterflies, we shall know
the answer, but meanwhile I hazard an inspired guess. So far as I can

estimate I have in my own small library at least one book on British

butterflies for every day of the year.

Since there are a considerable number I know I do not have, then there

must be at least five or six hundred of them. And yet ... . They continue

to pour forth from the presses at an alarming rate and while one may well

query just why we need the same material stirred and stirred again (for

after all what can we really say that has not been said before about
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identifying our very small number of butterflies?), quite clearly numerous
publishers have done their market research and found that they can sell

limitless numbers of such books. All that really changes, as I have

remarked before, are the illustrations, with the text a peg on which to hang

them: the mixture as before, although in all fairness there have been two or

three exceptions to this over the past fifty odd years, and recently there is

little doubt but that the best butterfly books to appear have not been the

general works, but the local or county histories, often sponsored by the

local Society and initiated by a band of keen members. These have been

carefully researched and provide both up-to-date and historical accounts

in far greater detail (for the local area but often applicable to the species

under discussion elsewhere) than can appear in a general work.

As I write this, some months before it can appear in print, several

further books on butterflies have been announced as due for publication

this year and by the time this issue of the Bulletin appears should already

be in the shops. Should they not be, then they are obtainable either from
your usual postal bookdealer or from the Natural History Bookservice,

62 Tritton Road, London SE21 8DE.

The Aurelian by Moses Harris. For those who feel disinclined to raise a

second mortgage in order to buy the original edition of 1766 (or even the

last edition of 1840) this facsimile reprint at £15 will be welcomed. With
an introduction by Robert Mays who should need no introduction to our

readers, whether or no they attend our Annual Exhibition.

RSNC Guide to Butterflies of the British Isles by Jeremy Thomas.
Another author who should need no introduction to our members. Price

£7.95, about 160 pages and 70 colour photographs.

Butterflies of Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire by Caroline

and David Steel. Price £4.95.

Butterflies of the Sheffield area by (members of) Scorby Natural History

Society. A4, 40pp. Price £1.50.

A field guide to the moths of eastern North America by C. V. Covell.
j

160pp., illustrated. Price £14.00.
j

A field guide to western butterflies by J. W. Tilden. 448pp., 24 b/w
'

and coloured plates. Price £14.95.

List of macro-lepidoptera of the Bishop's Stortford area (anon). 39pp.
Price £2.50.

A field guide to Caterpillars of butterflies and moths in Britain and

Europe by D. J. Carter and B. Hargreaves, 328pp., 33 coloured plates.

Price £9.95. By two already well-known authors. The caterpillars are

grouped by the plants they feed on and these are also illustrated. Although 1

it has probably spread its net too wide and only contains a selection of the i

total, anything on caterpillars rather than adults is especially to be'

welcomed in view of the scarcity and high price of existing out-of-print

,
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books on the subject, although of course those of the butterflies have

recently been fairly well covered by Bodi. (See review Bulletin Vol. 44,

p.207.)

The butterflies of Suffolk; An atlas and history by Howard Mendel and
Steven Piotrowski, 128pp, coloured illustrations and distribution maps.

Price £10 ( + 75p postage) obtainable from Suffolk NaturaHsts' Society,

c/o The Museum, High Street, Ipswich IPS 7TB. A delightful book with

superb colour photographs of the species in a natural position and habitat.

An excellent example of a County history.

Leaving the lepidoptera now, after a long drought which has caused

your Tilliard, Longfield and Corbet to skyrocket in price and become
prized collectors' items, leavened only by the appearance of 'Hammond',
we now have a welcome spate of books on Dragonflies.

A field guide to the dragonflies of Britain, Europe and North Africa, by

Jacques d'Aguilar and Jean-Louis Dommangel, 336pp., 27 coloured

plates, illustrated. Price £9.95. Congratulations to whoever thought to

bring out an English edition of this French work published only last year.

By far the most comprehensive coverage of the three dragonfly books.

A complete guide to British dragonflies by Andrew McGeeny. 160pp.,

200 colour illustrations and line drawings. Price £12.95.

Country Life guide to dragonflies of Britain and Northern Europe by R.

B. Gibbons. 144pp., with 120 coloured and 60 b/w illustrations. Price £7.95.

We next come to a couple of useful items for those wishing to identify

or study the distribution of Sawflies and Hoverflies by a comparison

with Museum examples, for both are a list of the said insects in the

Herbert Art Gallery and Museum, Coventry (featured in Bulletin Vol.

44, pp. 26-29), and since their collections came from all over the country,

not just locally, and some 759/o of the British species are represented,

these books also, therefore, give a good guide to the distribution of these

two groups. Both are obtainable from the Museum.

SA WFLIES (Hymenoptera; Syrnphyta) in the collections of the Herbert

Art Gallery and Museum, Coventry by Adam Wright. A4, spiral bound,

99pp. Price £2.50.

HOVERFLIES (Diptera; Syrphidae) in the collections of the Herbert Art
Gallery and Museum, Coventry by Dr C. J. Palmer. A4, spiral bound,
31+ 7pp. Price £2.00.

Another book in the series of Naturalists' Handbooks has also been

advised. Although fatter than the first four to be issued, it is also

considerable more expensive.

Bumblebees by O. Prys-Jones and S. A. Corbet. 96pp., 4 coloured

plates, illustrations. Price £12.95 hardback, £4.95 paperback.
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Although not deahng directly with entomology the next book is of

great concern and interest, for it tackles a subject that directly effects our

insect populations. The latest book from the pen (wordprocessor?) of

Richard Fitter, a man of many parts, who has now turned his attention

to the burning issue of conservation.

Wildlife for Man: How and Why we should conserve our species by
Richard Fitter, 224pp., 16 coloured plates, many illustrations. Price

£14.95. This book is written on behalf of the Species Survival

Commission of the lUCN and puts the case for a fully integrated

approach to species' conservation. It argues that the future of mankind
lies in using and managing species, both plants and animals, wild and

|

domesticated, as flag-bearers for ecosystems, not just in crude life-
I

support terms, but in the quality of life as well.
j

We finally come to a book that deserves to be reported to the Trading
|

Standards Officer for misrepresentation.
i

The Encyclopaedia of Insects edited by C. O'Toole. 160pp., 160
j

colour photographs and other illustrations. Price £15.00. Completely
j

mis-titled and the editor and publisher should be sent off to attend some
j

elementary biology class. If the title had said Arthropods instead of
j

Insects we should have had no grumble, but since this book is aimed to
i

be useful to the un-informed rather than to the experienced naturalist
!

who realizes what he is buying, the title is, if the pre-publication blurb I i

have seen be true, grossly misleading. It states: "Insects covered:

Millipedes and centipedes, mayflies (various true insects), scorpions,

ticks, mites, spiders." Enough said.

I

SOME BEDFORD BUTTERFLIES I

On August 8 last year while I was walking along a disused railway track east

of Bedford I recorded a remarkably large number of butterflies. Indeed I

have never seen so many in a single day since I left my native Cornwall <

some 33 years ago. The following were seen.— five Peacocks on nettle,

one Small copper on sorrel; three Commas on greater Knapweed; three

Holly blues on blackcurrant bushes alongside some ivy; an abundance of

Small tortoiseshells; three Grizzled skippers on meadowgrass; an

abundance of Large and Small skippers; two Red admirals on nettle;

many Whites, Gatekeepers, Meadow browns and Common blues.

Adrian Lisecki (7755)

,
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BOOK REVIEW

Threatened Swallowtail Butterflies of the World. The lUCN Red Data
Book, by N. Mark Collins and Michael G. Morris. lUCN, Gland,
Switzerland and Cambridge, U.K. vii + 401 pp, 8 coloured plates, 24 x

17 cm. ISBN 288032 603 6. £18.00 ($26.00).

One of the greatest problems in insect conservation is the sheer number
of species that must, by supposition, be threatened by massive,

worldwide habitat destruction. We don't even know the status of the vast

majority of these species; indeed, many are not even known to science.

Against this background it seems fair to ask whether it is worthwhile to

attempt to designate species as indivually threatened and to advocate
measures for their indivual protection. These are, after all, the aims of a

red data book; aims which are no doubt realistic as far as a few favoured

plants and animals are concerned. For insects, however, a red data book
would be of minutely selective value unless it could display a much wider

aim than the conservation of the listed species.

The aim of the authors is reassuringly wide; they certainly intend that

the swallowtails should be seen not in isolation, but as a showcase for the

wide range of plant and animal communities among which they live and
for insects in general. This is very much the flavour of the book, but it

requires a fairly careful scanning of its pages to appreciate this.

Politicians and non-entomological conservationists sometimes seem to

be on a ^wavelength' which is very different to that of the insect
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conservationist, particularly when they seek the soft but often useless

option of outlawing collecting rather than preventing habitat

destruction. If it is intended that such people should read this book (or

more realistically use it for reference), there should perhaps be an
extremely conspicuous message to the effect that swallowtails are very

much the tip of an iceberg. Detailed arguments tucked away in the small

print are apt to be overlooked.

Despite any thoughts one may have about administering the red data

book treatment to such a small part of the Class Insecta (about 0.06% of

named species), the authors have made a remarkable achievement. This

book represents the first worldwide assessment of the conservation needs

of any group of insects — or, indeed, invertebrates — and the

first red data book to cover all species in the taxon concerned. There is a

brief review of the status of each of the 573 species, plus an additional

highly detailed treatment for 78 of these which are classed as

threatened. Among the 78 threatened taxa are a number of subspecies, a

level of classification not very often applied to the 'other' insect orders

but which sometimes has special significance for conservation. A
quotation may illustrate this point. . . the string of relict forests

running from Mt Kulal in northern Kenya to Mt Mulanje in Malawi now
all have their own endemic subspecies of butterflies, if not species, and
all are under threat from deforestation for agriculture and plantation

forestry. Of particular note is the now highly endangered Taita Blue-

banded Swallowtail {Papilio desmondi teita). . .

The annotated species list and the detailed reviews of threatened

species are an excellent source of reference not only for conservationists

but for all swallowtail fanciers. However, the authors warn taxonomists

that their classification is a pragmatic one and that it does not purport to

embrace a critical analysis of this subject. As an example of the reviews
|

of individual taxa, we can take Papilio hospiton (Corsican Swallowtail, a
I

familiar rarity to students of the European Lepidoptera. This appears as
|

no. 427 on the general annotated species list, where we are told that its i

status is not thoroughly known and that it is classified as 'endangered' :

and that trade is restricted by law in France and the Netherlands. The i

class 'endangered' is one of seven, the other six being 'extinct', 'vulnerable', *

'rare', 'indeterminate', 'insufficiently known', and 'out of danger'. For

further detail we are referred to the section containing the detailed I

reviews. The review for P. hospiton includes detailed notes on the
j

description of the butterfly, its distribution (Corsica and Sardinia), its
,

habitat and ecology, the threats to its survival and the conservation
;

measures taken by the French and Dutch — but not Italian —
governments (none of which includes habitat protection). The main items

|

noted under the heading 'Threats' are destruction of the umbelliferous
j

foodplants by farmers believing them to be poisonous to sheep and
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'developments' such as the growth of ski resorts. There are nine

references cited for this one species, and this gives some measure of the

size of the authors' task in providing a very full and up-to-date review of

the literature on swallowtails.

In dealing with the reviews of indivual species, mention must be made
of the eight colour plates at the end of the book which show photographs

of male and female of forty of the threatened species. Amongst these is

P. hospiton. The plates were made from photographs of specimens in the

collection of the British Museum (Natural History) and most are of good
quahty, both photographically and in the condition of the specimens.

Where specimens are damaged, comments are included to acknowledge
this. The plates, though adding to the size and cost of the volume, are

undoubtedly an asset in the 'showcase' sense as well as making the book
more attractive to the lepidopterist whose main interest is not necessarily

conservation.

Trade and collecting are dealt with thoroughly and fairly throughout

the book and also in a special chapter on trade which contains interesting

information on different categories of trade and on prices. Swallowtails

are probably commercially exploited more than any insect group (except

honey bees etc.) and, although they are thus atypical, provide an
exceptional opportunity to assess and discuss the subject of trade. The
general stance of the book can be illustrated by the following quotations:

"Private collecting of butterflies can be an instructive hobby and is

important for research into ecology, population dynamics, genetics and
taxonomy. It brings a great deal of pleasure to many people and does not

usually threaten butterfly species. However, in a small number of cases

irresponsible over-collecting can cause a permanent decline . . .
."

"... (butterflies) should not be taken merely to satisfy pointless

acquisitiveness, but should only be collected with restraint and without

unnecessary wastage." "Commercial collecting . . . should not be

dismissed as necessarily harmful . . . but there is a danger that

commercial collecting levels that were sustainable in the past may
become damaging in the ever-decreasing areas of suitable habitat. . . .

Where possible, captive breeding should be encouraged. . .
." If

politicians take heed of these arguments they might become better

qualified to draft legislation; there is a great deal of room for

improvement.

The wealth of information on swallowtails in general and on the

threatened species in particular is supplemented by a chapter which
offers a different way of looking at the family. Entitled 'Analysis of
critical faunas', it deals especially with the distribution of endemic
species, thus identifying countries with faunas of international

importance. Indonesia is selected for special discussion in this respect.
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The introduction to this chapter contains some very interesting

comments on insect conservation in general and on the reasons for giving

swallowtails special treatment. Some of these points could perhaps have
been worked into the general Introduction to give greater effect to the

authors' statements of aims.

Habitats are not given a special chapter, but are discussed at length in

the Introduction. The fairly wide range of habitats occupied by different

swallowtail species helps to draw attention to the threats facing many
other kinds of wildlife. There are, however, some dangers in using one
insect family as a model for making comments about habitats which
might seem to be directly applicable to other animal groups. For

example, it is stated that habitats which are often extensive (e.g.

savannah and rain forest) are less prone to extinctions than are islands or

mountain peaks. However, as Mark Collins pointed out at his lecture to

the AES in 1985, some insect species of rain forests are restricted to small

areas within these forests. On the subject of rain forest, it is very usefully

pointed out that some countries will have destroyed most of their forests

by the year 2000 at current rates (e.g. Ivory Coast, Sri Lanka and Java)

whilst Zaire and Brazil will still retain extensive forests beyond that time.

Considering the complexity and size of this book, there are relatively

few points which invite contradiction and relatively few errors. Under
the heading 'Pollution', in the Introduction, ozone is described as a

constituent of acid rain. This is not strictly true, but this is perhaps a

pedantic observation akin to the irritation which some readers may feel

at the frequent use of the singular form of the verb in phrases such as

. .the Papilionidae is . .
.". There are few statements in the book

which seem to include errors of substance, but one of the comments on
pollution invites some criticism. There is nothing strictly incorrect about

the sentence "Pesticides are not generally hazardous to butterflies when
applied in the recommended manner direct to the target species.", but it

is surely somewhat unrealistic. Indeed, the authors go on to quahfy the

statement with further points on pesticide drift into natural habitats etc.

Even so, the implication (for insects in general as well as for butterflies)

might seem to be that farmland and commercially managed forests

contain no species at risk from 'properly' applied pesticides. This is

certainly not true for forests, while farmland (at the very least) contains

natural predators and parasites of pests which the farmer would do well

not to exterminate.

Bearing in mind the high cost of books these days, £18 seems a

reasonable price tag, especially for a 'specialist' work. The rather

attractive layout and the colour plates certainly give a feeling of 'value

for money' but the use of a fresh page for each threatened species,

generating as it does the equivalent of over thirty-five blank pages, may
seem a little lavish. (It should be noted here that financial assistance was
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received from several international organisations.) A good reason for

buying the book is that its usefulness will be appreciated not only by
conservationists, but also by the student and the amateur lepidopterist

who will find it a mine of information. As a work on conservation, it

helps to show what we can never achieve for most of the other 99.4% of

insects; it is a splendid example of the 'art of the possible'.

David Lonsdale

THE NAMES OF LIVING THINGS

An Introduction For Our Junior Members

by Chris Sampson

Many of you who read the Bulletin, and indeed other journals of natural

history may be a little put off, frustrated or puzzled by the inclusion of

words like Malvaceae, Geometridae, Coleoptera or Papilio machaon
britannicus. These are the scientific names of animals or plants, or of

groups of these. Naming living things and classifying them into groups is

called taxonomy, and a knowledge of how this classification works, at its

simplest level at least, is necessary for all naturalists who wish to talk

knowledgeably about their subjects.

People have always classified the things they see around them in order

to make sense out of what would otherwise be a chaotic view of the

world. A classification which is agreed upon between people who deal

with the same things allows for easy and exact communication
concerning them. To take an example: to speak of furniture designates a

group of familiar objects; within this group there are smaller groups, chairs,

for example. Chairs may be further divided into: armchairs, dining

chairs, etc, and a Queen Anne dining chair refers to a particular design.

In the same way, the domestic dog belongs to the larger dog family; dogs

belong to the group called mammals; mammals are vertebrates (animals

with backbones); vertebrates are just one of the groups which make up
the animal kingdom.

The dog however, is called by a different name in every different

language. Even in English, the same name can be applied to different

animals and plants depending on where you are: the robin of Britain is

not the same bird as the robin of North America or that of New Zealand,

and all of these are different from the robin of the Pacific region. For
these reasons an internationally recognised system of naming, based

broadly on Latin, has been developed.

The basic unit, and the easiest to define in biological terms, is the

species. Plants or animals of the same species can mate and produce
viable offspring, while organisms more distantly related cannot.

According to the theory of evolution, the species we see on Earth today
developed from earlier species, most of which are now extinct. Hence,
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the classification of grouping of living things attempts not just to group
like with like, but to reflect how close related species are in evolutionary

terms. Several species which are thought to have evolved from a single

ancestor are grouped together to form a genus (plural: genera).

The system of naming species which is used today was invented by the

Swede, Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778). Each species is given a Latin binomial

(two names), the first element of which is the generic and the second, the

specific name. Hence, the domestic dog is called Canis familiaris. The
same genus also contains the wolf Canis lupus, the dingo Canis dingo

and many others.

Related genera are grouped together into families; several families

make up an order, and so on. The basic groups used in taxonomy are,

starting with the largest: Kingdom, Phylum (animals) or Division

(plants), Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species. Each of these units of

classification is called a taxon (plural: taxa). Where necessary, inter-

mediate taxa can be created by adding the prefixes super- or sub-, ie:

superfamily is a group of several families within an order; subspecies is a

distinct population within a species.

The dog, wolf and dingo belong, with foxes, jackals, coyotes and the

like in the family Canidae, which in turn belongs to the order

Carnivora, which also includes the Felidae (cats), Ursidae (bears),

Phocidae (true seals), etc. Carnivora is just one order of the class

Mammalia, which belongs to the phylum Chordata. Similarly, the

Death's head hawk moth {Acherontia atropos) belongs to the family

Sphingidae, to the order Lepidoptera, to the class Insecta and the

phylum Arthropoda.

The naming of subspecies requires some explanation: When a species

is found to have geographically separated forms which are distinguish-

able, these can be regarded as subspecies, and a third name is added to

the original binomial. The subspecies to which the original description of

the species refers takes the same subspecific name as its specific name, ie:

Papilio machaon machaon,i\\Q subspecies of the Swallowtail butterfly

occurring in Sweden, which was the first to be described (by Linnaeus in

1758). This is known as the nominate-subspecies or -race (the word race

is often used in place of subspecies). The Swallowtail subspecies found in

England was later named Papilio machaon britannicus, by Seitz in 1907.

Trinomials are only used where more than one subspecies has been

described. For example, the Painted lady butterfly Vanessa cardui, has

no recognised subspecies and therefore only ever two names.

It is the convention that generic, specific and subspecific names are

printed in italics, or underlined if typed or written, and that the generic

name begins with a capital letter (upper case), while specific and sub-

specific names begin with a lower case letter. All other taxonomic names
are written in the normal way, with a capital letter.
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Where do names come from? Basically, whoever publishes the

description of a taxon can name it what he pleases, provided the name he

proposes has not already been used. There are various other rules and
guidelines to prevent confusion. Some of the names we use now are

original Latin or Greek names for those animals or plants, ie: Canis,

Columba, Musca, Brassica were Latin for the dog, the dove, the fly and
the cabbage, and Halcyon was Greek for the kingfisher. Other old Greek
and Latin names have been reapplied by modern taxonomists, ie:

Hibiscus was originally a Greek name for the Marsh Mallow.

But, of course, there are not nearly enough of these old names to go
round. Consequently, taxonomists have had to invent new ones. These

are normally put into Latin form, and three common types of name are:

those which refer to some characteristic of the organism, those which

refer to places and those which are named after a person. Here are some
examples from species found in the British Isles:

—

Rattus norvegicus {Rattus = xdii, /7orveg/cw5 = Norway) Common rat.

Lams fuscus {Larus = talkative, fuscus = dark) Lesser black-backed

gull.

Polygonia c-album (Po/ygo«/i7 = many-angled, c-album = \Nh\iQ c)

Comma butterfly.

Cardium lamarcki {Cardium = heart, lamarcki = Lamarck)
Lamarck's Cockle shell.

Trifolium pratense (Trifolium = 3-\QSi\/ed, pratense = meadov^s) Red
clover.

The names of families are often formed by adding a particular ending

to the name of a representative genus, ie: Columbidae, the pigeon and
dove family, from Columba (many animal family names end in -idae);

Solanaceae, the potato family, from Solarium, the genus which includes

potato, henbane and the nightshades (many plant family names end in -

aceae). Similarly, the names of orders can often be recognised from their

form. For example, the names of most bird orders end in -iformes, ie:

Columbiformes, pigeon-like birds; those of many insect orders in -ptera

(from the Greek pteron = a wing), ie: Lepidoptera, butterflies and
moths; many plant orders in -ales, ie: Asterales, etc. Above the level of

order there is no real pattern.

A few scientific names are easy to recognise: Gekkonidae is the gecko
family of lizards, Pelicanidae is the family of the pelicans, Rosaceae of

the roses, Leguminosae of the legumes. Others have passed into common
language, particularly those of many garden plants: Aster, Buddleia,

Clematis, Iris, Primula, etc. Start talking to an orchid fancier and he or

she will soon be showing you a Dendrobium, a Vanda or a Cattleya.

Similarly, you might speak of a Papilio, a Vanessa or a Erebia — all

scientific names.

k
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One of the problems however, is that even scientific names are Hable to

change. This can occur for several reasons. The change may arise from
the rule that the oldest published name for a species takes precedence. If

two people have pubHshed descriptions of the same species under

different names, the earlier one must be used. For example, Colias
edusa F. and Colias Crocea Geoffroy both apply to the same butterfly,

the Clouded yellow. In this case crocea is the correct name as it was
pubHshed in 1785 by Geoffroy, while edusa was not published by
Fabricius until 1787.

Then of course, scientists often disagree: Do two slightly different

populations belong to one species or two? Are two similar species to be

placed in the same genus or different ones? There is for example,

disagreement as to whether the Marsh Harrier which occurs in the Pacific

region should be regarded as conspecific with the European and North
American populations Circus aeruginosus, or whether the Pacific

populations are a separate species Circus approximans. As it is the ability

to interbreed which decides the extent of a species, the problem might be
I

solved if this could be shown to occur between the two.

Taxonomists are often said to occur as two subspecies themselves; the

'lumpers' and the 'splitters', on the basis of whether they tend to

conserve larger groupings or split them down into smaller ones. It is

almost certain that if you compare two checklists of species, you will

find differences because of this. Despite differences of opinion however,

most changes in name occur as scientists gain more knowledge, which
allows them to understand more accurately the evolutionary

relationships between species, etc.

These problems aside, the use of scientific names is still the best way to

avoid confusion, express relationships and make sure others know exactly

what you are referring to. If I read of Erithacus rubecula, I know it is the

bird on the English Christmas card; if Turdus migratorius, I will know
|

the bird is the North American robin. Similarly, the Mourning cloak may
|

be mentioned by an American, while he might be just as puzzled to hear
|

us speak of the Camberwell beauty. Yet, by using the generic and specific
j

names Nymphalis antiopa, we both make ourselves clear.
j
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IN SEARCH OF THE GIANT GRAYLING BERBERA ABDEL-
KADER ABDELKADER PIERRET (LEP: SATYRIDAE) IN
MOROCCO
by A. D. and S. J. Howell (73 70, 7369)

Introduction

After a charter flight to Agadir the previous day, on the morning of the

27th May 1978, we stowed our camping equipment in a hired Renault 4

and headed for the High Atlas via Taroudant. Butterflies were first

encountered in the lowlands: Euchloe b. belemia Esp. appeared to be

between broods and only a handful were seen; others observed before we
began to climb included Carcharodus alceae Esp., Tarucus rosaceus

Austaut and a very few Azanus jesous Guer. — a species found only in

western Morocco in its Palaearctic range.

The High Atlas

On the evening of the 27th May, the high pass of the Tizi n' Test

(c. 2135m) yielded Melanargia ines Hoff., all examples seen being of the

typical form and not the expected high-altitude darker f. jehandezi

Oberth., which eluded us. A single Pandoriana pandora seitzi Fruhst.

was recorded here. The 28th and 29th May we spent visiting places within

range of Marrakech where we made our base. In cedar woods above Asni

P.p. seitzi was again encountered, together with Elphinstonia c. charlonia

Donzel (early second-brood?), Philotes abencerragus Pierret and three

Normannia esculi mauretanica Stgr., these with ventral surfaces much
lighter than examples of the Iberian nominate subspecies. Among the

most frequent butterflies here were Syntarucus pirithous L., Lampides
boeticus L. and Pyronia cecilia Vallantin. Zizeeria k. knysna Trimen was
not uncommon but very local.

Although we covered much ground, including some most inhospit-

able areas, the search for our mam objective — a subspecies ot ts. aodel-

kader — continued fruitless, and we concluded that we were probably

too early for the adults. Our disappointment was offset by the discovery

of single examples of Pseudochazara atlantis Austaut and Artogeia napi

segonzaci Le Cerf, both in a high remote river-gully, and an unusually

large female of Heodes alciphron heracleanus Blanchier. We also found

Spialia sertorius ali Oberth. and some early Lysandra punctifera Oberth.

Females of the latter were generally heavily blue-scaled, including two
examples parallel in pattern to Lysandra bellargus of. ceronus Esp.

The Middle Atlas

On the afternoon of the 29th May, we concluded that our best course was
to visit the Middle Atlas and return later to the higher range, travelling

via Beni Melall to Ifrane where we camped until the 5th June. This is an
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I t 1 i 3cm

Fig. A. B. a. taghzefti male CO-TYPE (Dorsal and ventral surfaces). Middle Atlas,

2010m, 28/vi/1950, C. Wyatt.

Fig. B. B. a. abdelkader male left, female right dorsal surfaces, Annoceur, 1525m,
3/vi/1978, A. D . and S. J. Howell.

Map of Morocco showing areas and places visited. 1 = Annoceur. 2 = Tizi n' Taghzc

3 = ColduZad. 4 = Tizi n' Tizha. 5 = Toubkal Massif. 6 = Tizi n' Test.
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ideal base from which to penetrate the Middle Atlas. Our first climb to a

fairly remote grassy slope c. 1525m was rewarded by the discovery of a

small colony of Melitaea aetherie algirica Ruhl. Another P. p. seitzi and
more L. punctifera were sighted in the same area. Just outside Ifrane on
the valley slopes we found Cupido lorquinii H.-S., Euphydryas d. des-

fontainii Godt., the latter very worn, and a small emergence of

Melanargia galathea lucasi Rambur.

We visited the noted Tizi n' Taghzeft, which we found to be very

barren but with the occasional small gully holding butterflies: L. puncti-

fera was common and we also found Melitaea phoebe punica Oberth.,

Pyrgus onopordi Rambur and Pyrgus alveus numidus Oberth. The
Taghzeft Pass is one of the valleys penetrating the Middle Atlas in the

Col du Zad area, and in our searches for a B. abdelkader subspecies

(which we knew had been taken here by Wyatt in 1950), we found two
further species: Plebejus m. martini Allard and Cigaritis zohra Donzel.

The latter behaved very much like Lycaena p. phlaeas L. with a darting

flight and sudden appearances. Other butterflies of great interest found
locally were Coenonympha vaucheri ammoceuri Wyatt and three males

of Plebicula atlantica Elwes.

It was soon realised that if we were to find a race of B. abdelkader it

would have to be at a lower altitude (we were working c. 1830m), so we
explored the Sefrou area. The mountains here were lower and often clad

with cedar which we felt not too promising, but our early searches

revealed fresh examples of Hipparchia aristaeus algiricus Oberth., our

first Coenonympha arcanioides Pierret and a few Anthocharis b. belia L.

We nearly lost ourselves in the rolling slopes, but in another gully found
several more P. atlantica, all males.

First Sighting!

3.vi.l978: It clouded up at 4pm and we were heading back towards our

car by a new route, when SJH caught a glimpse of something large and
dark gliding away over the low trees. We rushed after it as there was no
doubt to its identity. After three failures and a mad scramble down
precipitous terrain, we confirmed our first B. a. abdelkader. That dull

evening we saw more than a dozen examples but were at a loss to

understand why they seemed restricted to two slopes only out of the

whole range. That first evening they flew only when disturbed, their

flight being very reminiscent of Hipparchia fagi Scop. — full of glides

and loops. They were not fast fliers but elusive and we only found them
settling on the rocks.

On the following day the sun shone strongly and we confirmed that

their habitat was restricted as described, but they flew much more freely.

A high percentage of those examined were damaged — hardly surprising

considering their size and the terrain; very few females were noted.
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The area in which they flew was devoid of grasses in many places, so

we suspected the breeding-ground must have been around the gully

which was already very dry in early June, and since the species is

reputedly double-brooded we wondered about the availability of its

foodplant for a second-brood. At the time we did not have the

opportunity to compare individuals from this population with others,

since we were unable to find the species anywhere else in the area or

indeed on our return to the High Atlas Mountains. However, we felt

certain that this particular race could not be contiguous with that from

the Taghzeft, as the butterflies showed no proclivity to wander far, and

the mountain ranges were disconnected by at least 65km.

Return to the High Atlas

The next phase of our expedition, from the 5th June onwards, was to
:

return to the High Altas via the northern edge of the desert and the f

southern foothills. We found the conditions rather unfavourable for
;

butterflies — windy, dusty and very hot; indeed we had to wrap ourselves
|

in towels soaked with cold water to remain out under these conditions.
;

In two small rocky gorges we found colonies of Colotis evagore nouna \.

Lucas and in one fiercely hot gully, half a dozen examples of Spialia \

doris daphne Evans, which was almost impossible to follow in its darting
j

flight. Two species we had expected to see here, Euchloefalloui Allard and
;

Melitaea deserticola Oberth
.

, were regrettably absent .
i

On the 7th June we arrived back at the Toujbkal Massif (exceeding ;

2150m) via the Tizi n' Tizha and resumed our searches. New discoveries \

for us were a small colony of Agrodiaetus amanda abdelaziz Blachier I

(very distinct from the alpine nominate subspecies, particularly in the '

heavily lunulate females), and single examples of Glaucopsyche melanops
\

algirica Heyne and Cyaniris semiargus Rott., the latter rare in North
;

Africa. In addition to Thymelicus acteon oranus Evans and T. sylvesths i

Poda, we had hoped to see T. hamza Oberth., known to be local in this
'

area; however no sightings were made. Perhaps the butterfly that proved
|

most puzzling was Hyponephele lupina mauretanica Oberth. The name-
;

type flies in July and August, and we were most surprised to find fresh '

examples of the Moroccan race in early June, around 1525m. On visual '

characteristics alone it was plainly not a race of H. maroccona Blachier,
\

which we had hoped to find at that time of year.

At the end of our seventeen days we were very satisfied to have l>

observed a total of 73 species, particularly since areas with butterflies in li

abundance are relatively hard to find in a land where so much terrain is S

harsh and totally barren. Our average working day approached ten hours |(

but we departed with the firm resolve to return, perhaps at a slightly i|

different season. i
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Systematic list of all butterflies recorded on the trip

HESPERIIDAE
Pyrgus alveus numidus Oberth.

Pyrgus onopordi Rambur
Spialia sertorius ali Oberth.

Spialia doris daphne Evans

Muschampia proto Ochsenheimer

Carcharodus alceae Esp.

Carcharodus lavatherae Esp.

Carcharodus boeticus stauderi Reverdin

Thymelicus acteon oranus Evans

Thymelicus sylvestris Poda

PAPILIONIDAE
Papilio machaon asiatica Menetr.

Iphiclides feisthamelii Duponchel

Parnalius rumina ornatior Blachier

PIERIDAE
Pieris b. brassicae L.

Artogeia rapae L.

Artogeia napi segonzaci Le Cerf

Pontia daplidice L.

Aporia crataegi mauretanica Oberth.

Colotis evagore nouna Lucas

Euchloe ausonia crameri Butler

Euchloe b. belemia Esp.

Elphinstonia c. charlonia Donzel

Anthocharis b. belia L.

Colias crocea Geoffroy

Gonepteryx rhamni mauritanica Wyatt

Goneptery cleopatra maura Wyatt

LYCAENIDAE
Cigaritis zohra Donzel

Nordmannia esculi mauretanica Stgr.

Callophrys rubi L.

Lycaena p. phlaeas L.

Heodes alciphron heracleanus Blachier

Lampides boeticus L.

Syntarucus pirithous L.

Tarucus theophrastus F.

Tarucus rosaceus Austaut

Azanus jesous Guer.

Zizeeria k. knysna Trimen

Cupido lorquinii H.-S.

Glaucopsyche melanops algirica Heyne
Philotes abencerragus Pierret

Plebejus m. martini Allard

Aricia cramera Esch.

Cyaniris semiargus Rott.

Plebicula atlantica Elwes

Agrodiaetus amanda abdelaziz Blachier

Agrodiaetus thersites Cantener

Lysandra punctifera Oberth.

Polyommatus i. icarus Rott.

Taghzeft 1830-2 140m
Taghzeft, 1830-2 140m
several: Annoceur; Tahanaout
6 only: Goulmina
few near Tahanaout
few: Annoceur; Marrakech
scarce: Tahanaout
V. scarce: Annoceur, 1525m
colony near Tahanaout
colony near Tahanaout

occasional and worn
occasional and worn
4 only: Ourika nr. Toubkal Massif

occasional

common, sometimes local

2 females Toubkaal Massif, 2135-2745m

widespread and common
v.few: Middle Atlas

Goulmina; Ouarzazate

few near Marrakech

v.few near Agadir

3 at Toubkal Massif, 1830-2440m

Annoceur; 1 at Toubkal Massif

widespread and common
few near Azrou
few near Azrou

Col du Zad, 2135m; Annoceur

3 above Asni, 1830m

worn: Taghzeft

widespread, inc. dark forms

1 female Oukaimeden area

many colonies: High Atlas

several: Asni and Agadir

scarce near Goulmina
several near Agadir

several near Agadir

1 colony near Marakech
Ifrane; 1 near Oukaimeden
2 males Toubkal Massif, 2440m
few: Agadir area and asni

colony near Col du Zad, 2140m
several near Asni

2 male Toubkal Massif, 2440m

few at Annoceur; 3 male Taghzeft

colony: Toubkal Massif, 2440m
fairly widespread

Oukaimeden; Azrou; Taghzeft

widespread
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NYMPHALIDAE
Nymphalis polychloros erythromelas Astaut

Vanessa atalanta L.

Vanessa cardui L.

Polygonia c-album L.

Pandoriana pandora seitzi Fruhzst.

Issoria l.lathonia L.

Melitaea c. cinxia L.

Melitaea phoebe punica Oberth.

Melitaea aetherie algirica Ruhl

Melitaea didyma occidentalis Stgr.

Euphydryas d. desfontainii Godt.

1 in Middle Atlas

rarely seen

common in High Atlas, 2140m +
2 near Azrou
2 H'Atals 2440m; 1 M' Atlas 1525m
locally common, esp. Ifrane

Middle Atlas, inc. Taghzeft

HA: Tizi n' Tizha; MA: Taghzeft

Middle Atlas, 1525m
HA: 2140m; s. of Atlas-Goulmina

near Ifrane at 1675m, worn

SATYRIDAE
Melanargia galathea lucasi Rambur
Melanargia ines Hoff.

Hipparchia aristaeus algiricus Oberth.

Pseudochazara atlantis Austaut

Berberia a. abdelkader Pierret

Maniola Jurtina hispulla Esp.

Hyponephele lupina mauretanica Oberth.

Pyronia cecilia Vallatin

Pyronia b. bathseba F.

Coenonympha p. pamphilus f. lyllus Esp.

Coenonympha vaucheri annoceuri Wyatt

Coenonympha arcanioides Pierret

Pararge a. aegeria L.

Lasiommata m. megera L.

fresh colony near Ifrane

scarce H'Atlas: Tizi n' Tizha

scarce near Annoceur, 1525m
1 male Toubkal Massif, 2140m
1 colony near Annoceur, 1525m
common at Azni, 1525m
2 colonies: Asni and Tahanaout
common at Asni

colony at Annoceur, worn
few at Tahanaout
colony Taghzeft 2140m; Annoceur
colony: Annoceur, v.worn
roadside near Agadir

lowlands: Agadir etc, worn
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EPIPHYAS POSTVITTANA

The Cornish speciality tortricid

by John L. Gregory (4116)

HISTORY: As a British species the "Cornish speciaHty" was first

recorded at Newquay fifty years ago when larvae were found feeding on
spindle {Euonymus). Since then it has spread to all parts of Cornwall and
is now one of the commonest of the so-called "micros" there. It is

known from Australia and Tasmania where it has sometimes been

regarded as a pest on fruit trees. How it managed to arrive in Cornwall
from the opposite side of the world and why, after colonising the

county it has found the river Tamar to be an effective barrier to its

spread into Devon until comparative recent years, are mysteries which

may never be solved. The species is now kept in check to some extent by

at least three species of parasite, two hymenopterous and one a Tachinid

fly. A fair percentage of wild collected larvae turn out to be parasitized.

OVA: These are flat, pale dull yellowish, becoming light greyish before

hatching, laid in a dense batch on the upperside of a leaf, usually

straddling the mid-rib. They hatch in about two weeks.

LARVAE: immediately after hatching the larvae disperse, by suspending

themselves by very fine threads of silk and being blown onto nearby

foliage by the wind. The first larval habitation usually consists of a small

silken sheet spun on or under a leaf, or on a flower-head. After the first

moult a larger and more elaborate habitation is constructed by spinning

together leaves or petals, and thereafter several leaves, flowers of florets

may be untidily spun together with silk. The newly-hatched larvae are

pale greyish and although they may remain greyish until full-fed most
soon turn green with a pale dorsal line and pale green spots. The head is

usually some shade of light green, but in some individuals it is light

yellowish or light orangey brown. Lighter coloured larvae are often those

which have fed on flowers rather than leaves, but some of the lighter

coloured forms appear to be caused by hymenopterous parasites.

The larvae feed readily on a very wide range of plants: trees, shrubs,

foliage and flowers of wild and cultivated low-growing plants; sometimes

also indoors on potted house plants.

PUPAE: These are light reddish brown and are either formed where the

larva last fed or may be a new spinning in a fresh site. Before emerging

the pupa wriggles forward to break through the silk and, in the manner
of most tortricides, the old pupa-skin is left protuding conspicuously

from the pupal chamber after emergence of the moth.
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Fig. 3 Female of E. postvittana and the cast pupal skin.

IMAGINES: The wingspan is about three-quarters to one inch, the

females often the larger. Both sexes are variable in shade of forewing

ground colour but they are usually yellowish brown to a light reddish

brown, with the darker markings also quite variable both in colour and
distinctness. Males often have the outer third of the forewing

contrastingly darker than the basal part. The hindwings are pale grey.

GENERAL REMARKS: In Cornwall this species has two or three

overlapping generations per year and is virtually continuously brooded
throughout the year. The moths of both sexes are frequently attracted to

artificial light and seem to be at maximum numbers in late summer and
autumn.
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THE CENTRAL HEATING PEST PROBLEM

Entomologist's delight or Housewife's nightmare?

By Brian O. C. Gardiner (225)

I was once called in to advise on a problem concerning a very expensive

Chinese carpet which had started to 'moult'. The cause of the problem
was not difficuh to track down. On lifting up the carpet suddenly there

was a scurry of little feet and "woolly bears" (as the larvae of Dermestid

beetles now seem to be called, to the confusion of us lepidopterists)

sought shelter. The owner then asked me that as the carpet was less than

a year old and was "Guaranteed Mothproof" for five years surely he had
a just claim for its replacement. Unfortunately for him this was not so.

Mothproof it possibly was but by no stretch of legal technicality was it

guaranteed against beetles! Now why should this beetle have so soon
established itself in what was a modern, clean and well-kept house? The
answer of course is that its modern conditions especially the very

efficient central heating were just what suits Dermistes species these

days. It is not only these beetles that have taken advantage of modern
living conditions. All sorts of other insects have now moved into our

houses in ever-increasing numbers.

It is not only the all year round warmth provided by the central heating

of course. Fitted carpets which never get disturbed provide ideal dark

hiding places. The enormous popularity of so many tropical house
plants also provide hiding and sustenance to some species, or at least

provide a focus of original introduction. The use of straw-board and

similar open-weave soft insulating material may help to keep us warm
but also provides the ideal home for roaches and Pharoah's ant. With the

great increase in the dog and cat population over recent years, too, there

had been a large jump in the flea population and these also soon make
their presence felt in our homes.

Curiously enough, that great bane of the Victorians, the Clothes

moths, do not seem anything like as common as they once were. This

may well be due more to the preponderence of synthetic fabrics over

wool in our clothing and bedding today. Furniture beetles, whose
favourite food used to be the pre-war fish-glue bonded plywood have

also suffered a decline as poisonous resin glues have replaced the older

material.

Have you carried out an entomological survey of your house recently?
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A DANGEROUS AFRICAN LARVA

ByR. Witherow

According to 77?^ Silkmoth Rearers' Handbook the most painful and
longlasting 'sting' encountered was from the larva of Periphobia hircia

from which the pain was localised, fairly short-lived and the total effect

had gone in four weeks.

I and a friend have now had first-hand experience of far more serious

effects from the larva of an African species, unfortunately not identified,

but possibly a Lasiocampid. The pain was clearly far more severe and
prolonged than with hircia and the poison received affected the body
generally, not just locally, and complete recovery took over two months.

My friend, S. A. Adamson first came into contact with it and I did a

week later. He was rearing them at the time (this was in Nigeria) and
undoubtedly got more of a "dose" than I did. Nevertheless we both

showed similar symptoms and while it is possible that some of the later

effects had nothing to do with the larvae it is curious that of all the boys

at the school to show these effects us two out of 1,000 pupils were the

only ones (insofar as I know) to have come into contact with these

larvae. The symptoms were as set out below.

Within two hours the skin had swollen up and started to itch. After six

hours the affected area of skin was extremely painful and for the next

two weeks the area remained swollen and still sore. Over an extended

period the swelling gradually reduced until finally some weeks later the

skin from the affected area sloughed off. Over this period of up to six

weeks there was muscular cramp or spasm, headaches, reaction to strong

light and unusual drowsiness was felt. In some ways these symptoms were
similar to the early stages of common measles, but of course they lasted

too long and measles did not develop.

It is of course known that some people are more allergic to insects than

are others. Perhaps we reacted more severely than would some people,

but in that case it is curious that two of us showed the same symptoms
for the same long period of time.

GYNANDROMORPHISM IN LYCAENA PHLAEAS

by Ian F. Stacey (7653)

During a particularly lack lustre visit to some small woodlands in

Warwickshire on the 20th of June last year (1985), I took a well-marked
female Lycaena phlaeas ab. caeruleopunctata (Ruhl.), the only imagine
of this species seen on this day. As this female had a small defect in the

margin of the forewing, I decided to attempt to breed from it to obtain a
short series of this form.
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The female was placed in a cage containing plants of Great water dock
and fed on a very weak honey solution. Laying commenced on the first

sunny day since capture, the 23rd. By the 29th, I could see many ova, so

the female was released, still in good condition and with many ova still

left to lay. I counted 80 ova which gave 76 larvae, 69 of which pupated
successfully.

Eclosion commenced on the 15th of August and, at first, type males

and slight ab. caeruleopunctata males resulted. However, on the 20th of

that month, I had a very pleasant surprise as two of the seven imagines

which emerged that day were gynandromorphic, one a perfectly bilateral

specimen, and the other mainly female with a male dex hindwing and dex

forewingtip.

From then on all imagines were examined upon emergence even more
carefully than usual and all males, which I had put in a mating cage ready

for breeding, were given a second examination.

Although no more overtly gynandromorphic specimens subsequently

ecloded, roughly half of the 66 imagines obtained were affected in a small

way, with slight disparity in antennae length, or else with the legs of

unequal length and sexual form (or both of these combined).

Having set some of these imagines for later examination, I put the

remaining 42 into a mating cage in an attempt to rear an F2 brood. Much
sexual activity was observed in the brief sunny spells of the next few

days, although no actual pairings were seen.

Ova were laid (in disappointingly small numbers), from the 26th of

August although a rapid "die-off" of males did lead me to believe that

pairings had occurred.

The last dozen of surviving imagines were released in very worn
condition on the 11th of September, all were females, only two of which

were atypical.

Most of the slightly gynandromorphic imagines, both male and

female, died quickly, few lasting longer than a week.

Due to the very small numbers of L. phlaeas seen in the last few years,

I think it highly likely that the female I caught was the result of the

inbreeding of a small isolated colony, giving a natural F2, or even F3,

although I cannot provide any firm evidence in support of this

conclusion.
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PURPLE EMPERORS IN A SURREY WOOD
by John Garrett (65 79)

Courting behaviour of the Purple emperor {Apatura iris L.) is seldom

witnessed and I therefore thought it worthwhile describing the following

incident which took place in woodland near the Surrey/Sussex border.

The 1st August 1985 was a warm day with temperatures up to about

21 °C, alternating cloud and sunshine with a moderate westerly wind. My
visit began well with the sighting of a single Silver-washed fritillary

(Argynnis paphia L.) form valezina and two iris flying fast and high at

the canopy level. At approximately 2.30 pm I was walking along a wide,

gravel surfaced ride and suddenly became aware of two iris flying very

close together and descending rapidly. The descent was accompanied by

a great fluttering of wings, quite unlike normal flight, and this drew
attention to the proceedings. Both alighted on a bramble at the edge of

the ride only about 30 cm above ground level, and it was then possible to

see that a male and a female were involved. The female remained rather

still with her wings open whilst the male was very active. He walked
around his partner appearing to touch her antennae with his own and
flicking his open wings which consequently flashed with iridescent

purple. This contrasts with the rapid shimmering vibrations described by
Heslop (1). The process continued for nearly a minute and the male then

flew off with the normal strong flight. The female waited, keeping quite

still, as though she expected the errant suitor to return. Another minute

passed and then seeming to realise that her optimism had been misplaced

she also flew off unhurriedly, a few powerful wingbeats taking her high

into the oak canopy and out of sight.

Heslop (2) speculates that 'grounding' may be an essential part of the

iris breeding ecology, and the above observations perhaps add support to

this view. It is nevertheless interesting that although this pair could easily

have settled on the surface of the ride they chose to alight on the

bordering vegetation.
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OBSERVATIONS ON A BUTTERFLY DISTURBED FROM
HIBERNATION

by Philip Bowler (7014)

On the 6th May 1985 I was rather surprised to come across a hibernating

Small tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae) on this late date. The butterfly was
inside the room of a house that had been subjected to considerable

akerations since the autumn. The reason for the butterfly being still in

hibernation at a time when others of its sort had been seen from late

February onwards concerns the aforementioned house alterations. The
butterfly would have entered this particular room via the window of an
adjoining one, settling down in this much darker room. It was darker

due to it not having (at that stage) its own window. Some time after the

butterfly entering, the door of the room was closed, leaving it in total

darkness in an unheated room that was externally exposed to cold

weather, due to the elevated position of the house.

Two days prior to my discovery a large picture window had been

installed in the room but because of the act coinciding with dull, cool

weather (the spring had been predominantly cool to date), the butterfly

did not awaken. My discovery took place at six pm. The late afternoon

had become sunny and warmer, approximately 57°F, so I somewhat
impetuously removed the insect outside into the sun. It squirmed when
picked up, then feigned death in typical Nymphalid manner. Once placed

in the sun it jumped about uncontrollably as they do when they have

been inadvertently disturbed in cold weather or when on the point of

dying.

At first I thought my impetuousness would result in the death of the

butterfly so I tried to coax it onto my finger, with no luck. Eventually it

settled down and spread its wings which quivered in the cooling sunlight.

I then decided to try and force feed it in view of its shock awakening but

as I approached it the butterfly took off, flying in a totally normal
manner out of sight. I was amazed that in less than five minutes a

butterfly had been forcibly plucked from hibernation and taken its first

spring flight so late in the day. The butterfly was incidentally very freshly

coloured for a hibernator.

ARE OUR MOTHBALLS HARMING US?

In September last year the Daily Express carried a report that researchers

in Italy were claiming that prolonged exposure to the common ingredient

of mothballs, PDB (p-dichloro-benzine) could cause kidney and liver

damage. Since many of us, like me, have used this substance for many
years, I wondered if in future we should be more careful of it.

W. J.Durrant(1196)

(According to the BDH chemicals catalogue PDB is listed as "Harmful". Just

how this should be interpreted is an open question.—Editor.)
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IT'S IRIS BLUE SIR!

by John McFeely (6357)

Every butterfly enthusiast has his favourite memories .... their first

GrayHng, first Chalkhill blue or, if they are lucky, even their first special

favourite which in my case is the Purple emperor.

Back in the 1960s, my experience of this fine butterfly was restricted to

what I had read about it in the usual books and magazines. Apart from
the odd photograph, the only specimens I had seen were those in the

collections of museums or the short series in the collections of more
experienced lepidopterists. I decided that I had to find it for myself.

A little while later, in late July, I found myself in an area new to me;

some little-known woods on the Hants-Wilts border. I had broken my
journey there whilst on route for a holiday in Devon and Cornwall. Luck
always plays a part in life and I had chosen to stop at one of the best

woods for Purple emperors although I did not know that at the time. I

had a blue MGB drop-head in those days and driving it with the hood
down along beautiful wooded lanes is one of the finest ways to enjoy

motoring. I stopped at the first track and parked the car. The weather

was dull but warm and as soon as I got out of the car, I was aware of a

large dark butterfly flying behind me and around the other side of the

car. Not getting a clear view of it, I decided that it was probably a fresh

and large White admiral. There it was again — it was no White admiral
— this time I distinctly saw a flash of rich purple as it flew around me
and the car. A second or two later my eyes followed it as it rocketed up to

and alighted on the uppermost leaves of one of the largest Beech trees

I've ever seen. There it stayed for at least ten minutes, its very distinctive

profile clearly visible.

Using my binoculars, I watched it for the whole time it was resting

there, not even daring to blink in case it should fly off, and I not able to

follow it. When it did fly off, it did a very unusual thing. From the top

of that tree, it flew straight at me. It was a deliberate manoeuvre, and it

circled around me and the car several times before returning to the tree

top again. A few minutes later, it repeated the flight down to me only this

time I was ready for it. Who was I kidding? — it gave me no chance!

However, each time it came close to me, it must have decided that it

needed a closer look and on about the fifth 'sortie' I had the chance I had
waited so long for!

I still have that specimen. It is in fact a variety having considerably less

white than a typical example. The underside is even more distinctive.

Stories like these often surround this superb butterfly. It is a well

known fact that there is something about motor vehicles that is attractive

to Purple emperors. However, in my case it was to prove a 'one-off as it

has never happened to me since that first time. I have often been to that
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same spot but several MGs and many visits later it has always drawn a

blank.

How's this for a coincidence? When I returned from that memorable
holiday to Devon and Cornwall, I found a small scratch on my lovely

MG. Visiting my local dealer for some touch in paint, he asked me what
colour I needed. I was not sure so we stepped outside to check the colour.

As soon as he saw my car he said "It's iris blue sir." ... I suppose it just

had to be!

A NOTE ON THE PREDATION OF WASPS BY HORNETS

The Slaughter of the Innocent

by Dr M. E. N. Majerus (402 7)

I would like to mention an extraordinary piece of behaviour I observed

one autumn in Cambridge. On a warm sunny morning in mid-October I

was looking for hibernation sites for the two-spot ladybird Adalia

bipunctata around the window frames of an old three storey block of

flats. I noticed a considerable number of wasps patrolling the wall. This

is not an uncommon sight on south facing walls on sunny days. What
made the event so dramatically memorable is that the wasps were being

attacked by hornets. Half a dozen of these ferocious insects were

involved, catching the wasps, biting their heads off, or occasionally

severing the waist so the abdomens were detached from the head and
thorax. The hornets would then let the dismembered cadavers fall to

the ground. The wasps when approached or chased by a hornet would

take evasive action but those that successfully avoided an attack would
then return to their patrolling of the warm brickwork, usually to be

attacked again some minutes later. The scene was like a world war two

dog fight. I don't know how long I watched the slaughter, perhaps ten or

twenty minutes, and then the hornets disappeared, leaving the remaining

wasps still patrolling, apparently oblivious to the havoc they had

escaped. Searching the ground under the lee of the wall I counted over 50

wasp corpses, and I must have missed many more. I have not seen this

behaviour repeated, although I have returned to the same wall half a

dozen times since and on each occasion the wasps have been patrolling.

However the number of corpses seems to change on each visit, so one day

none can be found while the next day dozens are again present. I presume

that the hornets do visit the site periodically to wreak their emmet spite

on their more diminutive cousins.

Can anyone throw any light on these observations?
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REMINISCENCES OF A PREWAR NON-AES MEMBER

by Arthur Cleverly (7265)

What a feast the AES provided us in the Golden Jubilee issue and the

reprint Volume 1 . All concerned in this work deserve all congratulations

that can be loaded onto them. I was so enthralled on opening that fat

envelope that I forgot to eat my breakfast and had to pedal my bike

faster than normal to arrive at work on time! But it has tempted me to

write a few lines, for the "Early Days" reminiscences took my mind back
to the same period.

As a boy in the thirties I was "Nature Mad". We lived in the wilds of

rural Wiltshire, right off the beaten track, for the beaten track was all

that there was. Our house was at the bottom of a very muddy lane, ten

minutes' walk from the nearest hard road. I had no playmates, but I did

have a grandfather who was interested in everything about the

countryside; birds, flowers, wild animals and, most important, insects,

especially butterflies and moths.

He told me of insects that he had seen and of a man who, many years

before, had bred foreign moths in Devizes. I could never hear too many
of these stories.

We were definitely in the lower income bracket and in those far-off

days books were not common in ordinary people's houses, at any rate in

my area of Wiltshire. Our house was no exception and my reading

material was limited to a very narrow choice such as Mrs Beeton's

Household Management which did not yield much in the way of

attractive literature. But there was one book that made up for all the

others lacking, and that was a copy of Gene Stratton Porter's A
Girl of the Limberlost. The romance in the story did not interest me but

the butterflies and moths mentioned certainly did! I was hooked. I spent

my time scouring fields, hedgerows and woodlands in a hunt for them in

all their stages. The fact that I did not find much in no way discouraged

me, but indeed drove me to greater efforts. Money was scarce in those

days, but I must have nearly driven my parents mad with my interest and
I was bought a book on British butterflies. I think it cost five shillings

(25p) — a lot of money to spend on a book at that time. I devoured it;

never had I had anything as wonderful as that book. Sadly it was given

away during the war, in my absence, but I do still have that copy of A
Girl of the Limberlost.

I prowled in search of rare butterflies finding none that I had hoped
for; no straying Swallowtails, Camberwell beauties or Monarchs. I was
always hopeful and there were plenty of Red admirals. Painted ladies

and Hairstreaks. These last were so common that I looked at them
rather in disdain. I started collecting but I had no apparatus, no money
and, I admit, Httle ability or skill to make such things. I quickly realised
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that my collection, impaled on household pins was not good, the

specimens looking as if crucified or brutally murdered. I decided that I

preferred to see the fresh Hving specimens.

So my energy went into breeding. I neither knew nor cared to know
the correct scientific names of the various stages. In all this I was a loner

and knew no one else even remotely interested in such things and indeed I

was looked upon as a complete oddity: harmless, but peculiar. These

interests were not encouraged at school and our headmaster told me to

forget such things, for, he said, unless you write books there was no
future for such studies. Had he both told me to study more and given a

little guidance and encouragement, then I might well have been able to

write on the subject.

But in those days nearly all advice from teachers was that in order to

be really successful you studied hard and possibly would then get a job in

a bank or, not so good, in an office. Only if you were really brilliant and
worked exceeding hard was there a chance that you might, if lucky,

become a teacher! That headmaster truly dealt me a hard blow; it ended
my then dreams of ever becoming a lepidopterist in any form. But it did

not kill my interest and my soul still sought exotic species of moths.

Then in about 1938 I saw in a copy of the Boys Own Paper an advert

for live moth material and a booklet entitled Live Moths of the Jungle by
H. W. Head of Scarborough. I wrote to him at once and the booklet cost

me 6d (2!/2p). It listed the moths that could be obtained from him, hints

on breeding foodplants etc, and for me it was the entrance to worlds of

delight. By now I had become an accomplished poacher of rabbits with

the encouragement of grandfather who could always sell a few for me.

Funds were thus now available to purchase ova of silk moths such as

cecropia and polyphemus, these being two of the species mentioned in

my beloved book. I was really into moth breeding now and learning fast.

Across Europe the ominous rumblings were sounding, the ex-service

men of the Great War forecast another, and Military camps were being

build around Devizes and for some years glider meetings nearby had
been dominated by German pilots undoubtedly training for their return

on far from peaceful missions. When the war came it sounded exciting to

a schoolboy and we did not expect to get involved. When I left school I

started work in an accounts office and hated every minute of it. I was
still breeding moths but supplies were drying up and then I was rescued

from my office by being called up. Far sooner than I had expected, being

the youngest of our draft, I found myself in North Africa. It may have

contained hostile elements, but what cared I for explosions, bullets and
air attacks when I had a land filled with new things to see. Lizards and

snakes, wild flowers and above all, butterflies and moths.

I remember sitting in a stony bank, the sky above dotted with puffs of

smoke as anti-aircraft shells burst and now and then the earthshaking
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rumbling crunch as a bomb exploded somewhere handy. It worried me
not, I was gazing at Scarce swallowtails on the wing, lots of them and
such a lovely sight. Before being recalled to take part in the invasiqn of

Europe I looked around and found some cocoons on the bark of some
trees. These I brought back with me in 50's cigarette tins. I had hoped to

have something good and showy. Far from it! The moths that emerged
were small, drab and brown with few markings. I never did identify

them.

There was now a lull in my hobby after leaving the forces. A wife, two
children and a garden kept me more than busy for a time but by 1960 I

was back at it again. Not in any big way, but regularly. Silk moths,

Hawk moths, butterflies, anything I could lay hands on. By now too I

had acquired a new "tool" in the form of a camera with which to take

colour slides of various stages of my hobby.

Finally after all those years I heard of the AES and joined the ranks.

You could almost say that I was the one that nearly got away.

THREE UNUSUAL BUTTERFLIES FOR ALDERNEY

Whilst watching the many butterflies on a patch of brambles in the Val

du Sud, Alderney on July 31st, I was extremely surprised and delighted

at the sudden appearance of a Large tortoiseshell {Nymphalis poly-

chlorus). Only a few minutes before I had been watching White letter

hairstreaks {Strymonidia c-album) which, as far as I can discover, have

not been recorded in Alderney before.

On August 3rd my companion, D. Poole, saw, on the same patch of

bramble, a male Brimstone {Gonepteryx rhamni) and shortly after netted

and released a female. The Brimstone is not a resident butterfly on
Alderney as its larval foodplant, buckthorn, does not grow on the island.

G.E. Higgs(3608)

A HAT-TRICK OF HAWKMOTHS
On Sunday the 15th September I was given five larvae of the Eyed
hawkmoth that were found on a small crab apple tree in the centre of

Cambridge. The next day I found a lone larva of the Lime hawkmoth
in the gents toilet at my office on the North Circular Road at Neasden,

North London. Not a tree in sight! To complete the hat-trick, the very

next day whilst playing golf on the Duke's course at Woburn, Beds, I

found a Pine hawkmoth larva. It travelled safely in the ball pocket of my
golf bag and pupated safely with all the others, in loose soil placed in a

breeding cage at home in Wistow, Cambs.
Malcolm Simpson (4859)
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A SPRING VISIT TO THE ALGARVE— (APRIL 1983)

by N. F. Gossling (5169) and C. Orpin (5736)

Escaping from the English unduly wet spring weather, we departed from
Gatwict Airport on a two-hour flight to Faro with the intention of

carrying out a useful survey of butterflies in a region of Europe, which is

perhaps unknown to many entomologists and where records are certainly

ill-defined. The Algarve is the most southern district of Portugal and has

exceptionally mild winters with a mean January temperature of 12°C and
in the spring months (March to early May) a mean temperature of 16°C
with the attendant beauty of many wild flowers in bloom. Many of this

region's butterflies can only be found on the wing in this spring period

before the dry hot summer months dessicate the countryside.

We stayed in a comfortable hotel on the outskirts of the small, ancient

fishing port of Lagos from 17th to 25th April and used a hired car to

survey the surrounding countryside. Our survey work was basically

confined to four main regions in the western area of the Algarve with

their own distinctive flora and fauna.

1. Cultivated Land within inland coastal areas

The fertile reddish clay soils which are so readily visible from the local

coastal and inland roads, are intensely cultivated with citrus fruit, figs

and almonds. Some fields are cultivated with winter barley and a

common wild plant present in such fields was the pink flowered gladiolus

{Gladiolus segetum) providing an attractive sight. Many of the smaller

fields were fallow at the time of our visit and covered with white and
yellow composites {Chrysanthemum coronarium var. discolor and C.

myconis) which provided a colourful foreground to the green back cloth

of the cistus-clad limestone hills behind.

On the first afternoon within hours of our arrival at Faro we stopped

just south of Louie, a small town lying approximately 12 km to the

north-west of Faro and explored a fallow field choked with weeds.

Freyer's Dappled Whites {Euchloe simplonia) and the Green-striped

white {E. belemia) were common in this area. In both species the green

markings on the underside of the hind wings varied in intensity and

extent indicating that both first and second brood forms were flying

together. To add to the confusion one or two freshly emerged Bath

whites {Pontia daplidice) were also found with these two species.

However, P. daplidice has a more powerful flight habit than E.

simplonia and E. belemia and infrequently settles for any length of time.

All three species cannot be distinguished with any certainty on the wing

and were typical butterflies of this type of habitat. Clouded yellows

{Colias crocea) were also common and form helice was sighted together

with small numbers of Small whites {Artogeia rapae) and Large whites

{Pieris brassicae)

.
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Along the edge of the field we found a colony of freshly emerged
Aetheries fritillary {Melitaea aetherie). This species has been reputed to

be an extremely local and uncommon butterfly which is restricted to

southern Spain and north Africa. We, however, recorded this species in

no less than four scattered similar localities and always on rough open
waste ground within this cultivated region wherever wild flowers were in

abundance. Although this species is similar in size and general

colouration to the Spotted fritillary {Melitaea didyma) it is a single

brooded butterfly and appears on the wing only during April and early

May.

There were few Lycaenidae present and the most notable was perhaps

the southern form of the Brown argus {Aricia agestis cramera) which is a

pretty little butterfly with well defined broad orange bands of sub-

marginal lunules present on the upper sides of both fore and hind wings.

Amongst the few Satyridae present, the southern form of the Meadow
brown {Maniola jurtina hispulla) were brightly marked and freshly

emerged.

In a similar type of terrain lying a few miles north of Portimao

adjacent to the road leading to Monchique we caught a freshly emerged

male Adonis blue {Lysandra bellargus) and observed a female E.

simplonia and E. belemia laying eggs on the flower buds of a small white

crucifer. Other species found in this type of habitat included the Red
admiral {Vanessa atalanta), the Painted lady {Cynthia cardui). Common
blue {Polyommatus icarus), the Small copper {Lycaena phlaeas) and the

Swallowtail {Papilio machaon bigeneratus).

2. Limestone Hill region

This is a curved lense-shaped area, commencing at Cape St. Vincent in

the west with its greatest width of about 20 km in the centre of the

Algarve and tapering off and disappearing just east of Faro. This region

covers the greater part of the Algarve and is characterised by cistus scrub

and other 'maquis' or 'garigue' type Mediterranean flora. Within this

wide belt, there are also scattered areas of cork oak, maritime pine and

plantations of eucalyptus trees which have been planted in order to

reduce soil erosion.

This region can be usefully sub-divided into two sub-divisions; the

inland hill region extending to the north and east of Lagos, and secondly

the more exposed dolomitic limestone 'karst' region to the west of Lagos

towards Sagres and Cape St. Vincent.

(A) Inland limestone hill region

Our survey work within this region was confined to two particular areas;

a wild scrub district lying to the north of Portimao, near the road
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junction leading to Silves (Porto de Lagos), and secondly a rough hillside

district to the south of Bensafrim and lying a few kilometres to the north

of Lagos.

Porto de Lagos

In a small sheltered valley surrounded by the Gum cistus {Cistus

ladanifer) in full flower and extensive patches of the beautiful blue

flowered French lavender {Lavendula stoechas) we found an extensive

colony of the Spanish fritillary {Eurodryas desfontainii baeticd). The
butterflies were confined to the valley bottom and freshly emerged males

and females were feeding on thistles and a few composites. In the damper
parts of the valley bottom a large variety of Teasel {Dipsacus ferox) was
found and amongst these plants we stumbled across evidence of earlier

larval activity and the discarded webs and sloughed skins of third/fourth

instar larvae. During a later visit to a similar habitat nearby on the

western side of the Portimao-Monchique road Chris photographed with

great success not only a male and female butterfly whilst pairing, but a

female in the act of egg laying on a Teasel plant. The eggs were laid in a

single batch containing over 100 eggs on the underside of one of the

larger leaves in the middle of the plant about 30 cms from soil surface.

This discovery confirmed our earlier suspicions as to this species' larval

food plant in this region of southern Portugal. Arising out of this

discovery we are able safely to predict that wherever this large form of

Teasel was present, a well established colony of this attractive and
distinctive butterfly was likely to be present.

In light woodland and cistus scrub we spotted a few worn specimens of

the Spanish Festoon {Zerynthia rumina). The larval food plant of this

species in this particular region of Portugal is Ahstolochia rotunda,

which is a low growing vine-like plant, which we found to be particularly

common in damp hollows and stream beds throughout this particular

region; an interesting and attractive plant with very unusual yellowish-

brown tubular flowers and a large gourd-shaped seed pod suspended

from a short stem. Eggs and young larvae were abundant on the

undersides of the youngest leaves and third to fifth instar larvae were

often found sunning themselves on grasses and twigs nearby.

In the same type of habitat Chris found two specimens of the

American Painted Lady {Cynthia virginiensis); possibly these had
migrated from the Canary Isles, although there is now some evidence to

show that this species is naturalised in southern Portugal and is likely to

be multi-brooded. The larval food plant of this species is southern

Europe had not been confirmed with certainly, although it is believed to

be multi-brooded. The larval food plant of this species in southern
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Other species of interest recorded in this region included the Spanish

Marbled white {Melanargia ines), the Red underwing skipper (Spialia

sertorius), the Sage skipper {Syrichtus proto) and the southern form of

the Speckled wood (Pararge aegeria aegerid).

Bensafrim

This area was on the edge of the limestone region lying about eight km
north of Lagos. The predominant vegetation was garigue in character and
consisted largely of Narrow-leaved Cistus {Cistus monspeliensis),

Kermes oak {Quercus coccifera), Spanish gorse {Genista hirsuta). Dwarf
fan palm (Chamaerops humilis) with scattered olive and carob trees

(Cercis siliquae). In this more exposed terrain there were also a large

number of different species of herbs and composites as well as a small

variety of leguminous low growing plants.

The most interesting discovery in this poor region was the Marsh
fritillary {Eurodryas aurinia ssp. beckeri) flying over the scrub and easily

found in dull periods at rest on the upper foliage of Kermes oak and
Dwarf fan palms. In the vicinity we also found a species of honeysuckle

which may have been the larval food plant.

We regularly found specimens of all of the previously recorded

'Whites', which were so common in the cultivated coastal areas as

previously mentioned with the exception of P. daplidice, although we
have no doubt that this migrant species is just as likely to be found in

restless and erratic flight throughout the whole of the limestone region in

later summer months. Apart from the obvious evidence of E. aurinia

ssp. beckeri we only found two male M. aetherie butterflies in this

particular area; as we do not consider that this fritillary is a species of the

hills, it is likely that we had simply stumbled across two nomadic
butterflies which had decided to wander away from the lower cultivated

fields close by.

This region did yield two particularly interesting discoveries amongst
Lycaenids, which were not expected by us; the first of these was the False

baton blue {Pseudophilotes abencerragus), which was occasionally found
fluttering close to the ground around cistus bushes along the local

hillsides. The other species was the very local Lorquin's blue (Cupido
lorquinii), which was found by Nigel on two separate occasions fluttering

around a sheltered strip on land festooned with many composites in full

bloom. Both species are perhaps easily overlooked because of their small

size and tendency not to flutter far away from their chosen sites which
are probably determined by the presence of their larval food plants. In

each case the larval food plant has not been identified with certainty,

although there appears to be some evidence to show that the larval food
plant of P. abencerragus are various species of thyme {Thymus ssp.) and
tree heathers {Erica arborea and E. scoparia). As both species are single
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brooded spring butterflies and possibly have only a short period on the

wing their full distribution in southern Spain and Portugal needs closer

monitoring and recording in order to determine with some accuracy each

species' full range; we both suspect that the colonial boundaries of each

species' colonies fluctuate quite frequently each year according to

prevailing local weather conditions as well as local habitat disturbances

brought about by the apparent ever-increasing incursions into the hills by
local farmers in their efforts to improve agricultural output.

We found an increasing number of M. ines butterflies appearing in the

upper reaches of the hills round about this area which added to the

remarkable extent of butterfly activity found in such a poor region.

Amongst the more exotic butterflies Christopher succeeded in catching a

splendid female of the prevailing southern form of the Scarce swallowtail

{Iphiclides podalihus feisthamelii) as it careered across our path during

the first afternoon's visit to this area (19th April), and we were able to

admire this species' distinctive spring coloration and bold black markings

on the fore and hind wing upper sides. There is little doubt that this

species is common throughout southern Portugal and is, perhaps, more
likely to be encountered in the late spring and summer months with a

second brood appearing from August onwards.

(B) The western limestone coastal region

As indicated earlier in this article this region was topographically

different in appearance from the inland limestone hill region which

covers so much of the Algarve. This particular region stretches west of

Lagos and comes to an abrupt end with the dramatic cliff drops at Cape St.

Vincent and Sagres where the limestone has been denuded into a plateau

region with an interesting group of flora which tend to grow in a neat and
compact fashion because of the constant prevailing westerly winds which

often attain gale force throughout the year. Not surprisingly we found but-

terfly life to be confined to sheltered hillsides and in particular, the dried

up valley bottom of a small river which crosses under the road leading to

Sagres close by the turn off to Cape St. Vincent. We cannot pretend that

our discoveries were dramatic, but we were both interested to note that

due to the high degree of exposure to sunshine and warmth the Satyrids

were in greater evidence on the wing and, furthermore, it was in this

region that we found the greatest concentration of M. ines as well as

early emerged Spanish Gatekeepers {Pyronia bathseba) and the southern

form of the Speckled wood {Pararge aegeria) fluttering within the

dappled areas of sunshine amongst reed beds and cistus bushes. Also

amongst the reed beds Christopher found Long-tailed blues {Lamides
boeticus) and Lang's Short-tailed blues {Syntarucus pirithous) which

were clearly enjoying the bright sunny conditions present at the time of

our morning visit on 20th April. Both species are widely distributed
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throughout south-western Europe and are multi-brooded. There were

few Pierids to be found in this region due largely to the absence of any
extensive cultivated land and cruciferous larval food plants.

3. The Monchique Hills

The Monchique Hills (Serra de Monchique) form the northern flank to

the western area of the Algarve and are formed largely of foyaite and
syenite, which appear as large granite Hke boulders around the peaks of

Foia (902 m) and Picota (744 m), the two highest peaks in the Algarve.

The surrounding area is largely composed of acidic schists covered with

extensive plantations of eucalyptus and pine {Pinus pinaster) amongst
the original oak forests, which have now almost disappeared. Amongst
these plantations and in the midst of uncultivated hillside areas there can

still be found a rich vegetation consisting largely of cistus and cork oaks

with a liberal sprinkling of strawberry trees {Arbutus unedo) and tree

heathers {Erica arborea) along the warmer southern flanks. As this

region receives the highest rainfall in the Algarve, the undergrowth
pattern is both complex and varied and it is here that botanists in the

early spring can find many of Portugal's rarer endemic plants.

Unfortunately weather conditions were particularly unsettled at the

time of our visit and for most of the time the Monchique Hills were either

shrouded in mist and cloud or receiving sharp precipitations of heavy

rains which precluded us from venturing for any length of time far

into this interesting region. In fact, during both our morning visits on
18th and 23rd April when we confined our activities to the wooded
region above and close by the old village of Caldas de Monchique (an

ancient spa) we soon were obliged to return to the warmer and sunnier

regions to the south of the hills because of persistent wet conditions.

We were obviously disappointed not to have had a fuller opportunity

to explore this region where butterfly life is bound to be somewhat
different and more varied from the regions lying to the south. However,
our brief forays were not without interest; our major discovery was the

presence of Z. rumina larvae feeding on an attractive evergreen variety of

Aristolochia {A. baetica) which appeared to grow with great rapidity and
smothered bushes and trees in a small botanical garden area above

Caldas de Monchique; this species of Aristolochia appears to be endemic

to southern Portugal and Spain and it certainly is worthy of growing in

our own country with some protection against frost damage, not only for

its attractive appearance as a vine but its obvious larval food plant uses

for those entomologists wishing to breed Aristolochia-feeding

Papilionids! We found most rumina larvae were in their third and fourth

instars and were feeding on the fresh leaves growing around the

terminal tips of the vines. A few fourth instar larvae were also found

sunning themselves on twigs nearby.
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Amongst the frequent outcrops of rock where various cruciferous

plants were growing in some numbers, we found much larval evidence of

P. brassicae and A. rapae, which appeared to have reached pest

proportions at times. On the second of our two visits we were delighted

to see a male and female Holly blue {Celesthna argiolus) flying around
the trees and readily alighting on the tops of bushes close to our presence

in order to catch a brief moment's sunshine. Christopher also disturbed

from some dank ivy undergrowth what apopeared to be a very worn
female Cleopatra brimstone {Gonepteryx cleopatra) although it had to be

admitted that due to the extreme worn condition of this insect we could

not make the identification with full certainty. Amongst an area of local

hillside meadow land close by Caldas de Monchique Nigel found a fine

female A. agestis cramera specimen which displayed the distinctive and
attractive band of orange sub-marginal lunules on the upper sides of the

fore and hind wings; a species which is likely to be more commonly
encountered in such areas later in May and early June.

FURTHER OBSER VA TIONSAND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Although not specifically mentioned amongst our discoveries in the

Bensafrim district of the limestone hills, we should record the fact that

during our first afternoon's visit Christopher discovered a number of full

grown larvae of the Large tortoiseshell {Nymphalis polychloros) avidly

feeding as a colony amongst the top branches of a somewhat distorted

and diseased pear tree of doubtful origin which were duly collected and
eventually produced some fine butterflies shortly after our return to

England. This was, perhaps, an unexpected discovery in this particular

district where there were no fruit trees or other suitable larval food
plants within the immediate vicinity. However, this species is no doubt
widely distributed throughout Portugal and is, perhaps, more likely to

be encountered in the extensive woodland areas in the Monchique Hills

lying to the north.

Apart from the three fritillaries earlier described, it is worth

mentioning that on the afternoon of 18th April after our first visit

during the morning to the limestone hillside region at Porto de Lagos,

Christopher found one worn male Provencal fritillary {Mellicta deione

rosinae) in a limestone hill locality lying to the north of Silves nearby a

large local man-made reservoir (Barragem de Arade) where Nigel had
found an extensive colony on the wing at the same time of year in 1972.

Unfortunately, it was clear to us that this handsome sub-species, which is

the largest form of this butterfly, had completed its first brood earlier in

the month and Christopher's butterfly was perhaps one of the last of the

brood to be on the wing at the time of our visit. This confirmed to Nigel

that this species is perhaps the earliest fritillary on the wing in the

Algarve and is likely to appear as early as mid-March in favourable
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years. The species appears to be localised and confined to shallow

sheltered pockets within the limestone hills and does not move far away
from its chosen colonial boundaries. We are uncertain as to this fritil-

lary's larval food plant as most of this district is heavily covered in cistus

scrub with extensive patches of French lavender, and we found it

difficult to locate any plant which could be considered as being a suitable

larval food plant without witnessing any ovipositing.

Due to the favourable early good spring weather we found the general

emergence pattern to be at least a fortnight earlier than expected, and in

the case of Z. rumina the butterflies may have emerged in general as

much as three weeks in advance of the usual period of emergence, which
is mid-April.

Despite what proved to be unsettled weather conditions throughout

our week's holiday, which is certainly unusual for this period in the year

in the Algarve province when long periods of sunshine and dry weather

are more likely to be encountered, we departed on 24th April far from
disappointed with our discoveries and brief survey work. In fact, it is

true to say that without the intermittent rain and cloudy periods we
would not have been able to photograph so many species with such

success; this was particularly the case with the three dominant species of

fritillary which were noted to be very active and restless on the wing

whenever sunshine was present for any length of time. Furthermore, we
soon found that any extended physical exertions in the full heat of the

sun in open terrain was most tiring and to be discouraged!

There is no doubt, however, that the latter half of April is a highly

recommended period in which to visit this attractive region of Portugal

so as to study the widest choice of butterfly species to be found in the

Algarve.

Table giving a check list of all recorded species which we hope will be of interest to

members and a guide to what can be found in mid-April.

CHECK LIST OF BUTTERFLIES FOUND IN THE WESTERN AREA
OF THE ALGARVE BETWEEN 17th AND 24th APRIL 1983.

Species

Lowland
Cultivated

Belt

Inland

Limestone Monchique
Belt Hills

PAPILIONIDAE
P. machaon bigeneratus

I. podaliriusfeisthamelii

Z. rumina +
+
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Lowland Inland

Cultivated Limestone Monchique
Species Belt Belt Hills

PIERIDAE
P. brassicae + + +
A. rapae + + +
P. daplidice + + +

E. simplonia + +

E. belemia + +

C. crocea + +
G. Cleopatra (?) +

NYMPHALIDAE
N. polychloros +
C. cardui + +
C. virginiensis +
V. atalanta + +
M. aetherie +
M. deione rosinae +
E. desfontainii baetica +
E. aurinia beckeri +

SATYRIDAE
M. ines +
M. jurtina hispuUa + +
P. bathseba +
C. pamphilus + +
P. aegeria + +
L. megera + +

LYCAENIDAE
L. phlaeas +
L. boeticus +
S. pirithous +
C. lorquinii +
C. argiolus +
P. abencerragus +
A. agestis cramera + +
L. bellargus + +
P. icarus + +
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Species

Lowland
Cultivated

Belt

Inland

Limestone

Belt

Monchique
Hills

HESPERIIDAE
P. malvae

S. sertorius

+
+ +

5. proto

T. flavus

+
+

TOTAL RECORDED = 37 species

REFERENCES
HIGGINS, L. G. and RILEY, N. D. (1980) A Field Guide to the Butterflies of Britain and
Europe, 4th ed. Collins, London.

GOSSLING, N. F. (1974) Some Observations made in the Algarge (Portugal) on Continental

Rhopalocera in April 1972. Bull. Amat. Ent. Soc. 33, pp. 121-124.

A LATE ELEPHANT HAWK LARVA IN STAFFORDSHIRE

During the wet summer of 1985 the Elephant hawkmoth {Deilephila

elpenof) seems to have had a good year for in late June and early July I

had a considerable number of moths brought to me by neighbours and
the strange fact was that all but one had been disturbed during the day
while said neighbours were pruning or picking their rose bushes, on the

pink-coloured stems of which the moths were remarkably well hidden.

All these were from the Meir area of Staffordshire where I live. Later in

the year many larvae were found in the gardens, my own included.

Mostly these were found wandering around on lawns and paths while

they were seeking a pupation site. These larvae were found up to the

middle of October, which I believe to be a late date for them still to be

around, but the weather up to then was of course mild for the time of

year.

Jan Koryszka (6089)
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A REINTRODUCTION ATTEMPT, THE SPECKLED WOOD
(PARARGEAEGERIA): NOTES AND VIEWS

by W. E. Rimington (5269)

It is true to say that the pressures on our native butterfly population have

never been greater. However, while special stamp issues 'save the

butterfly' competitions and the release of thousands of peacocks are all

welcome indications of public realisation of this fact, beyond the level of

popular appeal and in the face of commercial greed, apathy and the

conflict between jobs and the land, nothing of practical value is

achieved.

Although there does now seem to be some movement toward a

recognition of the remedial effect of artificial introduction and
reintroduction, the literature almost exclusively spells out the negative

aspects of the subject rather than the positive. An unfortunate side effect

of this is the popular belief that breeding butterflies is in some way an

esoteric rather than an interesting and sometimes problematical one and
that release projects are beyond the amateur enthusiast.

There is however no doubt that such projects require consideration —
both in terms of advisability and procedure — of a variety of issues, the

multiplicity and interplay of which defy precise evaluation. The matter

of advisability is well enough understood in principle on the grounds of

the possible adverse genetic effects of mixing alien populations, Bowden,
S. R. (1970); Dennis, R. L. H. (1977), and interference with the study of

local populations. Sadly, while the great debate continues bemused
inactivity reigns and willing hands remain idle.

A minefield of contention though it is, the question is one of balance,

and while monitoring and observation are unquestionably of value they

alone can hardly solve the problem. We seem to be monitoring with the

best of intentions an inevitable decline. It is surely far better now to

accept that there is much more to gain by encouraging release projects on
a large scale than there is to lose, and accepting that mistakes will be

made initially. Such an approach would at least help to stimulate

practical activity on the part of local enthusiasts, for without them no
such approach could succeed. It would also encourage co-operation,

discussion and that dissemination of information which experience

shows to be so necessary and which has, at least in the direction of

technical and procedural advice, been lacking.

This account describes an attempt to reintroduce the Speckled wood
into a selected area. Methods were arbitrary, many errors were made,
mostly due to lack of experience of artificial introduction as opposed to

breeding, and criticism is well deserved. However publication was
undertaken, according to the sentiments expressed, and with the

intention of encouraging other hesitant enthusiasts to involve themselves
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practically in organised release schemes. Some elementary points based

on common knowledge and experience gained during the venture are

offered for consideration by those considering such schemes.

Background

The Speckled wood was described by Morris (1876) as "a common species

in all parts of the country". More specifically in Yorkshire it appears to be

partial to a belt of magnesian limestone running north to south, and to the

west of Doncaster (The Lepidoptera of Yorkshire, 1967-70). Since

Morris's original account the butterfly has disappeared from many of its

strongholds on this belt and its status may now be described as 'local'.

The locality selected for the reintroduction, for it seems virtually certain

that it once flew here, lies on the limestone belt close to Doncaster and

therefore appeared to offer a basically suitable terrain. Preliminary exami-

nation of the National Distribution Maps for 1975 did not reveal

recordings in the area and both personal contacts and observation over a

ten year period likewise yielded no sightings.

The Speckled Wood

By habit the butterfly is very much a woodland species. Its behavioural

patterns are well known, the insect delighting in establishing its 'territories'

in sunlit patches filtering through established broadleaf canopies and
flying also in coniferous parts of mixed woodland. It may be seen at rest

on the ground and on vegetation of all kinds although it seems rarely to

take nectar. It is usually bivoltine in the British Isles and flies almost

continuously from April to September, both broods consisting of early

and late emergences. Uniquely amongst British butterflies it passes the

winter as larva or pupa. I find it easy to breed and to feed on any grass

thus far presented to it.

The Locality

The locality selected consists of woodland, scrub, used and disused

quarries and arable farmland, in total some 1,000 acres. Mixed broadleaf

and coniferous woodland accounts for some 300 to 400 acres and is inter-

connected by wooded and open lanes, a disused rail line, quarries and a

fine nature reserve bounded by the River Don. Ownership of the land is

varied but despite ominous present noises concerning a quarry, its future

at the time of consideration seemed to be reasonably assured.

Altogether the locality is rural, relatively untamed and contains a

number of sites officially considered from a natural history viewpoint to

be of outstanding scientific importance. The precise area selected for

release was a game wood some 200 acres in size containing mature mixed
broadleaf trees and plantations of conifers. The wood is delightfully varied
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possessing many grassy rides both shaded and open and offering the

filtered sunlit spots so beloved of the butterfly. Selection of this wood as

the release point caused some concern as pheasants are notoriously partial

to larvae.

Method

In order to ensure an unbroken supply of fresh breeding stock as a

safeguard against inbreeding, specimens were taken from a locality not

on the limestone belt. Undoubtedly this was an error of judgement but the

value of guaranteed continuous access to a plentiful colony weighed very

heavily at the time.

The choice of which stage, of what number to release and from how
many females to breed is arbitrary. From Ford's (1945) brief outhne of

successive introductions of the Large copper {Lycaena dispar) into Ireland

and England, it can be seen that both larvae and adults were released and

while the literature shows variation in method. Ford was of the view that

fertile females offer the best chance of success. In the event I decided to

release adults, pupae and at least half grown larvae and to continue the

process for at least two seasons, breeding from not less than 20 fresh

fertile females.

Release Procedure

In May 1980 five fertile females were taken and about 250 ova were
deposited, from which owing to a disaster only 60 adults ultimately

emerged. These were mated and while still fresh after depositing some
600 ova, were released into the wood. From this stock some 350 half to

fully grown larvae and 50 pupae were subsequently laid down in various

rides. From retained stock some 30 adults emerged in April and May
1981, and were used for stock boosting. This stock yielded some 450 ova
before being released while still fresh. In addition five fresh females were
taken in May and about 200 ova were obtained before release. From this

combined stock approximately 500 ova, larvae in various stages of

development, and fewer pupae were laid down in May, June and July,

again in various rides away from the thoroughfares 'owned' by the

pheasants. No stock was retained. In August 1982 eight fresh females

were taken and released after depositing some 300 ova. From this stock

about 250 pupae and almost fully grown larvae were released. No further

releases were planned.

From this account it can be seen that work did not go according to

plan and thus was learned the hardest lesson of all, "only work which is

within one's capacity to complete should be undertaken". At this time I

had seven or eight other species breeding and this combined with normal

domestic commitments proved too much for the organisation. As a result
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continuous modification became necessary and fewer adults than

intended and some ova were released. Also the fatality rate of larvae

became unacceptably high. A total of 18 females constituted the breeding

pool instead of the planned 20.

Site Monitoring

It quickly became apparent that as with the breeding programme the

regular planned visits to the wood were borne more of hope than of sense

and that the desirable and the possible were poles apart. In the event

visits were made when possible and inevitably unacceptably long periods

sometimes passed without a visit. Autumn suffered mostly in this

respect. Visits were generally of about one hour's duration and were

planned to traverse the same rides with others included if time permitted.

Visits were only made when conditions were at least favourable.

Monitoring of the entire area was impossible and the reports of other

naturalists were helpful in this respect. These arrangements fell short of

the desirable but over a period were perhaps sufficient to present a

roughly qualitative picture of population, although it would be unwise to

regard low readings as necessarily accurate representations. Overlapping

of the battered first brood and early second brood occurred but for

obvious reasons no attempt was made to define emergence dates. The
sightings in Table 1 are presented in monthly form with numbers
represented thus

Only the highest reading obtained in any one month is represented.

Precise meteorological records for the entire period were obtained but

it is doubtful if any useful information can be extracted due to the

variables involved. They are not therefore included.

In 1981 and 1982 sightings were of course confused due to releases but

I was nevertheless disappointed at the low levels.

In 1983 during the appalling spring, visits were very infrequent and no
sightings were made at all in April and May. On one occasion only — on
July 26th — were as many as six specimens seen almost all being second

brood males. Hoping for better things I visited fairly frequently during

August. In the first week or so two specimens were seen on each of two

visits and thereafter sightings almost completely dried up. At this point I

feared the worst.

In 1984 first occasional sightings were made at the end of April.

During May numbers were generally low to moderate with six specimens

being seen on two visits. Throughout June and early July readings

0 in one hour
less than 3 in one hour

3 - 5 in one hour
6 - 10 in one hour

more than 10 in one hour

A (absent)

L (low)

M (moderate)

G (good)

P (plentiful)
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ranged from low to moderate. From mid July to early August only two
short visits were made, three specimens being seen in early August. There
followed a gap in visits until August 27th. On that day, which was hot

and sunny, I visited the wood and was astonished at the transformation.

After five minutes I ceased to count the specimens which could now truly

be called plentiful and while more experienced enthusiasts have doubtless

seen greater numbers of Speckled woods in a locality, I have not. Typical

territorial behaviour was evident and the butterflies were seen in areas of

the wood which previously, although apparently suitable, had not been

greatly favoured. It was interesting to note, though not surprisingly, that

the same territorial areas were favoured each year.

Independent sightings from within the general area were made, firstly

apparently in 1982, and becoming more numerous subsequently. I

observed specimens adopting 'territorial' positions in wooded areas close

to the release wood from 1981 onwards.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

P

G
M X

L XXX XAX X

P

G X
M XX
L XXAX X

P

G X

M
L XXX
A XX 0

P XX
G X

M XX
L X

A O

Table 1 . Monthly sightings of Speckled woods on release site. For explanation see text.

X = level indicated in text.

0 = no visits.
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It is difficult to establish criteria by which to judge the success of an

introduction, time only tells. Nor is it possible in this case to exclude the

possibility of natural spread, the Speckled wood being a species not

averse to sporadic population movement. Interestingly the annual report

of the Castleford and District Natural History Society for 1982 in records

a 'dramatic increase' in numbers in existing localities in that year,

although the insect was still unfortunately absent from its former

headquarters and other strongholds. Natural repopulation remains a

possibility but I believe, all things considered, only that.

Pointsfor Consideration

The following points based mostly on lessons learned are as previously

stated offered for consideration by other enthusiasts contemplating

similar ventures.

Study the background. Study the species in question, its larval

foodplant options, its range, distribution and preferred terrain. Study its

local status, past and present, by conducting searches. In this respect do
not rely on National Distribution Maps, they are understandably

unreliable locally. Study the habitat, its area, availability of foodplant,

its history, the Tie of the land'. There is no way of assessing suitability

save judgement based on experience and the available facts. Establish

ownership of the land and its likely future status; continuity is a vital

factor. Having decided to proceed inform your Naturalists Society or

County Recorder.

Study the question of stock carefully. This is the most contentious

issue of all and is the easiest on which to 'come unstuck' despite the best

of intentions. It may well be that some workers are deterred by open
hostility at this point and some proceed secretly; however, take

broadminded advice on suitability of stock. Remember the frequent and
easy answer on the subject of stock, species and range is "don't do it".

Do not ever release from purchased stock, single females or from foreign

stock and do not initially work with endangered species: leave them to

experienced workers. There is much less controversial and rewarding

work to be done by reintroducing more humble species into their former

strongholds.

Plan the project. Enlist practical help if at all possible. Treat the

project as the priority undertaken for its duration. Make sure that you
can breed the insect through all of its stages and that plenty of foodplant

is available.

From an examination of the project and the basic points for

consideration it will be evident that almost every mistake made was the

result of disorganisation, much of which could probably have been

minimised by contact with experienced enthusiasts within an organised

society. Inexperience and a 'go it alone' approach do not mix.
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I believe it is important to join the local or County Naturalists Society.

A great deal of necessary local natural history information relating to

searches, terrain, stock and many other points can often be made readily

available by this means. Hopefully helpful advice and practical help may
also be forthcoming.

Join also the Insect Conservation Group of the AES. This group is in

the process of stepping up its activity in the co-ordination of breeding

and releasing schemes and anyone interested in taking a practical interest

should contact David Lonsdale. Action within a group is much more
likely to achieve that degree of respectability which seems to be so

important and will help promote the dissemination of experience which is

so necessary.

Achnowledgement

My thanks are due to the biological data bank of Doncaster Museum for

providing much local information relating to the Speckled wood.
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A FAVOURITE HAUNT

Nearly every year since 1973, when I planted a Potentilla bush in my
garden, I would always find some Angleshade moths {Phlogophora

meticulosa) roosting on the leaves during the days of autumn. Perhaps

the late occurring flowers were attracting them in some way, for the larva

does not occur in my garden, but outside of it, mainly on dock leaves.

Anyway the moths are sometimes quite worn, so they could not be

recently emerged in the immediate vicinity of the plant. Besides dock, the

larvae occur on quite a variety of wild plants, but do these include

Potentillal Jan Koryszka (6089)
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TENERIFE, JUNE 1984

by Tony Rouse (6572)

After a pleasant four-hour flight we landed at Tenerife's newly-built

airport on the island's S.E. coast. The wind was warm on our bodies

even though it was 6.00pm. We were to stay in an apartment on the West
coast at Los Gigantes, next to Puerto Santiago. This is about half-way

between the airport and Puerto de la Cruz, which is the second largest

town on the island.

After a one and a half hour drive over bumpy roads and detours to other

hotels we arrived at our apartment. The first thing we noticed were the

family of feral cats Hving under the shrubs in the garden in front of our

apartment. Every evening they would appear meowing for food; a

heavily pregnant female and a battle-torn tom, two young kittens and
plenty of older brothers and sisters. All had the same tiger-striped

markings and bore a striking resemblance to all the other wild cats on the

island.

I quickly set up the MV trap I had taken with me, running off the

apartment's 240v supply, with no earth — something I wouldn't

recommend in this country, as mine is of an all-metal design! Anyway,
on with the story. This bright light obviously attracted the attention of

the two kittens, who spent the whole night sitting on top of the trap

intent on catching and eating everything that moved. Great fun! ! The
next morning, eager with anticipation I rushed out to see what had
escaped the cats and found its way into the trap. Nothing! well, almost
— four small micro moths and a couple of flies! From then on, the

kittens were banned from the patio — at least while I was on hand to

chase them off. I raised the trap onto the patio table but as soon as we
went out for the night, or retired, there they were again, those * * * *
cats! This seemed to increase the catch over the next two weeks, but only

small moths, i.e. Yellow underwings, and no hawks as I had hoped.

On the southern half of the island any habitation is an oasis on
account of the terrain being semi-desert, only host to cacti, succulents

and the odd Nicotiana glauca tree. There were also seemingly half-dead

looking bushes, but more about that later.

The insect population in Los Gigantes seemed to be rather sparse,

probably because we were surrounded by desert-like terrain. The town
itself was a mass of colour, tree-lined streets and flower packed gardens,

including Spathodea, Bauhinia, Jacaranda, Frangipani, Tecoma,
Oleander, Lantana, Acacia, Petunias and Passiflora. One had to venture

further afield to observe larger concentrations of butterflies. To this end,

we hired a car for ten days, which worked out quite economical — only

£80.00 plus petrol. Once I had "mastered" the art of changing gear with

my right hand, and driving on the wrong side of the road, it was quite

easy!
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The contrast in landscape and climate on such a small island is quite

astounding, from the subtropical beaches one can ascend Mount Teide

with its 12,000 ft peak and enter an almost Alpine landscape. On the

north of the mountains one sees lush green vegetation, and on the south,

dry arid desert. The only green parts are gardens and banana plantations,

which, of course, are all irrigated.

Below is a list of the Lepidoptera recorded on the island between

19.6.84 and 3.7.84.

Danaus plexippus

Nowhere extremely common, probably owing to the scarcity of food-

plant. Seen in ones and twos in Puerto de la Cruz, Los Gigantes, Playa de

las Americas. I was fortunate enough to find one of its breeding grounds

up in the hills. I am not sure if it was self seeded, or seeded by a

considerate lepidopterist, as I know quite a few visitors scatter Asclepias

seed to help the butterflies.

All over the south-west of the island irrigation pipes can be seen

snaking their way down the sides of mountains to feed the banana
plantations below. Every now and then these pipes spring a leak (which is

hardly surprising when you see how they are run!) and this means that

other plants apart from the succulents and cacti can get a foothold. We
were lucky enough to find one of these spots in the mountains behind

Puerto Santiago. Having missed a turning on the way back from Playa

de las Americas we were coming down a winding road when I noticed a

plexippus glide across the bonnet of our car. So, stopping the car to

investigate I looked in the direction in which it had gone, down the

mountain, and was greeted by the sight of flowering A. curassavica

plants scattered down the mountain-side. About three large plexippus

were gliding and soaring over the plants and looked more like birds of

prey than butterflies. They proved impossible to catch — gliding on the

strong up-winds they could change direction in an instant, even when
settled, as soon as I got within eight foot they were off! The foodplants

were not very healthy at all, obviously lacking water — most of the lower

leaves were missing and the ones around the lower bracts were covered in

large yellow aphids, tended by large black ants that somewhat resemble

our English wood ants. Despite this there were numerous ova and larvae

to be seen in various stages of growth.

Curiously, the larvae that were changing their skins always seemed to

crawl off the foodplant and on to dry grass stems that surround the

plants. This was probably to avoid the large marauding ants at a time of

vulnerability. This dried grass was also covered and criss-crossed by
numerous spiders webs, inhabited by strikingly-coloured spiders, and the

bare rocks and undergrowth were alive with large lizards. It is amazing
how these butterflies survive as these webs must seem like a minefield
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to them, especially when they are ovipositing, as they dive right down to

the base of the plants and try to lay in the shade.

I did not actually see any butterfies pairing in Tenerife, but the ones I

brought home as larvae and pupae didn't seem to stop pairing. After two
or three days in the greenhouse at home they settled down to flying,

feeding and pairing. The male seemed to grab the female in mid-flight

and drops to the ground holding her with his legs. The female hes flaccid

as if paralysed and the male couples with her. I could quite often pick the

female up with the male still grappHng with her and watch them pair in

my hands.

Pairing quite often occurred in the early afternoon and lasted right

through the night until first light. Although I had only 25 specimens

flying I could count seven or eight pairings every day for at least three

weeks, which works out at 12 pairings per butterfly in three weeks on
average. Sometimes a female would fly into a male who was feeding to

attract his attention, but normally it was the male who knocked the

female out of the sky!

The butterflies are a lot darker than normal N. American or Argen-

tinian, especially the female, which is sometimes a very sooty orange with

heavy black veins.

Catopsiliaflorella

Not very common at all, considering the abundance of foodplant

{Cassia). One or two seen flying at Playa de las Americas and a few ova
found here, and at Los Gigantes.

Pontia daplidice

Nowhere common but seen in ones and twos all over the island. Seen

ovipositing on Wild mignonette {Reseda lutea) on the roadside from Los
Gigantes to Puerto de la Cruz and on yellow cress (unidentified) outside

the Botanical Gardens in Puerto de la Cruz. Of the few butterflies caught

and put in a collapsible cage 12" square with mignonette plants in water,

a great many ova were laid, on the foodplant, on the floor, on the

netting, and on each other! These ova were white when laid but turned

orange the next day, and hatched three days later. The larvae were

cannibalistic, eating each other, and also ova. About 80 half-grown

larvae were brought home and fed on hedge garlic {Alliaria petiolata)

which they seemed to prefer to mignonette. Alas, all the larvae were lost

just before pupation due to a virus attack.

Pieris rapae

This was undoubtedly the most common butterfly on the island. It was to

be seen everywhere, undoubtedly due to the self-seeded cabbages that
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grew on the roadsides along with Nasturtium, which grew in vast patches

on the north side of the island.

Piehs cheiranthi

Only a few seen, mainly around Puerto de la Cruz, where the larvae feed

on Nasturtium plants.

Colias crocea

Not very common on the drier southern half of the island, but found in

ones and twos in urban gardens. Very common in the quarry on the

Puerto de la Cruz road, and the Orotava Valley, a low proportion being

f, he/ice. In the Orotava Valley the females could be seen ovipositing on
small vetch seedlings, some only one inch tall, scattered in the roadside

ditches.

Gonepteryx cleobule

These were found normally at moderate altitudes in the quarry on the

Puerto de la Cruz road, feeding on thistles and also at Orotava where
they could be seen flying along the roadsides and feeding in the steep

banks on various flowers, but notably bramble and thistle, or other

purple flowers.

Pandorina pandora

Only two fresh males seen on the last few days of our stay, so possibly

the brood had just started to emerge. These were seen also at the quarry,

feeding on thistles.

Vanessa cardui

Only one or two seen at the quarry, and Orotava.

Vanessa atalanta

Only really common at the quarry and Orotava. Foodplant (nettles) very

scarce — one 1
' specimen seen in Puerto de la Cruz seafront flowerbed,

and another 2" high seedling found in a flowerbed at Los Gigantes.

Vanessa indica

Seen in about the same numbers or possibly more common than the

preceding species, and seen in the same localities. Very fond of Laurel

tree flowers at Orotava. Seven were captured and were kept in a 24" x 12"

cage and fed on sugar water with the 2" nettle seedling (hopeful) and they

settled down well. I was hoping to bring them back and breed them at

home but those * * * * cats knocked the cage over and released the

butterflies, along with a female plexippus. However, I am sure they

would be as easy to breed, if they could be brought back, as atalanta.
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Parage xiphiodes

Found commonly along roadsides or grassy fields where nectar plants

grow.

Lycaena phlaeas

Found commonly in suitable localities. Large population of similar size

and colour as the English butterflies, whereas in Gran Canaria in 1977

most were heavily melanized.

Lampides boeticus

Found anywhere where nectar plants abound.

Zizera knysna

Found commonly in urban areas, normally flying over short turf or

flower beds. Foodplant Oxalis species.

Cyclyrius webbianus

Seen in quarry feeding on bramble and Orotavaa flying around broom-
type plants. We found it most common on Mount Teide on the road

j

heading away from the cable car towards Le Laguna. This must be at
|

about 1 1,000 ft and only two types of plant seem to be found. These are I

both broom-type plants and I suspect that one or both of these might I

be the foodplant. I had little time to spare, but managed to beat a few

bushes for larvae, but nothing was found. It is possible they feed inside

the seed pods or flower heads. As far as I know, the food plant is still

unknown.

Maniolajurtina

Found commonly on roadsides or grassy fields where nectar plants

abound.

We managed to observe 17 of the 27 butterfly species found on

Tenerife so didn't do too badly as we only had two weeks there.

Acherontia atropos

I had found this species in 1977 feeding on Tecoma stans in Gran
Canaria, so hoped to find it again on Tenerife. Although I must have

searched every Tecoma bush in Los Gigantes and Playa de las Americas,

no sign could be found of ova or larvae.When I had almost given up

hope of finding anything, I casually parked the car on the road that led

up to the Plexippus site to inspect a clump of Thorn Apple plants

{Datura stramonium). I had been meaning to do this for several days as I

had to drive past this clump to get to the Plexippus site every day. To my
amazement the top surface of almost every leaf had between three and 15

large black atropos ova on them. These were obviously dead, but on
turning the leaves over, live ova could be found.
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During the first search about 70 ova were found plus about 15 larvae

of varying sizes, but the plants were covered in thousands of dead ova.

Also nearby plants and grass stalks were carrying ova which were

obviously laid in error. During further visits 250 live ova and 36 larvae

were collected. A number of ova turned out to be parasitised, turning

black in two to three days — the same as those on the plants. Fourteen

parasitised ova kept and studied produced at least 465 parasitic wasps —
an average of 33 per ova!

This seemed to be a very localised colony — further plants found up
and down the road produced only a couple of ova and larvae. All other

Datura plants searched on the island including D. arborea and D. metel

proved negative.

Why this species should be confined to this one small locality remains

a mystery, especially as many larval foodplant species occur all over the

island in greater numbers than stramonium.

Macroglossum stellatarum

Although the moths could be seen all over the island at flowers —
particularly feeding on Bugle flowers in the quarry between 1 1 .00am and
2.00pm, no signs of larvae or ova could be found on the locally-growing

Bedstraw.
One evening at about 8.00, strolling up the road that leads into Puerto

Santiago, we observed a female swoop down and hover in front of the

straggly looking bush mentioned earlier. (It looked like a large, bushy,

wilting fennel plant.) The moth however, thought otherwise and

proceeded to lay an ovum on the tip of the wilting shoot, then

disappeared in a blur of wings into the evening air. These bushes turned

out to be quite numerous on the southern, dry half of the island and on
further inspection revealed quite a few ova and larvae. These were nearly

all found on the bright green young growth, apart from nearly fully

fed larvae which were found on the older branches. A large number of

the ova produced parasites — turning black after a day or two of being

laid. Each on produced one parasitic wasp. Also the larvae, when about
Va " long would suddenly produce one parasitic larva which wandered off

and spun a small white cocoon. These I haven't identified yet. (Sounds
hke Apanteles sp.—Ed.)

The foodplant was kindly identified by Kew Gardens as Placama
pendula which belongs to the tribe of Paederieae (Rubiaceae) and is

related to the Mediterranean genus Putoria. Placama is endemic to the

Canary Islands and is possibly a new recorded foodplant for this species

(see photo).

The larvae were brought home and reared on Galium pallustre. Of the

resultant moths, no pairings were seen, but one female took a decided

Hking to laying ova on unopened privet flower-buds which were provided

for nectar. Eighty ova were laid over two weeks but all proved infertile.

G. palustre was provided for oviposition but the privet flowerbuds
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Searching for o\a and larvae of Humming-bird hawkmoths on Placama
pendula at Masca, lOOOm. (Photo by Miss S. le Good).

looked so much like bedstraw buds that it must have been mislead into

thinking it was an outsize bedstraw.

No other Hawkmoths were observed apart from one possible Bedstraw
hawk feeding at Bougainxillea at about 9.00pm when the sun was just on
the horizon. I was surprised by the lack of hawkmoths, having seen them
on Gran Canaria in vast numbers in 1977.

Just one other observation worth noting was the epidemic proportions

of plant pests — namely whitefly, scale insect, green fly, black fly and
woolly aphis. These were mainly confined to Oleander, Tecoma starts

and Asclepias curassavica.

On the whole, a very enjoyable trip. Well worth a visit by anyone who
loves a bit of sun, masses of wild flowers and fantastic scenery.

Finally I should Uke to acknowledge the help given me by Mr G. L. I.

Lucas, acting Keeper of the Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
in identifying plants for me.
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THE BREEDING OF PAPILIODARDANUS FROM PEMBA ISLAND

by Alison Gill

The study of the inheritance of the mimetic wing patterns of the African

butterfly P. dardanus was started in 1954 by Prof. Sir C. A. Clarke,

F.R.S. and Prof. P. M. Sheppard, F.R.S. and is being continued by

Sir Cyril.

The work has involved the rearing of many broods of pure races, of

race crosses and of two species crosses, namely P. dardanus x P.

phorcas and P. dardanus x P. demodocus. Live butterflies have been

obtained from Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and
South Africa. For some years Sir Cyril has been trying to obtain stock

from Pemba, an island lying 30 miles off the coast of East Africa, where

the dardanus population is probably isolated from that of the mainland.

There has been very little collecting and, as far as we know, no breeding

has ever been done.

Pemba Island is part of Zanzibar, whose Government is most anxious

to conserve the remaining wild life. In the summer of 1983 we asked Dr
Alan Rodgers of Dar es Salaam University, Tanzania, if it would be

possible for us to collect live dardanus on Pemba. By kind permission of

Mr Jabir Uki Dahoma, Minister of Natural Resources, Zanzibar

Revolutionary Government, he was able to arrange a small expedition to

the island. Permits were granted for himself, three other scientists from
Dar es Salaam University and Mr Jan Kielland, specialist of the

butterflies of Tanzania, who had kindly agreed to collect for us on
Pemba. I was asked to go out to Dar es Salaam to receive the live

butterflies from Mr Kielland as he had had no experience in butterfly

breeding.

Dr Rodgers and his three companions were three days on Pemba and
Jan remained for a further three days. The island was found to be quite

densely populated with much of the land under cuhivation. The
remaining forest is being carefully conserved. Accommodation was
arranged at the hotel in Weti and each day transport arrived there to take

the members of the expedition to the Ngezi Forest, 15 miles away. The
climate was very hot and humid. Teclea simplicifolia, one of the

foodplants of the mainland dardanus, grew in the forest. No dardanus
females were seen during the first two days, but to everyone's great

relief, on the third day Jan was able to catch two females f.

hippocoonides, the common black and white form. Dr Rodgers flew

back to Dar es Salaam with these females and five dardanus males and
handed them over to me on the morning of 8th December.

The females were fed on the usual 1:5 honey and water solution and
then sleeved on cut Citrus and Vepris in the laboratory in the



Map showing relationship of Pemba Island to mainland Africa.
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Department of Zoology. The time was 10.00am. By 3.00pm one female

(5t) had laid one egg on Citrus and the other female (6t) on Citrus and
one on Vepris.

In the evening the sleeves containing the females and their eggs were

taken by me to the Africana Hotel, where I was staying, and set up in my
room. Here, the following day, female 5t laid four more eggs but 6t laid

no more and both females died that night. All the eggs were fertile.

On 10th December, Jan Kielland returned from Pemba with four more
females and two males. One of the females, a hippocoonides, was still

alive but unfortunately two other females hippocoonides and a female

trimeni were dead, as was one of the males. Thus, of the female dardanus

caught on Pemba, five were of the common hippocoonides form and one
was of the rarer form trimeni. Jan had seen a second trimeni but had
been unable to catch her.

A fertile egg was squeezed out of each of the dead females. The live

female (9t) was sleeved outside on a growing Citrus bush in the garden

of the Africana Hotel. It was the evening of 10th December and the

female was left there for the night. By 9.00am the following morning she

had laid two eggs and at 2.00pm, during the hottest time of the day and
in full sun, she was busily laying more. Later in the afternoon I moved
her to a new sleeve on the same bush, where she continued to lay. In the

evening I brought her and the eggs inside. She had laid 16 eggs in the first

sleeve and 1 1 in the second. Early next morning I fed her and packed her

for travelling. The single surviving male dardanus was also fed and
packed. Leaves carrying eggs were cut off their branches and put into

sealed plastic boxes. I left Dar es Salaam that morning and arrived in

London on the evening of the same day, 12th December.

Next day the two butterflies, still alive, and the eggs, now starting to

hatch, were taken up to Sir Cyril's home in West Kirby. The female

continued to lay but her later eggs were found to be infertile. Fortunately

the Pemba male was still alive and Sir Cyril was able to hand-pair him to

the female. After this mating the female laid ten more eggs, all fertile. It

was of great interest to find that the male, the only one to survive the

journey from Pemba, evidently carried the rarer form trimeni, this form
occurring in his female offspring. It was even more exciting to find that

the only surviving larva from the first wild hippocoon female (5t)

produced a male which fathered three broods, two of which included f.

lamborni, a form not known to occur on Pemba and rare on the East

African coast and in Tanzania.

The complete breeding results are presented in Table 1

.

Observations made at Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

During my two weeks in Tanzania my movements were restricted by the

lack of transport but I was able to explore the campus of Dar es Salaam
University. The campus occupies 1,625 acres on top of Observation Hill
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Fig. A. Male P. dardanus from Pemba Island.
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Table 1 . P. dardanus broods derived from Pemba butterflies caught wild.

December 1983.

Brood
number Mother Father

Offspring

Males Females

17859

17861

17869

17871

hippocoonides

wild Pemba

hippocoonides

wild Pemba

9t 2nd mating

hippocoonides

9t

hippocoonides

9t

2nd mating

trimeni

P. phorcas

green

wild Pemba

wild Pemba
1st mating

in wild

caught wild

Pemba. 2nd
mating by hand-

pairing

9t

2nd mating

10 nandina

1 hippocoonides

3 trimeni

3 hippocoonides

1 hippocoonides

2 /amborn i

2 hippocoonides

3 lamborn i

1 trimeni

1 hippocoonides

0

about eight miles from the town. A few patches of the old scrub forest

still remain. P. demodocus was very common and was laying on Citrus

which was plentiful, and on Vepris species which was not. I found a

single egg on a ten-inch high Vepris seedling growing beneath a

Jacaranda tree. I could find no Vespris bush so the seed had evidently

been in a bird's dropping. The egg hatched into a demodocus larva. How
had the butterfly found the seedling? The nearest Citrus bush was 100

yards away.

The only other Rutaceae on the campus was Xanthoxylum and I found

no eggs or larvae on this and my captured demodocus female would not

lay on it although she laid many eggs on Citrus. I did not see any P.

dardanus and there was no record of it being found on the campus.

Danaus chrysippus f. dorippus was common and a female I caught laid

readily on Calotropis procera, plentiful on the campus and on the coast

at the Africana Hotel. During the time I was in Dar es Salaam, the first

two weeks of December, the weather was dry and sunny with day
temperatures 30° to 35 °C and the nights slightly cooler. It was much less

humid than on Pemba.
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I encountered one problem which may have been caused by the high

temperatures. Two of the laying females, namely, one of the Pemba
hippocoonides and a campus P. demodocus died after their abdomens
became very distended with gas. It was thought that the honey solution

fed to them had fermented before being digested, so I changed the food

for the surviving butterflies to a sugar and water solution.

Mr Jan Kielland gave me two dead Lepidoptera specimens to take

back to Sir Cyril. They were a Danaid butterfly and a moth in apparent

copulation. He had caught them in Tanzania and they were still firmly

fixed together. They were identified by Mr R. L Vane-Wright at the

British Museum as a male Amauris niavius and a male Amerila sp. Mr
Vane-Wright observed that, as shown by Dr Michael Boppre, both

danaides and Amerila (Arctiidae) utilise pyrrolizidine alkaloids obtained

from plants as pheromone precursors and suggested that the

"copulation" between the two males could have been due to pheromones
which the two species have in common.
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QUEST FOR THECLA BETULAE (BROWN HAIRSTREAK) IN
IRELAND.

I

by J. W. Lavery (7469) and M. J. O'Sullivan (7592) I

To date, much of the material written relating to the occurrence of T.
\

betulae in Ireland has been rather vague and of antiquarian origin.

However, there have been two records in recent years; at Ballynahinch,

Co. Galway, where a few imagines were observed in September 1952

(J. L. Messenger); and Clarinbridge, also Co. Galway, where a number
of larvae were beaten from Sloe bushes on the 11th June 1962 by R. F.

Haynes (AES member 834) (Baynes 1962).

Mr Haynes record is significant in that it confirms one of the Co.
Galway localities from which Birchall originally reported the species.

The last known recorded capture of the adult insect in Ireland was by
R. A. Phillips in 1927, and the specimens he captured are now in the

National Museum, Dublin. These were taken at Portumna, Co. Galway
j

(Baynes 1962).
|

Imagine our delight at receiving information from Des Fox (AES
member 7831) on the 10th June 1984 that he had beaten the larvae from
Sloe at a previously unknown location near Cloncoose (in the Burren),

Co. Clare. These subsequently pupated and pairings were later obtained

in late July and early August from the aduks.

In hopes of seeing the adult on the wing, we set out on the 17th August
1984 to camp on the site reported to us by Des Fox.

Inclement weather dampened our spirits but during a brief spell of

sunshine at 10.25am on the 18th August, we were rewarded with the

splendid sight of a female flitting in typical hairstreak fashion amongst
j

hazel scrub which covered both sides of a very narrow laneway. Despite

our best efforts, she evaded capture and disappeared flying away high
|

over our heads. We observed two further specimens throughout the
\

morning but these also evaded capture. Finally, at 12.10pm, the weather
|

changed for the worse and we had to retire for the next twenty minutes,
|

after which conditions cleared. No further sightings were made until i

12.55pm. This time no mistake was made and we secured a perfect
'

female specimen in flight. Ten minutes later, a male was taken at rest on
j

a hazel bush. A further six specimens were seen over the surrounding
;

terrain.

From our observations, we would consider this butterfly to be one of

the most agile and difficuh to capture on the wing (or see at rest), as its
|

chosen habitat affords very little space when wielding a net. Throughout <

the day, several Sloe bushes were inspected for ova and four were found, ;

all laid on low-growing saplings only. Future trips are planned in order to
|

assemble more records.
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AN EARLY CORNISH HUMMINGBIRD HAWKMOTH
Visiting Penzance on 24th February 1985, which was a warm and sunny

day, I noticed a moth in the front garden of the house I was staying at.

When it settled it could clearly be seen to be a specimen of
Macroglossum stellatarum. This surely is a very early date for this

species. Later in the year (July) I saw a female laying and reared some of

the larvae.

A. J. Woodman (3563)

DINGY SKIPPERS IN STAFFORDSHIRE

A re-introduction attempt

by R.H. Heath (8243)

With reference to the occurrences of the Dingy skipper {Erynnis tages) in

Staffordshire, in 1975 we sought to introduce it into some likely habitats

where its foodplant, Birdsfoot trefoil, was present. Eleven sites were

chosen and subsequent monitoring revealed that only in three of these

was a colony successfully established. These three sites had one common
factor and that was that they were sandy. Two were old quarries, at Park
Hall Country Park and at Huntly near Cheadle. The third site was an

embankment of the Foxfield light railway at Caverswall.

It does seem that attempts to form colonies of butterflies is something

of a hit or miss affair and it could be that negative results might well be

due, for instance, to parasites already being on site.

A PROBABLY HIBERNATED RED ADMIRAL

On March 10th this year, a mild sunny day, on the golf course at St

Neots, Cambridgeshire, a Red Admiral settled on my ball which was one
of the bright yellow variety. Perhaps it mistook it for a dandelion (not

yet in flower) and it was obviously an old specimen left over from the

previous autumn.

The sighting was all the more remarkable considering the severe

weather that had only just ended. Only a week before the golf course had
been closed due to snow.

This was my first butterfly sighting of the year and indeed the first

time such a sighting has been other than of a Brimstone or Small

tortoiseshell.

Andrew Booth (8498)
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DIMORPHIC LARVAE OF TIGER SWALLOWTAIL

by Sir Cyril A. Clarke

The accompanying photograph shows a normal (green, above) and a

yellow (below) larva of the Tiger swallowtail {Papilio glaucus) from
USA. In a brood of 18, 12 were normal and six were yellow. This is

probably the result of an autosomal recessive gene in double dose. If

anyone knows if this mutant has been reported before then I should be

glad to hear from them.

A SCOTTISH HUMMINGBIRD HAWKMOTH
I was amazed to see a specimen of Macroglossum stellatgrum flying

over heather bog at Plockton, Western Ross on June 19th Last year. This

is an exceptionally early date and also seems extraordinarily far north,

being a few miles north of Kyle of Lochalsh and near the Isle of Skye. I
j

would be interested to hear of other recordings of this moth in the
|

Western Highlands. I presume that the odd weather we had then, I

especially the high winds, might in part explain this sighting, for it i

parallels the large number of Painted ladies also observed at about the

same time, even as far afield as the Island of Bardsey off the Welsh

coast.

Bob Brocklehurst (7036)
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WEAVER'S FRITILLARY TAKEN IN SURREY

While botanising on the North Downs in August 1984, Dr Phillip Cribb

of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, observed a small fritillary skimming

along the slope of the Downs, visiting the flowers on its way. At first he

assumed that it was a second generation Clossiana selene, Small pearl-

bordered fritillary, as this often occurs in summers like that experienced

last year.

However, on closer inspection, as it settled, he realised it was
something different. Having no net, he managed to capture it using a

cloth and duly produced it for me to examine. It was a male specimen of

the continental fritillary Clossiana dia, referred to in the English texts as

Weaver's fritillary, commemorating the capture of the butterfly in the

last century by a Richard Weaver at Sutton Park near Tamworth.

The Reverend F. O. Morris in his History of British Butterflies

published in 1870 records this and another capture by a Mr Stanley near

Alderley in Cheshire. He vouches for the integrity of Mr Weaver.

Tamworth in Staffordshire and Cheshire are both too northerly to be

j
considered as Hkely places for odd migrants to turn up but the North

i Downs is a more Hkely spot. In Europe the butterfly is widespread and
occurs just across the Channel, but it is a species which tends to live in

colonies, rather like other members of the genus Clossiana, on the edges

of woods, valleys and slopes of hills and in sub-montane localities and its

flight is such that one would not expect it to be a migrant.

The other alternative is that someone has released specimens on the

I

Downs and these have managed to establish themselves, at least for a

i time. The area on the Downs where this specimen was taken would be an

,
ideal habitat, rich in violets and with a southern aspect, and one might

i

hope that this beautiful butterfly could become a member of our

I

butterfly fauna. The specimen was perfect apart from a slight nick in the

i wing, brought about by the method of capture.

I
P. W. Cribb (2270)

^ote added in proof. It has since been confirmed that larvae of C. dia were

released in July 1984 on the downland nearby, originating from Continental stock.)

A NEW STAFFORDSHIRE RECORD: THE WHITE PINION-
SPOTTED

In the company of Alan Flanagan, on June 8th 1985, I captured a newly

emerged example of the White pinion-spotted (Lomographa bimaculata

Fabr.) at Burntwood in Staffordshire. Contacting Mr R. G. Warren, the

official recorder for the county, we found that he had already taken one
in the same locality. On the following day Tony Mellor confirmed the

presence of this welcome addition to the lepidoptera list from Stafford-

shire R. H. Heath (8243)
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THE KNOPPER GALL — A FURTHER NOTE

I have been observing Andricus quercuscasalis for the past ten years and
have witnessed its spread throughout much of England during that

time. I am told that it appeared in Oxfordshire about the early 1970's and
certainly by 1977 was well established there. Since then I have seen it as

far afield as Herefordshire and Kent. In the latter county I have observed

it at least since 1980 and I am therefore surprised that it was only 'dis-

covered' by Mr Sellens {Bulletin Vol. 45, p. 8) in 1984 in East Sussex. So
far it appears not to have invaded the Highlands of Scotland. Like Mr
Sellens, I would be interested to know whether the gall wasp uses

Quercus cerris for the sexual generation. I have been unable to locate

trees of this species in areas where the Knopper is common, so I suspect

that it is able to maintain itself parthenogenetically for many
generations. If so, one wonders if lack of genetic variation will eventually

lead to its demise. I am often asked, since the gall is formed on the acorn

cup and often covers the acorn itself, whether it prevents them from
germinating. Two or three years ago in the autumn, I found a number of

affected acorns on the ground, all with healthy radicles emerging. In one
case quite a sturdy little sapling was growing.

Brocklehurst (7036)

STRYMONIDIA W-ALBUMKNOCH IN HERTFORDSHIRE

Driving up to the Society's Conservation Committee field meeting in the

Great Wood at Northaw, Hertfordshire, I made a roadside stop to

ascertain my bearings and walked for a short distance along the roadside

where some suckers of the wych elm were growing in a thick hedgerow.

I noticed that some of the foliage had been eaten and on what was no
more than a bush of the plant I found five pupae of the White-letter

hairstreak.

Pupation had occurred either on the back of a leaf or against a stem.

There were no large trees left in the area as far as I could ascertain.

My previous experience of this butterfly had led me to believe that the

females used the large trees for laying their eggs and I had never beaten

larvae from the suckers in the days when large elms flourished. It would

appear that, by using the suckers left after the devastation of Dutch elm

disease, the butterfly is able to flourish. This is good news and in 1984

there have been very good reports of the butterfly in the west of England,

not only as to numbers but also to the number of localities that have been

recorded for its occurrence.

P. W. Cribb (2270)
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EDITORIAL

From the conservation point of view it may be that the best thing that

could happen is an agricultural depression as deep as that at present

afflicting many of our industries. One of the reasons for the present

booming affluence of the farming community is the enormous subsidies

paid to it which encourages what used to be 'waste land' to be taken,

uneconomically, into cultivation, destroying in the process habitats for

wild-Ufe which have often lain undisturbed for centuries. Even during

the exigencies of two world wars when near starvation was threatened

such land was not reclaimed. It is the burden on industry in paying these

subsidies which is one of the reasons for its present parlous state, its

overheads in the form of rates and taxes having made it uneconomic in

the face of foreign (particularly Far Eastern) competitors who do not

have to bear this burden.

The reason for habitat destruction in many tropical regions, however,

is the enormous outpouring of monetary loans both by the World Bank
and European and American banks (many of whom are now regretting

their largess) for 'schemes' which are totally unsuitable for the climate

and local mores; indeed they are now being shown to cause more
hardship, unemployment, starvation and desertification of land than

would have occurred if the local inhabitants had been allowed to get on
with their time-honoured labour-intensive and no doubt inefficient

practices. Many large dams and irrigation schemes were financed by
these loans, with euphoric enthusiasm and undoubted short-term

benefits, but I think all of them caused major habitat destruction and
have even had permanent effects on the local weather. It has now been

proved that two of the major problems arising from these dams is the

gradual salination of the irrigated areas and the neccessity after the first

few years of having to apply ever increasing quantities of artificial

fertilizer the cost of which negates any benefit arising from the dam. In

view of the fact that the deserts of Mesopotamia, India and other areas
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are known to have arisen as the result of salination caused by irrigation
!

schemes of two thousand or more years ago one might well ask why this
|

was not foreseen. When money is on offer of course, a blind eye is often
j

turned to the disadvantages of borrowing. 1

There is also no doubt that the Channel tunnel will be an enviromental

disaster of unparallelled proportions in Kent. Say what they will about

taking care over the environment during construction, the works and
ancillary constructions and facilities required are going to spread over

several square miles of land. As has been proved now with so many other

limited damage' constructions such as motorways, immediately they
come into use the pressures to use the adjacent habitats become
irresisfible and so the destruction spreads.

There is perhaps a ray of hope at the end of the tunnel: these facts now
seem to be sinking into the minds of the policy makers and lenders of the

finance for such schemes and there is a great upsurge of public opinion

against them gradually making its presence felt.
I

It seems that the appalling ecological disasters caused by some of these

schemes has now been brought home to the general public, not just the

conservationists, just how damaging so many giant engineering projects

are. Indeed, in Austria the effect of public opinion has forced the closure

of an almost completed power station and the abandonment of a scheme
which would have wrecked one of the most scenically beautiful (not to

mention it being an important wildlife habitat) stretches of the river

Danube. Let us hope that the losses, enormous as they are, will be the

means of ultimately saving that which remains.
|

SURPLUS STORAGE BOXES AND CABINETS FOR DISPOSAL
j|

Hope Collection's Standardization Is Our Gain
j

The Hope Department of Entomology at Oxford are rehousing all their
j

foreign collections into standard units and consequently a large quantity ;

of storage containers have become surplus to requirements. These i

comprise a very large variety of items ranging from cardboard cartons, '

wooden store boxes of all sizes, loose drawers and complete cabinets of
|

from six to sixty drawers.
J

As those who have followed our "Featured Museum" series in the i

Bulletin will know, many of the collections therein have originally come
j

from Amateur Entomologists and over the years the task of conserving I

these collections in such a wide assortment of containers becomes more
|

and more difficult and the removal of the insects themselves into i

standard modern uniform containers is the answer.
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In view of the fact that so many of the old containers came originally

from Amateur Entomologists, it is the wish of the Museum that they be

re-circulated to the same fraternity and they are therefore being offered

for sale to individual Entomologists. It is intended that NO SALES ARE
MADE TO DEALERS. So large is the stock, and with the time of the

staff being fully concerned in conserving and studying the insects, it is

impossible to produce a catalogue and personal callers only to the

Museum in Oxford can be dealt with. They must, however, phone or

write first and make an appointment to view with Dr George C. McGavin,
Hope Entomological Collections, University Museum, Parks Road,

Oxford OXl 3PW. Phone (0865) 57529 Ext. 577.

BWARS

The National Bees Wasps and Ants Recording Scheme (BWARS),
initiated some eight years ago, has recently been rejuvenated with the

intention of renewing interest in the scheme and recruiting fresh talent.

BWARS has been run almost single-handed by George Else (BMNH)
until May of this year when its organisation was restructured, and it is

now steered by a team of "Hymenopterists" liaising with the Biological

Records Centre and the Nature Conservancy Council.

Significant changes include: a greater emphasis on training and

education; more field meetings to support this work; and the compilation

of an "information pack" containing notes on identification, data

collection, distribution maps and general observations.

Requests for further information and enquiries should be addressed to

the BWARS General Secretary, J. Field, Dept. of Zoology, University of

Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EJ.

THE BRITISH PLANT GALL SOCIETY

At a meeting at Leicester Museum on 8 June, 1985, a number of people,

who had been corresponding and meeting informally for some years,

agreed to the formation of what is believed to be the first organisation

in this country devoted to the study of plant galls (Cecidology). The first

Chairman is Fred Stubbs through whose patient and untiring efforts the

members were brought together.

The subject involves a wide range of interests and specialities, both

botanical and zoological, and because of this the Society expects to cater

both for those particularly concerned with galls and those who encounter

them whilst engaged in other pursuits but wish to know more. A large

number of gall-causers are insects and for this reason it is hoped that

AES members will find it useful to join.
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The main aims of the Society are:

—

To encourage and co-ordinate the study of Cecidology, with

particular reference to the British Isles.

To organise field meetings.

To publish a provisional key to galls found in the British Isles.

To devise and have agreed a recording system for galls.

To prepare a bibliography on the subject of Cecidology.

To pubhsh a journal ("CECIDOLOGY") twice a year.

To produce a check list for British galls.

Membership has reached about 150 and at two meetings held this

summer over 20 people have turned up on each occasion.

Membership subscription is £5.00 per year and further details are

available from the Secretary: Dr C. K. Leach, School of Life Sciences,

Leicester Polytechnic, Scraptoft Campus, Scraptoft, Leicester LE7 9SU.

BOOK REVIEWS
The Aurelian by Moses Harris ((Fifth) edition, introduced by Robert

Mays). Quarto, pp.104 including 44 coloured plates. Newnes/Country
Life Books 1986. Price £15.

The Aurelian is perhaps the best known and most renowned of the

eighteenth century books on lepidoptera and has been out of print now
for almost a century and a half. Although it is the commonest of the

early books on lepidoptera, its popularity at the time having caused it to

run to several issues and four editions, so that a large number were

produced, the early copies now fetch over £2000 which has placed them
out of the reach of the pockets of all but the most affluent of

entomologists. It was, therefore, a great pleasure to hear that it was to be

reprinted. Sadly, of course, we can never re-capture (nor indeed can

modern printing technology produce) the texture of the paper nor the

exquisite quality and variation of copper impressed and hand-coloured

illustrations. Even sadder is the fact that we are dreadfully disappointed

by this reprint which is not up to standard and of which we feel a very

much better job could have been made.

It needs to be pointed out that the text has been reset and is not

produced in facsimile ahhough the plates are from photographs of the

originals. One of the reasons this has been done, as is explained in the

introduction, is to make for easier reading to the modern eye, for of

course the original type used the long 'f for the letter 's'. In our view,

having gone to the trouble of resetting, the retention of the random use
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of upper case letters and italic, particularly ill-suited to the small type

used, should also have been abandoned and the whole of the setting done

to conform to modern usage rather than the hybrid it has turned out to

be. Many old books (eg Mouffet's Theater of Insects) have now been

reprinted in facsimile and the old style of printing does not seem to have

put the purchasers off. It would have been much better to have taken a

facsimile from a good copy and this would have given a far better flavour

of the original. Indeed even the use of the original typeface (apart from
the 'f that is) would have gone some way to doing this. At least,

however, we have been given Harris' original words, and the

considerable and scholarly comments of Robert Mays are placed in a

separate column alongside, unlike J. O. Westwood who abandoned
Harris' text and entirely re-wrote the fourth edition of 1840.

My major criticism of the book is the quality and placing of the plates.

They are far far too yellow and in most of them the colour balance is also

wrong, sometimes very badly so. In particular many of the greens on the

leaves of the plants depicted are too dark and this gives such a heavy or

intrusive quality to the plate as to drown out the more delicate colouring

of the insects. Plate XV is a prime example of this. Indeed one can

almost say of all the plates that they have the 'muddied' appearance

obtained by using daylight type film in artificial light. I have done this by
mistake myself and the results do resemble the horrible muddy yellow

caste of these plates. It is also a very great pity that the fine sylvan

frontispiece of many original copies has only been reproduced in

monochrome. True, as originally issued in 1766 this was uncoloured, but

many copies as well as later editions, are coloured and the book before us

now is neither a facsimile nor taken from the first edition. One only has

to look at the frontispiece in colour reproduced in Paul Smart's

International Butterfly Book to see how fine it can then be. It is also

unfortunate for these plates that they can be judged by, and seen to

suffer by, comparison with some other modern reproductions in colour,

such as the above frontispiece and Plate XXVI in Smart's book, in Paul

Whalley's Butterfly Watching and Norman Riley's Some British Moths,
all of which are far truer to the originals in colour match and balance

than are those before us now. It must be admitted that copies of works
with hand-colouring can vary enormously, but the fault here is not the

use of a badly coloured original (and I have seen very crudely coloured

copies), but the intrusive background yellow which over-rides the tones

of white species as the Black-veined white on plate IX and this fault is

compounded by the use of heavy borders of brownish buff colour. How
much better the originals (and the other modern reproductions

mentioned above) look in their pure white background and surround.

The next serious fault of the plates is in their placing. Face to face with

the relevant text on the verso. This is the worst combination possible and

absolutely inexcusable. Even to have had it a couple of pages before or
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after so that one could at least look at the plate while reading the text

would have been a saner layout. Since all text to each plate only occupies

one page, how much more convenient to have had it facing the plate to

which it refers. For this we must not blame Mr. Mays who was
responsible for the commentary, but the designers and production

director who claim credit in the prelims. Indeed so many names are

named that I suspect it was a case of too many cooks failing to get their

act together on the layout and production side. A great pity for it

seriously detracts from the ease of use of what should have been a

desirable book.

Mr. Mays gives us an historical introduction of several pages and this

is followed by Harris' original preface and then the text to the plates,

placed as stated on their verso. The original text occupies two thirds of

the width of the page and, separated by a rule, is Mr Mays' comments in

which he gives us both the modern vernacular and scientific names. This

is followed by a veritable mine of historical facts about both species and
the early entomologists involved in their discovery and description. This

is undoubtedly the best part of the book, taken, of course, in

conjunction with the original text.

The book is well-bound in a cloth cover and with strong thick boards

appropriate to its size. Embossed onto the front is a printed paper inset

bearing the title of the book and part of one of the plates at a reduced

size. An attractive feature but in view of its faults this is not a book I can

recommend as a joy to possess although at the very reasonable price, and
in spite of its faults, worth getting by those who have an interest in the

historical aspects of lepidopterology. Purchasers are advised, however,

not to be deceived into thinking they have anything which matches the

original. We do feel that since there are many books about lepidoptera

on the market with superb coloured plates and at a comparable, or even

cheaper price, that a far better job of colour printing and layout should

have been done, for the Aurelian is above all others a book that deserved

the best, and even if this had resulted in a slightly higher price (which I

doubt), would have been worth it and willingly paid.

Brian Gardiner

Seasonal adaptations of insects.By M. J. Tauber, C. A. Tauber and S.

Masaki, 8vo. pp XV + 411. Oxford University Press, New York 1986.

Price £35.00.

One of the most frequent questions that I am asked either in my
capacity as an AES advisor or else just because people think I might

know, is "When is my chrysalis/cocoon/pupa going to emerge?" The
answer in most cases is that I do not know for the very good reason that

the previous history of the conditions under which the larvae were reared

are not known, and it is these conditions that govern whether or no the

specimens are in diapause and hence when they are likely to give forth
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adults and the proper way of treating them until then. Now at last I can

refer enquirers to this book, for Seasonal Adaptations of Insects is all

about diapause: its causes; its problems; its variability; its usefulness; its

termination. Ranging far and wide over all insect orders, deeply

researched and bang up to date with the latest information. There is

perhaps a problem here for the amateur entomologist. This is no simple

explanation of diapause and its causes for indeed a study of the book
clearly shows that there can be no simple explanation and it is really

written for the dedicated professional in the same or a similar discipline:

indeed the introduction specifically states it was primarily written for

teachers, researchers, and university students in evolutionary biology

and applied ecology. As a result the book is meat, solid meat, this being

well indicated by the fact that while the text occupies 309 pages, the list

of references consulted runs to 74 and the index to 27 pages. This of

course gives anyone instant access (provided they can first access a

convenient and comprehensive library) to the original papers about the

particular insect or aspect of diapause in which they are interested.

Some idea of the immense complexity of interacting factors involved

in diapause can be gathered from the following extract. 'The silkworm

presents an interesting case in which voltinism is apparently under the

control of three alleles at one sex-linked locus and paired alleles at each

of three unlinked autosomal loci. The sex-linked alleles exhibit epistasis,

whereas the effect of the autosomal alleles is additive. In hybrids, various

combinations of the genes are expressed as a continuous gradient in

voltism, from univoltine to multivoltine.' This is one very good reason

why it is often impossible to even know when individuals reared together

may be likely to emerge and should be borne in mind by anyone having

erratic and extended emergences. It is not anything they have done
"wrong" in rearing their stocks: it is the cussedness of the beasts'

diapause reactions.

Another aspect that we learn from this book is that after a number of

generations in captivity the original factors inducing (or preventing)

diapause can shift and a new set of rules comes into play. Natural

selection is at work, naturally! In yet other cases we learn that the quality

of the food is involved.

In spite of its meatiness and very concise precis of original papers, the

gist of the statements is comprehendable to the average amateur

although he/she is unlikely to be familiar with some of the terms used

(polyphenism, prothoracicotropic hormone, fundatrigenae) and a good
chemical or biological dictionary would be an asset in such cases.

Nevertheless this book is a mine of information and, perhaps rather

importantly, shows up our lack of knowledge of the diapause

requirements of so many species. While it can often be inferred from the

natural cycle, just what are the diapause factors, many surprises are in
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store due to the sheer complexity of the situation, and while some
published results apparently contradict each other this has subsequently

been shown (or still awaits to be) due to the different dimatic regions

from which the original experimicntal insect were obtained. Even closely

related species in the same genus may ha\ e different strategies, as witness

the overwintering stages of the Small and Essex skippers which are larvae

and eggs respectively.

Eor the dedicated lepidopterist rearer (and they are by far and away in

the majority) the coverage here may be too wide. Ne\-ertheless the

diapause strategies adopted are spread over all insect orders and no one
order has a monopoly of any particular strategy, so all the information

pi^sented could be relevant when dealing with a species whose strategy

has as yet to be determined.

As to be expected from its source this book is nicely printed, using a

matt off-white paper, so much less tiring to read than the pure white

glossy so often needlessly used today. Like many books aimed at the

academic world where the library rather than the individual is expected

to buy a copy, the circulation is assumed to be limited and consequently

these books bear a higher price than those expected to have a general

interest sale. This is a pity for this book can clearly provide the answer to

the many problems encountered by both the Professional and the

Amateur insect breeder and is therefore of equal use to both.

Nevertheless its price is reasonable as compared with some others of the

same ilk and to anybody seriously interested in diapause it is a must. To
others with but an occasional interest or a point to look up. unless money
is no object, they should, like the academics, consult it in the library.

Brian Gardiner

Wildlife of the Sandwell Valley. Edited by M. G. Bloxham. A5 pp 88,

illustrated. Sandwell \'alley Eield Naturalists' Club, nd (1986). Price

£3.50 (- 28p postage) from Mrs. D. Shirley, 72 Dagger Lane, West
Bromwich. West Midlands B"l 4BS.

This is another of those local lists, inspired by the Nature Conservancy

Council and produced by a local Society, whose usefulness far outweighs

any of the numerous '"mixture as before" publications churned out by

the large National publishers. Although of general coverage, the insects

are well reported (by members of the AES we are pleased to note) and the

general impression is of an integrated whole.

For those unaquainted with the midlands, the Sandwell \'alley lies

astride of the M5. takes in its junction with the M6 and consists of a very

wide diversity of habitats. Previous to the building of the motorways

little was recorded of its natural history and it was the stimulus of the

building and the turning of the adjacent land into recreational activities

that has led to the present survey thereby laying the foundation on which

further detailed studies will be based.
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The book commences with brief surveys of the history, topography,

geology and several pages on the ecology of the area. This is followed by
chapters discussing the plants, mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles,

fish, insects, other arthropods, slugs and snails. This occupies half the

book while the remaining half lists the said livestock. For some reason

the Contents page refers to these last as being an Appendix although it is

not so labelled in the body of the book and starts, rather confusingly,

with a distribution map. In our view these lists would have been best

placed after the discussion part on them, as in fact has been done with

the birds. The book is scattered throughout with attractive line drawings

of some of the items discussed and the card cover is printed in colour

with a particularly appealing shot of the woodmouse on the front.

Produced to meet a deadline, there are a number of printing errors but

most of these are corrected with an errata slip. Clearly a great deal of

hard work had gone into the recording necessary for this production

and, as already stated above, it is a sound foundation for the future and
needed doing to show what is there in a fairly small area heavily used and
surrounded by a large urban population and consequently liable to

constant change. For this reason it is unfortunate there is no clear

indication of its publication date.

This book is of interest and use not just to the dedicated naturahst, but

also to users of the area who just like natural history or pleasant

surroundings and are interested in knowing what they might see and find

on their walks.

Anon

SA WFLIES (Hymenoptera; Symphyta) in the collections of the Herbert

Art Gallery and Museum, Coventry by Adam Wright. A4, spiral bound,

pp 99. Herbert Art Gallery and Museum, Coventry 1986. Price £2.50.

All but six of the 99 pages of this spiral bound booklet take the form of

Hsts of data about the capture, identification and sex of specimens of 483

of the British species of sawfly. Adam Wright has catalogued the entire

collection of 5000 specimens with great care and gives a fair amount of

background information concerning the principle collectors, with

occasional taxonomic notes embedded throughout the text. The biblio-

graphy gives an exhaustive guide to the British sawfly literature which
even so is relatively short.

Although not a book to browse through or of general interest, such

works provide invaluable information for research; indeed all our

regional museums' collections should be as equally well catalogued.

Among the sawflies in the Herbert Museum are a number of important

specimens including types (from which original species descriptions were

made) and cited specimens (those used for scientific investigations), and
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some new British records. Since sawflies are not a panicularly well

studied group within the Hymenoptera it would be rewarding if this

information. painstakingly researched. could inspire funhe:
investigation. The detailed national records lend ihemseh es immediately

to analysis of sawfly distribution, which could be readily enhanced with

records from other collections. Anv rakers?

C:iveBe::s

InsecTS of Brhain and Wesrern Europe by Michael (Thinery. pp. 320.

2300 coloured illustrations. Plastic soft cover. CoUins. London. 19S6.

Price £6.95.

In 19~3 ^"ollins pubhshed .4 Field Guide w ihe Irseers o' Brirain and
Xorrre'-': Ei'.'-ope by the same author r.e-.^ ruT'icarion will

replace ::. Tr.e main improvement over :::e cr:g:r.:i^ r„:'.::a:ion is the

excellence of the colour plates. The :n:roduc:ory ch£r:er.^ :r, insect

structure, biology and collecting and studying the insecis are greatly

reduced in length and detail but the imponant sections on identification

are greatly impro^ ed by the ne\^ iQustrations in colour which show
examples of each Order.

The key :o Orders has been reiained and the following sections deal

with each Order by gi\-ing a general description and then brie:

descriptions of :he species most hkely to be observ ed by the in:eres:ed

amateur both at home and on the Continent. The species de>::::ea are

illustrated on the facing page and these are so very good. In :he original

edition the insects were shown as cabinet specimens but here they are

depicted, in almost all cas^, in natural positions; so much better for field

identification when an insect often looks nothing hke ::s rr.ounred

example. In many instances Ian ae are also sho^^^l and :::ie: reaiares.

such as the galleries 'o-med by :he bark beeiles. T>~pical larv al forms of

terrestrial and icua::. •.:l^e::s .ire i'.>c ::i:b„aea at the end of the insec:

sections, Ten rages are br.er. ae . a:ea those anhropods not insects —
centipedes, millipeaes. '.vooalice. ar.a the arachnids. There is a much
shonened glossar.^ and the indices gi'. e separate lists of common and
scientific names.

Even if you have the original Tield Guide, you wiH find this new
publication so mtlch more useful in the field and for those who have no:.

then this is a must. Xo amateur entomologist should be wirhou: i:.

PWC

Tlie buner flies of Su/'^'oiK: an arias and hisiory by Howard Mendel and
Steven Piotrowski. A5. pp. 12S. many coloured illustrations,

distribution maps. Hardback. Suffolk Naturahsts' Society, 1986. Price

£10.00 (plus "5p post) and obtainable from them c o The Museum. High
Street. Ipswich IPl 3 HQ.
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There are books about butterflies and yet more books about
butterflies, many of them with the text but the mixture as before; a peg

on which to hang the often excellent illustrations, but not informing us

of anything new. These books are the products of large National

publishing houses, and while the quality varies from excellent to very

poor, they are really all much of a muchness, and it is still possible to

identify our butterflies from books written a century ago, for

descriptions do not really change and nor does our list of foodplants.

How refreshing it therefore is to find that local Societies are now
publishing superbly produced local histories of our butterflies which give

far more up-to-date and practical information than the general works
and are of far more use in the area they cover. This one really is excellent

and is worth having even by those not particularly concerned with Suf-

folk butterflies, for it is a mine of information and the majority of our

butterflies have been found in Suffolk at some time or other.

This is a book that is both well-printed and well laid out. A hardback

in a printed paper cover (a pair of blues mating), although the joints here

may be its one weak point; a traditional title-page; a photo of the authors

(always of interest!); a goodly list of references and attention drawn to

other books of particular interest and relevance.

The first 20 or so pages are given over to a discussion of the history,

habitats, conservation and recording aspects of the subject and this is

followed by a species by species description, the text mainly on the left-

hand page while the right contains a superb colour photograph in

naturalis — no pinned specimens around here — on its upper half, with

the lower occupied by a distribution map. The colour photographs have

been clearly selected (from several sources) with care and are exceedingly

well printed. It should be pointed out that not all the butterflies discussed

are illustrated, but what is so nice about the printing arrangement is that

the text to the relevant photo and map occupies the facing page. All

credit to the authors and printers for seeing to this and setting an

example the large commercial publishing houses could well follow.

The text discusses in depth the historical aspects of past and present

distribution in the county and gives Suffolk recorded foodplants for the

larvaee rather than repeating (possibly unverified) National lists. Also

times of appearance in Suffolk and preferred habitats there and not

generalisations. Also, due I feel to the authors' good sense rather than

the octavo size of the book, there are no appalling abbreviations which

so often spoil the enjoyment and layout of a number of recent butterfly

books.

At one time or another virtually all the British butterflies have been

'recorded' from the county although there have been no claims to certain

northern species. All doubtful cases are critically examined and in most
cases rightfully rejected, as for instance the Chequered skipper. There is
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an extensive reference list from which it is clear that Suffolk entomolo-
gists have been most assiduous in publishing their recordings in a local

journal rather than nationally and the authors have done us a very good
turn by now making all this information widely available in such a well-

produced book that deserves a place on the bookshelves of all butterfly

enthusiasts.

Brian Gardiner

Cecidology. Vol. 1. No. I. being the Journal of the British Plant Gall

Society, edited by F. B. Stubbs. A5, pp. 16, card cover.

In all fairness no Journal can be critically judged by its first number, but

what can be said is that it has got off to a flying start by being actually

printed. One only has to think of the many publications (our own
included) which started life being jelly-padded, duplicated, or even

typewritten with feinter and feinter carbons, to realise what an

achievement this is for a small group starting up. As to be expected from
its title, this publication concerns itself with all aspects of galls, and
in this first issue ranges widely on the subject: how to record them;

records to be found in herbaria; historical uses of galls; their potential

for biological control of hawkweed; their phenolic content; records from
northern England, Scotland and Orkneys.

Details of the newly-formed Society issuing this Journal will be found

on page 197. We understand the Journal is to be published twice a year

and will be available separately from membership of the Society at a

subscription price of £2.00. Clearly both it and the Society are going to

be of use to all interested in galls, and, as is often the case, the existence

of this Journal is likely to stimulate others to take an interest who
hitherto have been discouraged by lack of information and contacts in

the subject. Editor

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE LEPIDOPTERA RECORDS WANTED
I am currently compiling an up to date list of butterfies and moths

recorded in Northamptonshire and the Soke of Peterborough (VC32).

Both recent and old records are required and if anyone has records from

these areas and are agreeable to their inclusion I should be obliged if they

could get in touch with me. J. W. Ward (4972) 109 Blandford Avenue,

Kettering, Northamptonshire NN16 9AS. (Phone 0536-83310).
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INSECT RE-ESTABLISHMENT — A CODE OF CONSERVATION
r PRACTICE

Joint Committeefor the Conservation ofBritish Insects

Introduction

The use of re-introductions and re-establishment of animals and plants,

as part of projects aimed at re-creating habitats and communities, is

widely accepted as constructive for the conservation of the countryside.

The Joint Committee for the Conservation of British Insects has been
concerned at the lack of coordination, documentation or advice available

on appropriate techniques for the re-establishment of insects.

Accordingly, it has produced this code of conduct, which it hopes will

have wide application. It has consulted with other conservation

organisations and is currently pressing the Nature Conservancy Council

to produce a nationally accepted policy with guide-lines for re-

estabhshment and re-introduction.

This code of conduct has been agreed by the members of the

Committee, representing the Royal Entomological Society, the British

Butterfly Conservation Society, The British Entomological and Natural

History Society, the Amateur Entomologists' Society, the British

Museum (Natural History), the lUCN (SSC) Butterfly Specialist Group,
and by observers of the Nature Conservancy Council, National Trust,

Forestry Commission, Agricuhural Development and Advisory Service

and the Ministry of Defence on the Joint Committee.

Cautionary Foreword

Entomologists and conservationists are by no means agreed about the

role establishment of invertebrates should play in the conservation of

species and sites. Indeed, some insect conservationists believe that

establishment of species may do more harm than good. Others are

convinced that, under due safeguard, estabhshment of species has an

increasingly important role in conservation. It is for these that this code

is written. The Committee recommends that no specific proposal for

insect re-establishment be condemned or approved without full

discussion and consideration.

Any proposal to estabhsh a population of insects must consider the

objectives of doing so, together with the points for and against, including

theoretical and practical ones. These cannot be set out fully in a code of

practice, but the Committee is always willing to advise on particular

cases.
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However, the Committee believes that some ecological principles have

been misunderstood in relation to establishment, and it urges that a

thorough ecological assessment be made when considering the points for

and against any estabhshment.

Summary of main recommendations

1. Consult widely before deciding to attempt any re-estabhshment.

2. Every re-establishment should have a clear objective.

3. The ecology of the species to be re-established should be known.

4. Permission should be obtained to use both the receiving site and
the source of material for re-establishment.

5. The receiving site should be appropriately managed.

6. Specific parasites should be included in re-establishment.

7. The numbers of insects released should be large enough to secure

re-establishment.

8. Details of the release should be meticulously recorded.

9. The success of re-establishment should be continually assessed and

adequately recorded.

10. All re-estabhshments should be reported to the Biological Records

Centre and this Committee.

Useful addresses

Biological Records Centre, Monks Wood Experimental Station,

Huntingdon PE17 2LS.

Butterfly Monitoring Scheme, address as above.

JCCBI, c/o Royal Entomological Society of London, 41 Queen's Gate,

London SW7 SHU.

Nature Conservancy Council, Northminster House, Peterborough

PEl lUA.
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British Butterfly Conservation Society, Tudor House, Quorn,
Loughborough, Leicestershire LEI 2 SAD.

Amateur Entomologists' Society (Conservation Committee), 54 Cherry
Way, Alton, Hampshire GU34 2AX.

A CHARTER FOR INVERTEBRATES

At its annual meeting in March, the Council for Europe's European
Committee for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources

approved a Charter for Invertebrates. This instrument is designed to

demonstrate that invertebrate fauna, universally present in both land and
water environments, must be protected against all forms of damage and
unwarranted destruction as a matter of importance. Invertebrates play a

vital role in the preservation of natural balance, constitute an inexhaust-

ible supply of food for mankind as well as for wildlife, are essential in

maintaining water purity, and assist in forming soils and maintaining

their fertility. They form the largest animal biomass, with more than a

million specifically identified species representing only a small

proportion of the species remaining to be studied.

habitat

TO BE OR NOT TO BE, OR WHEN IS EXTINCT EXTINCT?

It is encouraging to report that several species, long considered to be

extinct, have now been found to have been hiding away in out of the way
nooks and crannies. While it is true that species such as our Large copper

and the Black-veined white have been so well looked for (and are unlikely

to have been overlooked) that they may well and truly be said to be

extinct, others such as the Large blue just may still be lurking where there

are as yet no entomologists around. Consider, for instance, our Rosy
marsh moth. Believed extinct for over a century it was then found far

from its former haunts in not just one, but two localities. In India,

Jerdon's courser last seen in 1901, has again been sighted, but of more
interest to us entomologists is the recent re-discovery of the presumed
extinct Florida species, from which the Journal of the American
Butterfly Conservation Society takes its name, Eumaeus atala. This

magnificent and poisonous Lycaenid, whose fine larvae feed on cyclads

(Zamia spp.) was recently exhibited at the Royal Society and has been

distributed among a number of entomologists in this country to make
sure the stocks are increased as much as possible. We presume, but do
not have certain knowledge, that our transatlantic brethren, whose
butterfly symbol it really is, are also rearing it in captivity.
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ATTEMPTED WINTER BREEDING OF THE SILVER WASHED
FRITILLARY (ARGYNNIS PAPHIA L.) AND SOME USEFUL
HINTS GAINED BY EXPERIMENTATION

by K.J. Ulrich(7502)

In October 1984, I purchased several 'hibernating' larvae of Argynnis
paphia and placed them on a pot of dog violet ( Viola canina) in my living

room: temperature range 50°F-70°F (to the delight of my wife!).

Soon the plants were exhausted and several potted 'strips' of winter

flowering pansies were purchased from my Nurseryman.

Out of eleven larvae, nine reached pupation of which two pupae
'died': no apparent reason.

Pupation took place mainly on the thick galvanised wire supporting

the net over the pot and pupae were removed by carefully detaching the

silken pad with the aid of a setting needle and glueing them suspended

(using Evo-stick) on a dried tree branch cut small enough to fit a 16' high

rearing container.

A male emerged on 1 1 January and had not matured sufficiently to

attempt a pairing with a female which followed on 12 January and both

were 'pinned' for the cabinet.

A further male emerged on 14 January (emergencies normally took

place in the evening between 8-9 pm, much to the delight of our family)

and a third on the following day.

Both were kept in separate pill boxes in dark cool conditions but

brought out each evening and allowed to fly in a room warmed to 70°F
or thereabouts.

Males cannot mate successfully unless fully fed and 'nectar' solution

was offered by means of a lozenge tube with a cotton wool plug made up
to resemble a flower with mauve cut out petals (this is most acceptable

under normal summer sunshine conditions).

Because of insufficient lighting, this was not very successful and an

attempt at hand-feeding was made by allowing an imago to crawl onto a

cotton wool pad soaked with the nectar and trying to uncoil the proboscis.

This also was rejected, the butterfly rearing up so that even when the pro-

boscis was at full stretch it would not reach the offering.

However, and this may be of special interest to 'would-be breeders', the

problem was overcome by allowing each butterfly in turn to crawl to the

top of a finger and after dipping a setting needle in the nectar solution with

the free hand, uncoiling the proboscis with the tip of the needle at the same
time allowing a small droplet to run down the needle so that this and the

end of the proboscis, when fully uncoiled, coincided.
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The response was at all times positive and the droplets were 'hoovered'

up until the imagos had had sufficient.

A female emerged on 20th and after being fed was introduced to both

males.

Although brighter lights were introduced over a breeding cage,

conditions were far from ideal and several attempts were made at hand
pairing with unfortunately no success.

The last male and female emerged almost simultaneously on
27 January.

PROMINENTS IN SCOTLAND

by Frank McCann (6291)

In August 1985 I visited the Glen Lusset Park in Old Kilpatrick,

Dumbartonshire. I had often walked past it, but this time thought it time

to pay a visit in search of insects.

Early in the morning I found a nearly full-grown larva of the Pebble

prominent {Eligmodonta ziczac) on sallow. It was resting on the twigs of

the lower branches. Later in the day, while waiting at Old Kilpatrick

station I began to search another sallow bush and on this I found
another. It was my first experience of finding larvae of this species and I

noticed that while resting on the sallow twigs they resemble the curled

leaf-edges caused by the leaf-cancer from which these bushes suffer at

this time of year.

The following month, September, while on holiday near Pitlochry,

Perthshire, I found larvae of the Coxcomb prominent {Ptilodon

capucind) on the birch trees growing in the hotel garden. These were

nearly full-grown and on another sallow was yet another Pebble

prominent.

One afternoon while walking along the driveway up to the hotel, there

I saw a larva of the Iron prominent {Notodonta dromedarius), on a birch

tree. In October I found yet another Coxcomb prominent, this time on
birch near Glasgow.

It was indeed good for me to see, in the space of two months and
from different localities, three species of Prominent in Scotland, where
they are by no means so common as they are down south.
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THE RED ADMIRAL CONTROVERSY
The saga continues

In last year's reprint of our first volume, we pointed out that the question

of the hibernation, or no, of the Red admiral was still occupying space in

our Bulletin after fifty years and indeed it continues so to do. We present

below some further information and thoughts on this clearly difficult,

obscure, but intriguing subject.

OVERWINTERING OF THE RED ADMIRAL
by Barry Ofield (4825)

In the Bulletin, Vol. 42 : 123, 1 reported the sighting by my wife and myself

of a specimen of Vanessa atalanta L. on 5th March, 1983 in my garden at

Burghfield Common, near Reading, and in the article mentioned the word
"hibernation".

In Vol. 43 : 138-139, Mr Peter Crow dispelled the possibility of

hibernation and gave a very valid explanation on the reasons why this

could not happen. My wife and I accepted his conclusion and the matter

appeared to be closed.

The reason for all these ramblings will soon becone clear when I report

that on 5th March, 1985 I observed yet another specimen of V. atalanta in

the garden of my home at Brimpton Common which is some seven to eight

miles from my previous home from which we moved in September 1984.

The day was similar to the one in my previous report with an air tem-

perature on 50-55° and a very light south west wind blowing and the date

of 5th March was identical to 1983, except of course that in 1983 the day

was Saturday and this year it was a Tuesday, when normally I would not

have expected to be at home but had arranged to take time off from work
to do some gardening.

The specimen was in very good condition and bright in colour with only

minor damage to its left hind wing. Two specimens of Aglais urticae were

also observed, but these had been in evidence on the previous weekend.

The butterfly stayed in the garden for approximately 30-40 minutes settling

on walls and windowsills absorbing the warm rays of the sun. Unfortu-

nately I was alone at home and had no-one to corroborate my observation

as my wife was out at the time. However, fortune favoured me when she

returned home and was able to see the butterfly settled on the kitchen

windowsill about three to four feet from where we were standing.

This second sighting presented us with a problem in accepting the

explanation of Peter Crow in respect of the 1983 observation, and certain

questions needed to be considered. First of all, if the specimen had been

overwintered by someone in the area, why was it released so early in the

year and, had it escaped, as suggested by Peter Crow in relation to the 1983
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specimen then coincidence would have been beyond the realms of belief.

One can accept that the date was the same but as we had moved some
seven to eight miles then the possibility of another breeder being in the

vicinity of our new home seemed unlikely, added to which I would not

have expected that too many breeders would have dedicated themselves to

the overwintering of V. atalanta, and that through the Bulletin someone
may have claimed responsibility.

It is probably worth mentioning that the winter preceding 1983 was a

fairly mild one, but this past winter was extremely cold in the Newbury
area with temperatures as low as —9°C and that the snow had only

disappeared from the hedgerows some five to six days earlier that the

sighting.

This second sighting leaves my wife and myself even more convinced

that the hibernation of V. atalanta is possible, otherwise the only

explanations we can realistically come up with are that this species has a

distinct fascination for the Ofield family or that we were unfortunate to

witness two insects released or escaped from captivity during a period of

two years and in totally different areas on exactly the same date.

We would be interested in hearing about any other sightings and I feel

sure Peter Crow would also be interested due to his previous research on
the subject, and I share his views that great care should be taken in making
public records of this nature, but this report and the previous one are

factual evidence which is difficult to explain.

SOME COMMENTS CONCERNING RED ADMIRALS
by Peter Crow (393)

1. On their abundance in Cambridgeshire

K. J. Ulrich's article about the abundance of this butterfly on the edge of

the Fens on 25th- September, 1982 {Bulletin Vol. 44:194) is most interesting

and the fact that the butterflies were feeding on rotting pears is most

important. The butterflies love warmth and it could be as they are contin-

uous feeders that by 5.40 pm they would be in a state of intoxication,

particularly the males.

To get the last rays of the sun on the golden privet flowers the

intoxicated butterflies would flutter there in an exhausted state, leaving

their wings open to get the last warm rays of sunshine. Like the Painted

lady {Cynthia cardui) atalanta flies after dark and the continuous intake of

food in the autumn enables it to make the migration of 1500 miles back to

the Mediterranean. The Red admiral also had a very good 1982 in North
Wales.
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2. On their flying in January in the New Forest

Derek Jenkins {Bulletin 44:63), on recording two specimens in connection

with my article "Red admiral no hibernator" {Bulletin 44:138) is of

interest, but it is no proof of hibernation. The subject in question is the

exact meaning of the word 'hibernation' which means 'overwintering in a

completely torpid state'. The fact that these were flying means they were

not 'in hibernation' and could be examples wintered indoors with constant

feeding, but that is not hibernation. The fact that the weather up to then

had been fairly mild could also mean that they had had the opportunity to

even find enough food and survive outside.

3. On this and other 'illegal' migrant butterflies

My great interest in the Red admiral butterfly was re-awakened by Mike
Fuller's article in the May issue {Bulletin 45:92) as he records first of all,

that he had received information of the sighting of two specimens near

Salisbury on 23 February 1985. My great interest is that this must be one
of the earliest genuine immigrant records I know of for atalanta. But I

will say that, if it had not been that Peter Silver observed an immigrant

specimen of the Painted lady butterfly {Cynthia cardui L.) at

Aldermaston, Berks on 6 February, 1985, I should have been very

puzzled. I received a good record of cardui at Corris, Montgomery on 16

April 1985. I also saw one specimen here at Maentwrog, Merioneth on 17

April 1985. The pair of atalanta in the New Forest on 7 April 1985 is also

most interesting. What interested me so much about the New Forest

atalanta was that the insects were engaged in courtship. This perform-

ance I had never heard of being seen in atalanta by two immigrants. My
only sighting of one immigrant atalanta at Llanfihangel-y-traethau,

Merioneth was on 17 July 1985, but it was absent here last year.

It is difficult to comment on Mike's Wiltshire records in 1984 as we
require a speciation here and dates. But I would say that if the two

butterflies ^one live and one dead) were hibernators they could be the

Large tortoiseshell {Nymphalis polychloros L.) as the butterfly is starting

to re-colonise in Southern England. Records of the Camberwell beauty

butterfly {Nymphalis antiopa L.) were very few in 1984 if at all.

I agree that the Milkweed butterfly {Danaus plexippus L.) could only

have been escapees or released bred specimens as people have a habit

when they visit the Canary Islands of bringing some larvae back and then

releasing the butterflies over here when they emerge.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON RED ADMIRALS IN WINTER:

A theory of non-hibernation

by Brian O: C. Gardiner (225)

Very many years ago I came across the fact that by putting chrysahds of

various Vanessids into a refrigerator one could obtain interesting

varieties of the adults. Having at the time some larvae of the Red admiral

I decided to do this and consequently maintained a colony of them from
August until the following March, when the last adult died. I published a

note about this at the time {Entomologist 89:23). In those days I did not

have the facilities (nor indeed much of the knowledge!) for rearing as I

do today. My notes are unfortunately nothing like as complete as they

ought to have been, but what is clear is that all that winter I had atalanta

in all stages and that the adults could survive for a month or more in

freezing temperatures, without any food. Had these adults been first well

fed, there is now no doubt in my mind but that they would have lived far

longer than they did. Their inactivity should not now be confused with

hibernation, which I considered possible at the time, since immediately

they were warmed up then they would become active. It is perhaps also

significant that, having no heating at the time, the larvae were being

reared under very wintry conditions and were taking two or three months
to feed up.

It seems to me that such hardy animals as the Vanessids are generally

quite capable of surviving prolonged periods of cold, taking advantage

of the slightest warm spell to reactivate and feed. Even in the depths of

winter sources of suitable food are often to be found. Vanessids do not

confine themselves to nectar and not only will rotten fruit still be around
(indeed a good hard frost/snow cover will have preserved it) but birds

and rodents killed off by the cold and starting to rot are, I believe, quite

acceptable to these lovely butterflies.

There are two other facts which are perhaps not generally recognized

and these are just how hardy and long-lived both larvae and adult

butterflies can be when kept cold. For instance when kept at 4°C adult

Large cabbage whites (Pieris brassicae) will live for at least a month and
the record is 67 days. They sit motionless but in no sense is this 'hiberna-

tion' for as soon as they are brought out into the warmth they become
active and eagerly search for food. When the larvae are kept at 12°C they

also take over two months to develop. As a by-product of requiring

cabbage in one form or another all the year round, obtained from a

variety of sources, I have found regularly over the years that even in the

depths of winter there are insects to be found on it and these have

included in every month of the year, larvae of the Small white (Pieris

rapae) which have always survived whenever I have bothered to rear

them. Just how old they are is difficult to say, but those found in
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February and March cannot have been less than four months for given

even the mildest of autumns their eggs cannot have been laid later than

November. By accident, too, I have had my stock of brassicae in all of its

stages subjected to — 10°C for up to a couple of davs without their beins

killed.

There is then ample evidence that butterflies and their larvae are

capable of withstanding quite cold adverse conditions and do indeed live

longer when kept cold, starved and inactive than when they are warm,
active and fed.

I am therefore prepared to put forward a theory concerning the

problem of Red admirals in winter and in this theory I agree with Mr
Crow. My theory and the arguments for it are given below, but first we
need to clarify when is meant by 'hibernation' and as I understand the

meaning it is actually a synonym, insofar as insects are concerned, for

diapause and this is the term used to designate the overwintering inactive

stage of insects during which physiological changes have taken place

which can bnly be reversed by a degree of exposure to cold. Usually this

means that hormonal changes have to take place in order to initiate the

continuation of activity. In addition it will be found that insects that are

due to enter diapause show a behavioural response in that they will

actively seek out a place in which to pass their diapause. There is no
evidence on any of these factors in the case of the Red admirals.

My theory therefore is this:— RED ADMIRALS DO NOT
HIBERNATE, but, both larvae and adults ARE CAPABLE OF WITH-
STANDING PROLONGED PERIODS OF COLD IN A STATE OF
TORPOR, this state of torpor being due to it being too cold for their

vital processes to function.

My arguments for this definite statement, which also accounts for all

winter sightings, are as follows:

—

There are a number of the butterflies that do not join the autumn
southern migration (if indeed there is one) but linger on (or are the aduhs
resulting from a late brood) and by chance find favourable conditions of

shelter where they are inactivated by the cold. Now this is not true

hibernation as performed by the Peacock {Inachis io) but a state of

inactivity due to the fact that below about 10°C it is too cold for the

muscles to function. Torpor therefore sets in and this state is of course

immediately brought to an end when the temperature rises sufficiently,

this being its fundamental difference to diapause which continues to hold

the insect inactive throughout temporary temperature fluctuations. It is

also of course too cold for much of the butterfly's other normal

functions to take place, although there may be a very slow oxygen

exchange. Since no activity is taking place normal feeding is not

required, resources are not being depleted and therefore the butterfly can

survive for a relatively long period. As soon as the temperature rises
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enough to activate the muscles then the butterfly becomes active and it is

these examples that are sometimes recorded in the winter months. The
evidence for this is the proven fact as given above that this and other

species can be kept for long periods in the cold and starved and these

reactivate when warmed as stated above.

The other distinct possibility to be considered, and in my view it is

equally likely and has the same experimental proof to back it up, is that

eggs laid late in the season, November say, will, like those of the Small

white, hatch and the larvae very slowly feed up over several months.

Mind you, I believe the conditions will have to be just right, not too

prolonged a frost, and the eggs laid on a patch of nettle which is going to

be sufficiently sheltered to have some leaf left on it all winter.

It is axiomatic that late laid eggs, even if the weather remains warm
into December, are going to produce late chrysalids. Like other non-

diapause chrysalids, these normally produce butterflies in a few weeks,

but require warmth to do so. Under cold conditions, however, they too,

like the larvae and adults, can survive for a surprisingly long time,

perhaps months, and given a short warm spell could well produce winter,

even spring, butterflies.

In view of the many years over which this question has been argued,

over half a century in this Bulletin alone, it becomes very highly

significant that no examples have been found sitting in houses, sheds etc,

where the Peacocks and Small tortoiseshells {Aglais urticae) are to be

found. In other words there is no evidence that the Red admirals are

actively seeking out hibernating sites.

It can be argued that if the Red admiral can survive in torpor, why also

do not Painted ladies and Clouded yellows. The answer is that they have

a very much lower tolerance to cold and any temperature below freezing

will kill them, but this is a subject which requires some serious

investigation.

What is now urgently required is for experiments to be done. Indeed

there might even be a PhD in it: far lesser projects have earned a

Doctorate before now. We need to know for just how long adults can be

kept alive, but inactive, and what is the lowest temperature at which

larvae can be reared and chrysalids survive. Meanwhile, if anyone has a

better theory, or other proof, will they please come forward with it.
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MELALOPHA STRIGOSA
An interesting North American Notodontid

by John L. Gregory (4116)

HISTORY: This species is only very briefly described in W. J. Holland's

Moth Book and is one of the smallest of its genus. The distribution is

given as the northern portion of the Appalachian sub-region. It is

bivoltine around July or August. It overwinters in the pupal stage.

OVA: These are pale green, hemispherical. They gradually change to

greyish and finally to dark brown before hatching. In captivity they are

laid in neat batches on the sides of the rearing container or on foliage.

LARVAE: These flourished well on poplar, each one living in an
individual silk-lined chamber formed by spinning two leaves together, or

by folding or rolling a single leaf. They emerged from these retreats only

to come out at night and feed. After each moult, and sometimes in the

middle of an instar if the leaf had become too stale, new and larger living

quarters were constructed on a fresher leaf.

At first the larvae were pale yellowish grey, gradually becoming a

whitish grey and finally some of them turned brown when fully fed. A
pattern of twelve fine wavy longitudinal whitish stripes was noticeable

even on the lighter coloured specimens, the stripe immediately above the

spiracles being usually slightly broadened in the middle of each segment

to enclose a small cream-coloured spot. Head uniformly black and the

plates on the first segment variable in colour from grey to dark brown or

black. The body rather sparsely clothed with short soft pale grey hairs.

PUPAE: These are dark reddish brown and formed in a cocoon amongst
spun-together foliage.

IMAGINES: The wingspan is about three-quarters of an inch. Forewings

are mostly a light greyish brown with a rather 'marbled' appearance,

although some specimens displayed a more yellowish orange coloration

whilst others tended towards a darker brown. Conspicuous markings

are:— two fine dark brown wavy crosslines, one about a third and the

other two thirds (from the body), the inner one edged inwardly with

white and the outer one edged outwardly with white; a slanting dark,

whitish-edged line in the form of two shallow crescents, bisecting the

wing from one third costa to two thirds dorsum; a large yellowish brown
blotch on the costa before the apex. The hindwings are unmarked light

smoky grey and the rather elongated body is a light silvery grey.

A typical resting attitude of this moth is to suspend itself from a twig

or else the nylon mesh covering the top of my rearing containers, holding

on only by the front pair of legs, and with the tail protruding at a 45

degree angle to the rest of the body. This habit was observed in both

sexes.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: Many thanks are due to Leroy Simon who
supplied me with ova of this species in 1982.
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TWO INTERESTING DAYS IN AUSTRIA

by Rob Parker (5247)

I. June 1 1984: Kramsach

Austrian meadows are a very special treat. In June the grass stands knee

high, interspersed with a multitude of wild flowers; poppies, cornflower,

enormous golden buttercups and a dozen blues and yellows that I can't

put a name to. There are tiny yellow trefoils and massive purple-headed

clovers, all contributing to the riot of colour. But it is the sound of the

meadow that makes you realise it is alive — not just bees and grass-

hoppers, but noisy persistent crickets and cockchafers giving that

marvellous background hum that is almost extinct in Britain. I began my
stroll at 10am, so I chose a meadow set at a rakish angle to catch the

morning sun.

The Common blue {Polyommatus icarus) was everywhere, the males

more active than the females, but I soon netted one fine large female with

bold orange lunules as well as plenty of blue breaking through. The
Sooty copper {Heodes tityrus) was also common and well mixed in with

the blues. I found tityrus easier to spot at rest because of the whiter

undersides and bolder markings. One glint of real copper came from a

particularly large fresh Small copper (Lycaena phlaeas) sunning itself at

the top of a grass stem, whilst the shorter grasses were favoured by the

Small heath {Coenonympha pamphilus) which was abundant. A less-

familiar sight to English eyes, but also common in Austria, was the

friendly Chequered skipper {Carterocephalus palaemon). When I went to

investigate a brighter flash of blue, I was rewarded to find a number of

Adonis blues {Lysandra bellargus) along the sheltered edge of the

pasture.

Across the road, a curve in the hillside formed a secluded suntrap

which looked ideal for fritillaries, so I paused and watched an Orange-tip

{Anthocharis cardamines) flitting back and forth, to see whether it would
disturb anything else. Sure enough, a golden flurry of fritillary made its

protest at the intrusion and settled back in the sun. Only as I swung my
net did I realise that there were two — both Pearl-bordered fritillaries

(Clossiana euphrosyne)

.

At this point the path left the meadow and climbed in the sun along

the side of a wood where the Brimstone {Gonepteryx rhamnf) and the

Wood white (Leptidea sinapis) were common. I saw a lot more Chequered
skippers and then a couple of Green hairstreaks {Callophrys rubi) before

I noticed the Northern wall brown (Lasiommata petropolitana) on the

verge. Because the couple in my collection were damaged I caught this

fresh example, but it subsequently damaged itself in the collecting box.

I'm not sure if it is a particularly frail insect, or whether it just panics

when enclosed.
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As the path cUmbed I got a beautiful view back over the Rheintaler

See. I netted a hovering (moth) only to find that it was a Dingy skipper

(Erynnis tages) — the first of many along that hot stretch. Soon after I

found a number of Grizzled skippers (Pyrgus malvae) basking on the hot

on the hot stones of the path.

A short shaded stretch through the woods brought me out at the

Berglsteiner See, a tranquil lake nesthng in a fold in the mountain. In a

clearing I got a glimpse of a large fritillary — probably a Silver-washed

{Argynnispaph id)

.

On the walk down I took a single unfamiliar fritillary, which turned

out to be the False heath fritillary {Melitaea diamina). I then counted my
sightings, checked off the Small white {Artogeia rapae), the Green-
veined white (Artogeia napi) and spotted a Peacock {Inachis io), to bring

the total to 20 species — and it was still only half past twelve!

II. July 25 1984: Fuschli

Seven weeks later we were in Austria again, this time just east of

Salzburg, at Fuschl am See. Again the weather had been disappointingly

wet, but on a bright Wednesday morning we set out early for a walk up
to the Eibensee. The woods were wet, but we didn't let the dew stop us

from gathering the plentiful wild strawberries. The first butterflies to stir

were the Northern wall brown {Lasiommata petropolitana) and these

kept us company on our uphill trek. We paused by a forestry authority's

lorry on which a Jersey tiger moth {Euplagia quadripunctaha) was
incongruously perched, and soon after noticed the Green-veined white

{Artogeia napi) at the side of the path. The lake, when we reached it, was
cool, still, sheltered and sunless. We climbed a prominence with a view

and a solitary Red admiral {Vanessa atalanta) circling the summit. We
rested and signed a traditional "Gipfelbuch", kept in a metal box to

protect it from the elements.

We took a different route down, traversing a glade with a number of

Pearl-bordered fritillaries {Clossiana euphrosyne) but seeing little else of

entomologicaL interest until we dropped into the Elmau valley in the

afternoon. Here the meadows had mostly been cut, and in places there

were armies of the "little green men" that serve as haystacks in Austria.

The sound of crickets alerted me to an unkempt, uncut patch of wet

meadow that was to hold my interest for several hours. The Marbled

white {Melanargia galathea) was abundant here and there were a lot of

*heath' fritillaries that took me some time to sort out. These proved to be

a mixture of the False heath fritillary {Melitaea diamina) and Nickerl's

fritillary {Mellicta aurelia), both of which were strangers to me, and the

variable markings and condition confused me into thinking that there

were more than two species at first. I was armed with Lionel Higgin's

excellent new guide, the layout of which certainly assists identification in
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the field. Meanwhile, my boys were engaged in a competition to see who
could catch the largest of the enormous green bush crickets {Leptophytes

sp.) that were all around us. These proved friendly and would perch

obligingly on a shoulder whilst they were compared in size with one
another. The Small skipper {Thymelicus flavus-sylvestris) was common
on this patch and the Large skippers {Ochlodes venata) were the heavily

marked form — alpinus. Also present in the grass were the Ringlet

{Aphantopus hyperantus), the Meadow brown {Maniola jurtina) and a

few Small coppers {Lycaena phlaeas), not to mention the abundant and
irritating horseflies. I also found a (worn) solitary female Common blue

{Polyommatus icarus)

.

A short walk to a drier patch added the Little blue {Cupido minimus)

as well as the Small tortoiseshell {Aglais urticae) and the Small white

{Artogeia rapae). The Silver-Y {Plusia gamma) and the Clouded buff

{Diacrisia sannio) also appeared. I disturbed a pair of deer on the

hillside and stood quietly watching the False heath flying here without

the company of Nickerl's fritillary. Too late, I realised that I was under

attack! I had been standing on an anthill and a stream of particularly

vicious brown ants had found their way up my trouser leg! As I returned

along the stream I was delighted to see no less than eight C. euphrosyne

on a single valerian-like plant with red flowers.

As the sun got lower, I crossed the valley and found that the opposite

bank was not only in good light, but was uncut and chalky, with a wild

mixture of flowers swarming with insect life. I saw most of the species

already recounted and added the Chalk hill blue {Lysandra coridon) and
the Silver-washed fritillary {Argynnis paphia). Marbled whites were

particularly abundant, and the plentiful scabious was loaded with

burnets. A few of these were the familiar five-spot burnet {Zygaena

thfollii) but the majority carried three very elongated spots rather like

the Transparent burnet. All were freshly emerged, and sometimes five

would share one flower head; few were on the wing at the day's end. I

netted a 'Small heath' because it looked a bit dark, and was pleased to

discover the Chestnut heath {Coenonympha glycerion), which was new
to me.

It had been a satisfying day with 19 species of butterflies recorded, six

of which had still been on the wing at 6pm. I reflected that Fuschl am See

is a pleasant choice for a family holiday; it caters for walkers, fishermen,

sailboarders and sunbathers as well as lepidopterists, and at very

reasonable cost (£5 per night is the going rate for B&B).
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BREEDING ZERINTHIA CERISYIFERDINANDI STICHEL

While collecting in the Mt. Falakron area of North Greece in July, 1983,

we found both eggs and larvae of the above species on Ahstolochia
clematitis.

Although some of these were lost due to the high temperatures

experienced on our travels, I was able to get eight of them to pupate in a

cage, feeding them potted A. clematitis which I grow in my garden.

Some disappeared and must have escaped. In May 1984 the first males

emerged and then two females. I was able to pair these by hand, the

male armature being very similar to that of Parnassius species, with

horny claspers. The females were fed on dilute honey solution and laid

eggs, quite freely on the upper side of leaves of A. clematitis and the

larvae fed through and are now pupae. The larvae have two colour forms
when mature, yellow spined and red/orange spined, but young larvae are

yellow spined.

The pupae are similar in shape to those of Z. rumina and Z. polyxena,

coloured buff with dark chocolate markings and are variable. The
securing girdle passes over the beak-like projection at the head of the

pupa. The larvae have osmateria but do not evert them freely.

A pleasant surprise was to watch two males flying freely in the garden

at the same time as the captive ones emerged, being the imagines of the

escaped larvae. I was able to net both for the cabinet.

P. W. Cribb (2270)

BREEDING COENONYMPHA LEANDER ESPER

On our trip to North Greece in 1983 I captured a female of C. leander at

the top of the Katara Pass and was able to get her to lay eggs on grasses

placed in a muslin-covered plastic box. These hatched on my return to

England and the larvae were placed on a thick tussock of fescue grass

(Festuca rubra) set in an earthenware pot. The pot was covered with fine

nylon net and placed in a shallow tray of water. I placed this outside in a

cold greenhouse so that direct rain could not fall on it and only the

moisture rising from the tray was available to the grass.

The same treatment was given to larvae of C. tullia. In the Spring I

examined the larvae of leander and made notes of their colouring — the

ground colour is medium green with a dark dorsal line edged on each side

with white; a white line occurs above and below the spiracular line; there

is a light yellowish collar behind the head and the two anal tails are

tipped pinkish-brown. Examining the larvae of tullia as a comparison, I

found that the two species were almost indistinguishable, those of

leander appearing thicker in the central segments. Both larvae are

sluggish, resting for most of the day and feeding in the late evening and
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presumably at night. Pupation occurred in both species by suspension

from a grass blade but the pupae were quite different. Those of leander

were white with chocolate spotting, looking rather like those of H. lucina

while those of tullia are green with brownish elongated markings. Both
species emerged in late June, earlier than the flight time of their parents,

but I was only successful in pairing the tullia and obtaining a further fifty

larvae which are now entering their winter sojourn.

AN ATTEMPT AT BREEDING DEATHS-HEADS

Larval success but adult failure

by Roger Hayward (2 769)

Many readers will know that ova of Acherontia atropos were available at

the 1983 Annual Exhibition at give-away prices and I took the

opportunity to purchase 20 to give my children the pleasure of seeing the

magnificent larvae and moths. Thirteen of the eggs shortly hatched and
eleven were established on locally obtained privet from several sources.

After a fortnight they were in their fourth skin with a couple of them
being particularly colourful, being greener and having bluer stripes than

the others. One larva was rather backward and had lost half its horn,

probably bitten off. Another week and one of them changed its skin

overnight and then next day into the snake-like brown form; a delightful

surprise. Some time later the small backward larva also changed into this

form. This form looks quite snake-like, with the pattern of black, dark

brown and beige markings looking very much like scales. Large pale

patches behind the head are reminiscent of Deilephila elpenor and are

presumably intended to look like eyes on a snake's head. I did notice that

the brown colour of this form does not appear until 24 hours after the

final skin change.

It may be of interest to record that all the larvae fed quite readily in the

dark as well as in the light, both natural and artificial.

For pupation I placed the larvae ina container with plenty of tissues to

absorb the copious fluid which they discharge prior to pupation. The size

of my mature larvae varied considerably — the largest being

123mm long when fully extended (compared to 140mm reported by Mrs
Beer) and 100mm in repose. It seemed unlikely that this was large enough
to produce good-sized moths.

P. W. Cribb (2270)
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Perhaps someone could comment in the pages of the Bulletin on the

correct method of measuring larvae. Is the 'scientific' length that in

repose, when walking in a straight line, or when walking fully extended?

The first larvae pupated on 27 November, nine days after going down,
and the last one on 6 December, this being the laggard, and it produced a

slightly deformed pupa, after I had had to give it some help with a pair of

tweezers. The largest pupa was 63mm long and there were six males and
five females. The three largest I kept indoors in the hope of inducing

early emergence and the others were put in the unheated garage in the

hope of overwintering them. On 25 April 1984 they were checked and the

indoor pupae, seen to be colouring up, were placed with them and all

were given a tepid bath.

The first indoor pupa produced a moth, wingspan only 113,5mm on 1

May and the second a week later, wingspan only marginally better at

115mm. The attempt to produce large, or even average size, moths had
failed. During the third week of May eight others emerged, the deformed
pupa dying fully formed in its case.

The moths were fed in the prescribed fashion and remained active. By
5 June no pairings in either of the large cages used had been observed and
the few eggs which had appeared were suspected of being infertile. By 1

1

June all had died in the very high temperatures then prevailing. So, not

only had dwarf moths been produced, but there would be no follow-on

brood either. So where did I go wrong?

(Editors note: The small size of the moths could be accounted for by the use of
late autumn foliage and the fact tham they were taking so long to feed up could be a

contributory factor. Mr Hayward's real mistake though was to try to overwinter them
and he was lucky they were not killed by frost. I am puzzled though by the

retardation of the three kept in his house. Where? Not in a very warm part I feel.

When I had atropos I kept both larvae and pupae at 28°C and the feeding time

for the larvae was just over three weeks with the pupal period the same. Here I

think was his problem. After such a long exposure to cold, irreversible physiologi-

cal changes had occurred and even at the best of times, as many people have now
found out, atropos is no easy species to pair and get a reasonable number of eggs

from. It really likes it both hot and humid.

As to measuring larvae, I do not think there is any 'correct' scientific method
for such a plastic body. A more accurate assessment can be obtained by weighing

them, although this needs to be done on a daily basis for the fact is that both

'length' and weight decrease by about 20 between cessation of feeding and
actual pupation.)
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MOTORWAYS AND CROSS-MOVEMENTS
An insect's 'mental map' of the M56 in Cheshire

by R. L.H.Dennis (5851)

INTRODUCTION
The degree to which an obstacle, such as a motorway, acts as a barrier to

a butterfly depends very much on the nature of its lifetime track (Baker

1978) — that is, normal field movement during its life. From
studies on different species it is evident that butterflies display a wide

range of movement. Those with reputedly 'closed' populations (discrete

colonies) are said to disclose limited movements {Maniola jurtina L.,

Brakefield 1982; Melitaea cinxia L., Thomas and Simcox 1980) or

indeed to be entirely restricted within the confines of the habitat

{Polymmatus icarus Rott., Ford 1975; Mellirta athalia Rott., Warren et

al. 1981, Warren 1984; Strymonidia pruniX.., Thomas 1974; M. jurtina,

Pollard 1981; Cupido minimus Fuessly, Heath et al. 1984; Euphydryas
aurinia Rott., Porter pers. comm.). Other butterflies are known to have

more open populations {Aglais urticae L. and Inachis io L., Baker 1972;

Gonepteryx rhamni L., Pollard and Hall 1981; various Pierinae, Baker

1978; several North American butterflies such as Erebia epipsodea,

Brussard et al., 1970 a, b, c) and many are well known to engage in long

distance migration {Vanessa atalanta L., Baker 1969, 1972; Vanessa

cardui L., Baker 1969, 1972; Pollard 1982; Nymphalis antiopa, L.

Chalmers-Hunt 1977; Danaus plexippus L., Urquart 1976; Colias

croceus L., Chalmers-Hunt and Bretherton 1984; Pollard et al. 1984; see

Williams 1958, Baker 1978 and Shapiro 1975, 1980a). However, there are

conflicting observations and some outright disagreements as to the

amount of movement involved, particularly for species with more closed

populations (see Baker 1978, 1984 versus Ford 1975, Brakefleld 1982 and
Pollard 1981 for contrasting observations on movement in M. jurtina).

For instance, typically colonial butterflies (M. jurtina; Coenonympha
pamphilus L., Lasiommata megera L., Hipparchia semele L., Ford 1957;

Campbell 1970) have been observed far out to sea, or considerable

distances from capture points {Leptidea sinapis L., Warren 1981, 1984)

and from known habitats {Strymonidia w-album Knoch., Archer-Lock

1982, Parage aegeria L., Argynnis aglaia L., Wright 1983; Horton 1977;

Lysandra coridon L., Allan 1949). Much of this inconsistency is the

result of researchers applying different techniques and from
observations being made in different conditions. For instance, mark-

release-recapture (MRR) surveys typically report limited movements in

butterflies compared to those from direct traces if only for the reason

that movement measured by MRR considers insects only within a

prescribed and generally limited area of study. Morover, as the distance

from release points increases so too does the area over which insects can
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Fig. 1. Seriation in indivual behaviour of a male and female Orange tip butterfly over an

eight minute period in the Bollin valley during 1984.
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disperse and over which recaptures need to be made. Tracing butterflies

places no such a priori restrictions on observations but the number of

insects sampled is much reduced and obvious difficulties accrue from
attempting to follow butterflies over long distances. A modification of

the technique which depends on picking up an insect which is flying in

the same direction past the place where one has been lost, in the view of

the writer, introduces serious bias (see Baker 1978, 1984). Very few
researchers apart from Baker have followed more allegedly sedentary

butterflies for any great length of time, but that the latter engage in longer

distance movements is well established by this technique, from observa-

tions made outside colonies (U/S index. Baker 1978) and by using urban
garden detectors (Shapiro 1975; Owen 1982). The conditions under
which observations are made (location; population density; host plant

and nectar resource status; weather; surrounding habitats) also matter a

great deal. For instance, much greater movement was observed in

'sedentary' butterflies during the drought conditions of 1976 and 1984

than in other years (Horton 1977; both L. megera and M. jurtina have

been seen visiting suburban gardens regularly in Manchester in 1984;

Dennis, poers. obs.). Abroad, some of our colonial butterflies are known
to migrate, for instance, H. semele in the Cevennes (Feltwell 1976).

Every indication is that facultative out-movement occurs from all

butterfly colonies but that the amount varies with circumstances. Such
movements are argued to be a necessary part of the survival kit for each

species. Fundamentally they allow escape from predictable changes

within the habitat:— low frequency, generally short distance dispersal

from vegetation succession and its influence on the decline of hostplant

and nectar resources (and other density related pressures) in more
sedentary insects (Southwood 1978; Baker 1978; see Dennis 1977 p. 129

for the historical context) and high frequency, unidirectional (involving

return migrations) usually long distant, migrations from violent seasonal

changes in weather and habitat suitability (Shapiro 1980b; Shields 1974;

Baker 1978) and the other extreme. Varying habitat lifespan and/or

resource unpredictability probably account for the continuum of closed

to open populations variation which is evident between conspecific

populations as well as between species. Baker (1984) has gone further

and argues that the 'go: stay' ratio reflects an evolutionary stable

strategy <ESS) which mirrors changes in the habitat and which maintains

a balance in individual advantage.

This paper explores the nature of movements in Anthocharis carda-

mines L. (Pieridae) within the BoUin valley and the surrounding country-

side of Cheshire and the suburbs of Manchester. In particular, it focusses

on the influence that a major obstacle such as the M56 motorway has on

movements. The butterfly is another for which conflicting observations

have been made on population structure. For southern England, Baker

(1978) describes it as having an open structure, individuals dispersing



Fig. 2. Capture points and lines joining successive recaptures for male Orange tips in the

Bollin valley during 1982.
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widely over different habitats. However, in Scotland and north-east

England it has been shown by MRR to occupy short stretches of river

valleys where males patrol back and forth (Courtney 1980; Palmer and
Young 1977). In this context observations midway in Cheshire are all the

more interesting.

METHODS
Several different techniques have been used to make observations on
movements in the butterfly. During periods of ten days in 1982 and 1983,

MRR linked to a transect was used to obtain a general picture of

movement within the Bollin valley (Figure 4 shows the line of transect).

Previously, in 1981, to determine how widely dispersed the butterfly was
in the Cheshire countryside, intensive searches for crucifer habitats and
A. cardamines eggs were carried out further afield (Dennis 1982a).

During 1984 more detailed observations were made on behaviour in the

butterfly within the Bollin valley, particularly in the vicinity of the M56
bridge over the river. A portable recorder has been used in conjunction

with a large scale map displaying landmarks to obtain, simultaneously,

both the track and behaviour of butterflies. Some 17 males were

followed. Direct observations have also been made on approaches and
exits to both sides of the M56 bridge over the Bollin valley; the paths that

were taken have been mapped. Finally, casual observations (and

enquiries) have been made of the occurrence of insects to suburban and
urban gardens by Orange tips, localities both close to and well away from
crucifer habitats.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both male and female Orange tips spend a great deal of time on the wing

usually at heights less than a metre above the ground. Males are patroUers,

actively searching out females, not perchers (sit and wait tactic) and
females are incessantly on the move searching out hostplant resources.

Both are therefore highly mobile as is evident from a seriation diagram

illustrating individual behaviour (Figure 1). Male flight paths are

distinctive (see Dennis 1982b). Generally they establish 'flyways' (as in

Papilio xuthus; Watanabe 1979) and keep to woodland edges and lines of

trees along the river bank in the sunshine, changing their flight paths in

relation to daily changes in sun angle. Only less commonly will they fly

over open ground usually where hostplants (cues suggesting the presence

of females) and nectar sources are abundant. When these resources are

absent flight is fast and linear. However, where open marshy areas are

covered in hostplant patches, the stay time of both sexes is greatly

prolonged, their behaviour similarly characterized by intensive searches,

involving backtracking and circuits, as well as periods of nectaring (the

crucifer hostplants double as nectar sources).
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Fig. 3. Capture points and lines joining successive recaptures for male Orange tips in the

Bollin valley during 1983. An inset map shows the track of one male over a short period on

May 14, 1984.
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Both males and females will fly into woodlands as in Sweden (see

Wiklund and Ahrberg 1978), especially where cover is sparse and nectar

sources are abundant (Bluebell, Endymion non-scriptus; Red Campion,
Silene dioica; in particular) but on the whole they avoid dense shade.

Very little time is wasted in 'sedentary' pursuits by either sex. Skirmishes

between males are brief involving a few tight spirals. Similarly

encounters between males and already courted females are quickly

terminated by the typical Pierid male refusal posture of females, in which

the insect settles, raises its abdomen apparently to expose the genitalia

(Dennis pers. obs.) and possibly to release a chemical deterrent. Feeding

sessions are short compared to some other butterflies and the scrutiny of

individual flowerheads by males (for settled females) and females (for

potential egglaying sites) is intensive and rapid, each inspection taking

less than a second and often far less. Oviposition in itself, is a brief

affair, presaged by tactile inspection, the eggs being laid singly (Wiklund
and Ahrberg 1978; Courtney 1980: Dennis 1983). The speed of activity

seems closely related to efficiency in both sexes. For instance, males have

an uncanny ability of locating females which are cryptically concealed

whilst roosting amid the heads of large umbellifer patches, such as Cow
parsley {Anthriscus sylvesths) (see Rothschild 1982; Dennis pers. obs.).

Scent as well as vision evidently has an important part to play.

These observations on behaviour in A. cardamines attest considerable

mobility for the butterfly, similar to that in other Pierids, but more
formal techniques of measurement reveal several apparent contradic-

tions. MRR shows that males patrol over considerable distances (Mean
range: 1982, 411 metres; 1983, 403 metres) and at considerable speeds

(see Dennis 1982). Nevertheless, they also show strong fidelity to

sections of the valley (Figures 2 and 3). The motorway evidently presents

a very substantial barrier to males (few females are recaptured) as

movement across it is reduced by some 91.8% compared to that between

separated sections to the north and south, for instance between sections

11/15 and 9/17 to the north of the M56 and between 8/18 and 2/5 to the

south of it (see Figure 4 for transect sections). The reduction in

movement is highly significant (x- = 7.74, p<0.01), far greater than

this test statistic would make us believe, as the distance across the

motorway is several times shorter than that between transect sections

(see Figure 4). Despite this, it is important to realize that small numbers
of butterflies (presumably females as well as males) do manage to cross

the obstacle. It is perhaps interesting to note that those which actually do
cross tend to be long distance individuals caught and recaptured at

opposite ends of the transect. It is possible that those insects have less

chance of being captured. Distinction in individual behaviour has been

well recognised in this butterfly (and in others, such as the Wall brown).

Orange tip males clearly vary in their fidelity to small areas of the

habitat. Some butterflies are caught day after day within much the same
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Fig. 4. The BoUin valley, showing the line of transect, the transect sections and the

distribution of hostplants in 1982 and 1983. An inset map illustrates the situation of the

Bollin valley in Cheshire.
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area, whereas there is evidence that others leave — some early on, others

later. The individual recaptured in the top field (at X on Figure 2) was
fortuitously recaptured above the wood whilst the writer was making
more detailed observations on Piehs napi. Migrants into the transect

area within the valley also occur especially after windy weather, distin-

guished as worn but unmarked individuals. The butterfly is an obvious

target and as the population is small (Lincoln index gives less than 25

individuals in any one day, usually less than 20) very few insects escape

capture.

The motorway by no means forms the only barrier within the valley. A
very different distribution of individuals (and paths of movement)
occurred in 1983 compared to 1982. Far fewer individuals were recorded

in sections 7/19 and 8/18 and many more in section 3/4 (Table 1). These

changes can very probably be related to changes in land use (compare
Figures 2 and 3 with Figure 4). In 1983, pastureland in sections 7/19
and 8/18 and on the opposite side of the river had been heavily grazed by
dairy cattle and both the hostplant {Cardamine pratensis) and nectar

sources (Buttercup, Ranunculus spp 10,000 inflorescences; Dandelion,

Taraxacum vulgaris Weber 100 inflorescences; Red campion, Silene

dioica (L.) 500 inflorescences; Cow parsley, Anthriscus sylvestris (L.) 500

inflorescences, and others) had been completely cleared by the time the

insect was flying. By comparison, the woods above section 3/4 had been

opened up by clearance in the winter (woodland flowers were in abun-

dance in this area in Spring 1983) and cattle were not placed on the

meadows to the south of the river (probably because conditions were too

wet this Spring) (see Figure 4). As a result, a significant shift southwards

occurred in the butterfly's distribution (X^ - 34.45, p < 0.001) though in

the north of the motorway the pattern of movement remained much the

same. Regardless of this, similar numbers crossed the M56 in 1983.

That obstacles other than the motorway occur for the butterfly

becomes more obvious from trace recording sessions. Figure 3 (inset

map) shows the track of one male followed over 18 minutes which

included three marked reversals in direction despite the absence of

effective physical barriers. It seems clear that the butterfly will not only

turn at physical obstacles such as hedges and shaded areas or because of

skirmishes with conspecific or other insects, but will also react to visual

cues or to a lack of them. Many of the shifts in movement within the

densely carpeted hostplant habitat of sections 9/17 could be interpreted as

direct responses to patches of C. pratensis or to other Pierids which

crossed their paths. Spatial memory may also be involved inasmuch as

some substantial hedgerows were tackled and crossed (as between

sections 2/5 and 3/4 in 1983) often by tunnels in partial shade, whereas

turns were made at 'greenfield' boundaries (without nectar or host

resource) as at section 6 and 7/19 in 1983 in sunshine. A spatial memory
would certainly be of value to a butterfly patrolling the same ground
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Fig. 5. Selected tracks of individual male Orange tips on the north side of the M56
motorway bridge over the Bollin river: (a) simple returns at different times of day; (b)

attempted spiral by the bridge; (c) turns on both banks of the river; (d) return from the

motorway embankment.
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repeatedly each day. Such a faciUty has been shown to exist in Aglais

urticae females which can relocate their egg batches (Baker 1978). It is

obvious too that the nature of barriers alters during the day as sun angle

changes casting deep shade in the afternoon where sunshine occurred in

the morning (and vice versa). Fewer males reached the M56 bridge over

the Bollin from the south in the afternoon due to the hedges and riverside

trees casting deep shade at the north end of section 7/19.

More detailed observations emerge from recording the behaviour and
tracing the paths of males approaching the M56. At very least, some 88%
of insects from the north (8 of 68 approaches) and 92% of insects from
the south (5 of 64 approaches) were seen to turn at the bridge. Little

difference occurred between north and south approaches probably

because advantages and disadvantages cancelled out. Insects from the

south had the sun in their favour but those from the north usually had
the wind behind them. Most do not reach the embankment area but turn

abruptly (north side: 69% of total insects, south side: 62% of total

insects) along the path either in response to the physical obstacle or to

lower temperatures experienced close to the motorway (relating to

greater windspeeds in the proximity of the M56 and to cold air emanating

from the tunnel; Figures 5 and 6). Very few of the insects spiralled up the

side of the bridge (5 in 105 insects or 4.8% and 5 in 132 approaches or

3.8%; Figure 5) and none attained the level of the road directly in this

way in the attempt to cross it. Those that do attain the level do so by
flying up the embankments on either side of the bridge. Some 12% (8 of

68 approaches) from the north and 8% (5 of 64 approaches) from the

south found their way onto the embankment (no difference between

north and south: X2 = 0.34; p>»0.5) to disappear from sight, but then

most that do are suspected to return. Of 24 insects (12 each on north

and south side) followed up onto the embankment to the east of the

river, 20 doubled back immediately or flew along the embankment to

return to the fields further along. The two remaining insects continued to

fly along the embankment for at least 150 metres and then out of vision.

Several insects attempted to cross the obstacle on either side of the

motorway in one single approach (north: 4 of 58; south: 11 of 47, see

Figures 5 and 6), but more typically, insects turned to cross the river and
return. Different paths were followed by males at different times of the

day, particularly obvious on the north side (Figure 5); this evidently

related to sim angle which gradually favoured the east bank as the day

passed. Those that do attempt to cross have a more formidable obstacle

to contend with. On average, some 28 vehicles per minute pass in each

direction. Insects seen (mostly P. napi) attempting to cross further east

where the fields were nearly level with the motorway surface were heavily

buffeted by traffic, lifted high into the air to plunge to ground level.

Some were simply lifted high into the air to be carried across from the

north side by the wind. The one A. cardamines male seen to attempt the
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Fig. 6. Selected tracks of individual male Orange tips on the south side of the M56 motorway
bridge over the Bollin river: (a) simple return by bridge; (b) complex manoeuvres and
turns on both sides of the river; (c) two indivuals are shown:— one turned long before the

bridge; a second returned from the embankment; (d) abrupt return to river bank at high

speed across open field.
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crossing tried twice and having been buffeted on both occasions returned

to the north side.

Throughout this work it has been most difficult to obtain information

on females. Only a few were recaptured in the MRR work and a small

number seen approaching the bridge. Despite this, there is some evidence

that they are as mobile, if not more so, than the males. In 1981, a survey

which had as its objective the search for crucifer habitats and A.
cardamines eggs away from the Bollin, showed that nearly all these

resources had been utilized (a few weedy hostplants and others in shade

had been ignored) and that the butterfly was more than capable of

establishing satellite populations in isolated settings. Furthermore, over

the past four years, the butterfly (both sexes) has been a regular visitor to

suburban gardens in Wilmslow and Hale, and has even been seen in

Manchester City on the University campus and in the grounds of

Manchester Grammar School.

The Orange tip population within the Bollin valley structurally falls

neatly under neither the 'open' nor 'closed' label, but is distinctly more
open than closed. In this way, it is intermediate in behaviour between the

populations of Durham and southwest England as described by
Courtney (1980) and Baker (1978) respectively. The apparent fidelity of

males to sections of the valley where they patrol back and forth and their

observance of implicit 'boundaries' provide some hallmarks from Pierids

in the same area {P. rapae, P. napi and P. brassicae) which simply pass

through the valley. However, there is substantial evidence that MRR
grossly underscores outmovement. Both immigration as well as

emigration occur and thus it is not possible to determine whether the

period from first to last capture measures lifespan or simply the 'length

of stay' (nor for that matter the size of the population with any

accuracy). Most of the evidence, particularly in relation to egglaying and
the capacity of females to seek out and locate isolated hostplant

resources in the county, points to an open population structure. So too

does their ability to cross the M56 and their regular appearance in

suburban gardens. In this context then an important question is: why
should males abandon a home range after a few days and set up 'shop'

elsewhere?

Underlying this, in my own view, is the wide behavioural flexibility of

most of our butterflies. This short study has provided evidence not only

of an awareness and response by them to changing resources between

seasons but also to changes during shorter periods. Males patrol longer

and more intensively (backtracks and circuits) in areas where hostplants

are abundant but do not ultimately break off to patrol elsewhere before

returning. So too do other Pierids but without returning (see Dennis

1982). Similarly, the 'movement' of the sun creates and removes barriers

through the day and A. cardamines simply makes use of opportunities as

they arise. There is no reason then why home ranges should not be
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temporary. Abandonment of a home range by A. cardamines relates to

stimuli (positive or negative) much as does the voluntary abandonment
of territories by Ochlodes venata L. and L. megera having experienced

periods of inertia (Dennis pers. obs.). As such, a wide range of fidehty to

specific areas occurs in butterflies and the terms 'open' and 'closed' for

populations represent but extremes of a spectrum. The variation in

fidelity to habitats more obviously separates different species (see

Cullenward et al. 1979; Brussard et al. 1970; Shreeve 1981) but occurs

also between populations of the same species (see Ehrlich et al. 1975),

between the same population at different times, between individuals and,

as I have said, varies for each individual through its adult lifespan. There

is also no simple division between butterflies which set up territories

and perch as opposed to patrol for mates. For instance, both the Pierids

{P. rapae and P. brassicae) and the Vanessids {A. urticae and /. /o), have

open population structures but the Whites patrol while the Vanessids set

up territories every afternoon (Baker 1972, 1978; see Scott 1975a and b).

A more formal statement can be found elsewhere (see Baker 1978).

Despite having a relatively open population structure, however, A.
cardamines undoubtedly finds motorways to be substantial barriers.

Crossmovement over the M56 is less than 8% of that separating zones

500 metres apart to the north and south respectively. There is good
reason to suspect that maximally only 2% of the insects approaching the

M56 actually get across. As less than 30 approaches per hour to the

motorway were observed being made at the peak of the flight season

(fewer insects) probably only one insect every two hours crosses the

obstacle. The first impression then is one of a formidable divide

separating two populations. Nevertheless, it is equally important to

assess the reverse image. Taken over a whole day and over the flight

season, this leakage could become a significant transfer of genes, that is

if, as expected, female movement matches or exceeds that of males, and
if males which accomplish the crossing are equally or better able to locate

mates. It does, however, give some idea of the impact that major
routeways can have on wildlife movements. For colonial insects we must
expect this impact to be much greater.
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A GLASWEGIAN'S PUPATION HINTS

by Frank McCann (6291)

On my travels I find various kincds of caterpillars, sometimes bring a few

home and check my entomology books to try and identify them. I feed

them up and if they are the type that pupate underground I give them the

following conditions which have been very successful with me on all

species I have so far tried.

Depending on the size of the caterpillar, I select a small or medium
sized plastic flowerpot in the bottom of which I place some peat, having

first sealed the usual holes with masking tape. I then get a shallow tin lid

or small tin and place the caterpillar on this together with some of its

food and the whole is now placed on top of the peat in the flowerpot.

The top of the pot is now sealed with polythene sheet secured with an

elastic band. The following species have recently been very successful this

way:— Coxcomb prominent; Mottled umber; Elephant hawkmoth;
Buff-tip.

Other species I have found in the Glasgow area in 1984 have been the

Vapourer moth and also the Grey dagger of which I found five

caterpillars on a wild rose bush. These, which of course do not go
underground, I pupated in cork wine bottle tops. I hollow out the centre

of each cork to about the thickness of the caterpillar and place them in

the container in which they are being reared. Mostly they then take to a

cork for pupation, although some choose not to and pupate on some
birch bark of which there are pieces in their container.
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PYROGRAPHY AND INSECTS

by Frank Marples (8226)

A pyrograph is a design made by a heated tool, usually in wood. Wood-
burning for decorative purposes is well-known and has a long history.

Primitive peoples used pyrography techniques to embellish their

ornaments and weapons, and we have all seen examples of decorative

wood burning in modern house numbers and names.

I find the prospect of producing small and adequately detailed

entomological studies in wood both interesting and challenging; a way of

combining my interests in art and in arthropods!

Tools, materials and method

First, I make a preliminary sketch, pen on paper, with little detail. I choose

a light-coloured and attractively-grained wood, often a ply, and sand it

smooth and clean. Then I transfer the sketch, or a tracing of the sketch, on

to the wood via carbon paper. Only a light outline, for guidance, is

required.
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Pointed or edged rods heated over actual flame may be applied, but I

prefer to use an electric soldering iron with specially designed interchange-

able tips. First I burn in the outline with a sharp pointed and edged tip,

then I add shading with a rounded tip, and finally I work in further detail

and shading with either tip as the size of the picture and the hardness or

softness of the wood fibre dictates.

A light varnish may enhance the effect of both image and grain. I

usually apply just two coats of clear gloss varnish and ensure that the

surface is kept as dust-free as possible during the drying times.

Insects provide challenging and rewarding subject matter for

pyrography. Legs and antennae are difficult to execute because of their

delicacy. Veined and membranous wings are difficult to line and shade.

The nature of the wood itself determines method and result. A tip held a

moment too long in one place may cause over-burning and spoil the image

completely.

However, the more difficult an undertaking, the more rewarding the

result. The attention to detail required, and the painstaking nature of

pyrography, often proves to be an aid to insect study. The pyrographer

becomes very familiar with the physical appearance of insects, their parts

and their various postures.
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INTERNATIONAL BEE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Has swarmed and made a new hive in Wales

This organization whose publications we drew attention to on page 90 of

the May issue of the Bulletin have moved from Hill House at Gerrards

Cross to Cardiff, where they will be closely associated with the Bee
Research Unit there attached to University College. As from October 1

this year their address is 18 North Road, Cardiff CFl 3DY and their

phone number (0222) 372409.

DOUBLE SPACING PLEASE
A plea from our printers

It would be greatly appreciated by our printer, who has to do the

typesetting, as well as your editor who has to mark-up the manuscript,

make corrections, add scientific names etc., ifALL material submitted in

future by typed with at least double spacing between the lines. Single

spacing leaves no room for corrections and is difficult to follow line by
line when typesetting. If it has to be re-typed the same problem of

following the text applies and in addition to the extra work involved in

checking the newly typed version, having anything re-typed these days,

particularly from a difficult to follow text, costs the Society money
which it would prefer to spend on other things. We do appreciate that

many members do not type or have access to a typewriter or computor
word processor and an Amateur Society like ours cannot insist on the

rigid standards of presentation demanded by many professional

journals. For those unable to send in typed material therefore we will

continue to accept handwritten manuscripts, but even here, for the

benefit of the person who has to type these, please use wide spacing

between the lines.

Members might be interested to know that about threequarters of all

material received is typed, but of this only half is double-spaced. To
those who have already presented their articles correctly in this way we
extend our thanks.

CURIOUS RED ADMIRAL BEHAVIOUR
by R.H. Heath (8243)

While out in the field I came across the torn out nest of the Bumble bee

(Bombus terrestris), obviously the work of a Badger (Meles meles) and I

was fascinated to observe the behaviour of a pair of Red Admirals

(Vanessa atalanta) which were seemingly trying to drive each other away
from the dessicated bodies of the Bee victims. As one sought to settle on
a Bee's body, the other would dart in io take its place, only to be driven

off in turn.

(Could be that they were after the remants of honey left behind by the

Badger? — Editor)
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE PURPLE HAIRSTREAK,
27 AUGUST, 1984.

by John D. Locke (8070)

For the past ten days, a colony of seven Purple hairstreaks {Quercusia

quercus) has been in residence in the garden and appears to join up with a

colony of eight on a tree across the road. On the face of it, there is nothing

unusual in that. But these have kept exclusively to ash trees whereas other

Purple hairstreaks in the area have remained faithful to their normal

habitat, the oak trees. Hairstreaks are elusive and inconspicuous to a

casual observer and are not easy to identify positively from a distance:

those in question look rather like small grey moths flitting round the tops

of the ash trees. Observation through binoculars indicated that they were

quercus but this belief was shaken when, one dull morning, I found a

White-letter hairstreak on one of our Hlac bushes. It was a week after the

first observation before one flew low enough to be caught and released,

confirming the quercus identification.

After eight days in observed residence, the hairstreaks started their

spiral courtship flights. Up to five at a time took part in one of these,

descending slowly in a two-foot diameter spiral from the tip of the tallest

ash tree to twelve feet above the ground and occasionally lower. Otherwise
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a lot of time was spent at rest on the ash leaves and on the terminal buds.

There was frequent direct traffic from the colony on the ash trees in the

garden to those across the road.

This unusual behaviour was reported to Monks Wood Research Station

and the staff suggested that in the recent drought conditions, the ash

might be providing a rich source of honeydew. The drought has eased

over the past three days and the courtship flights are over but the

hairstreaks are still there.

The only reference I had noted to the Purple hairstreak settling on ash

was in E. B. Ford's Butterflies (New Naturalist No. 1, Collins, 1946) but

Paul Sokoloff has kindly found other references to this behaviour as

follows:

—

Stephens, F. (1828) Illustrations of British Entomology.
Tutt, J. W. (1907) A Natural History ofBritish Butterflies, Vol.2.

Frowhawk, F.' W. (1934) A Complete Book of British Butterflies.

Howarth, T. G. South's British Butterflies.

Vol. 17 (1905) of The Entomologists' Record.

Vol. 2 (1864) of The Entomologist.

This last reference reflects my own observations. I look forward to

seeing how they behave next year (1985) and I suspect that it is a high

temperature induced trait.

DEFENCE SECRETIONS IN BEETLES

byD. A. Edwards (8131)

The subject of defence mechanisms in beetles, raised by P. Wilkins (AES
Bulletin, Vol.45, February 1986), is a complex but fascinating one. Many
kinds of beetles use such noxious fluids to defend themselves against

potential predators. Such reactions can be of many kinds, ranging from

the reflex 'bleeding' of the Bloody-nosed beetle, Timarcha species, and of

certain Ladybirds, to the complex explosive mechanism of the Bombadier

beetles. The Great diving beetle, Dytiscus marginalis, produces a milky-

white substance (a steroid) from its prothoracic glands, which in

concentrated form is toxic to fish and frogs. Several kinds of beetle also

emit unpleasant, smelly liquids from the pygidial glands in the abdomen,
notably the Staphylinidae and certain Tenebrionidae. The larvae of many
of the leaf- eating Chrysomehd beetles derive poisons and repellent

chemicals from their food plants which they secrete in glands along their

bodies. Thus both the larvae and pupae of Chrysomela populi exude white

fluid globules from their skins which contain salicylaldehyde, similar to

aspirin, from the willows which are the food plant.
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Carabids commonly produce liquids from their mouth parts, both as

larvae and adults, especially when handled. The liquid has a sharp,

unpleasant smell and is acidic. On the skin it can produce a stinging or

burning sensation. Imms (1960) suggested that the fluid comes from the

gut, as the majority of beetles lack salivary glands. Balduf (1935),

suggested that these fluids may be used in pre-oral (external) digestion of

food. Both the carabids Broscus cephalotes and Pterostichus niger

produce secretions from their mouths which cause discoloration and
decomposition of the flesh of their prey during feeding (Thiele 1977). It is

probable that such fluids play a dual role, to repel predators and also the

pre-digestion of food. In an interesting article, Forsythe (1982), analysed,

qualitatively, certain enzymes from the oral defence fluids of Pterostichus

madidus, and his conclusions support the above contentions.

Such defensive mechanisms are not confined to the Coleoptera, and
species of Hemiptera, known as stink bugs, also emit smelly fluids. Also

some Saw-fly larvae discharge liquid with a pungent odour when
alarmed. No doubt Lepidopterists and others could add to the list of

insects using such defences, and certainly the caterpillars of Pieris species

exude a dark green smelly Hquid when handled. The whole subject of

insect defence mechanisms is a fascinating one, and could well repay

study by anyone interested (in the I.B.A.S.G. for instance!).
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A SPRING VISIT TO THE ALGARVE—(APRIL 1983)

Correction of error

The editor regrets that an error crept into Mr. Gossling's article in our

last issue which made a nonsense of the last paragraph on page 159. This

paragraph should have read as follows:

—

In the same type of habitat Chris found two specimens of the

American Painted Lady (Cynthia virginiensis); possibly these had

migrated from the Canary Isles, although there is now some evidence to

show that this species is naturalised in southern Portugal and is likely to

be multi-brooded. The larval foodplant of this species in southern Europe
has not been confirmed with certainty, although it is believed to be

various cudweeds (Gnaphalium ssp) and certain other composites.
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THE BUTTERFLIES OF HALSTEAD - 1874.

by Malcolm Simpson (4859)

Collecting books on the butterflies of Britain has provided me with many
hours of pleasure during the past few years. Delving through the dusty

shelves of secondhand bookshops has often brought its reward and I well

remember being more than satisfied on picking up for a few pence a good
copy of The Insect Hunter's Companion dated 1880, written by the Rev.

Joseph Green M.A. or The Lepidopterist's Guide by H. Guard Knaggs,

M.D., F.L.S. Dated 1871, which I was not even aware existed.

The Victorians had a lovely habit of illustrating the text with simple line

drawings and these are most interesting as they demonstrate not only the

insects but also the collecting equipment that was in use at that time. In

additions many of the books carried advertisements placed by the

entomologist dealers which are fascinating. One such advertisement that

illustrates my point is to be found in the first book I referred to and was
placed by a dealer named W. Downing of Walthamstow, Essex whose
business was founded in 1832. Various items of equipment are shown
including both bat-fowler and scissor nets. The advertisement commences
with these words: "W. D. feels grateful to those Gentlemen who have

hitherto favoured him with their Orders . . .
." The advertisement then

goes on to state that "Gentlemen's Cabinets, Store Boxes and Pocket

Boxes are Made to Order on the most Reasonable Terms". Times have

changed.

Locating and purchasing Frohawk's books and those by Westwood,
Morris and others is expensive and time-consuming, but what wonderful

plates and excellent reading to have at your side through the dark months
of winter. On occasions the search can unearth a real gem such as the book
I came across recently. It is entitled A Natural History ofButterfliesfound
in the neighbourhood of Halstead, by a certain S. R. Bentall of Nighting-

ale Hall, Halstead, Essex. It is dated 1874 and comprises of 133 pages

written in ink with 24 pencil drawn plates depicting 44 species. As it is a

handwritten work Brian Gardiner advises me that it is more accurately

described as a manuscript.

The work is bound in mottled boards with green leather spine and

corners. The spine has obviously been replaced not many years before my
obtaining it. It is somewhere between small 8vo and crown 8vo being 120 x

190mm in size, and the contents are in good order.

Bearing in mind the subject matter, it makes highly interesting reading

and there is an obvious gradual improvement in the pencil illustrations as

the work progresses. Not quite a Frohawk or Russwurm, but the

butterflies are immediately recognizeable. Each species has corresponding

text covering its life-cycle, where known, and an acknowledgement is made
to Edward Newman when his text has been used. Its occurrence in the

Halstead area, which includes Colchester, is also given.
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I
HalstepiD :

Fig. 1
. Titlepage of MS of book Butterflies of Ha/stead.
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Fig. 2. MS of Plate XXIV of Butterflies of Halstead showing skippers.
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The butterflies listed in the order given is as follows:

—

Silver-Washed Fritillary {Argynnis paphia). High Brown Fritillary

(Argynnis adippe), Queen of Spain Fritillary (Argynnis lathonia), Pearl

Bordered Fritillary {Argynnis euphrosyne). Small Pearl Bordered Fritil-

lary {Argynnis selene). Greasy Fritillary {Melitaea artemis). Heath Fritil-

lary {Melitaea athalia), The Comma {Grapta c-album). Small

Tortoiseshell {Vanessa urticae), Large Tortoiseshell {Vanessa poly-

chloros), Camberwell Beauty {Vanessa antiopa). Peacock {Vanessa io).

Red Admiral {Pyrameis atalanta). Painted Lady {Pyrameis cardui).

White Admiral {Limenitis sibylla). Purple Emperor {Apatura iris),

Marbled White {Melanargio galanthea). Speckled Wood {Pyrarga

egeria), Wall Brown {Pyrarga megara). Grayling {Satyrus semele).

Meadow Brown {Epinephele Janira), Large Heath — now called the

Gatekeeper {Epinephele tithonus). Ringlet {Epinephele), Small Heath
{Caenonympha pamphilus). Green Hairstreak {Thecla rubi). Purple

Hairstreak {Thecla quercus). Black Hairstreak {Thecla w-album).

Common Copper {Polyommatus phleas). Brown Argus {Lycaena

medon). Common Blue {Lycaena icarus), Chalk Hill Blue {Lycaena

corydon). Azure Blue — now called the Holly Blue {Lycaena argiolus).

Pale Clouded Yellow {Colias hylale). Clouded Yellow (Colias edusa).

Brimstone {Rhodocera rhamni). Swallowtail {Papilio machaon). Wood
White {Leucophasia sinapis). Orange Tip {Anthocaris cardamines).

Green Chequered White — Now called Bath White {Pieris daplidice).

Green Veined White {Pieris napi), Small White {Pieris rapae), Large

White {Pieris brassicae). Grizzled Skipper {Hesperia malvae). Large
Skipper {Hesperia sylvanus). Small Skipper {Hesperia linea).

I have followed the order as given in the book which would seem to

follow that as given by Edward Newman, which was probably used as the

work of reference — this would account for the species name having

been given capitals. This is my only departure from the original apart

from giving the modern English name where I thought it was needed.

The list numbers 45 not 44 as mentioned earlier and this is due to S. R.

Bentall discounting as "hardly likely" the report in the Halstead Times

of a specimen of machaon being sighted in Coggeshall "as the nature of

that locality is so different from its usual haunts".

It is obvious from the text that the author had more than just an

interested grasp of the subject. He or she demonstrates a comprehensive

knowledge that could only have been built on a detailed study. There is in

the four page rear Index a reference to another book, possibly by the

same author, entitled "Bentall's British Lepidoptera" and I would be

interested to learn if any of our members know of the existence of such a

book. It would appear that another Bentall, namely Thomas Bentall was
also a collector as he is mentioned as having captured a variety of paphia

which is figured in this work and also reported and figured in The
Entomologist No. 99. The author states that the specimen is "in my
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collection but unfortunately is not in perfect condition". Whether the

author of my book or the Thomas Bentall referred to was the author of

"Bentall's British Lepidoptera" I know not, but it seems likely they were

related.

The author states that aurinia "occurs near Colchester but is not so

common there now as formerly" and that athalia is "now restricted to

one wood" near Colchester. C-album is "scarce in this district" whilst

polychlorus "has not been uncommon here since 1871". Thecla w-

album, the name used at that time for pruni, is correctly illustrated and
the following is an extract from the text. "This species is considered

rather rare. It is widely but not generally distributed. It occurs in several

places in this neighbourhood. I found it in some plenty one day last

summer flying about an ash tree in the pasture behind this house and I

met with several specimens besides in different places".

Corydon is reported as having been taken in High Woods, Colchester,

"about 12 specimens" and on the railway banks. Sinapis "occurs in

woods but is rare in this locality".

All the migrants are correctly reported although it is suggested that

hyale hibernates here as does croceus which "is more common that hyale

and is apparently generally distributed in the county. It has been taken

on this farm".

One could continue to extract useful and interesting information from
this charming little book but I think the foregoing has demonstrated not

just what a gem of a find it is, but the undoubted value of recording

butterfly population and distribution in our ever changing countryside.

I have checked on the O.S. map for the Halstead area and Nightingale

Hall still exists. Some time when travelling in that area a call on the

present occupants could prove mutually beneficial. Meantime however, I

shall still browse through those dusty shelves in the secondhand

bookshops. Who knows what my next find might be?

HUMMINGBIRD HAWKMOTHS
It has clearly been a good year for this migrant and we have received a

number of reports of sightings and captures. For lack of space we are not

publishing these, but passing them on to Mr Bretherton who in due

course will prepare a summary of the year's migration recordings.
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A GOOD SEASON FOR HOLLY BLUES IN EAST SUSSEX IN 1984.

byR. C. Dennis (7840)

I observed specimens of the spring brood of Holly blue {Celastrina

argiolus L.) from 20 April for some two and a half weeks continuously.

They were commonly seen on ivy, generally as singles, in garden and
country lanes, the weather at this time being cold and dry, but very

sunny.

The summer brood was abundant, particularly on ivy clad chalk, and
an interesting example (see photo, left, with typical female right, for

comparison) with much reduced hindwings and showing little sign of the

normally dark borders found in the second generation was taken on
28 July.

I would welcome comments from members who have seen any similar

examples of argiolus, or indeed of any species.

(I have bred examples of Large cabbage white (Pieris brassicae L.) from time to

time in which sometimes the hind, sometimes the forewings, have been of a

reduced size.

—

Editor.)
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AN EXPLANATION OF ' THROWBACKS"

A promising butterfly model

by Sir Cyril Clarke FRS (1569)

1. PAPILIO "NANDINA"
In Kenya and adjacent countries there is found a Swallowtail butterfly

Papilio "nandina" which we have shown to be a naturally occurring

hybrid between the famous polymorphic mimetic butterfly Papilio

dardanus ("the mocker") and a strikingly different Swallowtail, also

polymorphic in the female but non-mimetic, Papilio phorcas. A search

of museum material shows that in the wild only male "nandina" have
been obtained, but we have bred many females and it is these which are

of particular interest. They are much more like dardanus than phorcas,

as are the males, and within a brood there is as would be expected with a

hybrid considerable variability. But there is more to it than this, for not

infrequently there appear insects which are inexplicable by ordinary

mendelian genetics. We think this has come about as the resuh of

modifying genes and the role of these needs explaining.

2. MODIFYING GENES
We have shown that in dardanus the mimicry is mainly brought about by
a single gene on a particular chromosome, but in addition there are other

minor genes which help to perfect the pattern. These are the "unlinked

modifiers" which are on different chromosomes. Because they are

unhnked they are inherited independently of the major gene and
therefore may be present in the genome of all the mimetic females which

constitute that particular race. However, normally they do not exert any

effect except to perfect a particular pattern. In the absence of the major

gene controlling the pattern, they are "switched off". However, in

"nandina" the unlinked modifiers will be paired with phorcas genes to

which they are unaccustomed, and we postulate that then they may exert

their effect without the major gene, and the exceptional insects

("throwbacks?") which they produce occur in a non-mendelian ratio.

There is an additional compHcation regarding modifiers in the wild.

Because back crosses of the hybrid to one or other of the parent forms

are Ukely to occur, each parent species may carry modifiers of the other.

Exactly how this affects the picture mentioned above is uncertain.

However, this aspect can be clarified in the laboratory by crossing

phorcas with dardanus from areas where phorcas does not occur, for

example South Africa or Madagascar, and this we propose to do. In

addition, it is most important to continue with the Kenya crosses, in the

hope that we can obtain back crosses to both parent species, which will

clarify the effects of the major and minor genes. It is also essential to
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establish the dominance relationships of the two female forms of phorcus.
However, we think that the work so far is very suggestive that modifiers

operating in an unusual genetic background can produce "throwbacks".

There might be parallels in Man. For example, a recessively inherited

disease, such as phenylketonuria, may appear in the offspring of cousin

marriages, but sometimes the consanguinity is several generations back,

and it is then difficult to explain on a mendehan basis. Modifiers acting

in a particular genetic background might provide the solution.

"Major genes and polygenes" is not an original idea, but "nandina"
provides an exceptional opportunity for testing the validity of the

hypothesis that modifying genes can be responsible for exceptional

insects which are inexplicable on the usual mendelian basis. Large broods

are necessary to enable a valid statistical analysis to be made.

ORANGETIPS IN SCOTLAND

After a long period in decline there is now no doubt but that the

Orangetip {Anthocaris cardamines) is making a great come-back in

Scotland, where it had disappeared this century from many lowland

areas although retaining a strong presence in the Grampian-Aberdeen

area and it is therefore worth reporting any occurrences in Scotland.

In Aberlady, East Lothian

Sent to me as possibly being of interest was a male caught by Dr David

Hutchison, May 1985, in his garden at Aberlady.

In Coatbridge, Lanarkshire

In 1984 I was certain I saw two male Orangetips and this year, 5 June

1985, I captured a male and later on a pair. I understand they can also be

found in other nearby towns to Coatbridge. I gather from the books I

have consulted that it has not been seen in Lanarkshire this century.

Brian O. C. Gardiner (225)

William Young (8495)
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A BUTTERFLY COLLECTING TRIP TO PENINSULAR MALAYSIA

by A. C. Rawlins

In November and December, 1981, I spent five weeks collecting

in various localities in Western or Peninsular Malaysia. As there is such a

wealth of butterflies in this area (1008 or so recorded species) I decided to

ignore the Hesperiidae and Lycaenidae and concentrate mainly on the

other families.

Seasonally this was perhaps not the best time to go for a short visit, as

steady rain washed out a number of days as far as butterfly-collecting was
concerned. However, even on dull, drizzly, overcast days, the forest

Satyrids and Amathusiids can be seen. And when the sun did come out

after rain, the countryside was suddenly gloriously alive with bobbing and
darting butterflies and the light glinting off the dripping leaves.

The rainfall does not always fit a reliable seasonal pattern but, in

general, it tends to be wetter on the east coast from October to January

and on the west coast from September to the end of November or so.

I hitch-hiked around the country and was thus somewhat restricted as to

the places I could get to and the luggage I could carry. Getting lifts was
relatively easy and was certainly a good way of meeting different sections

of the community, from Malay truck drivers to Chinese businessmen and
Indian Doctors.

Nearly all the specimens caught were taken at the following sites:

1. Langkawi Island.

2 Bukit Perak in the middle of Kedah.

3. Gunong Jerai (Kedah Peak) in South Kedah.

4. Penang.

5. Cameron Highlands.

6. Kuantan.
7. Genting Highlands.

8. Eraser's Hill.

9. Tampin Hill.

10. Singapore.

As mentioned, my equipment was limited and I was unable to use traps.

However, bait on the ground was sometimes quite effective. Rotten pine-

apple and rotten bananas were placed in small clearings in thick forest and

all the Amathusiids and some Satyrids were taken at the bait. Decaying

prawns mixed with urine laid on damp sand attracted male Papilionids and
some Nymphalids. The following swallowtails were all taken or observed

at bait at Bulit Perak on 24th December:

Paranticopsis delessertii delessertii, P. ramaceus pendleburyi, P.

macareus perakensis, Pathysa antiphates itamputi, Graphium doson
evemonides, G. eurypylus mecisteus, G. evemon eventus, G.

sarpedon luctatius, Papilio mahadeva selangoranus.
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Three specimens of P. mahadeva were seen that day. This species is

more common further north, in Thailand and south Burma, but is

normally very uncommon in Malaysia. P. palinurus palinurus and Troides

ruficollis amphrysus were also seen that day, but not at the bait. In

addition, I was told that Pathysa aristeus, another rare Malaysian species,

could normally be found here in January. Overall, this was an excellent

site for Papilionids. Sadly, logging was already making big inroads into

the forest patches here.

Other points of interest include:

1. Idea hypermnestra lineata, usually uncommon, was found to be quite

common in sea level forest patches near Kuantan and also at 2000 feet

up Penang Hill.

2. Parantica sita ethologa was seen uncommonly in the hills between

2500 and 5500 feet. One specimen taken in the Genting Highlands was
a female. Oddly, very few females are known from Malaysia, though
they are much less rare in other parts of the species range (India to

south China).

3. Parantica sita has a Papilionid mimic — Chilasa agestor agestor — a

rare Malaysian species, which was captured flying with its model on
the hilltop at Gunong Jasar, 5500 feet, in the Cameron Highlands.

4. Other species seen hill-topping here included the Nymphalid, Sephisa

Chandra stubbsi male, and the Pierids Delias ninus ninus and D.

belladonna malayana, which is apparently confined to the Cameron
Highlands in West Malaysia, though the species has a wide range in

the Oriental region.

5. Another species confined to the Cameron Highlands, as far as the

Peninsula in concerned, is Lethe verma robinsoni, which was taken

there at 4000 feet.

6. Males of two Danaid species, Euploea mulciber and E. diocletianus,

were found feeding on dung.

7. Danaidae were particularly abundant at about 3500 feet up Kedah
Peak where 1 1 species were netted in about two hours.

8. Troides aecus thomsonii is usually a lowland species but one specimen

was caught at 2500 feet in the Genting Highlands.

9. A few specimens of Meandrusa payeni ciminius, an uncommon and
unusual Papilionid, were seen flying high in the treetops at a hilltop in

the Genting Highlands.

10. The orange form of the male of Appias nero figulina was common
and widespread in the Peninsula, but one brick red specimen was seen

in the Genting Highlands area at 2500 feet. The colour difference did

not seem to be related to the age of the butterfly as has sometimes

been suggested. I have also collected the sub-species in Palawan,

where every one seen was brick red.
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1 1 . Pareronia Valeria lutescens is an excellent mimic of Parantica aspasia,

but though both were seen on a number of occasions they were not

seen flying together in one place.

12. Neptis ilira cindia is rare in the Peninsula and according to Eliot's

revised Corbet and Pendlebury not known from Langkawi or

northern Kedah. Two specimens were captured, one in Langkawi and
one at Bukit Perak in central Kedah.

13. A female of Euthalia merta was also taken at Bukit Perak, unusually

far north for this uncommon species.

14. Elymnias hypermnestra merta occurs in a variety of races in the

Peninsula. The males are always similar but there are two distinct

female forms (with intermediate forms). In Langkawi and northern

Kedah, the female upperside resembles Danaus chrysippus and D.

genutia and most accurately resembles the forms of these species with

whitened hindwings. To the south, in the rest of the Peninsula, the

female resembles the male, though is somewhat paler. The odd thing is

that the forms of D. chrysippus and D. genutia in Langkawi have the

hindwing the same fulvous orange as the forewing, whereas further

south they have whitened hindwings {D. chrysippus chrysippus f.

alcippoides and D. genutia genutia f . intermedius). Thus the female E.

hypermnestra tinctoria from Langkawi and north Kedah would be an

even better mimic of the models which occur south of its range.

SPECIES COLLECTED IN PENINSULA MALAYSIA
IN NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 1981

PAPILIONIDAE
Papilio memnon agenor f. typical

Papillio memnon agenor f. butlerianus

Papilio nephelus sunatus

Papilio nephelus annulus

Papilio helenus helenus

Papilio demolion demolion

Papilio demoleus malayanus

Papilio polytes romulus f. typical

Papilio polytes romulus f. cyrus

Troides amphrysus ruficollis

Troides Helena cerberus

Troides aecus thomsonii

Trogonoptera brookiana alberscens

Atrophaneura coon doubledayi

Atrophaneura nox erebus

Atrophaneura varuna varuna

Atrophaneura aristolochiae asteris

Chilasa agestor agestor

Pathysa antiphates itamputi

Graphium sarpedon luctatius

Graphium eurypylus mecesteus

Graphium doson evemonides

Graphium evemon eventus

Graphium agememnon agamemnon
Paranticopsis delessertii delessertii

Paranticopsis ramaceus pendleburyi
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FIERIDAE
Hebomoia glaucippe aturia

Pareronia Valeria lutescens

Ixias purene verna

Delias hyparete metarete

Delias ninus ninus

Delias belladonna malayana

Appias nero figulina

Appias lyncida casava

Appias libythea olferna

Appias indri plana

Appias lalassis indroides

Appias albina albina

Appias paulina distanti

Saletara liberia

Cepora nadina andersoni

Leptosia nina malayana
Catopsilia scylla cornelia

Catopsilia pyranthe pyranthe

Catopsilia pomona pomona f. hilaria

Catopsilia pomona pomona f. alcmeone
Catopsilia pomona pomona f. jugurtha

Catopsilia pomona pomona f. crocale

Gandaca harina distanti

Eurema andersonii andersonii

Eurema blanda snelleni

Eurema tilaha nicevillei

Eurema ada iona

Eurema hecabe contubernalis

DANAIDAE
Idea hypermnestra linteata

Idea iasonia logani

Idea lynceus lynceus

Ideopsis gaura perakana

Parantica aglea melanoides

Parantica agleoides agleoides

Parantica aspasia aspasia

Parantica melaneus sinopion

Parantica sita ethologa

Danaus melanippus hegesippus

Danaus genutia genutia f. fenutia

Danaus genutia genutia f. intermedius

Danaus juventa sitah

Radena similis persimilis

Radena vulgaris macrina

Tiramula septentrionis septentrionis

Eliploea diocletianus diocletianus

Euploea midamus chloe

Euploea tulliolus modesta
Euploea modesta modesta
Euploea mulciber mulciber

Euploea phaenareta phoebus
Euploea eyndhovii gardineri

Euploea crameri breneri

Euploea camaralzeman malayica

Euploea algea menetriesii

Euploea leucostictos leucogonis

Mycalesis anaxioides

Mycalesis patiana

Mycalesis fusca fusca

Mycalesis orseis nautilus

Mycalesis janardana sagittigera

Mycalesis maianeas maianeas

Mycalesis horsfieldi mucianus

Mycalesis perseus cepheus

Mycalesis mineus macromalayana
Mycalesis visala phamis
Melanitis phetima abduUae
Melanitis leda leda

Ypthima fasciata torone

Ypthima pandocus corticaria

SA TYRIDAE

Ypthima baldus newboldi

Ypthima ceylonica huebneri

Orsotraenia medus cinerea

Coelites epiminthia epiminthia

Ragadia makuta siponta

Neorina lowii neophyta

Lethe verman robinsoni

Lethe chandica namura
Elymnias hypermnestra beatrice

Elymnias hypermnestra tinctoria

Elymnias hypermnestra discrepans

Elymnias hypermnestra agina

Elymnias penanga penanga

Amathusia phidippus phidippus

Zeuxidia doubledayi doubledayi

Zeuxidia amethystus amethystus

Amathuxidia amythaon dilucida

AMATHUSIIDAE
Thauria aliris pseudaliris

Xanthotaenia busiris busiris

Faunis canens arcesilas

Faunis gracilis
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Cirrochroa orissa orissa

Cirrochroa emalea emalea

Cirrochroa satellita satellita

Cirrochroa malaya malaya

Cirrochroa tyche rotundata

Cirrochroa surya siamensis

Terinos terpander robertsia

Terinos clarissa malayana

Terinos athta leuthras

Vindula dejone erotella

Paduca fasciata

Phaianta alcippe alcesta

Vagrans egista macromalayana
Cupha erymanthis

Cethosia hypsea hypsina

Cethosia penthesilea methypsea

Neptis hylas papaia

Neptis nata gononata

Neptis harita harita

Neptis ihra cindia

Neptis leucoporos cresina

Athyma perius perius

Athyma selenophora selenophora

Athyma nefte sybrata f. typical

Athyma nefte subrata f. subrata

Phaedym collumella singa

Sumaha daraxa theoda

SumaHa daraxa theoda

Pantoporia hordonia hordonia

Pantoporia paraica paraka

Lasippa heliodore doreha
Lasippa tiga siaka

Lasippa tiga camboja
Moduza procris procris

Moduza procris milonia

Tanaecia lepidea matala

Tanaecia aruna aruna

Tanaecia flora flora

{ALIDAE
Tanaecia juHi xiphiones

Tanaecia juhi bougainvillei

Tanaecia cocytus cocytus

Tanaecia godartii asoka

Tanaecia iapis puseda

Bassarona dunya dunya
Euthaha merta

Euthaha acontha garuda

EuthaUa monina monina
Lexias pardahs dirteana

Lexias conescens pardahna
Lexias dirtea merguia

Dophla evehna compta
Lebadea martha martha
Parthenos sylvia Hlacinus

KaUima parlekta amphrufa
Hypohmnas bolina boHna
Rhinopalpa polynice eudoxia

Doleschalha bisahida siamensis

DoleschaHia bisahida pratipa

Precis orithya wallacei

Precis athtes athtes

Precis lemonias lemonias

Precis alman javana

Precis iphita horsfleldi

Symbrenthia hypatia chersonesia

Araidne ariadne ariadne

Ariadne isaeus isaeus

Ariadne merione ginosa

Cyrestis nivea nivahs

Cyrestis themire themire

Cyrestis codes earh f. formosa

Eulacera osteria kumana
Euripus nyctehus euploides

Dichorragia nesimachus deoikes

Polyura athamas samatha

Polyura moori moori

Charaxes bernardus crepax

RIODimDAE
Abisara savitri savitri Zemeros flegyas albica

Abisara saturata kausambioides Zemeros emesoides emesoides

'-\^ "^^

^-fc^' ^ij^^^
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BUTTERFLY-TRAPPING IN FINLAND

by Leigh Plester (2968)

Talk of butterfly traps brings to mind the tropics, and with the price of

bananas and pineapples (not to mention rum) these day, small wonder.
An awful lot of fun can be had out of using this technique in Europe,

however, and I can strongly recommend it.

My own interest in trapping goes back to the early 1970s, when I first

began to make a determined effort to breed the Camberwell beauty,

Nymphalis antiopa L. Sometime during the late 1950s or early 1960s an

AES member living in the tropics published an article in the Bulletin on
this type of trap and his illustration stuck in my mind so that, when the

time came to construct one of my own, the task was child's play.

The trap I made in 1973 is the one shown in Figure 1 and its sides were

covered with black mosquito netting. In August 1973 it hung beneath one
of our apple trees at Kangasala (61°30'N., 24°40'E.) and at 10 am on 7

August it was found to be occupied by a busily feeding Camberwell
beauty. Like the angler who takes his first fish, I was "hooked for Hfe".

The brew I had baited it with contained a fermented apple and resulted

in the same specimen (with certain highly specific pieces missing from its

wings) reappearing in the trap on 13 August. The butterfly is the one in

the photograph.

On 16 April 1974 I made two more traps, painting them green and
fixing green plastic netting on to the frames to produce a very sturdy

arrangement. The wooden platforms were hung in place with large bent

paper-clips attached to nails. Each trap frame measured 23 cm x 23 cm at

the top, and the sides were 46 cm long. These are not magic numbers:

your trap should simply be large enough to accommodate your arm and a

sizeable pill-box. Wasp-dodging is an acquired art calling for enough
space to move around in at short notice. The bait is placed in a plastic jar

lid surrounded by 3-4 small nails.

Over the years I have tried a wide variety of baits, some of which

would scare the pants off the State Alcohol Monopoly (democracy in

Finland stops short of booze). Rotting apples are a species of bait that

comes quickly to mind, though almost any kind of fruit will do —
including plums, pears, currants, bananas, pineapples and, I dare say,

most of the fruit that grows in the tropics and which is sometimes
available cheap from a supermarket anxious to get rid of pungently

overripe produce. Wind tends to dry most juicy morsels during the

course of the day and it is best to start off with a mixture resembling a

miser's jam and to stir this from time to time to keep the surface moist.

One of the best baits I have ever tried is blackcurrants with sugar added:

this attracts Vanessids and Tortoiseshells in goodly numbers.

to be continued.
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"Save the Wondrous Butterflies!"

Soft brown and sulphur-dappled bank and field,

The woodlands haunts, the richly scented gloom,

—

And here awakens spirit, nature's yield.

Awakens, rises from the golden womb
Unto the summit of experience,

—

And here the spirit wanton, grave, intense.

Wide-ranging over meadow, over stream.

In courtship and in celebration flight,

In peace, in sweet and gentle rest, in dream.
The spirit-flesh , the mortal composite,

—

And here, through woodland haunts, the eerie sighs.

The pleas, "This wondrous spirit realize!"

And though soft brown and sulphur-dappled still.

These banks and fields, these wooded wonderlands.

The human way, perforce to spoil, to kill.

And all too late the reach of caring hands.

And still the quest, the purpose great and grave,

—

Such wondrous butter-coloured flies to save!

And still, through woodland haunts, the eerie sighs.

The pleas, "Oh save the wondrous butterflies!"

Frank Marples (8226)
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^HARLEY'
BOOKS

New books, paperback editions

and special offers!

The Moths and Butterflies of

Great Britain and Ireland
Edited by John Heath and A. Maitland Emmet
'.

. . welcomed by all serious amateur and professional entomologists and will remain the

standard work in the foreseeable future.' John F. Burton, British Book News

Advance notice of Volume 7 - Hesperiidae to Thyratiridae

The next volume in this series, in an advanced stage of preparation, is scheduled for

publication in June 1987. It will include all the British butterflies and some families of

larger moths. Colour plates are by the well-known entomological artist, Richard Lewing-
ton.

To mark the half-way stage of publication of this major series, a special, limited-term offer

is being made for all volumes published to date in hardback, plus the 'butterfly volume' in

preparation.

Volumes contain keys to families and species. Text consists of full description, details of

life history, distribution maps, and structural drawings where necessary for identification.

In addition, all species and significant variants are illustrated in colour. Each volume
contains a special chapter, or chapters, on related subjects of importance in the study of

British Lepidoptera. The authors of each volume are selected for their specialist know-
ledge of the families, or sometimes even individual species, described.

Special offer \ov\^o\s^, 2, 7, 9 & 10 (valid until end Feb., 1987) £179.50*

(save 17V2%onfull retail price of £217.50)

£38.00*

H/B ISBN 0 946589 03 8

P/B 0 946589 15 1

H/B ISBN 0 946589 02 X

H/B ISBN 0 946589 09 7

Pre-publication offer for Vol. 7 alone (valid until end April 1987)

Volume 1 Micropterigidae to Heliozelidae

344pp, incl. 9 mono, 4 col. pis; 85 text figs

Volume 2 Cossidaeto Heliodinidae

460pp incl 1 6 col. pis; 1 6 text figs.

Volume? Hesperiidae to Thyatiridae

approx. 350pp; 24 col. pis; 20 text figs

Volume 9 Sphingidae to Noctuidae (Pt. I)

320pp incl. 16 col. pis; 19 text figs

Volume 10 Noctuidae (Pt. II), Agaristidae

460pp. incl. 13 col. pis; 19 text figs

All volumes 25 x 20cm. Hardback bound in green cloth and attractively dust-wrappered;

paperback sewn and bound in strong laminated covers. Colour prospectus available.

* conditional on pre-payment: please add £6.50 per 5 vols, or £2.00 per single vol. p. & p.

Published books will be sent immediately order received; Vol. 7 on publication.

H/B

P/B

H/B

P/B

ISBN 0 946589 04 6

0 946589 16 X

ISBN 0 946589 01 1

0 946589 17 8

£37.50

£24.95

£47.50

approx.

£47.50

£40.00

£24.95

£45.00

£24.95

British Pyralid Moths - a Guide to their
Identification by Barry Goater, BSc, MIBiol.

No longer need lepidopterists have difficulty in identifying the pyralids encountered in the

field, or in collections. All 208 species on the British list, including the rarest adventives,

are illustrated in eight outstanding colour plates.

'.
. . a convenient weight and size, clear to read and easy to use . . . the book represents a

landmark.' Antenna

21.5 X 15cm 176ppincl.9. col. pis Clothbound ISBN 0 946589 08 9 £18.95*

*please add £1 .50 p. & p.



Breeding Butterflies and Moths
- a practical Handbook for British and European
Species
by Ekkehard Friedrich (Translated from the German by Steven
Whitebread, FRES), edited by A. Maitland Emmet, HonFRES
The publication of this enlarged, English edition of Ekkehard Friedrich's handbook, widely

used on the Continent, fills a serious gap in the British literature. It contains detailed and
illustrated instructions on Breeding Equipment and Techniques and provides Rearing

Descriptions for about one thousand British and continental European species of Lepi-

doptera. Additional material has been contributed by Brian 0. C. Gardiner on semi-

synthetic diets; by Jim Reid on Geometridae; and by A. Maitland Emmet, the editor, on
the microlepidoptera.

'Particular attention is given to those species which are considered generally by Lepi-

dopterists to be difficult or troublesome to rear.' from a review of the French edition of this

work. Bulletin of the Amateur Entomologist's Society.

25 X 20cm 176pp incl. 47 text figs H/B ISBN 0 946589 20 8 £20.00*

early Dec, 1986 P/B 0 946589 1 1 9 £9.95*

* please add £1.50 p. & p.

The Spiders of Great Britain and Spec/a/ Offer!

Ireland Vols. 1-3
written and illustrated by Michael J. Roberts, MB, ChB, FZS

The new definitive work on the British and Irish Araneae

Volume 2 of this highly acclaimed work, covering the Linyphiidae (which includes the

difficult 'money spiders') is scheduled for publication in March 1987, when the three-

volume set will be complete. In its two text volumes (Vols 1 & 2), with full pages of

superbly drawn comparative text-figures, showing genitalia and other parts necessary to

determine species, and in its volume of outstandingly beautiful colour plates (Vol. 3), the

work concentrates on the identification of the British and Irish fauna - the main purpose of

the author. Life histories and distribution details are necessarily here kept to a minimum
and given only to the extent that they may confirm identification. Volume 2, the most
eagerly awaited part of the work, will also include colour plates of species new to Britain

since publication of the earlier volumes, together with a check list of all British and Irish

species.

'this highly authoritative and beautiful work will be welcomed by all students of British

arachnology who need to determine accurately their material.' The Entomologist's
Record.

Volume 2 approx. 224 pp. incl. 4 col. pis and lOOpp of text figs. ISBN 0 946589 06 2

Clothbound 29 x 20.5cm Pre-publication offer (open to end January 1987) £37.50*

Price on publication not less than £45.00

Special offer on the set ISBN 0 946589 186 (full retail price £135.00) £115.00*

*Offers conditional on pre-payment, adding £2.00 per vol. or £4.00 per set p. & p.

Published volumes will be sent immediately to those ordering the set.

For complete catalogue and/or colour prospectuses of above titles, please write or 'phone
publisher.

Access and Visa cards accepted.

Also available through bookshops or specialist entomological booksellers.

Harley Books, Great Horkesley, Colchester C06 4AH.
7e/: Colchester (0206) 271216
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The Natural History ofn—

BUTTERFLIES
Tohn Feltwell

This is a unique and refreshing approach to
i

the natural history of butterflies; how they
|

work, migrate, find food plants, fight for I

territories and are so marvellously
|

coloured. Examples are drawn from all the
I

butterflies of Europe and its American
[

visitors. The book emphasises the

co-evolution of butterflies wdth wild

flowers and the way in which their lives

are inextricably linked. Special attention is

given to the elaborate systems evolved to

detect food plants and how butterfly

behaviour is geared to life among wild

flowers.

Written by a well-known expert, this

thoroughly researched book adds a whole
new dimension to the spectacular and
intriguing lifestyle of the butterfly.

£7.95 pbk 0-7099-4905-7

£12.95 hbk 0-7099-1059-2 160 pages

Rlustrated in colour and black and white \

O R D E R FORM
I

(Bookseller)
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ame Address

)|ooks should be ordered from booksellers. In case of difficulty, send your order to
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Two Special Publications

to Commemorate the Society's

Golden Jubilee 1985

Some British Moths Reviewed and A Guide to the

Critical Species

By W. H. Tarns, J. Heath, R. Cooke, M. J. Skelton and J. Reid.

64 pp. (AES Pamphlet No. 12)

This publication reproduces original material dealing with those British

moths which are difficult to identify. Features of identification of both

the genitalia and wing-patterns are figured and these are supported by

descriptions. An essential booklet for the precise identification of the

doubtful species.— Price £2.80

The Journal of the Entomological Exchange and

Correspondence Club

Volume One. 1935-36

This is a facsimile reproduction of the Society's first Journal with a

foreword by Brian Gardiner and its 100 pages are full of entomological

hints and problems of fifty years ago, many of them still relevant

today. An historic publication which existing members received in

August 1985 but which new members will want to add to their

libraries.—Price £3.40.

(Prices include postage and packing)

All orders for AES Publications should be sent to

AES Publications Agent

4 Steep Close, Green Street, Green, Orpington, Kent










